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TAPE NUMBER: XIX, SIDE 1 

April 3, 1963 

Serrurier: Last time I had just started talking about some 

of the twenty-four-hour institutions that I know about. I 

had talked about short-lived Broadacres. I do not know 

exactly what happened to it except that I know that it no 

longer exists. Now a few others. First, El Retiro which is 

a very interesting place. This was for many years the twenty

four-hour placement institution for adolescent girls run by 

the Los Angeles County Probation Department; placement was 

by court order. It corresponded more or less to the forestry 

camps to which boys are sent, It was located in the San 

Fernando Valley, toward Sylmar. It has recently moved to a 

beautiful new "campus" not far from Ramona High School, and 

its name has been changed to Las Palmas, El Retire was a 

very interesting place, So is Las Palmas. There were experi

ments with group guidance at a time when that was a fairly 

new idea. Girls were given a considerable amount of freedom 

within the basic restrictive arrangement, The intake was 

restricted to girls-of quite ·high IQ, which made some of 

the guidance procedures possible (or at least more apt to 

be successful.) There was also some selection of girls who 

might be expected, judging from their backgrounds and person

alities, to get along with other people, The result of this 

selectivity was that the population of El Retiro was not 
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typical of most of the girls who are wards of the court in 

Los Angeles County. 

One of the problems that El Retiro shared with other 

county and state institutions was the matter of schooling. 

There was a school at El Retiro; the teachers were employees 

of the County Board of Education which is responsible for 

the schools which are not in separate school districts. The 

county office had a special school section. (I use the past 

tense simply because I do not know the present set-up. I 

have no reason to think it has changed in this respect.) 

In charge when I was active was Frank Wycoff, who used to be 

a traclc star at use. Now the county schools (at least at 

that time) had salary schedules lower than those of Los 

Ang;eles and other nearby school districts. This made it hard 

to recruit and 1ceep teaching and administrative staff. Added 

to ·this is the fact that teaching wards of the court in a 

closed setting is at best a very demanding job. 

In spite of its problems, El Retiro did interesting 

things. It was easy to run away from the place because 

strict security was not part of the philosophy. Runaways 

were fairly common, but so were voluntary returns. In a 

certain way it is even easier to run away from Las Palmas ,. 

the new ins ti tut:lon. Las Palmas is phys j_cally beautiful, 

but it is located in the middle of a densely populated area 

near a freeway, ra tlroad track, and a highway. Onr.~e a girl 

gets out it becomes very difficult to find her. 
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My good feeling about El Retiro and I.a.s Palmas is 

based on the feeling I got that a real effort was being made 

to help the girls. The experimental programs were part of 

this effort, The diredtor ·, in my time, was a woman of ideas, 

She believed, as I do, that one can learn things from books, 

and that theoretical studies in psychology and sociology 

can sometimes be ci.pplied to the solution of human problems, 

We worked together on occasion and had some interesting 

meetings, 

Rose Timmons and I inadvertently almost ruined the dedi

cation ceremonies of Las Palmas. We arrived a few minutes 

late; app-~rently the opening invocation had just been given, 

The g irls were allowed to stand around and watch the guests 

coming in, A girl, Alberta Smithson, about whom I'll talk 

later, an enormous, powerful, very good-looking Negro youngster, 

who: had been both at Betsy Ross and at Ramona, spotted Mrs. 

Timmons a,nd me. With a bellow that resounded through the new 

auditorium she dashed up to us at the entrance and grabbed 

each of us around the neck with her powerful arms. In this 

embrace she yelled alternately, "Dear Mrs. Timmons! Dear 

Mrs. Serrurier!ri until two women led her off. When we entered, 

the chairman said, "Hmm, now we can proceed with the program. " 

That doesn't have much to do with L9.s Palmas ! Anyhow, it• s 

an interesting institution, 

The state has two institutions for girls, Los Guilicos 

near Santa Rosa and Ventura. I have visited the 1atter. 
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Los Guilicos is for younger girls than is Ventura. Ventura 

was then in some respects prison-like. There did not seem, 

at that time, to be much response to ideas of rehabilitation 

and social work. I think this is changing. Los Guilicos, 

on the other hand, apparently started with ideas of almost 

complete permissiveness. They experienced several riots, 

perhaps because of the belief that people must not be stopped 

from expressine; their feelings physically. Then they apparently 

learned how to set limits and still have freedom. I understand 

that Los Guilicos is beautiful physically. 

For some reason that I have not been able to discover, 

no girl who came back to Ramona from Los Guilicos spoke well 

of it. Perhaps our girls could not handle the amount of 

freedom they were given. 

The most dramatic experience I had which involved Los 

Guilicos concerned Princie, who spent I think a year there. 

I probably told you when I was talking about her that when 

Princie came back to Ramona the whole school reacted to her 

masculinity; the girls began wearing fancy party dresses and 

so on. I asked her parole officer to come over to discuss 

the rf19. tter. Princie said to us, 11 I learned something at Los 

Guilicos. I knew that I was a homosexual (she didn't say 

'lesbian'), but I learned up there that that is my business 

and not yours and that I can be a homosexual if I want to be 

and I have as much right to be a. homosexual a.s you have not 

to be a homosexual." The poor parole officer sat and squirmed 



and then said, "But Princie, true though this may be, you 

don't have the right to act like a homosexual in school." 
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That was about as far as she was able to get. At Los Guil

icos, people had apparently operated on the theory that 

there was nothing to be gained by trying to change Princle 

nor by trying to make her feel guilty, inferior, or uncom

fortable about herself. I don't know whether this was typical 

of the methods used, nor can I have any but a theoretical 

opinion of the validity of the approach. 

There are several other institutions that I know less 

about because not many Ramona girls went to them. One is 

Charter Oaks, for people with mild mental illnesses. It is 

in the San Gabriel area. Then there is Hathaway Home, which 

I think does excellent work. It usually has a long waiting 

list. Its chief service is to youngsters of elementary school 

age. I owe a great deal to Hathaway Home in one respect at 

least, They periodically publish a bulletin and somebody 

put me on its mailing list. This bulletin was prepared by 

someone who wrote very well. It almost always represented 

my point · of view. There was one description of the way in 

which Hathaway Home uses food for purposes beyond nutrition, 

which I lifted (with permission) and had mimeographed to dis

tribute to audiences. They did the same thing with food 

that we did at Ramona, but because Hathaway is a resident 

institution they did it much more dramat:°Lcally than we were 

able to. For example, the normal procedure when a youngster 
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was brought to Hathaway Home (and remember, these are very 

deeply disturbed kids) was not admitted through the front 

door but through the kitchen. The cook always knew that a 

given ohild was coming and greeted the youngster by name and 

with a special treat. I think this is a wonderful way of 

welGoming a child who has been rejected and who is entering 

a strange new place. Another institution which does an 

excellent job is Vista Del Mar, which is operated by one of 

the Jewish agencies. It is unusual in that it performs 

functions that are not usually combined in one institution. 

It is one of the licensed adoption agencies in the county. 

It also has cottage residence arrangement for abandoned 

children and children whose pg.rents are having emotional 

or other problems. I am told that it uses group therapy 

and provides psychotherapy when that is needed. I have, 

among my personal acquaintances, some people whose children 

have been in Vista Del Mar, and I know about the institution 

from things that I have read, but I have not had occasion 

to work specifically with it. 

This listing cannot be ended without mentioning Juvenile 

Hall. More Ramona girls spent time there than in all the 

other institutions I have mentioned combined. There are all 

kinds of misconceptions about Juvenile Hall, the chief one 

beine; that it in j, ts elf is a place of punishment. I have 

had parents say to me, "I wish they would sentence her to 

Juvenile Hall." Of course, Juvenile Hall is only a temporary 
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detention place, I have known youngsters to stay there for 

three months when the court and the Probation Department 

were having difficulty in deciding upon and finding other 

placement, But normally the stay was much shorter. The 

purposes of ''The Hall" are 1 To detain minors who are accused 

of actions which require court appearance; to safeguard 

children who have been abandoned by their parents or who are 

in physical danger at home, and (occasionally) to prevent 

minors who must testify in court from being approached with 

the purpose of influencing their testimony. 

Apropos of all this I want to say a bit about the row 

that's going on now about the Probation Department Group 

Guidance Unit. It is an interesting example of how politics 

works and of how even experts have sharply divided opinions 

as to how to deal with seriously disturbed youngsters, 

This unit in the Probation Department carries on the 

program in which trained social workers "infiltrate" gangs 

with the purpose of turning the energies of gang members 

to socially harmless activities, It is a long, slow, pain

ful process, If a worker is skilled, and partlcularly if 

he is a product of the area and the environment in which he 

is working, he earns the confidence of the gang members. No 

effort is made to cause the gang to disband, This is impor

tant. And this is one of the things which apparently some 

law enforcement people are upset about, The theory is that 

gangs are a natural and normal response to adolescent needs. 
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If a gang is forced to disband, it either goes underground 

or its former members are forced into other means of satis

fying their social needs. So the best thing to do, it is 

argued, is to infiltrate the gang and to change its goals 

from antisocial to social nnes. This works with some types 

of gangs. However, I think it is possible that the police 

are right in some respects; not all gangs exist for social 

purposes. The police argue that the "peace conferences" 

between warring gangs which are sponsored by the group guidance 

people simply give status to the gang leaders, who are there

fore better able to control their followers. It is alrosaid 

that the leaders and the gang members become very cocky. 

I don't think that's the case, but I have no personal knowledge. 

It has also been claimed that sponsored gangs commit more 

crimes than do other groups. But assuming them to be correct, 

assuming that there is more violence in those gangs than in 

others, one reason may be that the Group Guidance workers 

deliberately pick the most antisocial gangs, the ones that 

have the history of the greatest violence, with which to 

work. 

We had an example of similar reasoning at Ramona once, 

when a man in our area went to the Board of Education and 

lnsisted that Ramonr'.1 High School be closed; his argument was 

a very interesting one. He had looked at the statistics 

and had found that there were more.~ Ramona High S chbol girls 

who had been in Juvenile Hall, who were wards of the court, 
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or who had police records than there were in other schools. 

This, of course, was perfectly true. But the conclusion 

that he drew from these facts was that Ramona High School 

taught girls how to get into trouble{ 

There is an aspect of the situation which throws light 

on the complexity of all this; it is an example of the fact 

that there is seldom only one right way of doing things. 

This point was made by Dr. Yablonsky, who is teaching, I 

believe, at UCLA, He has specialized in the study of the 

violent gang in New York City. There are several kinds of 

gangs. Dr, Yablonsky said that violent gangs are led invar

iably by psychotics, which is not necessarily true of all 

gangs, and that no amount of sponsorship and of helping the 

kids to get basketballs and places to meet and all the rest 

of it will make the slightest bit of difference in the atti

tudes of the psychotic leader and of the neurotic and psychotic 

types that are attracted to that psychotic. leader, Dr. 

Yablonsky feels that it is quite possible that the actual 

process of group guidance may reinforce the psychotic leader's 

antiso~ial tendencies; the leader may interpret the attention 

and what he takes to be the cooperation of the probation 

worker to be evidence of approval of the leader's activities. 

Such a leader may even get the notion that the social worker 

has become one of his followers. The psychotic leader is 

probably unable to accept the idea that an effort is being 

made to cause him, the leader, to change, 
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I know Al Collier, the chief deputy who is in charge of 

the Group Guidance Unit in the Probation Department. The 

newspa.per reports that there are now nine men and three 

women on the staff. Mr. Collier is a very interesting person. 

He is a Negro, powerfully built, very well educated, A 

gentle sort of person. I have invited him both to talk to 

the faculty and to the girls at graduation and on various 

other occasions. He has an over-all sympathy and I think 

an understanding of the basic problems of the youngsters 

who join gangs. I don't know the men who work under him. 

I have met a couple of the women. These people must be able 

to distinguish in their own minds between understanding and 

accepting the behavior of others. It is one thing to under

stand the probable reasons why a person does certain things, 

and quite another to accept those things. It is still another 

matter to approve them. It is very easy for social workers 

to develop an attitude which people (at least Ramona girls) 

interpret as approval; sometimes it is. Sometimes workers 

give this impression in an effort to get the girls to like and 

to accept them, because without acceptance they can accomplish 

little. But some workers don't know where to stop. This is 

not an easily solved problem. It is essential to have young 

social workersi they must be young enough to be able to deal 

with gang members almost as man to man. So in the nature 

of the case the workers have hot had mu ·2-h experience in 

social work or in life in general. Many of them are fresh 
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out of college. And where can one find people who combine 

youth with experience? 

Dixon: It would seem to me that Professor Yablonsky thought 

that the gangs should be broken up, because this is what 

they did in New York. 

Serrurier: I think that the violent gangs on which Professor 

Yablonsky is an expert probably should be broken up. I'm 

willing to accept his .analysis of them and his belief that they 

are basically psychotic in their orientation. It is hard 

enough in our s o ,~iety to deal with an individual psychotic 

or even with a profound neurotic; organized psychotics must 

be an appalling problem. 

However, as I have said, there are gangs and gangs. 

One of the books which I read many years ago is "Street 

Corner Society," which is a study of some "Italian 

gangs" in a city somewhere in New York State; the author 

does not name it, It is not New York City itself, but I 

would guess a good-sized city, perhaps Buffalo. The author 

used the technique of infiltrating, He hung around the street 

corners,· He knew Italian. The picture that his book gives. 

of gangs is one of people meeting on street corners because 

there was no other place to meet. This was a:r:overty-stricken 

area and nobody had a home big enouc;h for meetings, Nobody 

had enough money to rent a meeting place. The young men 

met in restaurants or pool halls as long as they were allowed 

to stay or until other people disturbed them; then they went 
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off to street corners. In the study reported in this book 

many of the "gang" boys grow up to be the leaders of the 

community. Never, even ~uring adolescence, did they get 

involved with the law. 

So I doubt very much that it is sound to make any gen

eral statements about gangs. Certainly the violent ones, 

pg.rticularly these that go in for the kind of utterly sense

less, irrational violence that we sometimes read about, are 

menacing to society. It may be necessary to prevent their 

functioning, even if this ma.kes some individuals unhappy. 

Society has to protect itself. Obviously, a community cannot 

permit an organization to continue to exist if it encourages 

its members to walk up to a young man they have never seen 

before and stamp him to death just because he happens to be 

walking down the street. But this kind of thing is not true of 

all or even of mos-t- ga-ngs-. -I-ve-r~-mu-Gh-ho-pe-that_the_inv_eB -

tigation in Los Angeles does not turn into one of the "We 

told you so, this is another example of being soft with bums 

who ought to be in jail" things. There is a sufficiently 

large segment in the community that has this punitive attitude 

to make an investigation dangerous. If it is not carefully 

handled there may well be a demand not only for the dissolu

tion of the Group Guidance Unit but for the dissolution of 

any program that is not just straight law enforcement. "Pick 

them up and lock them up" ls an appealing technique to some 

people. 



Dixon: They reversed Father Flanagan's statement, 

Serrurier: Yes, He says, "There are no bad boys," 

people think there are no good ones, 

After I talked about graduation the other day 

of one of the other Ramona activities that brought 

of the girls' emotional difficulties. This was our 

parties. Have I told you about Christmas parties? 

Dixon: No, 
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Some 

I thought 

out some 

Christmas 

Serrurier: Ramona Christmas parties started as the conven

tional thing to do, e,nd evolved into something almost as 

important in the eyes of the girls as camp or free break-

fasts or birthday parties c I was relatively young and extremely 

foolish and inexperienced when we planned the first Christmas 

party, Somebody on the faculty said, "We ought to give the 

girls some nice presents." So I went out and made a few 

speeches and we were given some presents for the girls. 

Innocently we distributed these, and precipitated a set of 

really tragic reactions. When the girls opened their pres

ents and found that one girl had received a silk scarf while 

another had a lipsti ck, many of our disturbed and hurt 

youngsters rea c ted violently. "You gave her more than you 

gave met You don't like me as much as you like her!" Girls 

threw presents at one another and at us. There were two 

runa,ways by seriously disturbed girls who were convinced that 

their gifts were del:'Lberately not as good or as expe:nslve 

as the gifts that other girls received, It was a horrifying 



and instructive experience to us. It gave the faculty a 

shocking picture of how deep the psychological wounds of 
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our pupils were. From that time on, when I made speeches 

asking for gifts, I explained carefully why it was essential 

that every girl get exactly the same gift. In my audiences 

{these were usually women's groups or PTA's) I would see people 

nodding, agreeing with me. People would come up afterwards 

and almost always have some story to tell me either about 

their own children or about themselves. This was interesting. 

"I remember when I was little that my sister's doll had eyes 

that closed a.nd my doll's didn't. I cried for weeks." 

This kind of thing indicated, of course, that it ·was not 

just girls at Ramona High School who have emotional scars! 

Another thing that Christmas pa.rties taught us was that 

many really disturbed girls were unable to accept gifts. 

I knew already that emotionally it was hard for many of them 

to accept friendship or affection, let alone love, but I 

had not realized until the first Christmas party that they 

did not even know how to accept material gifts. We had all 

kinds of reactions. A few girls would not accept gifts. 

The explanation that we usually heard was, "You may say 

that you're giving us presents, but I'll bet that 1·;rhen we 

come back to school after the holidays, you' re goj_ng to malrn 

us pay for them." Another example of the deep mistrust of 

the adult wo:-rld. ancl of au tho:J:-i ty. The determination not to 

be indebted to anyone. &'1.ch year a few girls ran and hid in 
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corners. As we worked out our procedures, we learned to 

permit and even to encourage the very withdrawn youngsters 

not to come to the party; we gave them their presents privately 

sometimes sending the packages to their h©mes, Incidentally, 

we always gave a present to every girl even if she was out 

of school on suspension. Even if she had pulled a knife 

on somebody we still gave her her Christmas gift. And whenever 

we were given permission to do so, we took their presents 

to Juvenile Hall if we had girls there. That is part of 

the whole Ramona attitude of concern for the individual. 

In addition to our having to make sure that gifts were 

identical, there were many other interesting aspects of Christ

mas parties, There were always some girls who immediately 

tore open their presents; they Gould not wait to see what 

they were getting. On the other hand, some girls would 

hide their packages and postpone the pleasure; some girls 

said that they had not opened the gifts until Christmas 

day, One thing was a real problem, and that we had to be 

hard-boiled about. "Don't you have an extra package for my 

little sister?" "My mother will not have 8.ny Christmas if 

you don't give her a gift." We always had a few extra 

packages, and at first we would distribute them, The result 

was that the secretary reported that during Christmas vacation 

a stream of people came to school wanting Christmas presents 

because we had given presents to soillebody else who was not 

enrolled in the school. So we hEJ.d to say "No." But in order 
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to do something about the little sister or brot~er who would 

have nothing, we developed another procedure. We would 

give our girls wrapped packages which contained costume 

jewelry and other odds and ends, The girls knew that these 

were an exception to the rule of the same gift for everyone. 

In addition, we had a stocking for each girl; it contained 

nuts, candy, apples, a lemon, and little boxes of salt. 

These could be given to siblings, 

In order to have some group participation and to assure 

the girls that we were not showing favoritism, we organized 

the student council (I will talk about it later) into teams. 

They weighed the nuts and the candy; they went shopping and 

picked .out the apples so tr.at they were as nearly uniform 

in size as we could possibly make them, Serving on these 

teams was consldered a great honor, If anybody said, "I 

got more candy than you did," a member of the student council 

would stand up proudly and say, "I weighed that, Are you 

suggesting that I didn't weigh it right?" This method fin;i,lly 

solved the problem. 

Dixon: You said lemon and salt. 

Serrurier: Yes, I haven't talked about lemons yet. I used 

to worry about it when cooking teachers first told me that 

the girls would steal lemons and eat them whole, rind, seeds, 

and all. My mouth watered and my hair stood on encL I talked 

to the school doctor, who said that the girls wore desperate 

for vitamin C, which lemons supply. They like salt 011 their 
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lemons. Apparently salt is something that Mexican families 

do not use very mueh, because the girls, even at regular 

meals, salted things terrifically. They all seemed to have 

a great need for it. Or perhaps the opposite is true, 

and they were accustomed to highly salted food. The doctor 

said that we should let the girls have as much lemon as we 

could get. We developed a couple of sources. 

Dixon: Bet they had darn few colds among them. 

Serrurier: They had colds enough. They didn't get enough 

lemons from us, and they did not have enough other food. 

We hacl one teacher and several outsiders who had lemon trees 

on their property: we never refused offers of lemons. We 

had a·few rules, Girls were not allowed to throw lemon 

rinds down the toilet. They could not eat lemons in class. 

When we obtained a freezer we would freeze the juice and serve 

lemonade on all sorts of occasions. Lemons were one of the 

sources of joy for the girls. 

The emotional ina.bili ty to acc~ept gifts, which I have mentioned 

sometimes tool{ forms that were di ff icul t to handle. Three or 

four yea~rs ago we had a youngster named Doris Arthur. I will 

talk about her in detail later. Doris was a little Negro 

girl, one half of whose body was a mass of scar tissue. The 

explanations for this varied, but appa.rently her mother 

had pushed her into a fire when Doris was small, · Having met 

the mother, I am tempted to believe the story. On Doris' 

face the scarring began at about nostril level. Above 
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that she was all right. She looked horrible. One lip hung 

far down. We worked on plastic surgery, When I retired some 

work had been done; more was pending, At any rate, Doris and 

her mother had all kinds of emotional problems. Doris did 

something at a Christmas party which was sad and interesting. 

She flatly refused her gift. Her best friend came and put 

the package and the stocking with the candy on her lap. 

Doris put them down on the floor. Her favorite teacher offered 

the presents, She put them down on the floor. The cafeteria 

manager offered them, She put them down on the floor, 

Finally the end of the party came, and Doris walked out without 

her gifts. We put packages away decidine; that if Doris came 

back during the holidays the secretary would gi"V"e them to her. 

But I had no sooner returnecl to my office from the pg.rty 

than Doris arrived, with blood in her eye, She said to me, 

"You stole my wrist watch, And furthermore, you refused to give 

me a Christmas present, I'm going to call the police and 

tell on you," I wa.s so startled that I didn't know what to 

do, I saidt "What did your wrist wat ch look like?" She 

replied, "You ought to know. You stole itc I'm not going 

to tell you what it looked like." 

"When did you last see it? When did you last have it?" 

"You're trying to make it easier for yourself. I'm 

not going to tell you anything, You return my wrist wat ch 

to me." 

Finally I said to Doris, disregardlng all her problems, 
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"I can't return something that I don't have. If you really 

believe that I stole your watch, I guess you had better 

call the police." So Doris stormed out. I went after her 

and said, "Doris, do you want to use the school phone, or 

do you have a dime to call the police?" She never had any 

money. She came back very meekly, like a little girl, and 

said, "Let me have a dime? 11 I gave her a dime and she walked 

out. I stood at the front door and watched her. She walked 

about half a blocl{ and then came back with a charming, childish 

smile. She returned my dime to me and said, ''Look, don't 

you like my watch?" 

I swallm-rnd hard and said, "Yes, it's beautiful. Come 

on in and get your Christmas present." She did, and then 

left, The reactions of some youngsters were incredible. 

A few other things concerning Christmas parties. 

First, Santa Claus. I was torn between shock and amusement 

at every Christmas party, at the number of girls who really 

were not quite sure whether they were seeing the real Santa 

Claus or not, There were serious disc;ussions about this. We 

owned a Santa Claus suiti and all kinds of people served as 

Santa Claus. Last year I did it on invitation. 

During the puzzled discussions somebody would usually 

snort and say, 11 There is no Santa Claus," And this produced 

more arguments. "Is this a friend of Santa Claus or is it 

just somebody we know dressed. up like Santa Claus?" Remember 

that these were teenagers talkine! 
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Another aspect of Christmas celebrations should be 

mentioned. That is the matter of the people, chiefly women, 

who gave us presents for the girls. On one hand there were 

some groups that were wonderful in their attitudes. They 

would ask me precisely what we needed and would give us exactly 

what we asked for. I would specify ninety-two gifts each 

consisting of a package of bobbie pins, a comb, lipstick, and 

a scarf--we would get exactly ninety-two. But on the other 

hand there were some donors who gave us unbelievable junk. 

Lipsticks which turned out to be all used except for a little 

tiny sliver. Once I asked for powder puffs, in the days when 

girls used face powder more than they do now; we received 

filthy·, used p011Tder puffs. Once I told a group that 2omeone 

had given us fifty pairs of rayon panties and if I could get 

another fifty pair we could give each girl a pair and have 

some left over for emergencies. We received unwashed and 

utterly worn-out panties from women with money and high social 

standing. This was incredible, too. Once a woman :who came 

with clothing for the Cinderella Shop also came with some 

Christmas presents; she indignantly took everything back 

. when I told her that I could not perrni t her to go to the 

home of each girl who received something and be personally 

thanked by her parents. Think of the psychological make-up 

of such a person! The people in charge of the maternity 

homes told me that thj_s same thing was one of their grea. t 

problems. Of course occasionally one meets people who are 
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neurotic. But some of the people who did these weird things 

were, I think, concerned exclusively with status. They wanted 

to be able to say, "I took a hundred packages over to that 

place." These "donors" know that the people who run institutions 

are not going to publicize this. This pseudo-charity always 

made me sad. The hypocrisy, the desire for credit without 

doing anything creditable, the desire to be considered gen

erous, warm-hearted, and understanding when people are none 

of these things--these manifestations always made me feel 

ill. I learned to explain to groups before which I spoke 

why they couldn't talk to individual girls. I could not, 

of course, give names or addresses. In only a few cases 

could people expect thank-you notes. The Student Council 

used to write a general thank-you note whenever a club had 

given us soillething. How much of the behavior I have described 

is a reflection of our society with its emphasis on external 

values and how much of it is reflection of the numbers of 

neurotics we have in our society I do not know. One result 

of this was that we were forced to open every pa.ckage that 

came, except those from the Aunts of Maria and from one other 

group that we came to know and trust. No matter how beau

tifully wrapped a pa.cl{ae;e was, we opened it. It broke our 

hearts, but we opened them, because we never were sure of 

their contents. We were given things like chewed pencil 

stubs, so that the girls would have something to write witht 

The desire for personal acclaim: Once a woman brought 
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us a dress whi~h , a ccording to her , had belonged to a movie 

a c tress ; our visitor insisted that this dress was worth three 

times what it had been worth new , because this a c tress had 

worn it next to her charming body t 
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Serrurier: This woman wanted to know what I was going to 

do with the dress. I said that since it was a rather nice 

dress I would offer it to a.member of the staff, because we 

could get more money from adults than we could from the girls. 

If a teacher didn't want to buy it then I would offer it to 

a girl. She was qu'ite unhappy. She said, "It is possible 

then that.someone may wear this uithout really appreciat-

ing 11hat 'she is getting." Isa.id, "Yes, if you mean by 

appreciating, feeling special because she's wearing a movie 

actress's dress." At least this woman left her gift. She 

didn't walk off with it the way that the other woman had done, 

but she never gave us anything else again, probably because 

she. felt that we didn't appreciate it. 

So we learned things about adults and about society as 

well as about klds as we work:ed. 

I have mentioned the Student Council and its role in 

Christma~ preparationso This was another one of the inter-

esting things that evolved as we experimented. It seemed 

to me, as I began to get acquainted with the kinds of girls 

who were referred to Ramona, that many of them had a grea.t 

deal of innate leadership. The question was how to encourage 

and develop this so that it nould be used in socially con

structive ways. One of the techniques that we developed uas 
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the Student Council, We discovered that the usual apparatus 

of student body government was too involved for many of our 

girls, Besides; to have much continuity of office the school 

was too small and the turnover was too great, Our Student 

Council was composed of representatives elected by the home-

rooms, It tms very interesting to watch the whole process. 

At first we could not get girls to serve on the Council, 

because they felt that they were going over to the enemy; 
' 

they were cooperating with the faculty. When the teacher 

who was in charge of the Council discussed this with me, 

my reaction was that we should tell the girls that we did 

not want them to do what went ae;ainst the grain. If we could 

not find willing representatives, we would have no Council, 

The girls were not willing to give up the Council. So we 

went on. 

One of the things that sold the idea of Council service 

was a form of bribery which was Rose Timmons' idea; it worked 

beautifully, The girls solemnly opened every student Council 

meeting by the eating of cheese sandwiches, pa.id for from the 

Welfare Fund. This was one of the great prerogatives of mem-

bership. A member received a cheese sandwich free, 

In time the girls began to take Student Council very 

seriously. I had watched student body government functioning 

in regular schoolso I am very strongly opposed to phony 

self-government anywhere, ana .. it seemed to me that most stuFO 

dent body government in schools was phony. (I think that this 
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has changed for the better.) It is phony in the sense that 

the students are asked to 11act 11 on matters on which they 

cannot in the nature of the case act. For example, state 

law requires a vote by student officers on the expenditure 

of student body funds. That expenditure is properly very 

strictly regulated both by state law and by Board of Educa

tion policy, so the youngsters cannot exercise any real 

control. I did not and still do not like the idea of giving 

youngsters the feeling that if they go through the mot1.ons 

of self-government, they are being self-governing. They are 

not. So I decided that if we were going to have anything 

resembling self-government, I was not going to let the girls 

act on anything on which I Has not prepa.red to follow their 

decision. I was perfectly willing to let them talk about 

any school matters they wanted to discuss, and to send me 

petitions and delegations. This they often did, by the way. 

But I thought that it was important that they learn that there 

were some things which were within their jurisdiction and some 

things which were not, just as there were some within my 

jurisdiction and some that were not. I never attended 

Student Council meetings unless I was invitedo I wanted the 

members to feel that they had a chance for free discussion. 

Similarly, I always left faculty meeting when my part of it 

was ov-er; the teachers then met as a Faculty Association. 

An example of hm·1 this l'rorked occurred when we moved to the 

campus at Alma and Third Streets. I asked the Student Council 
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to come to me with recommendations for physical improvements. 

I knew that we would have some changes, and I thought that 

this was a field in which the girls could make suggestions. 

They came up with a request for a swimming pool. This was 

a very salutary thing, because it gave me a chance to explain , 

about school funds and budgets and about the limits on my 

rights and powers as a principal. I told them what could 

and what could not be done; they were very impressed, The 

girls in general were always impressed when they saw that 

even adults in positions of authority are not totally free 

agentsc This was one of their misconceptions of society, 

"You can do anything you want to," This was often cast at 

me accusinglye It was useful to see proof that this was 

not so. 

The Council members presented some color schemes for 

classrooms. ThiE was something I thought they could legiti

mately do, I threw the Maintenance Division into a real 

tizzy by asking that their paint man come wit}1 hi~ samples 

not to me, but to the Student Councill I explained to the 

girls that the Board of Education could not buy pA.:5.nt in all 

colors, because this was too expensive, but that within the 

range of colors available we had choices. This was quite 

an experience both for the pa.int expert and for the girls; 

useful, I think, to both. 

I give this in detail as an example of my feeling that 

student self-government can be useful; it can, on the contrarys 
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be damaging to youngsters' concepts of government, 

At first the Student Council used to send in all sorts 

of requests, such as having school only two hours a day and 

so on, This soon diminished and they would send very inter

esting suggestions. One of the things I was able to let 

the representatives do was to suggest, within limits, what 

the menus for the cafeteria would be. They loved to know 

secretly when we were going to have enchiladas, 

Very gradually and carefully we sneaked up on the girls 

with the idea that there should be certain requirements for 

membership on the Councile We started by letting each home 

room elect its representative freely. They could elect the 

least desirable girl in the home room if they wanted to, and 

often they did, But we suggested that each representative 

write up her own minutes and then read them to her home room. 

This was the method of communicating with the electorate, 

so to spealc. The girls began to see that a girl who was 

absent a great deal was not a very good representative. Some

times decisions were made when she was not there. They learned 

that it was not a good :1.d.ea to elect a girl who talked all 

the time and could not sit and listen. It became understood 

that it was a good idea to have a girl who could write pretty 

well, and so on. This evolution took five or six years. 

Finally the Student Council itself asked the teacher in charge 

to ask the faculty to draw up requirements for membership 

on the Student Council. This was a real trlumph. This, too, 
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is a good example of the way in which we operated. We tried 

to make everything that we did in the school contribute toward 

our basic goal of making it possible for our girls to function, 

so far as they were able, in a way which was sensible, 

socially acceptable, and normal. As the Student Council grew 

in stature, we gave it more and more recognition. For exam

ple, at graduation time before awarding diplomas, I always gave 

out what we called awards. (Some of the awards I'll tell 

you about later were rather odd.) These always included 

little felt lapel ornaments which were given to the members 

of the Student Council. We also had wide felt bands which 

Council members wore across their chests when they acted as 

guides when there were meetings at school. So they got a 

considerable amount of recognition, not to mention the cheese 

sandwiches, of course. 

The matter of awards belongs in the account of gradua

tion, which I didn't finishe We discovered that the girls 

in the audience, who were not graduating, often felt very 

much neglected because of all the attention that the grad

uates were getting. This was particularly true if a grad

uate was a sister or close friend. For this reason, as well 

as because we were always looking for ways to recognize any 

kind of progress or achievement, we began giving awards. 

The Jackson High School prlnt shop used to print us elegant 

blue and gold award documents. They \rnre b:l gger than diplomas 

and much more imposing~look:tng., The l'lames of recipients were 
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kept secret until graduation day. Sometim~s an award would 

be given a girl for coming to school late only twice a week 

instead of five times, as she had previously done. There 

were awards for learning to wash dishes and awards for being 

able to sit through a whole assembly without yelling. The 

girls took these very seriously. I would start by making 

an explanatory talk to the adults in the audience, saying 

that the awards recognized achievement in fields that dld 

not appear on report cards. I remember that once we gave an 

award to one of our very withdrawn girls for public speaking. 

Nobody but the girl and her teachers knew that "public speak

ing," in this case, consisted in reaching the point of being 

able to say something aloud in class, She was one of those 

very withdrawn children who had sat and never opened her mouth 

before: the award was wonderful for her. She hugged the 

award when she got it. This was one of our ways of helping 

the girls. 

Now I want to present the cases of a couple of girls. 

I found one very good illustration of the withdrawn girl. 

Also, I have a few othe1:s that I think are interesting here. 

Arlene Amparan is the withdrawn child.. Withdrawn people 

are as difficult to describe and talk about as they are to 

deal with; they seem to run through one's fingers like water, 

They are not behavior problems, in the usual sense. For one 

thing, they aren't around enough to be diff:tcult. A really 

withdrawn child is almost always absent or tardy or tru11.nt. 
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This girl is one on whom we have quite an interesting 

record, more complete than many others. I made a request 

for an Area Office conference. The Child Welfare and Atten

dance Branch is divided into geographic areas. It was policy 

to hold an Area Office conference with parents or others who 

were responsible for a girl if the school felt that a request 

for legal action might become necessary. Usually it was a 

good idea to hold such a conference in an office outside the 

school; psychologically this was impressive. The Area Office 

supervisor would explain to the parents what the situation 

was. I described Arlene Amparan's situation: Her consistent 

refusal to attend school, and the attitude which defied all 

attempts to provide a suitable program or to influence her 

in any way. She had no subject-matter grad.es, because of 

prolonged absencese A Wechsler-Bellevue (an individual intel

ligence test which ls often u.sed instead of a Binet for 

adolescents) was given, and although she had scored 65 on 

verbal, 86 on performance, and 72 as a full-scale score, the 

examiner had written that she felt that this was not a valid 

score because the girl did not participate in the test. Inci

dentally, I should note that when there is a wide discrepancy 

between verbal and performance scores as there was in Arlene's 

case, this is considered to be at least an indication of 

emotlonal or psychological difficultye 

Nothing resulted from the Area Office conference. Fln

ally, Arlene• s e.ttendance was so bad that it became necessary 
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for us to file a request for legal action. I recorded the 

things which Arlene herself wrote and said, in an effort to 

understand this elusive girl's behavior. One day she wrote, 

"Yesterday I didn't do nothing: This was on return from an 

absence. "I just stood home. Isn't that enough?" In her 

regular junior high school she had been asked to write the 

story of her life; this is a fairly common procedure in the 

seventh.grade. She wrote, "I can't remember very well what 

happened when I was small, so I will just say what I remember 

well. One Saturday when they babtized (sic) my sister, my 

mother made all kinds of food and they bought sodas and they 

bought wine and they bought beer. So when the party was all 

over the guests had left. So me and my two brothers mixed 

the wine and the beer and the sodas together and we drank 

until we were full, f-u-1. Then my mother was standing on 

the porch and I went out but I just got to the door when I 

fell down. So my mother put me in bed because I was drunk 

but I was only five then but I have never touched it since. 

Yours truly, Arlene," I talked to a psychiatrist about this 

afterwards, because I wondered whether , this was all that 

this youngster could really remember about her life or 

whether she did not wish to say more. I also checked back 

with the teacher in the regular junior high school who had 

given this autobiographic assignment, I asked whether there 

had been any kind of an outlineo The teacher said that she 

had told the youngsters that she wanted to know where they 
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were born, how many brothers and sisters they had, and sim

ilar facts about their lives. She asked for "My most fright

eni:ng experience," "My happiest experience," "My first school," 

and this kind of thing, There had been many suggestions 

and yet the story about getting drunk at five was all that 

this youngster wrote. I asked the psychiatrist whether it 

could be true that her memories consisted of nothing but 

this. He said it was quite possible with a very withdrawn 

youngster, He added that if she had other memories she had 

so many blocks to expression that for all practical purposes, 

as far as the outside world was concerned, this was all, 

In junior high school Arlene had been put into what is 

often called an "adjustment class;" I was interested in what 

her teachers reported. Teacher A: Arlene Amparan has always 

been a problem. Her attendance has been quite poor. It · 

makes no difference to her whether or not she is to get a 

definite grade, She is a law unto herself, and does not 

take into consideration any others." (I think that compar

ing the teachers in the regular school with some of the Ramon'3, 

reports, the Ramona ones stand up very well so far as under

standing is concerned,) Teacher B1 "She has been out of my 

room since April twentieth. When she does come to school 

she does not report to me." Teacher C: "She did her best 

work while in the adjustment class. This shmrn that she can 

work well with individual attention and small groups but she 

does not have the ability to keep up with the regular class 
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work." Teacher D1 "She has a very stubborn will (this is 

"curb-stone psychoanalysist•), and will only do what she wishes 

and when she wishes." Teacher E 1 "In home room she has never 

given any trouble when she has been there. I have had many 

complaints from teachers about her behavior. Her habit of 

wanting to have her way carries over into class work and she 

will not make any attempt to do the work. She does have 

some ability but she refuses to use it." Teacher F1 "Her 

cooperation is very good. Her habits of industry very poor. 

Attitude toward teachers and other pupils, in~ifferent, Nervous, 

stability, excellent." Teacher G: "Lethargic rather than 

nervous." Here is an interesting comment 1 11 She never laughs 

and only seldom smiles in class." This is often true of 

withd1·awn children, One could almost say that this distin

guishes withdrawn youngsters from those who are simply shy, 

The shy child smiles and laughs, but the really withdrawn 

children whom I have observed seldom doe One teacher wrote: 

"My feeling about her when she was in social adjustment was 

that we ·were wasting time, hers and ours, because her learn

ing capacity was definitely limited and an ordir..ary school 

situation is impossible for her." "She hates school and stays 

home just because she wants to. She is tardy constantly. 

Father unemployed, Eleven siblings. TB test positive but 

no X-ray evidence of TB. 11 

Starting the day after she enrolled, Arlene was absent 

for several days. The first day she said she could not find 
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her way to school. The series of excuses is worth listing; 

I think she really believed them all. The second. day she 

had to take care of her mother and also wash clothes. The 

Child Welfare worker made a home call; the mother said there 

had been no excuse. The father said there was no excuse. 

The next day Arlene said that her stomach ached. She tele

phoned. Her mother said that Arlene just refused to go to 

school. 

Then she came to school for one day. The mother said 

that Arlene simply did not lj.ke school. We explained to her 

that we had to take ~al action. She still did not come. 

I have here eleven almost identical notations. In each case 

there was an absence, the Child Welfare and Attendance worker 

made a home call, the mother said either that the girl had 

refused to get up or that she had sent her to school and 

there was no reason for the worker to calle The girl said 

something like, "I didn't come to school because I didn't 

go to school, 11 or, "I didn't want to go to school,, 11 Finally 

we arranged to have a doctor from the school Health Services 

examine Arlene. The doctor wrote her an immediate exemption 

on grounds of severe emotional instabilitye Thls was the end 

of our dealings with Arlene except for some information that 

we received later. This unexclting history is worth presenting 

for two points that it illustrates. On0 is that this young

ster had never had any kind of "t~couble • 11 Obvi·ously her kind 

of behavior is not the sort of thing that gets people involved 
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with the police. Arlene's record shows no contact with law 

enforcement. The second reII18.rkable point is that doctors 

in general, and school doctors in particular, are very 

reluctant to exclude children from school. Yet Dr. Randall, 

who is very skilled, excluded Arlene on the basis of one 

interview, 

The exemption, in October, was for the remainder of the 

school year. In September of the following year, when the 

Child Welfare worker made a routine visit because the exemp

tion had expired, the mother proudly presented the girl to 

the worker. Arlene was married to Tony Cuevas. They had 

been married in Yuma, Arizoru:t, and were now living in a small 

cottage at the rear of the parents• home. Arlene was keeping 

house and seemed very happy. An apparently normal life. 

One wonders what happened. 

There is a dlfferent kind of withdratin youngster who 

presents a. much more serious problem. That is the type who 

swings from extremes of withdrawal to extremes of overactivity 

and even violence, and as a result often gets into trouble 

with the lawo But before I describe one of these, I want to 

talk about one in which we have a quite different picture. 

This is a girl who was in trouble all the time but who wasi 

I think, much like Arlene, essentially a withd1·awn child. 

But this one was often goaded into doing something dramatic, 

because her family hounded her. Everything she did seemed 

to be ·wrong. Despite her behavior, I th5.nk she was basically 



withdrawn. This girl was named Susan Frisch. I think her 

father was Jewish, which was unusual in the area in which 

the family lived. Susan's Binet IQ was 92. On a Wechsler, 

she fell to 74 on verbal, 87 on performance, and 78 full

scale, which is rather low if it is valid. She was one of 

our fat girls; a big, dirty, messy, blue-eyed blond.e. 
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Dirty blonde hair ls worse than dirty hair of any other color, 

I think. Susan was one of two children. Her brother, 

Dick, was the family's pride and pet. Susan came to us for 

fighting, running away, and other forms of school misbehavior. 

Whenever I saw her pg.rents, from the first time on, they talked 

to me about how wonderful Dick was and how horrible Susan 

was. They wondered what they had done that God had punished 

them by giving them Susan. They said this in Susan's presence. 

Neither pg.rent seemed aware of the fact that their attitude 

had anything to do with the way that their daughter behaved. 

Mr~. Timmons made a summaryz 

tive, and rejected by her parents. 

"Susan ls large, unattrac

They in turn appear to 

have guilty consciences over the situation and to spoil her 

because of thate This home situation is of long standing, 

as Susan presented a problem in elementary school, and the 

pg.rents were urged to take her to a clinic then. Mother has 

very poor health and is ineffective. Mr. Rrisch is inter

ested in Boy Scout activities." (Once he came to see me in 

full Boy Scout regalia--a man of about forty--and he looked 

like such an idlot that it took all my self-control not to 
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laugh at him,) "Her outlets are food and tears." 

Let me give an idea of what I mean by a girl's getting 

into trouble every day: "April 16. Susan and Consuelo 

DeBaca are having a feud over a younger boy named Arnold. 

Connie brought a knife to school and threatened Susan. Our 

Child Welfare worker visited the home to inform the mother. 

April 17, a. phone call from "B" Junior High, Susan had been 

in the halls for several days before school creating a dis

turbance. April 18, Susan came to school in tears because 

the girls were teasing her. Principal encouraged cleanli

ness and dieting," (The girls· had been teasing her about 

how fat she was and how badly she smelled; I pointed out that 

she had some control over both of those matters,) "The 

following neek she left school without permission, went to the 

home of a girl friend near school, phoned her mother, and said 

she had been expelled from school. The next day she came 

to school with her mother who alternately defended and 

criticiz~d the girl. At times the mother seemed to be intimi

dated by Susan." (She really was physically afraid of hero) 

"We discussed the case with Dr. Randall who felt it to 

be very serious and recommended the White Memorial Hospital 

Clinic. The family objected to this clinic and made an appoint

ment at Cedars of Lebanon, but Susan objected so the family 

felt that they should not go. Susan said that she did not 

want her pa1~ents going to any old doctor and telling him 

about her. A week later, the Hollenbeck police picked Susan 



up because she was having a fight over Arnold with somebody 

from outside of school." 

During the following summer Susan attended some kind 

of a camp and got along all right; this we found hard to 

believe! The camp sent us a record saying she did all right! 

But the first day of school teachers reported that the other 

girls were teasing Susan again. We decided that we would try 

to transfer her to Cambria because a girl who attended "B" 

Junior High said that she had been threatened by Susan, and 

this girl would lurk around outside of school every day and 

threaten to "get" Susan. But no transfer was made. One 

night the famlly telephoned me at home; they were threatening 

and difficult. I very seldom had people call. me at home. 

The father, who knel';r a good deal of psychiatric terminology, 

felt that .I was holding out on the parents and that I really 

could change Susan into a girl who was as nice as their 

wonderful Dick ·wa.s, but that I was not doing this for dark 

reasons of my own. 'l'he threats consisted of the father's 

wondering whether he should not go to the Board of Education 

and have me ftred. (I always encouraged people to make such 

complaints if they wanted to. I would ask, "Do you have the 

Board's telephone number? Here 1.t is.") The next morning 

"B" Junior High phoned saying that Susan had been there and 

had had a fight in their halls; the police had been called 

and had taken Susan in. But they released her. 

The day after this the father telephoned, apologized 
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for what he had previously said over the phone, and told me 

that I was the most wonderful principal in the countryl 

The following week we had a conference with Child Welfare 

and decided that neither Cambria nor Ramona High School 

were good for Susan, and that we would try to get her into 

"A" Junior High--a regular school, But we decided to wait 

a while with this, Then on October 1, in the morning, Susan 

was outside "B" Junior High a.gain, calling pupils names; 

later that day she went to Evergreen Playground and had a 

fight, The day after that a neighbor telephoned "B" Junior 

High to say that Susan .had hit her mother very hard the night 

before and had slept in the neighbor's basement all night, 

The next day in school Susan, this giant, ate ten full

sized doughnuts during the morning and then went to the 

school nurse and asked for a diet for the afternoon! Then 

she announced that she was going to move to Huntington Parke 

Susan and Connie DeBaca with whom she had had the fight 

over Arnold were very friendly the day after the ten doughnuts. 

But the day after that they were up and at it again all day; 

they followed each other around to classes and called each 

other names, Then, strangely enough, in the middle of all 

this mess, Susan made a UN poster which was quite good·, all 

of a sudden. Interlarded among these things are notes indi

cating that Mrs. Timmons, the Child Welfare worker, and I 

took turns calling the parents, remindlng them that their 

daughter needed to go to Child Guj.dance; the mother always 



had excuses. She was sick or she did not have carfare or 

her husband was sick. 
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This story, like many others, "stopped" rather than 

"ended." The family did move to Huntington Parkt About a 

year later I had a phone call from "W" High School asking if 

I would take Susan again. She was raising Cain. But by that 

time she was over sixteen, I heard that she had added boys 

to her other interests, and I decided that we had done about 

all we could for her. The parents were still refusing any 

k:tnd of counseling or other help. I don't know what finally 

happened to Susan. 

This is another example of a girl who was not a "bad 

girl;" in her quiet moments she was shy and withdrawn. 

But living in a family like hers, it is not surprising that 

she sometimes "blew up." The examiner who made e. psychological 

study of her said, "She is very independent and disobedient. 

She talks when she likes and is impudent when corrected~ She 

walks around, looks out the window, and in every way shows 

that she has no respect for class rules or teachers. She 

has an amused little smirl{ on her face when finally she 

decides to obey. This shows that she is completely aware 

of what she is doing." 

To sum up Susan and Arlene, the two girls I've .just 

talked a bouts I think that Arlene, the really wi thdravm 

girl, may have been neurotic; I do not knowe She was not 

bright, and she came from an enormous familyo It may be that 
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her withdrawal was a healthy reaction to too much of everything. 

Susan seemed to be a neurotic and the daughter of neurotics. 

The next girl is an interesting example of what is 

probably a social rather than a personality problem. I am 

going to start with a story about Vida. Vida French was a 

tall, good-looldng "Anglo," and she was the cause of one of 

the funniest experiences I had at Ramona. A few days after 

I arrived at ELAGVHS, Mr. Wolfe, who was then the principal 

of nearby "B'' Junior High School, called me up and said, 

"Look, girlie, you're going to have troubles at that school 

and you're going to need help. If you ever need help, you 

just pick up the receiver and call "B" Junior High. I'll 

be there to help you." Mr. Wolfe was a tall, imposing, and 

very handsome man. One rainy day, shortly after I received 

this offer, I called for help. It came about in this way. 

Vida walked into school at about eleven-thirty with a wolf

hound on a leash; she walked into my office, perched on the 

corner of my desk, holding the wolfhound, and announced that 

if I wanted her to be in school thereafter I was going to 

have to ·take the dog, too. She explained that she had a job 

working in a bare The wolfhound was the bar owner's mascot 

and it was one of Vida's duties to walk him at regular inter

vals. Therefore, the only way she could get to school and 

still hold her job was to brlng the dog. I was very new then, 

and I could not get Vida off my desk, let alone out of my 

office. So I picked up the telephone and. called "B" Junior 
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High. It was the only time in my career that I did this. 

Mr. Wolfe kept his promise and arrived in a few minutes, He 

got rid of Vida by looking down on her and thundering, "You 

get out of here with that dogl" She went. Then came the 

funny part. I invited Mr. Wolfe to have lunch. It was a 

rainy day, so all the girls were in the hall, and we had to 

walk the full length of a fairly long corridor from my off ice 

to the cafeteria, By the time we reached the end of the 

corridor, with girls loolcing at him appreciatively and express

ing their opinions of his very admirable physique, Mr. Wolfe's 

face was red and he was perspiring; he wiped his forehead 

and said, 11 ! know I promised you that if you ever needed any 

help, all you had to do was to call me, but don't you ever 

again ask me to walk down your hall when it's full of girls!" 

I never had to ask him againl 

Vida we.s quite a character. Here is a report which I 

wmte, "Vida had been a problem child since she was in the 

third grade by her mother's testimony." (I have already 

said that Vida was tall, blonde, blue-eyedt very good-looking, 

very assured and poised, a model type physically.) "The 

behavior which caused placement in two welfare schools, a 

suspension from school, and then this request for legal 

action seems to be consistent with her earlier behavior 

pg, tterns. In June, 19L~6, her first Los Angeles elementary 

teacher wrote, 'Very uncooperative, physically advanced for 

her group, needs guidance, recommend psychoarolysis, a law 
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unto herself.'" (Vida was born in 1933.) "The family situa

tion is as follows. The p:trents are separated. Vida is the 

youngest of four children, the others being boys. Her mater

nal grandmother lives with the family and is blamed both 

by the girl and her mother for most of the tension and unhap

piness which exists in the home. Their feeling j_s that the 

grandmother has been both a financial parasite and a fault 

finding, disruptive force in regard to Vida. The mother 

worked as a switchboard operator at a hospital on the night 

shift until about January of 1949. It must be said that in 

all my contacts with her, which have been by telephone, I 

have had the impression that the grandmother is sincerely 

and rather intelligently interested in Vtda. These conversa

tions have given no indication of the neurotic personality 

which Mrs, French_ attributes to her mother. However, there 

is no question that whether her grievances are real or fancied, 

Vida's feelings toward her grandmother have had a deep and 

unfavorable effect on her personality." (I would not now 

have written, "There is no question.") "The specific behavior 

which has caused V1da to be transferred fnm. one regular school 

to another, first to Cambria, next to East Los Angeles Girls' 

Vocational High School, and now to suspension has followed 

a fairly constant pa.tterno Periods of mature poise are 

followed by outbursts of p1~ofanity and obscenity, direct 

deflance of all authority, attempted rousing of other students 

to insurrection and truancy." (She was one of these people 
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who used to say, "They can't make you do it. Make them show 

you the law.") "The truancy often takes the form of walking 

out of a class without permission and either leaving school 

entirely or attending classes to which she ~s not assigned 

and making it literally impossible to carry on class work. 

These bursts of rage have been until recently followed by 

apology, contrition, and remorseo In the last two or three 

months, however, this reaction has been less frequent e.nd Vida 

has merely shrugged her shoulders and laughed. In her good 

moods Vida is a charming, intelligent girl. Sometimes she 

shows a great deal of insight into her own situation. At 

other times she tends to self-pity and self-draro~tization." 

There is a place on the Request for Legal Action f ol1m 

for listing remedial measures. "The list of attempted reme

dial measures is long and disheartening. Conferences of all 

sorts have been held. Mrs. Lydia Bibb, Mr. Ernest Tranquada 

(these were people in the Child Welfare Branch), Miss Tonya 

Moreno, teachers, counselors, and principal have tried long 

and hard to help Vida to achieve control. The conferences 

almost always end w:tth the feeling that something has been 

achieved, but the expectation never materializes. One of the 

reasons for postponing this request for legal action is that 

Vida's mother has been promising for the past six months to 

take her daughter either to 'I'exas, where the father lives, 

or to Colorado. However, a constant series of delays and 

excuses makes it imposs :tble to wa .. i t further for this development. 
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Vida ran away from home in November and was missing for about 

ten weeks. Her mother felt that a romance, possibly with a 

married man, was involved. She returned, it seems as the 

result of a radio appeal from her boyfriend." (This caused 

a terrific sensation in school. The girls dashed in one 

morning to ask if I had listened to KFWB. At that time a 

man named Frank Bull had a program to which people could 

phone in with messages. Vida's boyfriend had called, saying 

that Vida was breaking his heart. The girls were all sure it 

was our Vida. Mr. Bull wouldn't permit the use of surnames. 

At any rate, Vida came home,) 

"Upon her return special arrangements were made to give 

Vida a work permit, since she felt that employment would 

solve her problem, She worked for less than a week, leaving 

her job without notifying the employer for two days. Her 

excuse was that she had to care for her 111 grandmother. 

She felt that the employer should have taken her back. She 

refused to recognize any responsibility for calling him to 

report that she would not be at work." (I remember that she 

said to me, "Well, he knei;·;r I wasn't there; he saw that I 

wasn't there. Why should I have called him?") "Currently 

she is deeply interested_ in hotrods, apparently because a 

girl who can drlve one is competing with Vida for the atten

tion of a boy. Vida is a heavy smoker. She talks about 

drinking and using marijuana e This majr be boasting, although 

Mrse Ross of the Sheriff's Office reports that the girl has 
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a reputation of being a heavy marijuana user. Attached are 

copies of various reports, and notations of significant inci

dents. "Vida is apparently becoming increasingly unstable. 

The school has used all of its facilities to help her and 

failed. Other help is needed,H 

Some of the details of this case are very interesting. 

This was written by a gym teacher. At that timew strangely 

enough, we had gym in our library. Our physical set-up was 

extremely peculiar. ..The first day she stretched out on two 

chairs but otherwise cooperated on the lesson. The second 

day she searched the library for hotrod books, did no class 

work at all, was extremely critical of library facilities, 

because we had no hotrod books. Third day, very tardy, used 

the most vile language concerning Mrs. Serrurier I have ever 

heard. Totally upset the class." Another teacher, who had 

Vida for three weeks, of which she was present for four days, 

wrote: "One day she spent in talking to her friends, telling 

them about her troubles with her boyfriend. The other three 

days she worked furiously, trying to do a semester's work 

in less than a weeke She said that her boyfriend was in 

China in the serviceo" 

The teachers of her previous schools reported that Vida 

refused to follow ruleso She used bad language. 

Here is what happened at Ramona before we finally suspended 

Vida" Her sew:lng teacher reports s "Vida has an utter di.slike 

for sewing a.nd a complete disdain for people who know how 
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to sew. I think perhaps she would be better with a change of 

program." 

The math teachers "Vida refused to work, talked, dis

turbed the class. When I told her that she was getting a 

D or an F she explained to me in four-letter words what she 

thought of that." 

Vida's home room teacher said that Vida asked that the 

teacher make a home call, so she did. "The grandmother was 

very cordial and we had a lovely visit. She worships Vida 

and says that Vida's temper is her worst fault." One day 

Vida telephoned school and pretended that she was somebody 

else. This was f 01101-ved by a period when we were sure that 

she was pregnant because she was nauseated every morning and 

used to come very late. Finally we decided that we had 

better tell the mother of our suspicions and see that Vida 

had an examlnation~ The mother was very indignant. We didn't 

use the word pregnancy in talking to here Incidentally, 

did you kn01·r that if someone who is not a physician asked an 

unmarried woman if she is pregnant, or suggests that she 

might be pregnant, that is actionable? Vida's mother was the 

one who said, "Are you suggesting that she is pregnant?" 

The mother claimed that Vida's nausea was caused by late 

hours and poor eating habits. She said that Vida wouldn°t 

eat breakfast and wouldn't eat at nutrition time. She said 

she was giving Vida somethj_ng for her anemia. When our coun

selor wondered whether a doctor might not be the person 
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work in a hospital." She was a switchboard operator! 
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And. the mother wanted the school to see to it that Vida ate 

properly and got sufficient rest. This is an example of the 

"I'm a taxpayer" attitude. 

A teacher wrote& "She had a loud attack of hysterical 

laughter and then she said, 'I better be getting over theree 

My boyfriend will think I'v-e been smoking tea and if my 

grandmother could see me she would say I was crazy! What 

am I se..ying? She's the one who is crazy.'" Then the mother 

telephoned to say that she was taking Vida to the Highland 

Park police. Sh0 said it was too long a story to tell over 

the phone but something dreadful had happened over the week

end, involving a married man, a drinking party on the school 

grounds, and several other girls. She said that probably we 

would hear from the police, but we didn'tQ 

This family behaved so badly, apparently, that they were 

evicted from where they lived. 

Then during Christmas vacation Vida began running around. 

This was when we finally made a request for legal action. 

This is another of those stories which stopped instead 

of endinge It is not very dramatic, but in a certain sense 

this kind of girl is harder to deal with than someone like 

Princie, who ultimately was placed. Vida always kept one 

jump ahead of the law o None of the things that I descrj_bed 

her as doing were exactly grounds for legal action, but still 
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it was impossible to keep her in school. She was one of the 

girls to whom I handed a work permit application on her sixteenth 

birthday. This was a "kiclc-out." I have no idea what the 

answer is to such problems. I feel fairly sure that Vida was 

essentially a normal kid who was brought up by a completely 

irresponsible mother; her own irresponsibility stemmed from 

that. I heard about four· years later that Vida was married, 

divorced, and was getting ready to get married again; she would 

have been about twenty by that time. She will probably go 

through life this way. She's pretty, she's charming, nnd 

she is a loss to society. 



TAPE NUMBER: XX, SIDE 1 

April 11, 1963 

Serrurier: Today I want to start with an article from the 

~Angele~ Times called, "Status Symbol Found in Student 

Pregnancy." It is very interesting. I know this attitude 

to be widespread among Ramona girls. I did not personally 

see it in the maternity homes, but I think that it may exist 

there too. 
' "Some girls are so confused about morality that they 

regard pregnancy in junior high school or senior high school 

as a status symbol, a public health official said Wednesday. 

Dr. Yoshe Togasaki, Assistant Health Officer of Contra Costa 

County, told the California Medical Association that there 

is a definite lack of consistent policy by school adminis-

trators in handling the problem of pregnant students." 

(What an understatement!) "Dr. Togasaki based her conclusion 

on a study of pregnancy in twenty-one Contra Costa County 

secondary schools where a total of 121 pregnancies were 

reported in a female student enrollment of 12,136. Of the 

121, seventeen were in junior high school and 104 were in 

- high school." (This interests me because Contra Costa County 

is quite different in population from Los Angeles and yet 

the pregnancy situation seems to be much the same.) 11 Dr. 

Togasaki said that the study shows the need for an inte-

grated effort by parents, churches, schools, and health 
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departments to deal with the problem, Twelve schools decided 

on a case-by-case basis whether a pregnant girl should be 

expelled from school or not, Only one offered a home study 

program, Two schools had no policy of any kind, she said," 

(I could add, parenthetically, that many schools go through 

a state of acute jitters when they discover a pregnancy, 

People feel that they can't keep a pregnant girl a single 

day. I remember a letter I wrote about the slowness of the 

emergency,) "The pregnancy varied from ,2 to 3,2 percent 

among the thirteen high schools in the study and from zero 

to 2.3 percent in the junior high schools, The attitude of 

the administrators varied from sympathy and a desire to help 

the girls to the feeling that trying to help was an act of 

tacit approval, The school with the highest incidence of 

reported pregnancy had an all-white population," (This is 

one reason I wanted to read this article into the recordo 

One of the things that always angered me was to be told that 

out-of-wedlock pregnancies are exclusively among Negro girls.) 

"The schools had an all-white population with :p9.rents gener

ally in a high-level income and education bracketo" (In 

all the years that I made speeches this was the point on 

which I got the most violent reactions, I would say that 

preg21.'3,11cy is remarkably evenly spread throughout the popula

tion; this was a sure-flre way of rousing peoplee People 

would almost call me a liar, This indicates, I suppose, 

that my hearers real:tzed that what I said was true,) 
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"While racial culture has some influence on willingness . to 

become pregnant. excitation from mass media, the definition 

of an attractive appearance as sexy and the 'so far but no 

further' philosophy must also be considered, the physician 

said." 

You know that one of the things that keeps bothering me 

is that most of this account of Ramona presents only my own 

reactions. I keep looking for other people's statements to 

give a balance to the picture. I found that I kept a batch 

of letters and notes of various kinds that people had written 

me. Some of them dealt with people's reactions to the school, 

and I think they're rather important. 

This one presents an unintentional description of the 

school, A teacher turned it in after having helped a student 

write and mail a corrected copy; the girl left the original 

behind. Here it isa "Dear Jimmy, How are you? Fine, I hope. 

I hope this letter finds you all well. Just writing you a few 

lines to let you hear from me. I would like to write you 

about the school I go to." (I am not absolutely sure that 

this is entirely the girl's. The teacher may have had some

thing to do with it although I doubt it, knowing the· teacher.) 

"All the girls are friendly here. We get help in our work 

more than we do in regular school. We have more opportunity 

to do things" (That word "opportunity" is not the girl• s, 

I'm sure.) "that we want to do. They help us get jobs" 

(I wish this were truer than it was.) "when we want or need 
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them. We get free lunches when we have KP. KP is when we help 

in the cafeteria. Mrs. Bruton is our cook. She does a very 

good job of cooking woundful (sic) meals for us. I have 

learned many things to do and to cook from her. Mrs. Edmonds 

is my social studies teacher. She have helped me in many 

ways in writting, spelling, and reading and learning about 

the world. She have shown me and tell me thing that was 

very good help ·to me. Mrs. Timmons is our counselor at school 

and she see that we have the class that we like and help us 

so we can get back to regular school. Mrs. Serrurier is our 

principal. She is a woundful person when you know her. She 

arrange program for us like having boys come here from Jack

son. And letting us go swimming each Friday unless the girls 

fight or we have trouble. at school. We get to go picnics 

and go to the beaches and many other places. 

picture that other schools do not get to see. 

We get to have 

So I have told 

you a few lines and things about Ramona. I will close for 

now. Always all m.y love." A youngster's picture of the 

school! 

In this same h~tch of communications is one which 

gives a picture not of the school but of the cultural level 

of some of our girls. This was turned in to the Attendance 

Office as an explanation for a tardiness. The spelling is 

that of the original. "Sunday night my mother and father 

were drunking and they had an understanding." (Meaning 

a mis:understanding.) "My father called my mother a lot of 



bad name. And my mother standed to call them back to my 

father. He got very mad and hit my mother on the face. Then 

after that my mother standed hittin him. Baby and I were 

the only ones home so we had to try to stop my father from 

hitten my mother. My father told Baby that he wasn't going 

to stay at home with my mother so he went to get his coat 

to leave. But my mother pulled him back and standed to hit 

him again. Well about three thirty in the morning they went 

to bed and the next morning when we got up it was ten thirty. 

We got up and got dressed and was standing to come to school 

but on the way to school I got sick to my stomach," (I think 

I would too, under the circumstances.) "and Baby and I went 

back home. When we got home my mother told us that Miss Mor

eno had came. My father came home Monday night nine or ten 

thirty. Today we got up at eight thirty. Well that's about 

all I have left to say, I hope you understand, Sincerely 

yours." No comment, I think, is needed. 

Here is a girl's description of a fight at school. 

Whenever we had either a fight or any other occurrence in 

which tension was high, we would try to get the participa.nts 

separated and plaoa:l in different roomse Then we would try 

to persuade them to write what happened. Their accounts 

were valuable to us, and writing often helped to calm a girl 

down. "I was setting at the table cutting out baby shoes. 

Gata (whlch means cat) kept on throwing things at me. I ignored 

her. She was saying a lot of things to me in Mexican I 



couldn't understand." (This was written by a Negro girl.) 

"Finley she got up and said, I'm going to give you a big 

slap in the face. I didn't say anything. So he (sic) 
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got up and slapped me. I got up, she got me by the hair. 

You can ask Mrs. Harold what happened. I said, 'Let's quit.• 

I turned loose and was waiting until someone could break it 

~p and then you come in. I didn't start it and I didn't 

finish it. Yours truly, Marion Tabor." 

This document came from the Student Council to me, all 

very properly spelled. It was a formal note. "Dear Mrs, 

Serrurier, We would like to thank you for the nice dinner 

.YOU gave us and we appreciate it very much. The turkey was 

good and the tables were set so nicely. I hope that we 

have more other days like that especially for Christmas, 

Yours truly," This delighted me! 

Now for another picture of life as it is lived in "the 

culture of poverty." This was a note to Mrs. Timmons and 

me; it was written in ink on the back of a used envelope. 

"Dear Mrs. Timids, Hazel, my daughter, is quitting school 

today as she is getting married tomorrow. Also as soon as 

she finishes her business please send her home about eleven 

o'clock as she has to go take out their wedding license. 

Thank you, Mrs, Doreen Cook. Joe Lopez is the guyo" 

Now here are two letters from parents that are very 

interesting, The first one came not to me but to my prede

cessor; it was in her files, Very good spelling and 
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handwriting. "Margaret did not go to school Friday because she 

was still very sore. As you know, she was ill all day 

Thursday. I will try to be there this afternoon to arrange 

a four-hour day for her, Mrs, Thomas (who was the Child 

Welfare worker) says I must go in person to arrange for it. 

Why is it that she always asks, 'Why isn't Margaret in school?' 

It rather riles me because you all know why and truthfully 

only a person who does not think would ask why. I'm going 

to arrange with a private doctor to see after Margaret. 

I have no faith either in the White Memorial or the General 

Hospital and on top of that you wait all day and then are told 

to come next week ad finitum. (sic) Not only that, they never 

tell you what's wrong no matter how many times you may asko 

Sincerely yours." I looked up the record, and, of course, 

the girl was pregnant. And here is the other interesting 

letter from a parent, This was to mea "Principal of Ramona 

High, Dear Madam, I am sending Esther over to school as you 

have requested, Esther will explain the reason for not 

being in school today, Lack of money keeps me today from 

hiring a . lawyer today and have him take action against all 

this prosecution and manner of treating minors, Mrs. Gardner, 

our probation officer, came a~d said rou had told her Esther 

had done quite a bit of prostitution which I hardly thinK a 

dignified way for an intelligent person to talk to a minor, 

being that it's absolutely not so and is short of the truthe 

You have my permission to have the school nurse or doctor 



examine my daughter and I expect a statement of said results. 

Again I would have take her myself today but lack of funds 

prevents me from doing so. However, all this slander will 

have to stop. Thanking you for your cooperation, do call 

me. Yours truly." 

There is an element in this which involves a matter I 

want to talk about: The theory and practice of confidential

ity. When should one professional person pass on to another 

professional information which the first person obtained in 

confidence? It is not so simple to answer this as may at 

first appear. 

Back not to communications: "To who it may concern, I 

did not play hookie, I went to the hospital to see my boyfriend 

for he was very sick and asked me to go see him. If you do 

not think that is a good reason not to come to school, well 

then you're mistaken and you don't understand men. La Carmen 

de T. F." "F 11 stands for "flats." I don't know what the 

"T" means. Y el Buga. The writer's nickname, 

Quite a while ago you may remember I talked about tattoos. 

I have just learned that one of the things that Mrs. Timmons 

and I worked very hard wholly unsuccessfully to achieve has 

now come to pass. I am told that the UCLA Medical Center, 

the Department of Dermatology, is removing tattoos apparently 

free of charge. I got the story from a classified worker 

at Rarao_na (a non-teaching employee), so the details may not 

be correct, She told me that the only difficulty, aside 



from getting parental consent, is that the girls have to 

answer a great many questions, which they resist doing. 
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It may be that someone at UCLA is doing a study and is there

fore asking personal or sociological questions. At any 

rate, many girls seem to be having tattoos removed. My 

informant gave me a wonderful demonstration of awkward 

way in which some of the girls walk when they come back. 

Perhaps I told you earlier where some of the tattoos are 

located, high on the inner thighs, This apparently is the 

first place from which girls wanted them removed; if a girl 

gets a new boyfriend, she doesn't want him to know that 

somebody else got there first, Also, if a gang breaks up, 

or a girl has fought her way out of a gang, or if she has 

been expelled from her gang, she wants the gang insignia 

removed, Then, fairly often, there were girls who tattooed 

themselves without really knowing the significance of what 

they did. This was usually a search for status. When they 

learned more about tattoos, such girls were apt to be appalled 

at what they had done. Whatever the reason for wanting it 0 

many girls tried to do self-removals; many became infected. 

So I am very glad to report that some attention is apparently 

being pg.id to the problem, 

Another thing that I forgot about and was reminded of 

by visitlng Ramona was that I did not talk about our Easter 

Party, which was an entirely different kind. of enterprise. 

from the Christmas celebration. 



This, like so many other things at Ramona, evolved 

gradually. Gradually we reached a point at which the central 

activity of the Easter party--in addition to food, of course-

was a fashion show which consisted entirely of the showing 

of hats which the girls themselves made. We had quite rigid 

rules about this. The hats had to be made at school; they 

could be made only of material provided by us, so that nobody 

would go out and steal things. The base of each hat was a 

p:i.per pie plate. All year we collected broken pieces of 

costume jewelry, embroidery thread, bits of lace and ribbon 

and net. The art teachers had boxes of these supplies. The 

week before Easter vacation began the girls made hats out 

of this stuff. The last day of school before the holiday we 

had a big "fashion ps1.rade:" we gave all sorts of awards. 

(We did this at Christmas time, too, for the best-decorated 

home rooms. That is another thing that I didn't talk about.) 

The whole performance was astonishing. We had started the 

making of paper hats as something of a joke, but j_t turned 

into an enterprise which the psychiatrist who was for a while 

helping us felt was very interesting and important. So did 

other people. I myself discovered afterwards that it is 

really a valuable experience for· the girls. For many of the 

youngsters, being able to rummage around. among ribbons and 

laces was one of the very few chances they had to handle 

and use things that were beautiful. Besides, some of the 

most inhibited of our girls--girls who were afraid to cut 



into a piece of material in a clothing class for fear that they 

would make a mistake and who were unable to face the possi

bility of failure--felt that since these were odds and ends 

and since the base of the hat was a pg.per pie plate, they would 

not be punished if they did something wrong wlth the material. 

The kinds of hats that girls made and the way that they 

acted in the parade threw a great deal of light on girls' 

personalities. It was fascinating to see. Some of the girls 

:ran true to form. For example, "Dimples" always made enor

mous hats decorated with the nearest thing to an ostrich 

plume that she could find, But one of the astounding things 

was to see some of the very withdrawn youngsters blossom 

out in wild garish creations, The hats seemed to have almost 

the same effect as wearing a mask has. Even "normal" people 

react to ~he protection, or to other factors, of a mask. 

Our shy girls would really come out of themselves. One of 

the saddest parts about the Easter party was t!1at some of the 

girls took their "hats" home and actually wore them to church 

on F.aster Sunday, They had nothing else! And some of the 

hats were really beautiful; some of the girls used excellent 

taste. 

Dixon: What about Princie? 

Serruriers Not all girls particips.ted, of course, There 

was no compulsion. Princie wouldn't do anything involving 

femininity. (I brought home, incidentally, a big sheaf of 

material on Princie over and above what I have already said 



about her. It deals with her family and is fascinati~. When 

I discovered that some materials which I had left at school 

were to be destroyed, I took home some added things.) The 

only time I ever saw Princie wearing lipstick and with her 

hair set was shortly after she had come back from Los Guilicos. 

She came to explain to me that she had promised her parole 

officer that she would do this. She did not want me to think 

that she was doing it voluntarily or with pleasure. We never 

tried to force girls to do things which for whatever reason 

they did not want to do. There were always some girls who 

would not be drawn out. The ones who did were apt to go 

overboa.rd, Some of them we never could entice into any 

outgoing activity. 

Another feature of the Easter party was, naturally, 

an Easter egg hunt. The first few of these were almost disas

trous G We even thought of discontinuing them, but I decided 

that the way to learn to do things is by doing them. What 

happened in these early egg hunts was that the girls would 

"hi-jack" eggs from one another, 

Dixon: Naturally, this is the way they grow up. 

Serrurier: Yes. This is the way they grew up. We had 

several really bloody fights at first. Then we set up ground 

rules and gradually, as tradition developed, the girls began 

following them. (That's another of the things I want to talk 

about--the mystery of how traditions and attitudes develop 

and are passed alonge) All in all, the Ea.ster party and parade, 



seen by a competent psychiatrist or psychiatric social worker, 

would be very revealing, I think. 

We had visitors only rarely, to these events. 

I want· to return to Christmas while we are talking about 

parties. Then I want to talk about birthday parties if I 

haven't already done that, and also about Thanksgiving. 

One of the things that we used to do at Christmas was 

to decorate home rooms. We would give each home room two 

dollars out of welfare money with which to buy decorations. 

The teachers were forbidden to bring things from home. 

Surprisingly, some teachers cheated, because they wanted 

their girls to win--or because they personally had a need to 

win. There would be a very solemn judging of decorations. 

I was one judge; my secretary was one, as was the chief cus

todian. None of us had a home room. Every home room had to 

get· a prize, but in addition there was a grand prize. We 

gave candy bars to all the girls in each room, but the winning 

home room received a fancy box of candy. We turned hand

springs inventing categories so that every home room could 

get a "best in its category" prize. "Best use of simple 

materials," 11 Most homelike,""Most moderne" We had some won

derful titles! The kids took all this very seriously. Per~ 

haps this was a substitute for decoration at homeo Being 

best, best in anything, was important, as was getting a candy 

bar o We had a Christmas tree every year in the hall. 'I'he 

first few ye8,rs not a single ornament was left by the 
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end of the day the tree was put up. The girls would strip 

it. Here again we went through an ,.agonizing reappraisal." 

Everyone felt that we should try to make a learning situation 

of this. For a while we had the Student Council members 

guarding the tree. But the last few years, nobody stole 

anything from it. It was very interesting to watch the way 

these things evolved. 

On the matter of traditions and attitudes and how 

they are transmitted: This is one of the phenomena that 

puzzled, astounded, and delighted me at Ramona. I am not 

a sociologist; I do not know what the sociological explana

tion of the mechanism of transmission is. For example: 

I have said, I think, that when I came to Ramona the girls 

were allowed to come to school wearing jeans or slacks; the 

rule1 was that they had to change into skirts for the school 

day and could then wear their jeans home. The other secon

dary schools in the area were very much opposed to this, 

because they had quite rigid rules about clothes. Wearing 

skirts was a requirement. During my first few years at Ramona 

I let this matter go. For one thing, I didn't understand 

at first how serious this problem seemed to my neighbors. 

Also, I did not know mu.ch about how to handle this kind of 

thing. The explanation that the girls gave for needing to 

wear jeans was that they had to travel much longer distances 

to school than other children did, and that it was often cold 

on the busses and streetcarse Most people felt that slacks 
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and jeans were gang insignia and "battle dress," as well as 

being undesirable by middle-class standards. What can be 

done with a girl who comes to school in jeans and announces 

that she doesn't have a skirt? We used to say, "You must 

sit in the office." But there is a limit to the number of 

people who can spend a day sitting in the office! Normal 

activities are severely hampered by the presence of inquisi

tive, talkative girls. There were, of course, some girls 

who were bright enough to use this as an excuse for being 

out of classes. We tried for a while having a supply of not 

very attractive skirts on hand. "Put this on and go to class." 

Some girls would refuse to wear them. I couldn°t blame them 

as far as appearance was concerned. If a skirt did look 

well, a girl would walk off with it. 

So there were headaches of all kinds. The faculty and 

I worried and talked a great deal about this, It seemed to 

be so deep-seated a tradition, the girls seemed to feel it 

was so much a right, that I did not know how to go about 

ending it without destroying much of the good will we had 

built, And yet I had the d.cfinite feeling that it should 

be ended, 

Finally, at graduation one June, when we had had a very 

good graduation assembly, I acted on impulse. (I apologized 

to the faculty afterwards for doing it that way,) The last 

thing I said after thanking the guests for coming was that 

school would reopen on September the tenth, and that starting 
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on that day we would have the same rules of dress that other 

secondary schools had; this meant no jeans. Nobody in the 

audience said a word. Nor was anything said to me during the 

milling around and pictUTe-taking that follow graduation. 

I worried during the summer. What should I do if the announce

ment was ignored? No need to worryt The incredible fact 

was nobody came to school in jeans the following September! 

Not a single girlt And in the seven or eight years since 

that happened, we had very few cases of girls coming to school 

in jeans or even bringing jeans with them. When they did, 

it was for the same reason that girls did it in regular schools; 

a fight was brewing. It is more modest, the girls explained, 

to fight in jeans than in skirts. Also it is more prac-

tical; one's legs do not get bitten so much. 

This is a really excellent example of what I mean by 

group reaction which is almost mystifying. Our girls lived 

scattered over quite a wide geographic area; they all simply 

accepted the new rule, even though it deprived them of what 

we thought was a privilegee Perhaps, to the contrary, the 

girls l'-Tanted the restriction. It made it possible for them 

to conform (which many of them basically wanted to do) 

without having to fight group mores. 

There were other things of th5.s kind which developed 

gradually. One doesn't steal from teachers~ Ono doesn't 

throw food. We worked on the food matter, I grant you. 

One doesn't thl'ow food, not because it is wasteful; it just 
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is not done any more. 

The attitude of the community toward the school is another 

example of a change in attitude and the establishment of 

tradition. It is not merely theoretically interesting, 

but from the point of view of the functioning of society 

quite important to know how this kind of thing happens. 

When I first went to Ramona, we were housed in a plant that 

had originally been an elementary school for mentally retarded 

elementary school children. Therefore, the community felt, 

quite understandably, that now it was a school for mentally 

retarded big children. For quite a long time, as often as 

once a month, a mother would cane in, holding a Mongoloid 

child by the hand. Usually she had just moved into the neigh

borhood and somebody had told her that this was the school 

to which her child was to go. But after we got over that, 

then we went through a long period during which people 

thought of Ramona as a "bad girls'" school. Of course, some 

segments of the community still think so, but that too changed. 

The change took place not among those people who attended 

meetings and read books but among the general population. I 

still remember the first experience that I had with the new 

feeling. An old woman tottered into the office one day with 

not a single word of English. Her Spanish was so mixed with 

what I imagine was an Indian tongue that I had to call for 

help in translation. She had come to ask us to pay her 

gas bill. At first I thought that she had come in because 
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the school looked like a public place. But I found out that 

she knew perfectly well that this was a school, and she 

knew that it was a particular school, She had walked past 

another school and had not gone in, because she knew that 

Ramona was a place where people are helped! This feeling, 

among people who had nothing to do with Ramona, always astounded 

me, Of course, the first incident is the one I have not 

forgotten, The question is how did this notion get started? 

Granted that some of the girls talk about the school, But 

our students were the "bad girls" of the neighborhood. I 

doubt that they said much to their parents or to other people 

in the community, and I doubt still more that anything they 

did say had much weight because of the reputations they had. 

And yet this j.dea did develop and spread. People would come 

for advlce on how to vote and on legal problems, I soon 

realized that I had to develop an approach toward this, First 

of all, I made an absolute rule in the office that anybody 

who came was to get whatever help we could give whether I 

was present or not, But the real problem was to try to explain 

to people whose gas bills we could not pay, for example, what 

the limits on our activities were, We had to explain why 

we could not tell people how to vote. 

People very seldom aslced for money. This was inter

esting a It would have been easy to see why people might come 

asking for money, because of our breakfast program and the 

free or almost-free clothes we hade But they came instead 
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with their troubles; women who had been beaten by their 

husbands would come to ask where to go to complain about them; 

people who had just moved into the neighborhood would come 

·to ask where there was a good grocery store. This was incredible 

and wonderful. It was one of the things that seemed to me 

to be proof of the fact that the whole philosophy of the 

school was right. 

The point I am making now is that I would like to know 

how this happened. What .is the sociological mechanism that 

causes attitudes to spread through an area? 

Some of the things that resulted from this feeling 

were funny. The girls occasionally brought drunks into 

school with a general, vague feeling that we could offer 

a place to sleep a binge off. We had no such place. It 

shocked the glrls when we would have to call the police 

and ·have them take the drunk away. The girls seemed to feel 

that the school was letting them down when we did that. We 

did a great deal of explaining about the functions of a 

school! Also our girls would bring in 11 strays 11 --usually 

old people, the kind of people who drag little wagons along 

on the street and gather bottles and other discards. "She 

looks hungry, Mees," a girl would say. We fed these people. 

The staff and I worried about thise One secretary whom we 

had, who didn't approve of any of us, said, "You're going to 

have the whole population demandh1g free food." But the 

astonishing thing was that this d1d not happen. Another 



thing girls did was to bring in stray animals, which is easier 

to understand and happens in most schools. I did not walk 

the area around Ramona very much, but occasionally, when I 

did, people whom I had no memory of ever · having seen before 

knew me and spoke to me. The teachers had the same experience. 

In regular schools where many children are able to go home 

and describe what is happening in school and to convey atti

tudes, one can tell a great deal about a school by the com

munity feeling toward it. One of the disturbing parts of 

all this was the attitude on the part of some people that 

the school can do everything. Not only ~ but should and 

must. This included pa.rents who said, "I am a taxpayer and 

I pay your salary and it is ·Up to you to take care of my 

daughter," as well as the innocent, naive, and touching, 

"They turned my gas off and I don't know what to do. Will 

you help me?" 

I may have told you that once a man tried to get the 

school closed, because we had more pupils in Juvenile Hall 

than any of the other schools did, which of course is true. 

Looking through my records, I find that they are full 

of notes from child welfare workers, school doctors, and 

school nurses, and I have not talked about them at all yet. 

I think I should. The Educational Services (once called 

Auxiliary Services), in contrast to c.urricular services, 

is one of those areas (in regular as well e.s in special schools) 

in which there is a deep division in educational philosophy. 



This is even true of the medical program. The difference of 

opinion is even more true with regard to the child welfare 

program, This is worth presenting, I think. 

I don't think that if I were a physician I could stand 

being a school doctor, because he is so hedged about and 

restricted by law in what he can do for the children he exam

ines. About all that a school doctor really can do legally 

is to send a note home to a parent saying, "Your child has a 

very bad heart. Please see that he gets medical attention." 

A doctor can prevent a child from taking regular physical 

education and can prescribe rest or corrective PE, but that 

is about the limit of his rights. It is astounding to me 

that schools spend a not inconsiderable amount of money on 

their health services and yet the law restricts those services 

so very much. Part of this stems from the active and vocal 

opposition of those religious groups which are against 

medicine in principle. A p~rent may fill out a card on which 

he says that he does not want his child examined in any way 

and that child is not examined. But the restrictions are not 

limited to children whose parents hold such beliefs. Even 

elementary instruction in hygiene must be done very carefully 

by a school doctor who stays within the law. We were blessed 

at &.mona, for the last six or seven years that I was there, 

with a really wonderful doctor who managed to overcome some

how the inevitable frustra tj.ons of her position. She was a 

remarkable counselor to girls and parents. She was always 



anxious to see parents. She could say things both to girls 

and to parents that I could not say, both because of her 

knowledge and because of her position. She functioned as a 

family service case worker who was also a physician. She is, 

of course, an MD and she has a great deal of training. We 

were lucky to have her. In general the school doctor can 

only catch cases of serious physical defects. They have no 

time or equipment or legal right to do moreo I repeat that 

it must be the most frustrating of jobs. The worst thing 

must be to see defects which the doctor knows can be remedied 

and to be able to do nothing but send a note home or make a 

phone call or occasionally a home visit. If the pa.rent says, 

"This is none of your business," there is nothing that the 

school doctor can do about it. I have a great regard for these 

doctors! I thinlc that the quality of school doctors has 

improved vastly since the time that I, myself, was a student 

and since my first years of teaching. 

Dixon: The present doctors are people who have actually 

studied public health. 

Serrurier1 The women doctors improved in quality before the 

men did; it still is more difficult for a woman to establish 

a practice than it is for a man. 

The school nurse is in quite a different position from 

the school doctor. It seems to me that a school nurse's job 

is much more satisfying than that of the doctor, strangely 

enough. The nurse sends children home when they have fevers 



or are otherwise ill. She makes home calls and she bandages 

up sore toes. Because the nurse is at school much more 

time than is the school doctor, she knows the children better 

than the doctor can know them. Even in a tiny school like 

Ramona we had a nurse one day a week, and for a while we had 

one a day and a half a week. Considering the enrollment, 

that was good. I was able to use our school nurse as a sort 

of adjunct to the services of Child Welfare and Attendance; 

that is, I could ask her to make home calls. Sometimes she 

would establish very good relationships with families. One 

of the technical problems of school structure and organiza

tion concerns those people who are not attached full-time to 

a given school. It is the question of the chain of command. 

Are nurses and child welfare workers under the supervision 

of the principal of the school, or are they exclusively under 

the supervislon of the head of the department in which they 

work? The answer seems to be that for the time that they 

are in a school they are under the supervision of its principal. 

This problem (or weakness) in school organization affects 

school nurses and doctors, child welfare workers, and special 

teachers of the hard-of-hearing and of children with speech 

defects. They have supervisors or administrators of the:tr 

own; yet a prj_ncipal is responsible for everybody working 

in his school. Sometimes there are difficulties, because the 

same person may get differing instructions from his "bosses." 

This is a matter which needs careful consideration. I think 



some changes would be useful. 

Dixon: It just occurred to me in talking about the medical 

attitudes of the population, how do the public regard 

smallpox vaccination and that sort of thing? 

Serrurier: I'm glad you brought that up. This is very 

interesting. At Ramona High School we had all kinds of 

problems in this field. For one thing, there was general 

ignorance and superstition. "I know an old woman from the 

mountains of Mexico who can cure people by magic." Then 

there is fear--pure unadulturated fear, "Nobody is going to 

stick a needle into me." I watched some of these attitudes 

change for the better over the years. I decided that the 

reason for this improvement was that more and more mothers 

had thelr babies delivered in hospitals (usually the General 

Hospital), and they became accustomed to seeing their babies 

recieve "shots" almost from the moment of birth, "Getting a 

shot" came to be quite an accepted thing, and even a status 

symbol. But many of our girls felt fear of doctors. This 

was coupled with the strange kind of modesty that I have 

talked about before, One of the wonderful things that Dr. 

Breiner (the school doctor I have mentioned above) was able 

to do was to persuade girls to let her examine them; they 

unbuttoned their blouses for her-~a rare thing. I don't 

think that even she ever got a blouse off a girl, but she 

at least got them unbuttoned. Few doctors ln our area achieved 

thiso The whole matter of attltudes toward medicj_ne is in 
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a state of flux. It is complicated not only by superstition, 

but by the fact that even a better-educated segment of the 

population than I met at Ramona is not entirely clear as to 

where to draw the line between the charlE1,tan and genuine 

medical person. And ignorant people, when they hear about 

"wonder drugs" or "miracle drugs" take those words literally. 

They do not see that there is any difference between the fact 

that penicillin kills some bacteria immediately and the 

hocus pocus of the ''old woman from the mountains of Mexico" 

with her herbs and incantations. I don't think that one can 

describe a general attitude. 

Of course, in a place like Ramona we had a high percen

tage of hypochondriacs, among parents as well as among chil

dren. But we had a vast amount of genuine illness of all 

kinds, too. An appalling amount. I read only this morning 

an article which verified an observation of mine in this 

field. It seemed to me that I l{new, through their daughters, 

more women who had cancer of the uterus than seemed normal. It 

seemed to me to be out of proportion to the incidence of 

this in the population at large, And an article in this 

.morningcs p..~per reports that the incidence of cancer, par

ticularly cancer of the uterus, is 100% higher in the lowest 

economic levels than it is in others! This was stated at a 

convention of science writers. The speaker said that not 

only is there a problem among the lowest paid, of getting 

treatment for cancer, but there is the higher incidence of it. 



Whether this is because better-educated and wealthier women 

have more frequent examinations than do poor women I don't 

know. On the other hand, people on relief can get excellent 

medical care. 

As I have said, the girls had a lot of fear of the 

doctor. But on the other hand there was the desire to get 

attention. This was one of the problems of the school doctor. 

Some girls . developed all kinds of illnesses on the day the 

doctor was at school. I remember that once a girl came in 

and said to the secretary, "Is this the day the doctor comes? 11 

"Yes. 11 "Then I'm going to have one of my bad headaches." 

She said it perfectly seriously. She had her bad headaches 

when she could get some attention, 

We did all kinds of things to encourage vaccination. 

Our standard reward of free cheese sandwiches was given to 

everybody who was vaccinated. It helped. Twice we had 

mass blood tests (Wassermans) for syphilis so far as we could. 

That is not the problem that it once was. (Now it has 

again increased, however.) We called it a "blood-letting 

party." My personal physician was amused when I told him 

that I had had three blood samples taken in one day just to 

show the girls that it wasn't so bad after all. I had to be 

at the front of the line! We did a good many things of this 

sort on a group basis. There is an annual dental health 

survey in the schools; awards are given puptls having no 

cavities. Then there is the "Smile of the Year" contest 
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and so on. We made an enormous hullabaloo about these events. 

We gave our own awards to girls who had good teeth and so on. 

Dixons Do they have the low rate of cavities that has been 

noticed in so many of the Mexican population? 

Serrurier: No. I have talked with dentists about that; 

apparently the reason they do not have good teeth is that 

their favorite beverage is Coca Cola (or any similar drink). 

Mothers would bring ba.bies with them when they came to see 

me. I have often seen a mother open her purse and take out 

a bottle of "Coke", soak a piece of cotton with the liquid, 

and stick it in the baby's mouth. This is one step better, 

I think, than using wine, which I have also seen used in 

this way. The Mexican rural population eats very little 

sugar. Corn, beans, and squash are the staple foods. The 

corn, particularly if it is ground by hand in a metate, has 

grits in it, so people chew a great deal. But that has gone 

with urbanization. 

One of the things that we used to do once a semester 

l'."8.S to take as many girls as we could raise money for or get 

money from down to the USC Dental Clinic. This clinic is 

:pg.rt of SC's program for its dental students. Apparently 

part of the training involves doing a certain number of 

dental prophylaxes and examinations under the eye of ·a pro

fessor. If we could gather twenty girls together at once 

(they had twenty chairs), they would set up a class. This 

was always a big enterprise. A clinic trip cost one dollar 
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per girl. (Now it costs two.) We collected from parents 

when we could and contributed the rest from the welfare fund. 

Going to the Dental Clinic came in time to be a sort of status 

symbol. "I went and I let him clean my teeth and I didn't 

faint." 

One of the real medical problems concerned examinations 

at Juvenile Hall. I do not know to this day whether it is 

an actual policy of the Board of Education or not, but when I 

first went to Ramona I was told by "the brass" that if a girl 

was away from home over night without her parents• knowledge 

and consent, she was not to be readmitted to school until we 

had medical verification of the fact that she did not have a 

venereal disease. In a community in which telephones are 

still scarce and girls often go to relatives' homes to spend 

the night it is not possible to enforce this as a blanket 

rule. To say to every girl who is away from home overnie;ht 

that we suspect her of syphilis would be to destroy our 

entire relationship with i:arents and girls. So this was one 

of the techiques that we used when it seemed to be desirable. 

At Juvenile Hall, if people get there at eight o' cloclc in the 

morning, girls may have free vaginal examinations if they 

go with a parent or some other responsible person. We some

times sent chronic runaways to the Hall; and once in a while 

we really had reason to wonder. And parents often volun

tarily took their daughters in; we usually learned about this 

after the event. The girls did not llke these exams at all! 
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Dixon: I can't say as I blame them. 

Serrurier: Self-medication was one of the real problems we 

faced. 
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Serrurierr Medical superstition is, of course, a problem in 

many places besides Ramona High School, but it was particu

larly serious in the community we served. Some of it was 

funny--if one didn't consider the implications. I remember 

getting a note from a child welfare worker saying that she 

had found a girl in bed with thinly sliced raw potatoes 

all over her face. The girl told me afterwards, with surprise 

at my ignorance, "This takes the fever out of you. Haven't 

you ever put raw potatoes on your face?" "No." "Well, you 

do it sometime and you'll see that the piece of potato gets 

hot, so it takes the fever away." 

dies like that, probably harmless, 

There are many folk rsme

But most of the self-

med.ication at Ramona centered around pregnancy and attempts 

at abortione One common belief was that grapefruit will 

bring on abortion. It must be unsweetened fruit or juice. 

A great many Ramona High School girls devoutly believed this. 

Dixonr You mean you just eat it? 

Serrurierr Yes--lots and lots and lots of it. A teacher 

once said, "We wouldn't have a population explosion if it 

were that easy," When a girl would come to school with a 

can of grapefruit juice, particularly if she started carry

ing it around with her, we all became curiouse Once in a 

while I would get a note from a teacher with just the word 
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"Grapefruit!" and the girl's name, I asked a school doctor 

whether this grapefruit idea was purely imaginary or whether 

there was any kind of rational reason for it. She said that 

it probably stemmed from the notion that anything sharp or 

harsh or irritating might bring on a miscarriage, Unsweet

ened grapefruit is a bit irritating. 

The girls hold all sorts of gory stories about attempted 

or actually induced miscarriages, They told of sticking 

knitting needles into the uterus. Some of the tales I heard 

were appg.lling, All of them are second hand, of course, 

I never saw the process of inducing a miscarriage or abor

tion. One of the things that always astounded the faculty 

was the fact that most girls always seemed to know where one 

could get an abortion, how much it would cost, which places 

were clean and which weren't, and which were apt to be raided 

by the police and which weren't, Almost every adult in. the 

school at one time or another said, "I certainly wouldn't 

know where to go if I felt I had to have an abort:lon," But 

the kids seemed to know·. 

Dixon: Those who needed to know, knew, 

Serrurier: Those who needed to know, knew. One of the ways 

we had of ·knowing that a girl was pregnant was that teachers 

would. hear comments like, "If all he will give you is twenty 

dollars then you go here but if you can get t~irty dollars 

out of him then you go there; it's better there." This kind 

of advicem 



One of the amusing attitudes in the health field was 

that the taking of a laxative seemed to be a very important 

ritual which was publicly announced, Our registrar once 

kept a file she called her "laxative file"--of all the excuses 

like, "Please excuse Jennie because I gave her a laxative 

last night." Of course, Jennie would stay home the next 

day, waiting for the laxative to work, I have talked with 

people in elementary schools in the Ea.st Los Angeles area 

who have told me that this was almost a formal ritual. I 

don't know whether there was an element of status in this 

or not. 

Another activity that comes under the category of 

health, I suppose, is self-tattooing and self-removal of 

tattoos. Self-piercing of ears is a related practice, The 

last is done with an ice cube that is held at the back of 

the ear and a darning needle applied to the front. A little 

wine is sometimes used as a disinfectant, The tattooing 

business could be very serious, because of the danger of 

bad infections both in making tattoos and in removing them-

pa.rticularly in removal. The commonest method of taking 

tattoos off is very simple and direct. You just hold a lighted 

cigarette against the tattooed slcin, You don't tell anybody 

about it until you get an infection. This practice was 

responsible for some really sick children, 

This leads me to two other matters, both of which deal 

with skin. One is that we had more trouble with all kinds 
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of skin infections that we did with any other health problem. 

Impetigo, which is known all over the East Side as "infan

tigo," was widespread when I was at Ramon9.. Then there was 

what we politely called pediculosis--head lice and nits. 

It took me quite a while to learn why we had so much trouble 

getting the girls even to accept the special fine-toothed 

combs which are used to remove nits. Lice, our girls claimed, 

only live on healthy people. The second skin problem--one 

that gave me the creeps--was that of self-inflicted wounds 

of all kinds. These fell into several different categories. 

One was the deliberate attempt to frighten a boyfriend or a 

parent or someone by pretending that one was going to commit 

suicide. One of the standard ways to do this was to make a 

series of shallow parallel scratches on the wrist; I don't 

think that thls was very pleasant to do, but quite a few 

girls did it. "Oh, I was only joking, Mees." Much worse 

than that was problems created by the girl who would sit 

in class, or more often at home, and deliberately pick and 

pick with a needle or a pin or a nail file or a sharpened 

bobby pln and "carve" herself. This was probably a neurotic 

method of self-punishment or self-torture. Sometimes the 

initials of boyfriends were thus inscribed. A girl showed 

me one of the techniques. She had "I love you" tattooed on 

her left hand between the knuckle and first jolnt, with one 

letter on each finger. "See, Mees, you take the pin and 

you poke it until you get some blood." (The letter was 
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it heals it's there permanently." One might, by a long stretch 

of the imagination, say this was a sign of devotion. But 

worse than this were the girls who would say, "I was truant 

yesterday and I felt bad; I feel better after I hurt myself 

like this." Those were really sick girls, I think. They 

were the ones who refused to be seen by a doctor; we usually 

couldn't even get a bandage on them, let alone any kind of 

disinfection or other treatment. 

I hadn't intended to talk about this next point, but it 

1s an interesting onea The problem of trying to distinguish 

among genuine ilJ~esses, deliberate malingering, and psycho

somatic illnesses, We ran around in circles on that, The 

gym teachers kept records of girls' menstrual periods, They 

had to. This helped us in many situations of alleged "cramps." 

Malingering was not as common as one might expect in the Ramona 

kind of a student community, What we did have in quantity 

was genuine psychosomatic illness. A girl whose p::trents fought 

all night got sick to her stomach on the way to school the 

next morning, We leaned over backwards in accepting headaches 

and toothaches and stomach aches, The general health of our 

kids was poor anyhow, of course. But we learned to be care

ful. If a girl had a headache or some other complaint that 

we couldn't prove in any way, we were very sympathetic and 

we would bed her down. If she wanted to go to her next 

class the chances were that she just \'Janted to get out of 



one particular class. whether she had a real headache or she 

didn'ta we didn't know, of course. If she stayed down will

ingly during an assembly or a lunch period or some other 

time when it was interesting to be up we felt that she was 

really sick. But there were some miraculous cures when the 

bell rang! 

Dixons This works in other schools, too. 

Serrurier: Yes, this works in other schools. But it was a 

very serious problem with our sickest girls. "Silly Sally," 

about whom I'm going to talk later, the girl who was bitten 

on the buttocks by her sister in a fight over two baked 

potatoes, ~pp~rently lost control of the muscles of her eyes 

when she was very upset. Her eyes "wiggled"--this is an 

unscientific description-~they moved back and forth constantly, 

There are, I know, some people whose eyes always are like 

that. This is some sort of illness. But it wasn't perma-

nent with Sally; it happened only when she was upset. I 

never was absolutely sure whether she could control this or 

not. 

We saw several kinds of weird things like this. Once we 

had a girl who went around for two weeks with her arm stiffly 

and tightly bandaged with splints. The school doctor felt 

that it was bandaged in such a way that whether the arm 

was actually injured or not some real damage was apt to 

result because of impeded circulation. This was a very sick 

youngster. I don't know what ultimately happened to here 



She ran away. But once a gym teacher did something which she 

had learned from the mystery plays, "The Trial of Mary Dugan." 

The villain was unmasked when a lawyer threw something toward 

the suspect, who grabbed for it with his left hand instead 

of his right hand. The teacher did a similar thing to the 

girl with the '00.ndaged arm. The teacher threw a ball which 

the girl caught with her bandaged and allegedly broken arm. 

This girl gave me my first experience with something 

that I saw a good deal of afterwards, the contagion of strik

ing behavior. When that girl was going around with her 

bandaged arm, about twenty percent of the other girls 

limped or had stiff fingers or couldn't move their shoulders 

or something of that sort. Not only we lay people, but even 

the nurse and the doctor could not tell for sure how much 

of this was play and in how many cases a girl convinced her

self that she really had a limp or some other defect. I 

feel that most of our girls really believed their symptoms. 

This has always astounded me. 

On another occasion we had a girl who probably was 

brain .. damaged and who had a very peculiar kind of gait. It 

wasn't a real limp but it was quite noticeable. We had half 

s, dozen girls who began walking in that same way a Some of 

them w·ere quite genuinely surprised when this was called to 

their attention. One of them was an excellent swimmer and 

she slipped while walking in this odd way, while walking 

near the swimming pool. She was angry with herself, because 



she was very proud of her ability in and around the water. 

When the teacher said, 1tit's because you are walking in a way 

that is not natural for you," she was astounded and wouldn't 

believe the teacher. This sort of thing is, I think, a form 

of hysteria. Of course, it happens in society. One suicide 

is apt to be followed by others of a similar type--jumping 

off bridges, for example. It was one of our real medical 

problems. 

A sad aspect of the health situation stemmed from an 

attitude that is widespread--I regret to say even some college

educated people feel it--the idea that isolating an individual 

with a contagious disease is somehow a personal reflection 

upon that person's character. "I didn't do anything wrong. 

Why are you sending me home? I haven't had a fight." It 

is hard to blame the youngsters for objecting to what they 

thought of as a punishment because as I said, many other 

people believed it. 

Dixon: I've known people in the Middle West where they still 

put up the big quarantine signs who would hide the fact of 

illness for weeks. To have that sign on the door was just 

more than their pride could take. 

Serrurier: It's a very odd sort of thing. 

As a general thing our doctors said that most of the 

health problems of our girls were the results of ignorance 

and b3d nutrition and poverty. For example, the TB rate 

among Ramona was very high. I have in my files many cases 
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in which a girl's problems stem at least in pa.rt from the 

fact that her mother has been in a tubercular sanitarium 

most of her life and the girl has gone from foster home to 

orphanage to relatives. There is very little understanding 

on the pa.rt of the population about TB. Families hide their 

sick members because going to Olive View, or to any sanitarium, 

is held to be like going to jail. They felt that the police 

were after them. We almost always had a few girls with 

arrested cases of tuberculosis. 

This brings up another very interesting matter, For 

quite a long time the girls very willingly had X-rays taken 

when the mobile X-ray trucks came to school. Then one year 

the school doctor from another school called us and said, "I 

don't know what's happened, but the kids are refusing to have 

chest X-rays." Soon we began to hear about this. The story 

got around that this was something like an atom bomb. This 

is, I think, a misinterpretation of news of radiation; this 

wasn't limited to Ramona. We had a bad time for a while. 

The girls refused to have chest X-rays, And I supposed they 

believed that it caused cancer. There again is an example 

of misunderstanding, Doctors are careful not to expose 

themselves to too much radiation; so the argument goes, 

one chest X-ray will cause cancer! There is a great deal 

of that sort of thing. 

Another thing is quite prevalent in the field of health, 

Here I'm guessing that it was more prevalent at Ramona than 
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it is in the rest of the population. I am speaking of all 

kinds of accidents. Ramona girls seemed to be accident

prone. (I know that that term is used technically; I'm 

using it descriptively.) Take automobile accidents. They 

were caused, I think, partly by the old rattle-trap cars in 

which most of the girls rode; !)3.rtly by the ignorance of 

traffic laws; partly by the natural recklessness of young 

kids; partly by drinking; finally, by a complex attitude 

of defiance of society. 

So were all sorts of other accidents. The teachers used 

to talk about this a lot. A girl would come to school with 

a black eye or a badly gashed arm or some other real damagee 

Was this the result of a fight? Had she been in one of those 

grand free-for-alls that we read about? Or did she really 

bump herself against a door? It was pretty hard to tell. 

But we knew from various kinds of evidence that at least a 

good many of the injuries resulted from fights. We also saw 

injuries that a girl boasted about; this was very interestinge 

A girl would come to school with a black eye and say, "Johnny 

loves me. He hit me real hard last night." This a.lways 

astounded me--the notion that if your boyfriend loves you he 

disciplines youe He wants you to behave and so. he beats you 

up when you need it. You need it whenever you do something 

that he doesn't approve of, such as speaking to some other 

boy or getting drunlc in public. This idea of discipline was 

widely accepted among the 'girls. "He wouldn't beat me if 
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he didn't love me. He wouldn't care." So they proudly dis

played the marks of devotion! 

One of the subjects that is related to ·health is the matter 

of the physical education program. The idea of privacy is 

deep-seated, so there were problems, especially about shower

ing. I have talked about gang showers and the fight that I 

waged to have individual showers. 

Related to this 1s the problem of cleanliness. Both 

physical opportunity and cultural attitude are involved here. 

Some people simply have little chance to bathe and wash their 

clothes. There seems to be quite a difference, culturally, 

among various groups in the community on that. Many of the 

poorest Mexican inhabitants of Los Angeles were very clean. 

(This generalization excludes emotionally disturbed people 

and a few others.) This, in my observation, was not true of 

Caucasians and Negroes of a comparable cultural level. The 

worst filth that I personally saw was in the homes .of white 

southern migrants. The girls seemed aware that there are 

different standards of personal grooming and of cleanliness. 

They were greatly interested in the personal habits of 

teachers in such matters, "How often do you take a bath? 11 

"Do you always use soap?" "How often do you change your 

underwear?" These are questions that almost every teacher 

has been asked. (This, by the way, was one of the things 

that helped me to judge whether a teacher was going to get 

along well at Ramona or not. I would tell an applicant that 



she would be asked such questions. Her reaction gave some 

clues to her attitudes, ) "How often do ·you wash your hair? 11 

"Do you have your own teeth?" The latter inquiry seemed to 

stem from the fact that dentures were a status symbol. Many 

poor people cannot afford them8 One of our girls--a "~uccess"-

came to us at age fourteen with no teeth whatever! We began 

trying to find out how much it would cost to have dentures 

made for her; the lowest bid we had was six hundred dollars. 

I told the dentist who ca.me to make a routine dental health 

check of students about the problem. He said, "Let me look 

at her." Then he said, "The materlals will cost me thirty-

four dollars; I'll do the work." We paid him the thirty-

four dollars from our welfare fund and Lupe received new 

teeth. He was. incidentally, a Negro. 

As I said, having teeth is a status symbol. This brings up 

one of the cultural things that strike us middle-class school 

m•arms as being funny. It occurs in Faulkner•s novel. "The 

Reivers." Remember the gal with the gold tooth? I have 

seen a good many solid gold teeth; twice in my life I have 

seen women with ornamental gold caps. One was star-shaped 

and the other had a heart cut out in it. I was so fascira. ted 

by the latter that I could hardly keep my mind on my discussion 

with the woman! 

Lice had become far less popular when I rettred than they 

were at first; I think swimming had a lot to do with that. 

We wouldn't let anybocly go swimming who had lice; so girls 
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stopped having lice. One of the teachers suggested--and I 

think this Iilay be true--that the vogue for dyeing the hair 

also had something to do with the departure of the little 

creatures. Dyeing took so much washing and treating that it 

probably scared the lice awayt 

Dixon: And the dye itself would have a ba.d effect on the 

lice. 

Serrurier: I would think it would have. At any rate, that 

was one problem that was moving toward solution. 

Another difficulty that seemed to vanish in the last 

few years was athlete's foot, which used to be a terrific 

problem in schools, Gym teachers used to make the children 

walk through a shallow basin of, I think, potassium perman

ganate. We had few problems with athlete's foot at even 

my early years at Ramona, 

Another of our health problems was that of the girl who 

would come to school badly battered as the result of a fight 

and didn't want her family to be notified. Sometimes we knew 

that if the family learned that she had been fighting she 

would be beaten again when she got home. But when a girl 

came with long, deep gashes all over an arm or with her 

front teeth hanging loose we felt an obligation to let her 

family know. This was a real problem. 

Now to another area of health. A.11 of us were constantly 

looking for slgns of pregnancy. We were wrong only about half 

the timet The girls were on the watch, too. All it took 
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was for a teacher to put on a couple of pounds or to have a 

dress that was a bit tight, and the kids were sure that she 

was pregnant! It worked both ways. 

I'd like to say something about the Child Welfare and 

Attendance Services. They are part of a division which used 

to be called Auxiliary Services. (The name has been changed; 

I don't know what it is.) 

An interesting struggle was going on (it is not yet 

over) when I was working regarding the true function of CWA 

workers. Were they to be "doorbell pushers," charged with 

merely enforcing the school attendance law or were they to 

function as social workers? (Some of them were actually 

trained social workers.) I, of course, was on the social 

work side of the argument. 

I mention this not only because it affected Ramona 

girls and staff, but because it is an example of the diffi

culties which new concepts meet when they conflict with 

entrenched practices and attitudes. 

Many princip.9.ls feared that the social worker approach 

would somehow present a threat to their authority. I never 

could understand this; perhaps it stems from the feeling that 

social workers, like psychiatrists, have some power-akin

to-magic-:-which enables them to see and oven control motives. 

I'm just guessingl 

The old interpretation of the "hoolcy cop" is part of 

the whole punitive notion of education. At the other end 
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of the spectrum is the social work attitude, which interprets 

the function of the child welfare worker quite differently. 

The worker is a liaison between school and home; he must do 

what he can to learn the causes of absence and misbehavior. 

He must suggest helpful procedures. This requires great deal 

of skill. The child welfare worker usually comes to a home 

when something is wrong and when emotions are apt to be 

stirred up. And he may find himself facing very complex 

situations. 

One of the battles that Rose Timmons and I fought was 

that of trying to get good social workers assigned to us. 

We had the enthusiastic help of at least some of the super

visors of Child Welfare and Attendance. Child welfare does 

not have a lobby, so to speak. That is, when the budget 

comes before the Board of Education, there aren't many people 

to speak for CWA. So the number of child welfare workers has 

not grown in proportion to the growth in the number of students 

CWA must serve. 

Social worlc of any kind takes a great deal of time; 

this adds to the budgetary problem. But when the supervisor 

of a given CWA area has the social work approach the things 

that can be accomplished despite a shortage of workers is 

amazing. I have some cases that are very interesting exampleB 

of what seems to me to be some of the genuine functions of 

the child welfare workeri To interpret the school to the 

home, even to help parents to deal with problems which on 
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the surface don't have anything to do with school attendance 

but which actually affect children deeply. 

I used CWA very extensively. I introduced an innova

tion in the use of the reports which child welfare workers 

are required to send to the attendance office. I asked for 

an additional copy of each report. (I remember that one 

supervisor complained to me that even carbons cost money, 

and here I was asking for extra copies!) The counselor and I 

read each report and then it went into "cum." The "cum" is 

the cumulative folder which contains a student's recordsc 

In some cases I have had as many as fifty child welfare reports 

on one girl in the course of a school year, This means fifty 

home callsl 

Some of the aspects of a child welfare worker's job are 

astounding, For one thing, they are often in physical danger, 

We always had a list of homes to which no woman worker was 

allowed to go alone. There were usually three or four such 

homes at any time on the list. These places ranged from 

houses of prostitution to houses in which everybody was 

drunk most of the time. Some of the descriptions of the places 

that CWA workers vislted are quite astounding. 

In addition to that a child welfare worker could never 

know, when he rang a doorbell, what he was going to find. 

A fight might be going on, for example. 

One of the duties of the child welfare worker is to take 

children home; this happens if a child is sick and a nurse 
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is unavailable to take him home, or if a child is being sent 

home for disciplinary reasons. Not infrequently a youngster 

would threaten to jump out of the worker's car; occasionally 

one would actually jump out. The child welfare worker is, 

I believe, legally responsible for a youngster whom he is 

transporting, So the life of a child welfare worker is not 

a very easy one, But it is fascinating to a person who likes 

children. 

Dixons Every school has a child welfare worker? 

Serruriers Not a full-time one. I never saw one when I was 

in elementary and high school. The city is divided into 

several geographic areas for CWA and other purposes. (There 

used to be seven; it's more now.) Each has an administrative 

office which is often housed in a separate bungalow on the 

grounds of an elementary school. The minimum assignment 

consists, I think, of one man and one woman worker for a 

senior high school, the junior high schools which serve it, 

and a few of the elementary schools. That is, most child 

welfare workers work with the girls or the boys for one high 

school, two or three junior highs, and several elementary 

schools. At Ramona we had more time than this. In fact, 

for a year we had a fascinating experimental program. 'I1hen 

the downtown office declded that this cost too much. It is 

more or less up to the p:cincip9.l of e. school to decide how 

much use he wants to :make of a child welfare worker. Here 

we get back to the question of ·philosophye A princip-;i.l can 
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take the position that he does not need CWA services, In 

such cases, the registrar's office does most of the attendance 

work. The extent and quality of this work vary widely from 

school to school. Of course, there are situations in which 

a principal or vice principal cannot avoid dealing with CWA, 

but they are infrequent, On the other hand, there are 

principals who use the CWA worker as much as possible. 

One of the things for which I used to use child welfare 

workers was to get a picture of a girl's home. I tried not 
' 

to wait til there was a crisis to do this. Sometimes I 

received a report on the home before the girl enrolled in 

Ramona, F.ach girl who was referred had a social history 

folder, one pg.rt of which was filled out by the child welfare 

worker "l'l'ho had to make a home call to get the necessary data. 

The other part was the vice principal's responsibility. 

One reason for pre-transfer calls was that I wanted to be 

absolutely sure that no kid would be transferred without 

p;1.rental knowledge, A good child. welfare worker could 

learn a great deal from that one home visit. I'll read, 

before we finish, some of the very keenly observed descrip-

tions that came from a half-hour visit to a home, A good 

child welfare worker can be very useful indeed. CWA was in 

the middle of another fight when I was at Ramona which is 

related to the argument over · function. The educational 

credentialling structure of the state t·ms in process of re-

evaluation. Proposed changes included a new credential 
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called a "Pupil Personnel Credential," which was to be required 

of non-teaching professlonal school personnel. Child Wel-

fare was one of the groups affected. Counseling and guidance 

was another; the reg1strar's office is a third. I've forgotten 

the others. This credential would require some classroom 

experience. The child welfare people were saying, "If you 

are expecting us to be trained as social workers, you can't 

expect us to take the time also to get experience as teachers. 

Think of the time and the cost!" And school admtnistrators 

were saying that no matter how well trained a person is as 

a social worker, if part of the CWA job ls to interpret the 

school to the home (probably a home that understands the 

schools least), then CWA workers must know what it's like to 

be in charge of a classroom. otherwise, ran the argument~ 

the worker cannot understand the kinds of problems that the 

teacher faces. And although I am wholeheartedly on the social 

work side of the CWA controversy, on this particular point 

I agree with administrators. (I do not know what parts of 

this credentialling structure have been adopted.) I do not 

think that a social worker who has not been in a classroom 

since he was a student himself is competent to explain to a 

parent what is expected of a child in a classroom and what 

a classroom sitD3tion is like. We ran into this problem 

very often with probation officers and with the social workers 

who worked for agencies of various kinds. So the chlld welfare 

worker is, you see, an example of the evolution of the public 
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educational system. I hope that CWA workers are given a chance 

to provide the help--to teacher, administrator, and pupil, 

of which many of them are capable. 

When I first went to Ramona one of the numerous problems 

of child welfare workers was that the girls refused to be 

seen riding in a car with them. They would, at most, sit in 

the back seat. "In case any of my friends are on the street 

they won't see me sitting in front and talking to you." 

At worst they would squat down on the floor. In fact, one 

man CWA worker, who now is a college professor, told me that 

his own son, aged eight, refused to let his father drive him 

to school because the other kids knew that his father was a 

"hookey cop," and he just didn't want to be seen with such a 

persone That cha.nged, at least at Ramonao I can't speak for 

other schools because I don't know, The various CWA workers 

whom we had differed very widely in quality, of course, 

One interesting thing that affected CWA was the notion that 

many people have that the school can do everything. We would 

have parents call and ask for the CWA worker, "Please send 

her to my house. I want to tallc to her, I want to see her." 

"But yCR.U' daughter is in school today." "I know, but I need 

her advice," And if the worker found time to go see the parent, 

she would be apt to be told about the woman's troubles with 

her husband or with finances or with something else having 

nothing directly to do with school. 

So you see that I consider child welfare and attendance 
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to be one of the really vital parts of the school program; 

I don't know how we would have functioned without them. 

One child welfare worker, incidentally, wrote her Master's 

thesis about Ramona. She did a follow-up study of the fifty 

girls who had graduated from junior high at Ramona and had 

gone to regular senior high schools within a selected period. 

(I think it was three years.) She made a study of how they 

got along in school, how long they stayed, whether they 

graduated or not, if they left before graduation, and for 

what purpose, and so on. The results were surprising, at 

least to me. I'm not sure that her sampling was large enough 

to be really valid. But it still was surprising. I always 

had a general notion that except in those cases in which I 

made a bad mistake and took a girl who didn't belong in Ramona 

at all, the longer a girl stayed at Ramona the better her 

chances weTe of doing well when she went back to a regular 

school. But I wasn't prepared for the statistics in the CWA 

worker's dissertation. They indicated that a girl who had 

stayed at Ramona four semesters (or who finished the semester 

in which she had come plus three more semesters) was something 

like three times as likely to graduate from senior high school 

as the girl who had only been wit~ us for one year. I don't 

know why I was so surprised at this, because one of the things 

that I talked about to teachers and others was that attitudes 

and behavior patterns don't change overnight; it was a long, 

slow process even when it succeeded, But still I was astounded 
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when I read the figures. 

Now I want to get some general things done. One is the 

matter of American lndians, As I was looking through records 

the other day I came upon the papers of one of my American 

Indian girls, and I recalled the six or seven whom we had at 

Ramona over the years, Those girls had cultural problems of 

an entirely different nature from those of any other groups 

that I Mve known, For one thing, the caricature of the American 

Indian who replies to everything by saying "Ugh" has a basis 

in fact e The Indians I met were the most verbally uncommuni

cative people I have ever known, both adults and children, 

This has nothing to do with intelligence. It is the cultural 

ps,ttern. Some of the g:trls we had were very bright. But 

because they can't communicate in ways which we understand, 

Indians are sometimes considered stupid, I met a father 

and mother, who were quite well educated, but they too found 

silence to be far more natural than speech, An Indian girl 

who is confronted directly w:tth a question usually responded 

as briefly as possibleo That's one of the Indian's problems. 

Another problem is that Amerlcan Indians in most tribes 

(
11 natior1s 11 is, I thinlr, more accurate) have ideas of relation

ship which are different from ours. Appg,rently all the mem

bers of one nation are brothers, for example, The adults 

thus very often get into trouble with the law for claiming 

relationships which are perfectly true by their standards 

but are not by ours. For example, I knew of one case in which 
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a girl's father was in jail for perjury. The perjury stem.med 

from the fact that when he was buying an automobile and was 

asked to give the name of a reference, he gave a name and 

said the man was his brother, The second man was not a 

brother by our definition, but it was by Indian usage, 

This uncommunica ti ve:riess (and perhaps pride) keeps Indians 

from asking fo~ help. Many will die of starvation or illness 

and not say a word, I have never known a group that lived 

up to what might be called its "literary image" in the way 

that these people do, 

We had one charming little Indian named Margaret Gray, 

When our child welfare worker went to Margaret's house she 

found that the family had no furniture. (The Indian Bureau 

is encouraging Indians to leave the reservations and come to 

the cittes. All Indian girls whom I knew were from families 

that came this way under encouragemento They come without 

preparation for city life and wj.thout job prospects,) The 

family had, I think, one mattress. They had a gas stove which 

the mother didn' t --know hoi;1 to operate. She would not ask 

anybody to teach her, so the family had been subsisting on 

cold food. It's an incredible kind of thj.ng. 

One of the other complicat5.ons faced by the Indian is 

that the Mexican-American on the .&:i.st Side 1 who is apt to hB.ve 

a good deal of Indian blood, will have nothing to do with the 

Indians from reservations. So all together the poor Indian 

girls who were at Ramona had very b9,d times~ Looking and 
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thinking over my records, I realize that we may not have 

helped them very much. The friendly, relaxed, permissive, 

talky, gabby atmosphere at Ramona was something that I am 

sure was api:alling to our Indian girls. It was completely 

alien to them, and they couldn't understand it. And it was 

interesting that some of the girls kept coming to school in 

spite of everything. It's amazing. 

Each of our Indian girls left on her sixteenth birthday, 

that is, the minute that she could legally get a work permit, 

All were needed at home. 

A couple of the girls began to relax at Ramona.. When 

the child welfare worker taught Margaret's mother how to use 

the gas stove and got some tables and chairs for them, Mar

garet began to relax. 

The Indian girls seldom had any friends at school, They 

walked with a slow, quiet dignity. I sometimes got the strange 

feeling that these were almost people from another planet, 

I knew very few .American Indian girls. I remember them 

being dignified, and in many ways highly admirable, At the same 

time they ·Nere helpless, because their training and their 

culture had not taught them any of the mechanisms of getting 

along in our society, 

Dixons They had no preparation. 

Serruriers None whatever. I don't know whether or not I 

told you the story of the two America'n Indians whom Robin and 

I met in Stockholm. I think this episode belongs here, It 
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illustrates the lack of preparation that you mentioned. 

We discovered by chance that a big trade fair was going on 

in Stockholm when we visited that city. This was in 1956. 

We went to the fair an:l visited the American building. of 

course. Among other things (none of which were very well 

done) there was a display of American leisure-time activities. 

An American Indian couple sat busily working; he was ham

mering silver jewelry and she was weaving. This in itself 

was incredible as a demonstration of what the "typical American" 

does in his spare time! What followed was even more amazing. 

That evening, as we were in downtown Stockholm looking at 

the menu in a restaurant window, this Indian couple came 

along and also looked at the menuo We told them we had seen 

them at the fair and had enjoyed them; we invited them to 

have dinner with us. They were delighted! Here is what 

had· happened to these poor people. They both teach at the 

Sherman Institute. They were piclced up by the State Depart

ment, flown to Washington~ given one day of "intensive 

briefing" in which they were told tr...at they were represent-

ing the United States of America. They were made to feel 

that the future of the world almost depended on the kind of 

impression they madee Then they were flown to Sweden. I'm 

not sure that they knew which ocean they crossede I know that 

they had a very foggy notion of where Sweden ise Upon arrival 9 

they were deposited at the American building of the fair, 

he to make silver and turquoise rings, and she to weave. 



A hotel room was provided. They had two hours off a day. 

Apparently nobody made a move even to take them on a tour of 

the city. Of course, they knew no Swedish. And the woman 

was a devout Catholic and she told us that she had been 

trying ever since their arrival to find a Catholic church. 

(They had been in Stockholm for about ten days when we met 

them.) She couldn't find one and she was very worried about 

this. We asked questions in the restaurant until we found 

somebody who could speak a little English. We learned the 

location of a Catholic church--apparently the only one in 

Stockholm. 

I still rage at the State Department when I remember 

this incident. These poor people didn't even know what they 

were in Sweden for. They had never been outs kl e of the United 

States before. They were both from Arizo:na and they'd gone 

to the Sherman Institute to teach; that was the extent of 

their travel up until this time. And those two poor souls 

represented the United States of America at this exhibit! 

Mrs. James, the Indian woman 1 told me that not a single 

person in the whole big American building spoke to her. 

And so the James, in their Indian outfits, wandered around 

Stockholm during their time off~ A wonderful example of State 

Department bungling e So that was another contact that I had 

with Indians. And I talked to them. I talked to them about 

schools and city life and asked how they felt about these 

things. They felt that no Indian should ever live in the 



city. "We are not made for the city." 

Dixon: This is what you read most of the time. 

Serrurier: I am sure that if an Indian b9.by was taken to 

New York in infancy and brought up there he'd become a per

fectly good New Yorker, But given the deep-seated cultural 

patterns of the Indian, I think that this attitude is sound, 

As I think of that group of seven girls (a group only in the 

sense that they were all Indians) I think that in a sense 

they were the saddest cases I had, because they were totally 

victims of circumstance, Not one of them came to Ramona for 

anything but truancy, They weren't running around, they weren't 

troublemakers, they weren't fighting, they weren't sex delin

quentsl they simply didn't come to school because school was 

a place that was completely foreign to them. 

We talk a great deal about what we did to the Indians 

in the past. I'm afraid that we're not doing much more for 

them now. 

I've also met a few gypsies in my school life. That is 

another storye Gypsies seem to be perfectly at home every

where, Of course, one can't generalize. I've known fewer 

gypsy families than I have American Indlan families. I 

have impressions, not facts, so I had better say nothing, 
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Serrurier: I have been trying for some time to think of girls 

who were very serious school and community problems but who 

were not, so far as anyone could tell in the absence of psychia

tric study, emotionally disturbed. I think it is important 

to make the point that not only school systems, but society 

at large contain a great many problem citizens who are not 

essentially psychiatric cases but who nevertheless cause much 

damage both to themselves and to others. (I am not suggest-

ing that psychiatric help would not be very beneficial to vast 

numbers of people who cannot now receive it; I am merely 

trying to distinguish between cases which can-~and under 

present conditions must--be treated in other ways.) 

Of course, I cannot guarantee that the two girls about 

whom I am going to talk were "normal." It is only on the basis 

of the observation of t~achers and other experienced peop~e 

that I am presenting these two girls as two normal youngsters 

who were genuj_ne and serious "headaches" to us. These two 

were quite different from one another, but were involved in 

some episodes together, 

This is the story of "Joker" and of 11 Fighter," Let us 

start with Jolrnr .. Joker's real name was Lupe Gonzales, She 

was born in 19L~6, so she was quite young when I knew her, 

Even now she is not quit:e seventeene She is tall, good-looking, 
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and seems more mature than her years. She is appa.rently 

extremely attractive to men. This may account for some of the 

incredible, fascinating experiences which she had. 

According to the Child Welfare and Attendance worker 

on her case, Lupe's home was the best-built, best-kept home 

in its neighborhood. The entire family was well-dressed. 

When I first met him, Lupe's father drove a fairly new 

Lincolno An older brother was a student at LA.CC; he was 

reported to be a very nice young man. Yet what a sister he 

had! 

Lupe was refe:ered to Ramona for almost all the infrac

tions of which a regular school could think; speciflcally, 

for fighting, gang activity, and bad influence on other 

children, She was the kind of child who caused teachers to 

sigh, "Thank Heaven," when they saw her name on the day's 

absence listo Because she was very young, vice principals 

hesitated to refer her to Ramona, and she had been transferred 

to two junior high schools outside her own district in an 

effort to bring about some improvement in her behavioro 

(The vice principals thought that Ramona glrls might have an 

adverse influence on little Lupe! The influence, as we 

learned to our sorrow, worked in the opposite directlon.) 

The referrlng school reported that Lupe had been a member-~ 

even a lcader--of a gang known as the Ba by Clantons, (This 

seems to be an old, well-establlshed gang~ with a reputation 

for toughness so far as its male members were concerned.) 
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Later I heard that Lupe had been expelled from the gang 
' 

because she had "ratted" on somebody. The referring school 

reported that Lupe resented :i:arental supervision, and that 

she felt that her father was unfair in his criticism of her 

friends. Lupe's mother stated that her husband was ill and 

unemployed; Mr. Gonzales himself said that he was a ceramics 

worker in the San Fernando Valley. 

Perhaps several Ramona incidents will illustrate what I 

mean by the phrase "school and community problem," 

One day Lupe came to school at 2:40 PM, accompanied by 

a young man who said to the counselor, "You had better keep 

your eye on her, especially after todayo 11 The young man gave 

his name; Lupe said that this was not his name, that he had 

struck her outside the school and had said that he was 

going to "get" her, Joe (the two agreed on his first name) 

told the school secretary that he had met Lupe in a dentist~s 

office. Lupe st.9.ted that they had met at the funeral of a 

sixteen~year-old boy who had been killed in an automobile 

aceident~ If the identification was correct, then I knew 

a sister of the dead boy; she was an extremely serious prob~ 

lem. Lupe then vaguely explained that Joe had tried to get 

her into trouble of some sort the previous night, and she 

announced that if he "got" her, her brother would in turn 

"get" him, This incident was never clar:1.fied so far a,s the 

school was concerned. 

One reason forthe a:tr of mystery surrounding many of 



Lupe's activities lay in the attitudes of her family. The 

following episode is illustrative of this. 

J.J.UU 

One day Lupe and another girl tried twice to make a 

contact with somebody on the street during the lunch period. 

When I asked her to spend the rest of the lunch period in 

the office she became so angry that she picked up a chair 

which was standing in the hall and threw it as far as she 

could along the hallway. Then she went out on the school 

grounds; the last part of the lunch period. she spent in the 

lavatory~ I called her mother to come and take her home. 

Both parents came. The mother's interest was centered on the 

black··and~blue marks all over Lupe's arm and on her sprained 

hand, The mother had apparently not been aware of either of 

these things before, And although Mrs. Gonzales said that 

she had not seen the marks before, she was n~vertheless 

certain that Lupe had been beaten by the Joe of the previous 

episodea So far as I remember, neither parent seemed concerned 

about the chair-throwingo 

On another occasion Lupe came to school with her face 

so badly scratched that we called her mother. Both mother 

and girl claimed that Lupe had been scratched by some rose 

bushes growing outside their house. The mother elaborately 

explained that they loved flowers and hated to cut them down! 

We never were able to find out whether the mother, and some

times the father, were "covering up" simply for Lupe or 

for themselves as welle There were times when we thought it 
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was the latter. 

One day Lupe came into the office very early--about quarter 

to eight in the morning--scared to death. She pointed out 

a man who was wandering around outside and said he had 

followed her from the "P" car. We called the Sheriff's 

Office and the man was . picked up. Lupe wrote a very inter

esting version of this episode. 

A couple of days after this Lupe came to school at 10:26. 

She was in class, a teacher said, for four minutes flat. 

"Four minutes which I shall never forget," said the teacher. 

Then she disappeared from school till 2:JO. She came ba.ck 

just in time for the end of school and. said she had been in 

the lavatory with cramps all day. The ne:x:t day she brought 

a note from her mother saying that she had gone to an uncle's 

house to get some money for shoes but that the uncle hac1 not 

been home. When we pointed out that this didn't explain the 

behavior at school Lupe said it was our business to figure 

things out. "This is what you get p:i.id for," she said to me. 

When the counselor said that if Lupe's attendance didn't 

improve an area off ice conference ·would be necessary, Lupe 

became very frj_ghtened and told us of something that we 

hadn°t known before, namely that about two months before this 

she had been missing from home for five days and had been 

picked up in HoJ.lywood. A policewoman from the Hollywood 

Juvenile Station had said that if Lupe got into any other 

kind of trouble then lt would really be serious for her, 
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When the registrar called the mother to check on this tale, 

we found that the five-day absence had been excused by the 

mother as an illness, When the registrar asked Mrs. Gonzales 

why she had not· told us about this, Mrs. Gonzales replied 

that she felt that it was our business to educate the girl 

and nothing else. Then we got a call from one of the men 

in the East LA Sheriff's Office reporting that Lupe had shown 

up in court the day before, u~invited. Two of our girls had 

gone to court to testify in an exposure case. (That, inciden

tally, is something I want to talk about later, It was one 

of our big headaches; men fairly often appeared around school 

exposing themselvese Perhaps they felt that a school like 

Ramona would be a good hunting ground.) Now Lupe (this is 

an interesting example of a strange kind of leadership) 

had appeared in court and had told the bailiff very insistently 

that the two girls who were testifying wanted her there for 

mora.l support. She was highly indignant when they wouldn't 

let her in. 

One morning Lupe was outside of school at about eight 

but she didn't show up in classes until one o'clocl~. By this 

time we had begun to "play games" with her mother, who used 

to call and wonder vaguely about Lupe's whereaboutsG This 

time Mrse Gonzales seemed completely fJ.abergasted; she had 

sent Lupe to school; she dldn't know whether her daughter 

was tr11fl,nt or not and nobody would tell her. So she hedged 0 

She sald, "Lupe was very anxious to go to school today. She 
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really wants to learn. But she was feeling very 111 and she 

came to school anyhow. Did she get t.o school?" The day after 

that we had an anonymous call (we didn't have as many of these 

as one might expect) from a woman who said that she was a 

parent of a girl at Ramona, saying that Lupe Gonzales had 

beaten up her daughter, She added that Lupe drank and "dropped 

pills." Our Child Welfare worker (who made many, many home 

calls on the Gonzales home) made a call on this occasion and 

got an admission from the father that the family didn't know 

anything about who Lupe's associates were. But he did know 

enough about them to feel that they were too old for her. 

"She is too young and too stupid_ to go with them." The 

Child Welfare worker asked, "What do you mean by stupid?" 

"She'll do anything anybody suggests to her." We wondered 

who in that family was covering up what; perhaps we were 

dealing with congenital liars, The mother signed a state-

ment saying that her husband was ill and unemployed. Lupe 

said that her father was unemployed because he didn't have 

to work; they had enough money. The father himself said that 

he worked in a ceramics factory in the San Fernando Valley! 

These statements were made at the same time but sepsi.rately. 

·These miscellaneous reports by teachers about Lupe are 

enlightening: "Lupe is anxious to 'get' Maria for going out 

wj_th Angel last nj_ght. (Angel was Lupe's boyfriend. I saw 

him onceo He was a tiny, physically extremely unattractive 

Filipino youngster. He was nineteen and Lupe was only fouJ~teene 
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It was hard to see what any female could see in him. Nobody 

could understand why she liked him.) 

Another report, written by Lupe herselfa "Ginger was 

laying down, 1-a.-n-e, and I went over there (meaning to our 

little hospital room) and I started tickling her and that's 

what happened. So I would like to come '00.ck to school and 

I won't be with her. Okay. PS I would like another chance, 

please God." 

On one of the occasions when Lupe was missing her mother 

was really worried; she would call school every day to ask 

if Lupe had shown up. A school is not legally permitted to 

make a 11 missing person" report, because school people know 

only at second hand that a girl did not come home at night. 

So we would explain to parents pow to make such a report. 

But Lupe's mother was not willing to report to the police. 

This is one of the reasons that we believed that the family 

was covering up some of its own activities. :Mrs. Gonzales 

said that the reason she wouldn't report to the police was 

that the last two times Lupe had been in Juvenile Hall, "they" 

had charged her room and board! This is, of course, not true, 

The "service" at Juvie is tax-supported, 

One day we looked through Lupe's locker which was a 

thing that we did only when there seemed to be an urgent 

reason for it. Her locker contained several packages of 

cigarettes, which was not unusual, and a large collection of 

car tickets, which was unusual. Car tickets can be sold, 
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And a church key--that is, a beer can opener. The day after 

that, when she came back to school, she looked very sick. 

She went down to breakfast and all of the Negro girls gathered 

round and watched Mrs. Thompson, the counselor, who went down 

to talk to Lupe about the car tickets. (This was an example 

of a very interesting phenomenon. One of the forms of behav

ior that stemmed from racial tensions was that the racial 

groups kept an eagle eye on the faculty to make sure that 

both rewards and punishments were handed out absolutely 

fairly. "Fairly" meant racially equally.) If one girl was 

sent home for an offense and another girl from a different 

racial group wasn't sent home for what the girls thought was 

the same offense, I would have a delegation visiting me. 

"How come you did this to Jane ancl not to Nellie?" We didn't 

know exactly what was going on, but we did know that the Negro 

girls were watching very carefully. Probably Lupe had been 

selling her car tickets to them. 

That afternoon a very curious incident occurred that was 

never explained. Lupe showed up in the middle of the day 

with one finger quite expertly bandaged and splinted. She 

announced that the finger was broken. A little later a frie,nd 

of hers showed up with her finger also expertly bandaged. 

She too claimed that her finger was broken! Both girls were 

in school the next day without bandages and with perfectly 

functioning fingers. What the point of this was we never 

were able to find out. 
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One morning Joker (Lupe's nickname), who normally was a 

very cheerful kid, came to breakfast and cried bitterly. 

The only explanation we could get from her was, "I'm in a 

rowdy mood." 

She was picked up by the police for glue-sniffing and 

released to her family. Thereupon her family announced that 

they were leaving the house they lived in. (The house next 

door was theirs, too.) Our Child Welfare worker, an intel

ligent and suspicious gal, went to a real estate man in the 

neighborhood and asked questions. The Gonzaleses were not 

leaving either house. 

Several times Lupe came to school and put herself to 

bed at once. One day she slept through lunch time and 

a couple of hours beyond. We couldn°t rouse her. So we called 

the narcotics police. Lupe was very uncooperative. The 

police were quite sure she had taken something, but it bad 

worn off by the time they saw her. Lupe was very threatening. 

11 You wait till I tell my mother on you. They're go:'Lng to 

close this school," said she. The police told us next time 

not to wait for her to fall fast asleep. That same day the 

police told us tlu t Angel, Lupe's boyfriend w was in jail for 

peddling "hard" narcotics. 

At that same time one of our very sad and really disturbed 

young Negro girls, Doris Downes, hegan to worship at Joker's 

feet~ On the day that Angel was sent to jail, Joker decided 

to exchange clothes with Doris. I have no idea whether there 
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was any connection between these two fa.cts or not. Doris 

did it, I think, just because she was delighted to have any

thing of her idol's. Joker said she didn't want anybody to 

know her. 

And so they exchanged skirts, right in the front hall, 

before anybody could do anything about it! 

Next we began to get rumors that Joker was pregnant, 

but she was rather fat and it was hard to tell. Her own 

version of what happened when a man followed her is inter

esting. She wrote, "I saw him at First and Spring. I got 

on the P car and he got on the P car." (Her spelling is awful,) 

"A woman was sitting next to me. Soon the woman got up and 

he sat next to me. Then I got off the street car and he got 

up behind meo I got off one street east of Alma and then I 

went to Cora's house. But I didn't go in because her sister 

told me that she was asleepe Then I went out and I saw that 

he was waiting for me in front of the school so I ran to school 

and told Mrs, Thompsone" Then in answer to questions from 

the police she said, "Oh, he made movements with his lips 

and he beckoned to me and put his hands in his pockets." She 

said, casually, that she tried to pick up a wine bottle to 

defend. herself, but the man was too close behind her, The 

deputy came with the man in a Sheriff's car and interviewed 

Lupe at schoole This adcled vastJ.y to her status, in the eyes 

of the other girls. 

A week after that she was in the Hall. Her father was 
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an old_-fashioned, and 9 I thirllc, fairly high-class individual. 

Nobody ever figured but his pa.rt in all this. I think that 

the mother knew much more about Lupe's activities than he 

did. He was shocked when we enforced the rule about requir

ing an exam for girls who had been missing. Lupe had been 

out for three or four days and we said that she had to have 

an exam. The very notion that his daughter might possibly 

have had anything to do with any man was shocking to the 

fathr. Afterwards we learned from the police that Lupe had 

been at a very wild party when she was away. This is where 

"Fighter" comes into the picture. Joker and Fighter were 

missing at the same time. Our Child Welfare people did a 

good deal of detective work and finally found out about a 

house on West Twentieth Street where parties went on a good 

deal of the time. Several youngsters were staying there. 

Joker's family found out about this house, too; I don't 

know how. They presumably forced their way in and brought 

Joker home. The following day a woman who lived at this 

address went to the Gonzales house and threatened the family 

for taking Joker out. This caused them to report the house 

to the police. There was a warrant out for the arrest of 

the woman who objected to Joker's removal from her house. 

At this stage the brother who went to City College entered 

the plcture. He was completely dtsgusted with his mother. 

He felt that eve:rything was her fault a11d that she covered 

up for Lupe. 
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When we had another absence from home over night I had 

decided that since Lupe was apparently getting away with 

murder at home I should be hard-boiled. I had already notif

ied the family and Lupe that whenever she was away from home 

overnight without her parents' permission she would have to 

go to the Hall for an examination before returning to school. 

I insisted on an examination. Finally I received the fol

lowing letter: 1111.10 whom it may concern, Miss Lupe Gonzales 

(spelled wrong), a friend of my son's whom I have known for 

about a year, visited me on Thursday, March 16th to see 

letters from my son in the service. She had permission to 

stay over night and left about seven-thirty AM Friday morning. 

Sincerely yourso" The handwriting was very odd. I said to 

the mother, "I can't quite malrn out the signature. Who 

wrote that letter?" The mother said, "Let me see who signed 

1t0" 

On another one of the occasions when Lupe was piclrnd 

up (this had nothing to do w:tth the school) in someone's housq 

her mother called and said, "Lupe is going to be put into a 

gi1,ls 1 boarding school." Mamma was quj_te unhappy when the 

. school told her that Juvenile Hall notified us ·when children 

were in custody and. we knew that "the girls• boarding school" 

was Juvenile Hallo 

Right after being released from the Hall Lupe was gone 

again overnj.ght e When she returned to school I didn't send 

her homo, because it was raining hard. But I was dctermlned 
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to be hard on her, 

One morning Mr, Gonzales answered an inquiry from the 

Attendance Office, Lupe was claiming menstrual cramps every 

week or so, I put the father's comment in .quotes on Lupe's 

card. "I know when a woman is having a period. I bought her 

some TamJX3.X Thursday and I saw her nightgown and :p3.nties," 

We continued to have involved discussions with all sorts 

of lies. Finally a "K" filing (sex delinquency) was made, 

and LiJ_pe felt that in order to keep herself from being placed 

she'd better come to school regularly. So instead of being 

away from school by day and from home by night, she embarked 

on a period when she came to school regularly but managed 

to find ways of getting out after she had arrived, If she 

couldn't get excmsed she managed to be so s:tck that she had 

to lie downo One day (she didn't know it was the day that 

the school doctor was there) she suddenly announced that she 

was going blind and she absolutely had to go home immediately 

and see her dear family for the last time, The doctor found 

no evidence whatever of impending blindness, but she did find 

Lupe looking over her shoulder at what the doctor was writing, 

Lupe was very angry because we wouldn't let her go home! 

Of cource Lupe didn't continue improved school attendance 

for very long, even though she knew she was waiting for a 

court hearing o She began to be miss j_ng again. Her mother 

said, "I am sure there is no boy involvede I am absolutely 

sure there is ny boy involvcdo" At the same time Mrs. Gonzales, 
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who had apparently been threatened by a Probation Officer for 

her part in contributing to the delinquency of a minor, broke 

down and told me that somebody named Yolanda (who allegedly 

went to Ramona) had been spending nights at the Gonzales 

house and that Yolanda's mother had looked for her but that 

she, Mrs. Gonzales, had said Yolanda wasn't there when she 

really was. 

A thread which ran through all this was the periodic 

announcement by the family that they were going to Mexico to 

get some money; they would be gone for two or three days and 

then they would come back. This was something that was never 

clarified for us. 

Before her court hearing, Lupe was picked up in another 

"house." This time the first charge was sniffing glue. (I 

have a long list of the names of youngsters who were picked 

up that time, They were not only from Ramona but from .Manual 

Arts and Foshay Junior High.) Mrs. Gonzales, who always 

maintained the pose that Lupe was a sweet, innocent young 

thing who was being misled by wicked people, said, "The mother 

in that house is alcoholic and she does not stop the bad 

behavior of the people who come to her house." When I asked, 

"Do you have to let Lupe go to her house?'' I remember that 

Mrs. Gonzales replied, "Mrs~ Serrurier, I always thought that 

you believed that chlldren develop by maklng their own decis

ions e" I had no answer at all! 

I have three interesting notations here: When Lupe was 
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absent we would call home and the mother would suddenly 

remember that Lupe was deathly lll but had started out for 

school! One day our Child Welfare worker saw the mother in 

the neighborhood market and interviewed her on the street. 

Mrs, Gonzales was surprised that Lupe wasn't in school, These 

a.re the explanations which she gave, one after the other. 

(This was written by a very a.cute child welfare worker.) 

One1 Lupe was so sick this morning-~she had a cold--tha~ 

maybe she spent the day with a girlfriend. Two: She had 

planned to go with a friend to see the friend's daughter 

tomorrow and maybe she decided to go today. Three: Lupe's 

father is so crabby and strict that maybe Lupe left home 

even though she was sick rather than stay home with him. 

You remember the alleged eye troubleo At another time 

she claimed she had tuberculosis. She had cramps practically 

all the time. Once she had a sprained ankleo Another time 

the family was going to sell its house but didn't have to. 

Here is another report from the police about wild parties. 

One of the interesting things about frls kind of case is that 

the police aml the school and the community all know about 

these thlngs, and still there is little that is definite 

enough to permit police actiono 

Now some miscellaneous notes. Angel was us1ng the needle. 

Lupe arr 1 ved early one morning, that is before 10 AM, and 

promptly went to sleep; we were uri..able to arouse her for some 

time o But she awol{e by 1: 00 and was interviewed by the Child 
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Welfare worker about her attendance. Lupe showed fear of the 

Probation Officer's "busting" her and placing her in Juvenile 

Hall. But she said she had stomach aches, headaches, and 

dizziness. Could she help this? Lupe asked the Child Welfare 

worker to take her home, which she did at the end of the day. 

Wrote the worker: "She appeared bouncy and well when she 

reached home." She was in school the next day. But after 

that, more absence. This time, Hrs. Gonzales phoned me to 

say that Lupe was absent because of a brolten heart. This is the 

first time I had heard that excuse! It was because Angel was 

in jail. I said that I had checked the attendance laws and 

I had found no heading under which "broken heart 11 would fit. 

Mrs. Gonzales said, "Hrs. Serrurier, you're a disappointment 

to me. I thought that you ·would understand my Lupe," There 

was another wonderful excuse at this time. Mrs. Gonzales 

said she was keeping Lupe at home to safeguard her; Lupe was 

being threatened by a gang which was going to beat her up 

because Lupe, at her mother's insistence, had finally signed 

rape charges against Angel; he was in jail a.t this time. 

He was jailed on a narcotics charge. Then Lupe came along 

with her rape charge on top of that, It was as unlikely a 

case of rape as anything I know about. Our Chlld Welfare 

Worker, Mrs. Stella Haskins, wrote, "Mother more anxious than 

usual; talked fast; changed topics; tried to direct the lnter

view into a personal vej_n. She said that Lupe was upset 

because she was go:Lng to have a court hearj_nga -~she is so 
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sensitive, you know!'" Mrs. Haskins insisted on seeing Lupe 

because several times the mother had said she was home when 

she wasn't. She was at home this time, but too groggy to talk. 

Then came another four-day runaway; there was the third 

address at which she was found. It was the home of a woman 

named Hope or Rose, said Mrs. Gonzales; she had a scar on 

her face. She had several names (Lupe's mother told me) 

and she had other runaway girls in her house, too. There were 

no boys there but there were boys in the house next door. 

Again to the questionf "Why do you let Lupe go to these 

places?" she said, "Oh, but Mrs. Serrurier, it isn't good for 

a girl not to have friends. You y01.u~self know that it isn't 

good for a girl to stay home all by herself all the time." 

There was another glue-sniffing, I let Lupe come back 

at the suggestion of the court so that neither the mother nor 

Lupe could later testify in court that the school was prevent

ing her from getting an education. This was on one of the 

occasions when I was saying she had to have an exam, We let 

her come back, and she lasted about one hour. She raised 

so much Cain j.n all of her classes that I would have had a 

faculty and student insurrection on my hands if I had let 

her stayo 

Finally Lupe had her court hearingo She was released to 

her JB,rents after all that had happened.. 

And so came Septerubere "Hope springs eternal," so I let 

Lupe come h-:tck to school. Trouble started all over again. 
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I asked the Child Welfare worker to make a home call to see 

if there had been any changes; she wrotes "As usual the 

mother tried to control the situation by continuous talking. 

She was sure that Lupe had changed and wanted to return to 

schoolo Mother felt that Lupe had gotten a bad deal by being 

filed on and by being detained in Juvie for three months." 

(This was amazing; the mother never recognized or at least 

never admitted facts. The reason that Lupe had been kept 

in the Hall, incidentally, was that the court agreed that she 

should.n't be released into the community, but they couldn't 

find any place that would talrn her.) "The mother told me of 

all the other gj_rls who were misbehaving far worse than Lupe 

and who were allowed to come home. Mr. Gonzales this time 

tried to do some covering-up for his daughtero He explained 

that she had learned her lesson; she was a sensitive child 

and it had taken her a long time to learn., Both parents said 

that Lupe loved Ramona and wanted to return. (Now Lupe was 

present at this interview; she sat and let her pa.rents talk 

to the Child Welfare worker until a question was directed to 

her.) "When she was asked she innnecliately and firmly stated 

that she didn't want to go back to school, that she preferred 

working to going to school. She also said that she was still 

going with Angel although her mother had just flatly denied 

thise The mother then admitted thiso 'Yes, but Angel now 

visits Lupe in the home and when he takes her out he brines 

her home by eleven PM.' Lupe just grinned at that, Mr. Gonzales 
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then stopped covering up for Lupe and began to discuss plans 

in a realistic manner. He even said, 'One can lead a horse to 

water but cannot make him drink.' His English is quite good. 

He added that Lupe's past reaction to school and hlr present 

attitude would make school planning an unwise undertakj_ng. He 

also felt that it might be a good thing for Lupe to have to 

work. He said, 'She couldn't get into any more tro.uble 

working than she does going to school.' He felt that if she 

came home tired that would prevent some of her activities, too." 

The mother preferred school, but she agreed with her 

husr.-and that Lupe should work for a couple of months; then 

she would be willing to go back to school, The Child Welfare 

worker explained about the laws governing a work permit for 

a fifteen-year-old child. This is hard to obtain. 

We had all sorts of conferences with the downtown office 

on thisc We gave Lupe a week or so to look for a job. Then 

Mrs. Haskins went back to see now things were going~ Lupe 

wasn't at home. "Mother vague as to her whereabouts but 

finally decided that she thought that she was visiting a 

girlfriende 'Oh, yes, now I remember,'" Mrs. Haskins 

.pointed out that Lupe was not being glven the time to visit 

her friends but to loolt for work, and if she was neither work

ing nor loolting for work she had to be in school. The mother 

said that Lupe had been lo.eking for work. Her son was very 

unhappy about Lupe's being out of schoole Mrs. Haskins got 

the impression that nobody was going to help Lupe get a job, 
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so she didn't leave a work permit application; the family 

was to call us and tell us what they had decided to do. 

Then Mrs. Gonzales developed illnesses. She began complain

ing about herself, The CWA worker said, "In that case, we 

can give you a work permit and have Lupe be a mother's 

helper," This is much easier legally for a fifteen-year-old 

than is an outside job. Mrs, Gonzales didn't like this 

suggestion at all, because she realized that she would have 

Lupe on her hands and would be legally responsible for her. 

While the CWA worker was at the house, the son came home. 

He was quite belligerent, and wanted to know why the public 

schools, for which they were paying taxes, weren't letting 

his little sister get an education. The worker, as she wrote 

poll tely, "explained to him the girl's ancl the parents' 

attitude and decision, reviewed her school attendance and 

behavior and learning during the past year, and so on," 

The boy admitted that Lupe wouldn't go to school; he blamed 

everything on his parents, 

Somewhere along the line I had a fascinating discussion 

with Lupe's proOO.tion officer. The three months that Lupe 

had spent in the Hall had been chiefly in the summer and I 

want to know what had gone on. The PO was the person who 

told me first that they couldn't find an institution to take 

Lupe, One of the reasons was what had happened in the Hall. 

Lupe had a very groat and extremely negative influence on 

the other girls in the Hall. She is a reaJ. leader. When she 
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was being moved from one unit to another, twenty girls in the 

unit from which she was being transferred set up a community 

"wailing wall" and refused to eat. A small riot was incipient. 

Also Lupe rad announced that she was pregnant. But she refused 

to be examined. She threatened the adults by saying, "You just 

wait, I'm going to have a baby right here; then it'll all 

get in the newspapers." (Pregnant girls are not normally 

kept in Juvie.) 

Finally we got a home work permit made out. You think 

our troubles were over? They were nott We began to get 

reports from "R" School and 11 0 11 Junior High School that Lupe, 

in company with other people whom we didn't know, were threat

ening gir1s from those schools on their way home, We felt 

that this was a matter for the police. Then Mrs. Gonzales 

added another complication. Lupe was supposed to attend 

Continuation School, as do all children on worlr permits. 

I didn't want her to come to Ramona., so it was arranged that 

she attend a continuation school that met on Saturdays. 

The mother announced that they were leaving for Mexico, so 

she couldn't go to continuation. So we checlrnd Lupe out to 

Mexico. (You see, we were still officially responsible for 

her,) Either the family didn't go, or it came back remark

ably qui.ckly. Before we could do anything else Lupe and 

Fighter and two other girls were picked up in a stolen car 

wh:tch Lupe was driving without a driver's license. She was 

released to her parents aga1n, because the police knew tha'G 
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Hall wasn't an.~1ous to have her back. 
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This is an interesting example of how, with all the 

facilities that society has, it can't handle some cases. 

Fighter chose to stay in the Hall; when we get to Fighter's 

story, you may see why. On the stolen car matter we had the 

most remarkable of all of .Mrs. Gonzales' cover-ups. She 

swore in court that the car wasn't stolen at all; it belonged 

to the family's best friends, and they had given Lupe per

mission to drive it, But there had been a mix-up and some

body who was supposed to deliver the message to somebody else 

didn't do so, and somehow the notion got around that this 

was a stolen car. The other girls 1·.rho were in the car had 

stories which were quite different! Lupe wa,s finally charged 

with curfew violation and with riding ln a car without the 

owner's permission; the latter is a lesser charge than grand 

theft auto. 'l1he court was considering California Youth Autho

rity placement reluctantly because Lupe still was young. 

But a review of county facilities drew a complete blank, 

What to do? 

The school's contact with Lupe closed when we legally 

had a completed work permit. I didn't hear anything more 

about Lupe until I went in our files back at school last 

week. The custodian told me that Lupe had married her Angel, 

who "l'Tas out of jail, She had a baby. 

This whole story is, j_t seems to me P a very interesting 
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and sad commentary on the lack of facilities for the treatment 

of some cases. Perhaps it is less a lack of physical facili

ties than a lack of a point of view, of an attitude, of a 

philosophy on what society has the right to do. What should 

society do or not do with people like Lupe? She hadn't com

mitted any really great crimes, The houses she frequented, 

as you will see from Fighter's story later, were probably 

houses of prostitution; it's hard to tell. Lupe was not, 

I think, emotionally ill. Yet she certainly was a serious 

social problem. 

Dixoni With parents like that.e• 

Serrurieri Yes, with parents like thatt There's no question, 

I think, that Lupe will never be an asset to society. I 

think the most that can be hoped for is that she will be 

burdened with so many children that she won't have time to 

get into trouble. But when I think of how she's going to 

bring up her children, it gives me the creeps. 

Dixon: It does; and the fact that she's married an addict. 

Serrurier: And that she's married Angel, yes! The question, 

then, is should society reconsider some of its procedures? 

We were always running into this, of course. We l'muld say 

to the pollce, "Do w·e have to wait until a girl breaks the 

law before we can do anything?" Of course the answer is, 

"Ye~, we have to wait until the kid breaks the laH." Lupe's 

case is a dramatic example of this gap i:n social services 0 

Lupe had real charm. She had leadershlp, too, e.s witnessed 
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by the Juvenile Hall incident, On the rare occasions when 

she was in school she had a great following. 

Dixon: It seems to me that you would be able to take them 

away from their parents, 

Serru.rier: All this brings up the question, "Where can we 

send people like Lupe if we take them away from their parents?" 

The court was perfectly willing to order placement in this 

case, Foster-home placement, even if it were available, 

I think would not have been suitable, There is little reason 

to think that Joker would stay out of trouble in the home 

of foster parents a:ny more than she did in her own home, 

even though foster pg.rents probably wouldn't cover up for 

her the way her own parents did, Furthermore, foster parents 

were not sa~Lnts. By the way, the amount that they are paid 

is not suff:tcient to make this an enterprise that a family 

would be apt to take on unless they are really dedicated 

people. Having Lupe would not be easy! One of the things 

that my picture has omitted is Lupe's language, for instance. 

One of the things they try to have in foster homes is some 

children belonging to the foster parents so that the young

ster who goes into the home has a chance to see how normal 

children live and to live w:tth them. I would hesitate to 

expose any youngster to Lupe's blow-by-blow descriptions of 

her experiences, Fighter's storyi I have a verbatim record 

of some conversations, including Fighter's story of a mis

carriage which she had in one of the houses she frequented 0 
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The details include an account of boys stuffing pa.per towels 

"up her," as she said. This is not a thing that one can 

easily ask a foster family to take on. 

I have just finished this morning writing up Cruz Perez 

of our hilltop Perez family. Cruz is the one who claimed 

to be Gods Fortunately, I have a detailed account of her~ 

She was fascinating. One of the awful things about her case 

is that the record begins in the first grade. She really 

is mentally 111, and there was even less excuse in her case 

than there was in Joker's for doing nothing about it. It 

was only the amount of record-keeping and talking that we 

did at Ramona that finally got her placed in a convent in 

Santa Barb9.ra which specializes in retarded and disturbed 

children. But, again, Cruz hadn't violated any law. The 

notion that biological parenthood brings with it a certain 

sanctity is very strong. It sometimes interferes with what 

I think is necessary social action on a child's behalf. Over 

the desk of the first referee of the juvenile court with whom 

I had Erny experience was a quotation from Julia Lathrop 

who founded the Children's Bureaue She did a lot of wonder-

ful work for children. But the sentiment of the quotation 

I question. It read, "Every chlJ.d has the God-given right 

to be reared in the home of his own parents no matter how 

humble or how unsatlsfactory that home may be," That's not 

a verbatim quotation, but it's pretty close, That kind of 

statement eoulrl only be written, it seems to me, by an extremely 
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naive, unsophisticated, and oosically uninformed person. On 

the other side, there is a good deal of evidence that children 

want above everything to live in real homes. I remember that 

when we were shown through one of the intake centers in Israel 

where they screen young refugees from other countries, we 

were told that whenever possible they reunite children with 

their families no matter what those families were like, They 

were well aware of the many disturbed adults who had children. 

Yet the man who was showing us around said, "You can almost 

say that the worse a child's home is the more he yearns for 

it." So the matter of placing children is not quite as simple 

as I wish it were. 

Nevertheless, to come back to somebody like Lupe or Cruz, 

it seems to me that an increasingly complex and compact 

society must do something in self defense if for no better 

reason. When one hears what a Cruz Perez or a Fighter (Daisy 

Ramos) can do, both within a school and in the community, 

one begins to think in terms of the welfare of the community 

almost in terms of community versus individual. F'ighter 

was one of the girls whom I liked. I seem to have a tendency 

to like problem girls. Fighter's mother, incidentally, 

claimed that she was a graduate of Ramona High School. We 

searched the records and found nothing about her. She claimed 

that she had never used any name other than the one that she 

gave us. I decided afterwards that she may have been a 

student in Echandia Elementary School, a school for retarded 
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children into whose plant Ramona moved. But the mother swore 

that that wasn't so. She pointed out teachers and said that 

she lmew this one and had been in that one's class, That re

mains a mystery. Fighter, or Daisy, physically was very 

different from Joker. Joker, you remember, was tall, good

looking, mature, Daisy was a short, stocky, .little kid, Her 

nickname came from her physical appearance; a square face and a 

jutting jaw, She was not very bright but had a real sense of 

humor, One story--out of place here--that I've never forgotten 

because it's so funny concerns one of the many fights that 

Fighter had. It took place about a block from school, I 

heard about it the next morning and I called Fighter in to talk 

about it, She looked me right in the eye and said, "It wasn't 

a fight, no, Mees, I swear to God. 11 (She was always swearing 

to God.) "I swear to God it wasn°t a flght." "What was it?" 

,A dozen or so people saw it happening. "And you're all black 

and . blue and another girl is all black and blue, What name do 

you call it if you don't call it a flght?" She looked at me and 

said, "How many people does it take to make a fight?" I fell 

right in the trap and saj_d, "At least two." She said, "Well, 

there was only one person. I was the only one hittingo" "Oh?" 

"Yes, she couldn't." I asked, "How come?" "Because she was 

sitting in that cactus where I put her." An investigation of 

the rear elevation of the other girl indicated that it was true. 

Fighter had deposited her in some cactus, where she was helpless. 

So Daisy was the only one who was "hitting, " so 1 t WB.sn • t e. 
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fight! This is a really philosophical statement, 

Daisy was a very interesting character indeed, When I 

first met her she was living alone with her mother, Her 

father was in Vacaville, which.is a state institution for, 

I think, narcotic addicts and for mentally ill men who have 

been convicted of felonies, Da.isy had had a little brother; 

he died when he was two or three years old. According.to 

the mother's story Daisy had been very· upset when he was 

born and even more upset when he died, The circumstances 

of the death were not very clear; there were a few occasions 

when I wondered whether Daisy might not have had something 

to do with his death. I have absolutely no evidence of this, 

however. 

Daisy came to us from junior high school after she had 

twice failed B-7. She had a twenty-five percent hearing 

loss. Apparently nobody ever paid any attention to this, 

but I think it was one of the things which contributed to her 

poor achievement in school, Despite that she did pretty 

well on a group intelligence test: Ninety-seven was the 

non-language score, elghty-one the language, ancl ninety the 

full scalee With a language handtcap this is pretty goodi 

probably her actual ability was higher. 

I'm going to start this girl's history by reading the 

report of the Child Welfare and Attendance Section and of 

the school when a request was made for legal action. First 

the school wrote, "Daisy entered junior high school in 
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September of 1959 and has twice failed the first semester of 

junior high, She appears to have little home supervision and 

this fact has contributed to our problems with her, She 

often acts as if she does not have enough sleep and as if 

she is completely undisciplined, During the semester from 

January to June of 1960 she had many fights and more truancies, 

The mother often states that she had no idea where Daisy was 

when she was not in school. (We found out afterwards,) 

Daisy's widely-used nickname is Fighter. From the middle of 

March through this semester there has been a daily infringe

ment of school rules. Some of these rules have been minor 

ones, such as wearing pln-curls, refusing to face the flag 

at flag salµte, loud whistling in the halls. Others are more 

serious. She has defaced school property in picturesque ways, 

including deliberately pouring nail polish over a new type~ 

writer, keys 8,nd all. She is loud in class and her language 

is obscenee She does almost no worl{," 

Daisy's case was one of the rare occasions on which I 

said that unless some decided change took place in her 

behavlo1· it would be impossible to have her back here in 

school. Thts is what the Child Welfare worker said about 

her: "Daisy, fourteen, is an extreme behavior problem at 

school and at the present time is detained in Juvenile Ha .. 11 

pending a hearing, She refuses to obey the rules and regula

tions of Ramona High School." ('I'hey wrote much more formally 

than I did.) "She has defiantly dj . .sobeyed the instruct:lo11s 
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of tea chers to the extent that it is i mpossible for Daisy to 

return to school unless a drastic change takes place in her 

attitude and beha vior . Daisy ' s elementary school record 

shows evidence of severe l ack of adjustment , need for constant 

guidance , little interest 1n school work , failure to work 

up to capacity , and poor citizenship. It is also noted that 

Daisy has attended six elementary school s as the family was 

continually movingo " (Probably , as I found out l ater , this 

was because the father ' s imprlsonment stemmed from narcotics 

sa l es ,) 
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Serrurier: The sending school had this comments "Her high 

school record continued to be one of poor adjustment because 

of Daisy's rebellious behavior and her efforts to secure 

marijuana by asking other girls at Hollenbeck Junior High 

School to find it. Arrangements were made to place her at 

Ramona High School in December, 1960, Daisy is an outgoing 

and in many ways an attractive girl." (This was true,) 

"Her influence is widespread." (You'll see later the kind 

of leadership she exerted,) "Her voice is so loud that when 

she refuses to stop talking it is impossible to teach. 

Scarcely a period JBSses in the school day without some 

classroom incident taking place, such as bringing a purse to 
class and passing its contents around for inspection, being 

late to class, loudly demanding passes to lavatories three 

minutes before the bell rings, pushing herself ahead of 

others in the cafeteria line, wearing her hair in pin-curls, 

smoking in the restrooms. At all times her language is most 

obscene. Daisy's parents, with whom she lives," (her father 

was out of jail then) "apparently have little control over 

her, The mother appears overwhelmed with the problem of 

supporting the family. According to MJ:'s. Ramos, in 19 54 

when Dalsy was seven years old a baby brother was born and 

Daisy was extremely jealous of this babyo When he died 
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five years later, Daisy became even more difficult to control, 

and her behavior has continued to deteriorate since that 

date. Daisy was made a ward of the court under Subdivision 

"B" in August, 1960 following a runaway from home. She lives 

with her father and mother in a clean, adequately furnished 

duplex. According to Mrs. Ramos her husband has been in and 

out of tubercular sanitariums for several years. He was 

last released from Vacaville during the summer of 1960. 

In the past the mother has received ANC (Aid to Needy Chil

dren). However, several months ago mother was reported to 

be employed by a manufacturing company on East Twelfth 

Street," (The record shows that a great deal of school 

effort had gone into helping Daisy.) Now for incidents 

which the court requires to substantiate such claims as 

"habitual insubordination in school." 

This is the Ramona record. "9-15-60. Daisy ran into 

a room where she did not beloYlg, and while the class was in 

session chased another girl around the room, screaming all 

the time. When the teacher attempted to stop Daisy she 

pushed the teacher aside and ran out of the room screaming, 

"Fuck, fuek. '1 The next day, Dalsy spent the class period 

putting on makeup and hanging out the window, trying to 

attract the attention of every man who passed by, She finally 

picked up a doll which was used in teaching child care (a baby

sized doll), held it over her head, and slammed it violently 

down on the table. (Th1.s, I think 0 may relate h':lck to the 
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little brother.) Another teacher wrotez "When I spoke to 

her, Daisy said, "Go to hell,. you God-damned stinking bitch!" 

Two days later during the lunch hour, Mrs. Thompson, 

our counselor, saw Dalsy going from one girl to another and 

with her spoon dipping into the other girl's lunches. When 

Mrs, Thompson remonstrated, Daisy replied, "Go to hell, 

that's where you came from," 

9-2J-60. Daisy, while class was in session, said to 

a girl who asked where her bus tickets were, "They're over 

there, you bitch, God damn you," This was said in her usual 

loud voice and was heard by everyone in class, Two days 

later, while in class 1 Daisy toolc some matches from her 

purse and began lighting them, asking loudly, "What would 

you do if I started a fire?" When the teacher wanted to talce 

the natches away Daisy n t first refused, saying, "God damn 

you, you ea.n't make me, you bitch," A week later Daisy went 

into a class where she did not belong and refused to leave, 

saying to the tcache:r, "Nobody can make me, God damn ~ t, I 

don't want to go to that other room," Later when told by 

Mrs. Serrurler that she must leave the school grounds and go 

home, Daisy went to her assigned class instead and insisted 

on staying until the end of the period.. During her stay 

there she upset the whole class by calling the teacher 

"a Godmdamned finger." She spent the rest of the time walking 

arouncl the room talking loudly to the girls, making it impos

sible to teacho 
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Now here are my notes showing what the school did and 

tried to do. Two days after Daisy enrolled it became evident 

that·she was going to be a real problem, so I did two things. 

I~p~t her on a minimum day (four hours) and I made an appoint

ment with White Memorial Clinic before calling the mother to 

tell-her about it. This is clearly not supposed to be done, 

but .I :thought that in this way the mother might accept 

clinic help. Then, of course, I told the mother that we had 

a ~ clinic appointment for the girl. At that time I thought 

that psychotherapy might be indicated. The clinic people 

were interested enough, just from reading the previous 

record, to be willing to accept Daisy. 

that the mother was expecting a b9.by. 

I found out_, then, 

(This was interesting 

be.cause at that time the husband was not home nor had he been 

for :a . couple of years.) 

Soon the houses about which we heard in Joker's story 

beg~n to come into Daisy's picture. We first heard about 

this when a teacher reported that Daisy had written on the 

blackboard in math, "I am going to blackmail Tito and Erma 

because I had two babies from him and I lost them. I am so 

ptssed off that I am going - to get them both." We found 

out .later that Daisy and Joker and Tito and Erma all went 

to these houses, and it was in one of these houses, according 

to -Daisy, that she had had .a miscarriage or an abortion. 

Afterwards she denied this and said she just wanted to 

impre8s the girls, but the teachers who heard the description 
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said ~-that nobody who had not either seen or had a miscarriage 

would .have known the details the way Daisy did. Right after 

p~tting _that statement on the blackboard, Daisy telephoned to 

two :Hollenbeck girls in her neighborhood. She said that she 

was _trying to find out who had reported her father and had 

caused him to be sent to jail. (He had been in jail quite 

a swhile before this occurred.) The families of the two 

gtrls were scared to death. 

Daisy, the teachers began to say, talked about nothing 

but Tito and the miscarriage. When the girls asked questions 

as .·to where this had happened, Daisy said, "Well, there were 

only:boys there. The prostitutes," she said, "live next 

door•", · Daisy said of herself that she solicited, and she 

claimed :that one night "I was with seven men." This, she 

said;· :was to get even with Ti to who was marrying somebody 

else,· .Erm. The police, of course, were in on all of this. 

In the midst of this, I received a fascinating call 

from· "B''. Junior High. It seems that somebody had turned in 

actextbook there in the ordinary way, and had accidentally 

left a :note in it. This note gave a complete description of 

the setting up of a marijuana selling business which Fighter 

was·preparing to establish at "B 11 Junior Hight It was 

complete with accounts of where she was going to get the stuff, 

how much she would need, and where the youngsters were to 

meet her. "I can't get over to Sam's place before J100, 11 

and so on. It was a very detailed statement. Of course, 
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both we and "B" Junior High told the police about it. 

Daisy's attendance, which for a while had been good, 

began to get bad after the real or imagined miscarriage. 

Daisy talked more freely than Joker did. She explained to 

the girls that it was very hard for the police to "get" 

anything on the houses she frequented, because there was 

a zspecial room in back where everybody hid when the police 

came around. The hardest thing, she said, was that everybody 

had to keep very quiet while the police were lool~ing through 

the house. 

One incident involving Fighter was never solved. I 

think it was very tragic. A little girl enrolled in Ramona 

who knew no English had just come from Mexico and had been 

p'lA;t into a "foreign adjustment" class which is the normal 

procedure for non-English-speaking youngsters. But the 

school that sent her to us felt that she was so shy and with

drawn and unfamiliar with American life that even in a foreign 

adjustment class she was unhappy. So they sent her to 

Ramona. She was at Ramona only one day when she disappeared. 

Nobody ev-er ·heard anythlng directly about her again. But 

from time to time we would hear ru:mors that sbe had been seen 

here and there with Fighter. I don't know how the story 

of the little Mexican girl ended. I wonder whether Fighter 

really was with her or not. Did Fighter get her into one of 

those houses? I have no idea. 

Then a fascinating thing happened, ae;ain involving Daisy. 
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A _new girl, Charlotte Wilson, enrolled at Ramona. She came 

from "TS' High; she was one of our "Anglos." Only twice in 

my Ramona experience did something like Charlotte's experience 

happen. The rest of the kids absolutely and flatly refused 

to accept her. Both times, although they said it was because 

she was a "gavacho" which is what they call "Anglos," it 

turned out that it was because they knew about her. Charlotte 

-· was a little gal who knew her way around; she had been in 

the Hall several times, and she knew the gangs, she knew 

everything. When she appeared the other girls promptly said 

she couldn't stay at Ramona. Some of them came and told me 

that. I replied that I was sorry, but they couldn't decide 

who could and who could not be in the school. The last period 

of the day that Charlotte enrolled Donna Delgado, the young-

ster who was killed in a freeway accident, got into a swearing 

match with the new girl. At this Fighter rose and said, "You 

shut up, I'll handle this. This is my business. I will 

take care of Charlotte." To Charlotte Fighter said, "You 

are not coming back to Ramo11ao" Charlotte sa:td, "Says who?" 

Fighter answered, "Says I, says me. I am not going to let 

you. You'd better be careful because we have already killed 

a girl." (We never learned anything about the basis for 

that remark. ) 

It was almost the end of the clay when this dialogue 

too~{ place. When the bell rang a teacher and some of the 

other girls managecl to get Charlotte and FighteJ'.' into my 
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office, For the first and only time in my life there was 

a : fight right then and there--in the sacred precinct of my 

office! 

Daisy simply socked Charlotte, Although Daisy is small, 

she is strong, I would hate to be hit by her! But Charlotte, 

who looked like a Junior Leaguer, socked right back, and before 

r:knew it there were two bloody noses, which didn't bother 

either of the participg.nts. There was enough racket to bring 

in several teachers; they managed to separate the fighters. 

Charlotte naturally went home and told her mother about 

all.this and she was promptly sent to Bakersfield to another 

member of the family. Thus, I was able to say honestly to 

the g.irls that I had not transferred Charlotte; her mother 

had done it~ I don't know what I would have done otherwise! 

In the ensuing analysis we found out that our little 

Daisy, who was a B-7 o:r. an A-7 at the time, had enough 

influence on the other girls so that they turned to her for 

gtJ.idance, She was accepting the responsibility of leader

ship, and one of her responsibilities-~as she saw the situa

tion-- was to see to it that anybody who wasn't wanted by 

the rest of the girls wasn't allowed to stay in school. 

This, I thought, was quite astounding, Incidentally, I 

didn't know· until the next day that since we had. not permitted 

the fight to go to lts normal conclusion, following the rules 

and ·practice of fighting (which I want to talk about after

wards), by agreement of both girls, t ,hey had met after school 
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Street! This was far enough away from school to be safe, 

The whole student body plus several hundred other people 

were apparently present, The girls said proudly, "Daisy 

won. Daisy always wins. But don't you get the idea that 

because Charlotte is a gavacho and is p:'l.le" (that is, blonde) 

"and -skinny that it was an easy fight," They were proud 

but Daisy had won despite the fact that Charlotte was no 

p~shover. This fray had happened in front of Sam's place, 

Daisy .came to school the next day proudly strutting around, 

She was all scratched up, but after all she had won; these 

were honorable scars. 

Daisy must have felt her oats after this fight, because 

she went back to "performing" in classes, Here's one report: 

"Daisy.kept standing in front of the projector and making 

shadow pictures on the screen. (Teacher was trying to show 

a 0.film on sanitation.) She didn't want to watch films, so 

she ·decided to ·ma.ke it difficult for the others to watch, 

Also she kept on tur:nj_ng on the lights during the film, 

The class is large, sixteen girls, and Daisy can easily 

rouse the other girls to rebellion." (There is this leader

ship:again!) "When the other glrls joined in rebellion 
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against films, Daisy said, 'Let's jump .Tonesieo' {The teacher.) 

"At this point I tried to send Dalsy to the office," wrltes 

the teacher., "Ho't'rever. she refused to leave." 

When we found out the.t Dalsy hacl finished her fight with 
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Cnarlotte on Soto Street, I got Daisy into the office and 

sbe :dictated a fascinating statement to the secretary. This 

is :o 1 t. "Donna (Delgado) and me was playing around. Then 

Donna · told her {meaning Charlotte), 'Do you want to go around 

with.me?' And then Charlotte got mad and then she told 

Donna something about her mother but I don't want to say 

it « because it's a bad word. So Donna told her something 

back_ about her mother; so we left her. I told Donna, 'Don't 

let .her tell you that.•" (Leadership again.) "Then we left 

h:er : alone and she got mad and she kept on cussing at Donna. 

Gloria started cussing her too and then the new girl started 

cussing _at all of us. She kept on cussing and was starting 

to ~ fight Donna but then we all stopped cussing and we sat 

d6ttn to look at the movie. I told her to stop and look at 

the: movie. We were talking, Donna and me, ard she thought 

we were . talking about her and then she started cussing again. 

Sb:I:told her she'd better watch out. I told her, 'You're 

new·at .. this school.' We were just kidding, though, and fool

ing ~ around ·when she got mad. She had a real bad temper." 

Daisy, :according to this, had nothing to do personally with 

this, but she undertook to stand up for Donna. 

Another incldent: We were getting ready for a party. 

Now the favorite dessert of our girls was jello. This made 

some things easier. So we had jello for the party. But 

unf6rtunately it turned out to have been well seasoned with 

pepper! All evidence pointed toward Flghter. She wrote 5 
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"Well~ - Ja.11 ~ I :go~t ·to say is I didn't do it because I was putting 

tbe - table ' in the back room and Geraldine was washing the dishes 

and :' Rosie .was cleaning the table so there. The colored girls 

said --I:did --1t. Th-ey are trying to take over the school, 

and : I : think -you ought to know about it. They are trying to 

g9t _even_with me. Yesterday I said to them, to all of them, 

'Fb.ck- ~you' 'because they were say:1.ng something about me and 

Bubbles. Tli.e gi_rls were Gertie George and Bernice Linton. 

I:· did not do it. Yours truly, Daisy." 

Next da-y _came a note from a teacher, "Between third 

and -fourth p~riods Daisy was chasing Dotty." (I'll tell you 

abbut :Dotty sometime. She was another one of our fat girls. 

She said,- _about a. man who tried to pick her up, 'He said 

he : loved ·me for -my face and not because of my ass.•) "Daisy 

was ~ chasing :D:tniple-s around my room and screaming at the same 

time • . When I :stopped them Dai.sy pushed me asid_e and ran 

screamitig :to the gym." 

Another teacher says!, "Daisy's language'? Words fail me. 

She -scarcely ·_spe_aks a sentence without all the four- and five

letter ·words·." · 

One day _we had an tncident that I thought was going to 

turn into some kind of a riot. When the bell for the end 

of _ h1nch · rang,_ the kids just didn't go to c·lass. They announced 

that - they wouldn't go to class, There had been no preliminary 

incidents that we were awa re of. This turned out, as you will 

see, to be a sort of an exercise in leadership on Fighter's 
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~rt. As many of the girls as could get into the lavatories 

crowded in there. and the rest hovered around outside. They 

rep~ated they just weren't going to go to class. I suggested 

that the teachers all go to their classes, I thought the kids 

would soon become a little uncomfortable staying in the lava

tory. In a few .minutes some of them did begin to say, "I 

wonder what they are going to do." One of the teachers heard 

Daisy reply, Daisy was short, and so she was easily hidden. 

Daisy said, "Don't anybody move." And nobody did. Finally 

!:said, "Listen, girls, we can do one of two things if you 

d6n't go to class. I can send everybody home, in which 

case I'll have to report to the Board of Education ancl maybe 

they won't let us open the school again." That was a threat 

that scared the girls; I very rarely used it. "Or I will 

have to call the police and that would be no fun either." 

S6 -they finally went to class. Daisy first said that she had 

nothing to do with all this, Then she wrote me this wonder

ful :statement: "Well I just heard, h-e-r-·d, that there was 

gqing to be a lot of mix-up in the girl's bathroom today, so 

me, lilrn a dame fool, d-·a-m-e, went and joined and that's 

when all the things started and that's when you came in and 

you said as if I started everything. Yours truly, Daisy 

Ramos, P.S. Give me a chance I swear to God I'll do better." 

We never found out what the background of this was. It 

was the opinion of the faculty that the plan was concocted 

by Daisy to see if she could swing it. Some of the girls 
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baskets and set fires in them so that I would have to close 

school, I don't know, 

Mrs, Thompson began keeping day-by-day notes on Daisy, 

and ~ she would send me reports. Here's one. "Daisy's sins 

for . the day, 1) Whistling, 2) Pulling her skirt up one 

qUB.rter of an inch below her navel. J) Late to school. 

4) ,Swiped two tennis balls," (That last had a very funny 

sequel~ . I received a note from a teacher saying, 11 It 
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seems to me that Fighter is developing awfully fast, I've 

never noticed her breasts before," That's where those 

tennis balls were!) "5) out of period VI without permission. 

No ~work in any of her classes, Ironed her skirt in clothing 

class instead of sewing, Had her purse in class, Hair up 

i:iL .bobby-pins," Somewhere at this stage Daisy's mother called 

to , say she didn't want Daisy in Ramona any longer. She said, 

"The older girls make the younger ones do this," I asked, 

"Db what?" "Oh, they make them do things," Of course, it 

was •Daisy who "made" other people do things! She wouldn't 

salute the flag, and she poured the nail polish over things! 

Joker's mother, Mrs, Gonzales, stormed into school one 

day : to ask us whether we knew that Daisy Ramos, in our school, 

was a bad girl and was giving the school a bad name. Did we 

know that men whistled at Daisy and Daisy whistled right 

back at them? 

On one of the many occasions when she was cauGht smoking 



in the restroom, Mrs, Thompson, half-jokingly said to Daisy, 

"You know, Fighter, sometimes I wonder if you don't belong 

back in grammar school," She was astounded to hear Daisy 

say, very seriously, "Maybe that's a good idea, Maybe I 

didn't learn all the things I was supposed to learn when I 

was in grammar school." 

Right after that she stole a ballpoint pen from one of 

her teachers and then returned itJ this again was practice, 
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I ·.think, She was enormously proud of the fact that she had 

managed to get away without rousing the suspicions of the 

teacher at all, All through this Daisy carried on what might 

be called "extra-curricular activity." For example, one 

weekend there was what the police call a "major disturmnce" 

in Hollenbeck Park, This occurred because Daisy had a fight, 

This was completely outside of school. The police said that 

a .couple of hundred people were there. The next day Daisy 

had to report to the police station for a conference. When 

the police brought her back to school (which was their regular 

practice when they saw a clild during school time) they were 

practice.11.y speechless. It seems that Daisy had had to wait 

out in an outer hallway of the police station for about 

twenty minutes. During this time she started a strip tease, 

They stopped her and sat her downo Next she got up on the 

bench and did a dance. She didn't take her clothes off this 

time, The police said it was the most entertaining dance 

that they had seen in some time; it practica1ly paralyzed 
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the activities of the Hollenbeck Police Station. They had to 

move Daisy into a small room to wait to be interviewed. 

We had an incident in which Daisy was picked up in a 

car with Lupe Gonzales and they were given a choice between 

Juvenile Hall and release to their parents; Fighter chose 

t~~o to the Hall. So she went. She came out in a couple 

of. :days and we began having those stories of miscarriages 

aga_in. Nobody could tell whether she was talking about the 

same miscarriage or not, But the details were amazing. One 

teacher reported, "She said the boys stuffed a bath towel 

up _her so she wouldn't bleed any more. 11 The teacher who heard 

· this was one of our young, unmarried gals; she was appalled. 

Mrs. Haskins, a very skillful child welfare worker, said that 

in the course of a home call she learned that Daisy was com

pletely unaware of what is considered t;ood or bad taste, 

Daisy explained to Mrs. Haskins that girls always talk about 

their boyfriends and about what their boyfriends do, She 

said, "Tony gave me a baby and Tony made me lose a baby," in the 

way .that other girls talked about being taken to parties by 

their boyfriendse 

h~id done to her. 

She was simply talking about what Tony 

But she also said that she had made up the 

story of the miscarriage to impress the other girls. D~isy's 

mother, Mrs. Ramos, didn't approve of Tony beeause, she said, 

he wa8 too old. He 1~as nineteen. Her reasons for disapproval 

were intcrestlng: 1) His age, 2) He was supported by his 

parents-~that isf he didn't have a joh, J) He wasn't good 
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looking. 

Mrs. Haskins who as I say was very skilled, noted that 

the relationsbip between Daisy and her mother was not that 

of mother and daughter at all. It was as though they were 

two adults. The mother acted as though she didn't feel that 

she had any more responsibility for Daisy's behavlor than 

she had toward that of a person of her own age. 

The same summer that Joker was in the Hall for three 

months, Daisy was there, too. She saw a psychiatrist during 

that time. (Joker didn't.) The mother felt that Daisy was 

behaving better after this. We didn't see any improvement. 

Finally, after Daisy was picked up again in a stolen 

car (this was not the same incident as the one with Joker) , 

she was clel:lvered to California Youth Authority. This was the 

30th of November, 1961. My last notation was that we had 

sent her records to the Southern Reception Center. That's 

the institution in which tests are made to determine, after 

a child has been committed to California Youth Authority, 

what is to be done with him. So Daisy was dropped as being 

our of our jurisdiction. 

Somewhere along the line, I think through her probation 

officer, we got a test on Daisy from a hospital. Here are 

the main findings. ''She was very cooperative on the tests 

and worked very hard. On the self-evaluation she chose the 

following words about herself. She was asked to choose more 

than ten out of a very long list. She chose as descriptive 
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o:f .berself, alone, better, different, fair, forgetful, free, 

g~nerous, glad, good happy, serious, sure, tired, tense, 

trusting, well, wonderful, wrong, useful, young, tired, and 

sleepy. She tested in the borderline seventies." (I am quite 

convinced that she is much higher,) "On the MMPI, that is, 

the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (a very interesting 

instrument), she recognized her own common human frailties; 

among others, that she malingers. There is a high level of 

confusion, a tendency toward antisocial behavlor, a very low 

egq strength which would indicate that she is easily led," 

(This is quite strikingly different from what we observed,) 

"Her agitation was very high. The tester doubted whether 

she could sit still for any great length of time. She felt 

that people were critical of her and showed other indications 

of· .·a paranoid type. In DAP (Draw-A-Picture) she showed good 

16w .... level intelligence. There is great hostility directed 

toward a male figure. (Whether this was t01·rard her fa th er, 

the little brother, or someone else, I don't know.) She 

stated that the female figure wanted to marry Freddy, In 

this test youngEJters are shown plctures and asked to tell 

a_story about them. The male figure was father-like, with 

fierce owl-like eyes and a kind of bealt nose. There was 

inversion problem developing sexually. (Although Fighter 

was a masculine--lool\.:ing little kid, it was :tn a feminine 

sort of way.) She ls aYlXious but does not resent dlrection 

from others. She likes to dance ancl srnoke. Says her parents 
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are :not divorced. The religious problem that bothers her most, 

she -said, is talking, and the examiner said, "L9.nguage?" 

She identifies with her mother and the test supports this. 

Diagnosis, adjustment reaction of adolescence with possible 

suicidal tendencies. Prognosis, good if the parents wlll 

become involved in the treatment. (They didn't become involved.) 

Here is a description given by two girls of a fight that 

Daisy was involved in. The two other girls were not involved. 

The account is unusual in that they were willing to present 

it• This was "fingering;" why they did it, I don't know. 

"O:ri January 2 6, 1960, right after school about ten minutes 

after three there was a fight. Fight number one. There were 

two fights. This fight was not planned at school. The trouble 

started because Daisy Ramos was talking about Norma Groves." 

(Norma was a beautiful little floozy.) "They began fighting. 

Eleanor Gonzales ( a real bitch) hit Fighter once and then 

she_ kicked her and then she (meaning Fighter) threw her against 

a : cactus plant, Gloria and Rachel held Eleanor so she wouldn't 

g~t kicked out of school," ('l'his ls interesting!) "Gloria 

gqt scratched. Then the next day there was another fight, 

All the girls except the two Parper sj.sters and Melinda 

Thompson went d01-'m to the alley," (This was a well-known 

spot where fights were held,) "Then some girls pushed ln 

Ramona Generos and they started fighting." (This is inter·~ 

est:tng. Pushi11g someone into a fight was apparently common. 

Ramona Generos was a girl whose father was a beatnik and 
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kept_· ·what he said were tame snakes in his li vingroom. 

Ramona didn't want to fight. When the girls said they "pushed 

her :in," ·it meant that there was a circle of girls and a few 

o~~hem picked Ramona up and pushed her in. There stood her 

adversary, and there was nothing she could do about it,) 

"Then they forgot all about the fight and we were ~eaving." 

(Which means that there was some kind of distraction, It 

may ,mean that the police were coming, This didn't happen at 

school; so I have to depend on what the kids said. But this 

was :a way they get around admitting things.) "They forgot 

all ·about the fight and we were leaving. Then 'Green Eyes' 

and· Sally Rojas began to fight. The girls don't like Ramona 

(the daughter of the beatnik) because they say she steals 

things. This fight was planned at school, The girls knew 

abciut it from morning. I'm surprised that you didn't know 

about it," said the girl who dictated this. "'Green Eyes' 

stole five dollars from Gloria. She also stole Becky's phono~ 

g~aph ·record." 

One d~y Daisy ate three lemons and two oranges in class 

and tossed the peelings all over the place, She "mooched" 

fo-od at school, too, Her mother, I see by my notes, said that 

Daisy behaved perfectly at home. Once Daisy telephoned and 

she had a leg injury caused by a palm tree thorn: the day 

b~fo~e she had had an adhesive tape on her leg just below 

the luiee o She was very polite and apologetic about her 

absence, We tried to flnd out from her mother what ha d 
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happened. The mother said, "Oh, just a fight, I think." 

The knee got infected; Daisy had to have some stitches in it 

and to our relief, was legitimately at home for some time. 

Diisy sometimes surprised us, though. She did not "blow 

up''. when she was refused the right to go on a field trip, 

because she had failed to bring a pa.l.'ent consent slip. This 

was not a disciplinary refusal and she accepted the fact 

that there was a rule requiring a consent slip for everyone 

who was allowed to go on a field trip. She didn't have one. 

I :finally prepared a summary on Daisy's activities. I 

wrote at the end: "The above summary does not really por

tray _the amount of disruption which Daisy produces wherever 

she goes. She is an outgoing youngster; her influence is 

widespread. For some time I thought the behavior we were 

observing was merely that of a very young girl who has never 

had· ·adequate training or supervision. Now 1 however, I feel 

that Daisy's pattern of antisocial behavio:c j.s so deeply 

ingrained that there is little hope that mere chronological 

:maturity will be of any help. It is impossible to let her 

return to Ramona High Sc.hool this year." 

Ellen Thompson also wrote a summary which contains some 

mate±·ial that I didn't have, includlng stories about motor

cycl~ riding. Just before the last stolen car incident, 

as ·a result of which Daisy went to California Youth Autho-· 

rity, her mother called me to ask me to let Daisy come bac.k 

to school. Mamma said that the PO had asked her to asl{ me. 
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She forgot that she didn't want her daughter at Ramona. I 

was quite frank with the mother and presented my reasons for 

feel:1.ng that Daisy did not belong at Ramona. 1. Abortion 

talk. Mother laughed this off as girlish prattle. 2. Nar

cotics talk. No response whatever from mother. She acted 

as if she hadn't heard me. J. No attempt to do any class 

work at all. Mother said, "Well, does anybody study in 

school ? 11 Ind.dentally, Mrs. Ramos had a child which could , 

not, as far as we could figure out, have been her husband's, 

A story like this makes one wonder how far society has 

the right to intrude into families in order to protect itself. 

I:think it's just chance that neither Joker nor Fighter ended 

the way that Princie ended--by murdering somebody, Perhaps 

it's not quite chance. I think that Joker is far too ego

tistical and too self-centered to do anything that would get 

her into serious trouble, It seems to me that Joker hardly 

ever did anything without knowing perfectly well what she was 

doing, As to Fighter, if the clinic was right and the school 

wrong 9 if she really was easily led and had some paranoid 

and suicidal tendencies, she might of course either commit 

suicide or kill somebody. At the very best, she is going 

to be i:n trouble of one kind or another most of her life, I 

imagine, 

What can be done to help such individuals? The people 

who talk about stricter law enforcement do not, I think, 

understand cases like Fighter's. This is why I feel no 
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comp~nction about going into great detail about some of 

the girls at Ramona. Even though some of it becomes repeti

tious, I think that the piling up of cases like this (com

bined with the recognition that I am describing only a small 

fraction of Ramoria cases and that Ramona represents only a 

minute fraction of all school problems) serves to show that 

a =really massive social problem exists, No matter how 

aware we are of the fact that these kids did not choose their 

own parents and of the fact that the parents themselves are 

in many ways the victims of society and are perhaps not to 

blame for their behavior, we still have to think of the 

damage the Fighters and the Jokers do to society, Sociolo

g:\,sts and many other people recognize that "There but by the 

grace of God go I," But this does not solve the problem, 

I~think the time is coming fairly soon when palliative 

measures will not be sufficient to prevent the Daisys from 

damaging our crowded urban society, We will not always be 

able to do what we do now, and wait until there has been a 

violation of the law before taking preventive or therapeutic 

measures, Fighter did not go to California Youth Authority 

till ~ she was in a stolen car, Perhaps the time will come 

when behavior like hers wtll be seen as a symptom of illness, 

and ·help will be given. I can dream, can't I? 

California Youth Authority is the last resort of the 

state in dealing with problem children. If a child does 

not succeed after being made a ward of the Superior Cou:t·t of 



his :county, the police or the Probation Department can ask 

that he be committed to the California Youth Authority. 

When a child is committed to the California Youth Authority 

by _ the _ court, he is first of all sent to a "reception center." 

There are two of these--Northern and Southern, I know a little 

about the Southern Reception Center, I have visited it sev

eral :times and I have a personal friend who is a social worker 

there. The Southern Reception Center is located at Norwalk, 

It .is a closed institution, physically not too different 

from Juvenile Hall, more modern and pleasant, but neverthe

lass a closed institution, A child is kept there for as 

long as it is necessary to make a rather thorough study of 

him, Testing techniques and observation of his behavior 

and ·social history help a professional staff decide what to 

do_ to _help the youngster. There are some children, just as 

there _are some adults, who are completely unsuited to insti

tutional life; it does no good to commit such people to any 

institution, There are some children who have a good deal 

of ~inner strength; others are very weako At the Southern 

R~ception Center a decision is made. Either the child is 

allowed to go home (often the home, too, has been studied) 

or .he is sent to a foster home or he is sent to.one of the 

state institutionso Girls go to Los Guilicos or to Ventura. 

This is D. much better proceaure than that of requiring tho 

jU:dgq to determine what should be clone for a child, 

Dixon: How is the length of time determined? 
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Serrurier: : Of.ten an indeterminate period is prescribed, but 

not-always, This is not called a sentence, but a commit

ment. If. I understand the law correctly when a girl becomes 

eigl}teen . ( r_ ·am not sure about this), she must be released. 

I~thirik that she cannot be turned over directly to adult 

law enforcement authority, Of course, some girls immediately 

g~t into trouble upon release, That's another matter, 

I:talked the other day about (and did not finish) the 

11 p9lice officer" versus "social worker" concept of the function 

of 'child welfare and attendance, that is being fought out 

within CWA", Did I talk about the interrelationship of proba

tion officers, child welfare and attendance workers, and 

p9lice ·officers? 

Dixon: No. 

Serrurler: This is a very touchy situation. All three of 

these ·catego_ries (that is, law enforcement, probation, and 

child ·welfare and attendance) are undergoing an evolution 

from : the p~nitive to the preventive and rehabilitation approach. 

Al~Oj _b~ l~w there is a different function for each group. 

When_I:first went to Ramona the greatest tension was between 

18,w enfo"rcement-~.the police and sheriff 0 s office--and proba

tion officers, The law enforcement people almost unanimously 

felt that probation officers were "softies"--stup:l.d ancl too 

lenient with their charges a The probat:bn officers also 

almost unan:tmously felt that the police were "goons"--with 

no brains, training, or understanding of people. One aspect 
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of :·this difference in viewpoint can be seen in the argument 

over group guidance. I think that in this case the police 

have a good deal of justice on their side. For example, 

pqlice officers say that when they stop boys who are out 

long after curfew, the boys say that they have a right to 

be out on the street because they have been to a club meeting 

under the auspices of a group guidance leader. The police 

view of this is that such exceptions encourage youngsters 

to ~iolate the law. The probation officer's viewpoint 

(when he is working in group guidance) is that a child is 

being taught to use freedom and independence. "How can you 

teach a boy to walk along the streets without getting into 

trouble if you don't give him the chance to walk the streets?" 

There is no simple answer to this. 

Another cause of tension comes from the tendency of the 

PO'.s to say that the police won't do anything about a poten·~ 

tial lawbreaker when a PO tells the police about him. The 

police reply is, "We can't do anything until there is a 

violation of _ the Jaw." Of course, it is terribly frustrating 

to b6th sides to have to wait until a law is broken before 

taking action on a child. We in the schools (at least those 

of ·us outside of. child welfare and attendance) could s ce 

some of the problems of each side. 

The juvenile polj_ce, to thci.r great credit, have under

gone an evolution in the years that I have worked with them. 

In my oplnion the change has been for the bettero Both new 
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officers and some of the older ones who took added training 

have more of the social worker's attitude and less of the 

p~nitive approach than was the case before. For example, 

there is now an arrangement that is called "informal probation" 

which legally isn't probation at all. (There is no court 

p~ocedure,) But a child reports at stated times to a police 

officer (to a woman if a girl is involved); this officer 

exercises a kind of supervision similar to that which a pro

bation officer is supposed to give. The girl is encouraged 

to talk to the police officer if she has problems. Many 

children are saved from real court action by this process. 

Girls were encouraged to use "their" police officers as guides 

if· they needed help. Some of the police and sheriffs a_id a 

very, very good job on this, 

I also saw a change in probation officers, The Proba-· 

tion Department gradually became more successful than it had 

been at first in recru.i ting people who were trained and_ 

stable individuals. Such people were not apt to make com

pletely unreasonable complaints against police officers, or 

to expect the latter to do things that in the nature of the 

case they couldn't do, 

Child Welfare and Attendance was in the middle of all 

of the disco1""d and argument about philosophy o Schools are 

not law enforcement agencies. On the other hand, they must 

enforce school attendance laws. Some CWA workers considered 

th ems elves to be "hookoy cops" while others vimrnd themselves 
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as social workers (which some really were). School people 

outside CWA also varied widely in their points of view. I 

may have told you that there were some schools in which the 

pJ;incipa.l has said in effect to Child Wel~are, "I don't want 

you coming with stories about Johnnie's home life. I want 

you to bring Johnnie to school. That's all." There have 

been cases in which administrators have refused to deal with 

pJ;obation officers. 

These "jurisdictional disputes" caused all great deal 

of trouble. But in a certain sense, they were healthy, 

because they indicatecl the agencies were growing and struggling 

to improve their service to our increasingly complex society. 

The question of what to clo with youngsters like Daisy 

bothers me because I don't see any growth there, Improve-~ 

ments in Probation, police, and Child Welfare services are 

not enough, We cannot have progress without some disagreement. 

Except for the sad fact that these disagreements sometimes 

became person~l, the fact that there are violent arguments as 

to point of view and philosoph;>r is not in its elf a bad thing. 

My own feeling, as I have sald, is that progress is in the 

right direction, 

In Child Welfare and Attendance the progress seems to 

me to have been much greater among the women than among the 

men. It is easier to f:lnd women who have some training :tn 

social work or who at least have a social work point of view 

than it is to get men. On the other ha:nd, the mushJ', purely 



sentimental approach is more common among women than among 

men workers. 
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So we have many problems: 1. Child Welfare and its 

frtnction--cop versus social worker concept. 2. Police versus 

social worker. J. Sometimes police versus school. 4. School 

versus probation officer. 

One of the things that enters into the misunderstandings 

among groups is the matter of confidentiality of information. 

Some people in all of the areas I have been talking about 

find it hard to admit that people in other areas are profes

sionals who can be trusted with confidential material about 

youngsters, There is, unfortunately, sufficiently frequent 

violation of confidentiality to make it hard to dispel this 

suspicion. And so sometimes vital information is withheld 

from school or police because of mistrust. Of course, the 

children suffer. 

One of the things that should be reported somewhere is 

related to child welfare. That is the question of work per

mits and how they are used and misused, Sometimes they are 

devices for keeping a behavior problem child out of school. 

A_ g:i,.rl of this type can usually do only one kind of work, 

and -that is babysitting. It still appalls me to think of 

seriously disturbed girls babysitting with 1nfants. We had 

one girl who stuck a youngster's head into an oven with the 

gas on because she knew that this was one way to make the 

baby go to sleep! That doesn't happen very often. But even 
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i f :the damage such girls do i s not physical , i t can be very 

damagi_ng emotional ly . "Green-Eyes , 11 who said , 

"Call me God ; I was in the army and I got promoted to be God , " 

t-rorked as a babysitter! The work permit is necessary for some 

ra·milies • but i t i s sometimes badly misused . 



TAPE NUMBER: XXII, SIDE 1 

May 1, 1963 

Serrurier: I want to start with a completely unrelated 

little incident that is important, I think, as a sketch of 

the klnds of lives that some Ramona girls live. I don't 

know who wrote this, It is dated three years before I went 

to :Ramona. It is addressed, "Dear Principle," spelled the 

wrong way. "I have a friend that I like very much. His riame 

is Joseph North. He's only seventeen years old. I haven't 

seen him for a long timeD Because he got into trouble with 

some other boys and the police put them in county jail. 

!:wonder if you'd let me go see him because whenever I think 

of .now the jail is it makes me feel like crying. He's very 

nice with my· brothers and sisters. That's why we all miss 

him talking to us. The police said that they got them because 

of :'suspicion of robbery. I don't think it was very · nice 

thing to do but I still wish I could see him, Please, The 

visiting hours are one in the morning and afternoon from 

two PM to three PN, Yours truly." 'l'his represents a very 

common experience in the lives of "Ramona-type" k~Lds, The 

ja·11 looms large in their lives. I want to talk about atti

tudes toward marriage, This was one of the areas that 

teachers found it very hard to deal with. There were many 

approaches to marriage and its external celebration in the 

"Ramona 6ommun1ty." There were famj.lies that obviously wGnt 
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up_ t ·o: their_ ears iri debt in order to put on an enormous, 

fancy affair for a :daughter. I have somewhere in my files 

s.everar wedding _ invitations that are amazing, I don't know 

whether they_are ·"East Side Los Angeles" or typically :Mexi

can, The invitations are two-page affairs, with sometimes an 

insert containing _the names of all the bridal attendants-

the bridesmaids, ushers, and so on, Sometimes the menu of 

the wedding_ breakfast is given on the invitation, The name 

or.- the p;riest who is officiating is included, too, as are the 

ns.mes of-the ~rents and the grandp9.rents of both bride and 

g?:"oom. It· becomes a whole volume! And hundreds of copies 

of- these are m9.de! 

Dixon: Oh' my : gc;)QdJ::iess, is it the embossed printing? 

SCerrurier: . It's embossed printing. That's one exti•eme, 

The champ?-gne flows and then the family starves for six months 

af.terwards to · ~Y ~ for it. At the other extreme are the kinds 

oi' ' marriag0s that used ·to shock us. A youngster might come 

t·o: s ·chool: on a · Monday morning, looking pale and worn. She 

would . shy;I..y. hand ·the attendance clerk her marriage license 

and- say,, . "I: ggt married Saturda y. Do I have to come to 

school' any_ more?" IriVestigation often showed that a couple 

went· off · someplace outside of California to get marriecl. 

Quite often the ~rents did not know of tho plans. Sometimes 

a teacher would ask such a bride, "What did you wear at your 

wedding?" And ·the girl "would. say, "Just what J:•m wearing 

now," This was usually meanlng a black skirt arid a white 
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blouse and a sweater. One of the things that has, I think, 

changed in the last fourteen years is the attitude toward 

marriage in general, particularly on the part of the girls, 

When I first went to Ramona the attitude at least among the 

Mexican-Americans was the old one: A woman who did not 

marry was fated to live in someone's house as a tolerated, 

exploited "poor relation," Added_ to this was the belief 

that married life for a woman was a period of constant and 

unavoidable suffering. So it was bad both ways. A woman 

expected her husband to beat her. (I thin.'k: I told you about 

the girl who wanted to know if I had a good husband.) Be cause 

they belieYed that it was inevitable that any marriage was 

going to be a tragedy for the wife, the girls also felt that 

they had every right to have all the fun they could get 

before getting married, This was one of the explanations 

that we often heard for some of the things that the girls did. 

As I said, as far as I could juclgc, these ideas about 

woman's fate were almost universally accepted when I first 

went to Ramonao I think (this is a completely unscientific, 

subjective judgment) that I have seen an evolution, For one 

thing, the notion that a girl who is eighteen and is not 

married is given up for lost, so to speak, is no longer held. 

I have personally known quJ.te a few g:trls who have found 

jobs and have sa:td, "I am not going to get married until I 

find. somebody I want to marry." Still further, there is a 

belief now that it i.s possible for a woman to have an adequate 



and decent life (that is, she does not have to become a 

p~ostitute or a "poor relation") without getting married. 
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Of course, these changes have occurred in society in general, 

Ori the other side, though, there is still the feelj_ng among 

many Mexican girls that there is no place for them in society 

if they don't get married, because about the only jobs that 

are available to them are garment factory jobs, which don't 

pay very well, and packing celery and spinach, which pays 

ev:en less, 

The teachers would often be distressed when they listened 

to_ the girls talk about the boys they knew, "Why do you 

go with a boy who drinlrn 8.nd steals cars and uses narcotics?" 

a ·teacher would ask. The standard answer was, "Where do you 

expect me to meet any other kind of a boy?" They were being 

realistic, but still the idea that a woman has some choice 

iS: spreading. 

One aspect of marriage and similar relationships concerned 

the parents more than the girls themselves, There was a 

vast amount of "shacking up" instead of getting officially 

married, I don't know how much of this was cultural and how 

much of it, at least among Cathollcs, w-as religiousc If 

there has been a marriage and a woman can't or doesn't want 

to get a divorce, she has "a man in the houseo" It's true 

among .non.-Cathollc families P too o I have no idea whether 

or· ·not this same kind of thing is going on in "higher" 

cultural levels, but it probably- iso 
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I have never attended the wedding of a student. I have 

been invited a couple of times and have always felt that it 

probably was not a very good idea to go. One of our clerks 

did go to one of the big, fancy, elaborate weddings. She 

was shocked because everybody got drunk. 

As I have been going through the materials that I brought 

home with me, I have realized that I have not yet said any

thing about the annual and the school· paper--two things which 

means a great deal to Ramona girls. We put out the "Ramona 

High News" as often as the teacher in charge could manage 

to do it. In practice, it was about once a month. Our 

annual, "The Cruiser," appeared tw5.ce a year. These publi

cations had a meaning to the kids that was astounding. We 

had girls send in seventy-five cents for .the annual from 

Olive View Tubercular Sanitarium, from Camarillo, and from 

the Ventura School for Girls. Sometimes they sent the money 

bY somebody else. The annual was especially important to 

them. Almost every girl had her picture in it. 

We had some interesting experiences and learned a great 

deal about girls' feelings when we decided to have an illus

trated. annual. We could not afford to have professional pho

tographers who go to the regular schools and take little 

pictures; those people make the1.r money by selling prints 

to the childreno The school gets one picture of each child 

for its annual. Several teache:r.s at various times managed 

to persw.clc professional photographeJ.' friends to come and 
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take pictures. It takes much more than a knowledge of photog

raphy to take pictures of Ramona High School kidsl At one 

extreme there was the very withdrawn youngster who refuses 

to_ go in front of any camera for anybody. On the other hand, 

there were the extremely "show-offy" girls. Besides, we had 

gi~ls who let' themselves be photographed but then who decided 

that the picture was no good and kept insisting that it had 

to be taken over and over. 

We went through one period during which somebody got 

the idea that the reason that we wanted pictures was that we 

were going to turn them over to the police. Unfortunately, 

there was an element of truth in this. I used to send copies 

of_ the annual to the various agencies which worked with our 

girls. This included the policee I did not realize at first 

that "The Cruiser" was quite a useful thing to the police in 

identification~ Of course, this was not the basic function 

of: the annual, but the kids thought at one time that this 

was the reason that we were doing it. There was a very inter

esting sort of 11 open forum" on thisc A debate went on between 

the girls who said, "Let's .not have pictures taken," and those 

who argued, reasonably, "If you let somebody take ycur picture 

you carft keep the police from getting it one way or another, 

so why bother?" 

Now this problem seems to have solved itself Q They let 

themselves be photographed perfectly willingly~ We even pub

lished a list of nicknames in the pa.per and the s.nnual, This 
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was a real help to the police, particularly in narcotics work. 

I =exercised a fairly heevy-handed censorship (wh~ch I don't 

normally believe in) over the contents of the school paper. 

There were several reasons for this, For one thing, in spite 

of ~·our experience, some Ramona teachers were naive, so I 

had to look for double meanings in stories which girls wrote 

for the paper. In addition, I always read the copy with an 

eye to the downtown office. I remember that once .I censored 

out a joke which the girls thought was very funny, I don't 

remember the joke except that it concerned a physical charac

teristic about which one of tho men on "the Hill" was very 

sensitive. Finally, I did. "English teacher" correcting, 

The school paper provided a means of self-expression 

which most Ramona girls would not have had in a regular 

school, There was a "Dear Abby" column, for example. 

We got some very interesting ideas about their attitudes 

on manners and morals from this part of the "news." 

Now I want to present a couple of cases and then come 

back to other ideas, I want to do Mabel Pollard, "Dimples," 

at last. We've talked· e.bout her, :Mabel is one of the most 

interest :lng people I have ever known. Her family, too, was 

fa-scinating, Nabel was beautiful. She is about eighteen 

now, and I think she has probably lost a good deal of her 

looks. She had a round baby face and was blonde. When I 

fi-rst met her the most outstanding thing about Mabel was her 

enormous breasts. She was referred to Ramona from a very 
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rigid school, The vice principal told me with horror that 

Mabel used to strut down the halls with her huge bosom ancl the 

boys would make comments to which she would reply. I realized 

afterwards that Mabel didn't really understand much about the 

imp~ession she made, She once punched a bus driver because 

he :had said to her, "Aren't you too young to wear falsies?" 

Viabel lived, I was told, with her grandparents. Who 

these people really were in their relation to Mabel is a 

mystery which we never completely solved, They were Czechs, 

When I met them, I found that the old man spoke some Slavic 

language, I would talk Russian 1;;o him and he replied in 

what was probably Serbo-Croatian. We understood one another. 

Yiabel was very, very fat, but beautiful. The school 

that referred her said that she had a brother in Camarillo 

and ··that therefore she must be mentally ill. (What a comment 

on :some of our educators!) I was told that Mabel's mother 

had ·been adopted by the couple with whom Mabel was living, 

!~wondered about that, According to the sending school, 

Mabel made a lot of noise, she talked loudly, she smoked, 

she drew attention of boys, and she was late to classes, The 

vice principal, whose level of tolerance was not very high, 

felt that Mabel needed twenty-four-hour placement. However, 

the vice principal wrote, "She is basically good but with an 

incorrigible attitude toward society," 

MB:be:.\.'s mother, said the vice princip8.l, had been in 

Camarillo, There ·was a strue;gle between the mother and her 



adoptive pa.rents for the affections of Mabel. There was a 

younger sister who also lived with the grandparents. 
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Even before Mabel came to Ramona she was under treatment 

for obesity at the PTA School Guidance Clinic. Fortunately, 

Dr. Breiner, our school doctor, was treating Mabel there 

and knew her well. 

For a time befo1·e the transfer to Ramona ?liabel • s mother 

had hidden her daughters somewhere. (This is a real detec

tive story!) For a time also the girls were in a Baptist 

home in Inglewood. Their mother stole them from this place. 

That is all that I know about this pg.rt of Mabel's life. 

At the time of the referral to Ramona, the girls were back 

with the grandparents; the mother visited them occasionally, 

leaving no address. All the girls knew about her was that 

she had once worked. at a cafe on First Street which was an 

undesirable hangouto 

Mabel came to the intalrn interview with her "grandmother," 

who looked like a portrait of a Sps1.11ish noblewornanG She was 

a~woman of great charmp poise, and dignityo (I later came 

to think that she had some se1~1ous emotional problems.) 

She had an excellent vocabulary, completely different from 

anything one thinlrn of as connected wl th the East Side o She 

told me at the intake intervievr that Mabel's father had con

tested giving the youngsters to the Vernigos (the grandpsi.rents) 

but that they got it anyhow. M:r.s. Vernigo said that Mabel 

felt negatj_vely toward her father and positi.ve1y toward her 



mother. In the light of what happened afterwards that was 

interesting. Mabel, Mrs. Vernigo told me, felt herself to 
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be a cMexican despite the fact that she had no Mexican blood 

and ·was fair-skinned, blue-eyed, and round-faced, The grand

mother added that although she herself (Mrs, Vernigo) had 

g:rown up on the East Side she did not like Mexicans chiefly 

on . the grounds that they were physically dirty. 

The grandpg.rents had a nice little house in the southeast 

~rt of the city, It belonged to them. The grandfather was 

aC"bartender, which did not fit at all into the aristocratic 

impression made by the grandmother. Mr. Vernigo went around 

without a belt and with suspenc1ers which he snapped P3 riodic

ally; he was as undignified as his wife was dignified, It 

was fascinating! 

At the intal~e interview I asked Mabel what klnd of trouble 

she had had at he:r previous school and she said (I am quoting 

my.: notes) 1 "I had all kind_s of trouble at Edison. I just 

kicked the boys and they kicked me back and then I lighted 

matches and then I talked back to the teachers and I had lots 

of :'fU:n." She said she only fought with boys. She told me she 

had a ·boyfriend at "W" High School. She did not know his last 

name, but she was very much interested in him. She wanted 

to go to "W" High School. She was very talkative in this 

intervlew o It was hard for me to say anything~.~which is 

quite a rare sj_tuation, Mabel said, "I don't know what's 

wrong with me, but I know that there is something wrong." 
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Then she said that she had trouble at home. She told me 

this in her grandmother's presence, "They won't let me go 

out1 even to church," She needed glasses but they were broken, 

She ~tried to lie about what grade· she was in but accepted the 

correction very well, My reaction (as I recorded it after 

the _interview) was, "I'm not sure whether this is a comedy or 

a 0 tragedy, " 

The first day that Mabel entered classes the teachers 

beg~n reporting about her, Mabel began by announcing that 

she .worked in a grocery story from J:JO to 7:00 PM and on 

S~turdays from 8:00 AM to 6100 PM. (This is illegal for a 

child of her age,) She told the girls that if anybody needed 

any -groceries, all they had to do was tell her and she would 

furnish them-. from the store, When I was exploring this 

gJ;"ocery store business, Mabel said to me, "I have a guilty 

conscience all the time when I lie, That makes it all right 

to lie, It's only bad to lie when you don't feel bad about 

it i" 

Mrs. Vernigo telephoned to tell me things she felt she 

could ·not say in Dimples' presence. "I am absolutely frantic 

about her. She has pushed me into a breakdown and I'm going 

crazy," 

Dr. Breiner first raised the question as to why Mrso 

Vernigo was lceeping this youngster who was "driving her crazy," 

The PTA clinic records (to whj_ch Dr, Breiner had access) 

indicated that she vras not the grandmother but the £E_ea;~ 
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grandmother. Other records increased the question about 

relationships. The girl seemed to be the illegitimate daughter 

of :Mrs. Vernigo's grandchild. Soon teachers and others 

bega,_n wondering where the grandfather came into the picture. 

The police apparently knew the whole story about the 

rela:tionships, Through my entire acquaintance with Mrs. 

Vernigo (from February or March 1960 until I retired) she 

was always on the verge of a nervous breakdown about Mabel. 

She was always worrying about her. She would follow Mabel 

down the street in her car because she did not (or could 

not) . trust her. But if I ever saw an adult push a child into 

delinquency it was this grandmotherc 

Dr. Breiner presented Mabel's case to a psychiatric 

seminar that she was taking at UCLA.. The concensus there 

was _that most of Mabel's troubles stemmed from compulsions 

of :the grandmother's, We did not know what those compulsions 

were. The second week of Dimples' stay I had three tele

pl~one calls from Mrs. Vernigo; this became a pattern. (She 

kep~ track of us.) She reported that Mabel liked Ramona 

very much, The teachers soon began to report that the other 

girls were victimizing Mabel. They borrowed money from her. 

(She had little more than most of our girls did.) They took 

her lipsticks away from her. One day she did not show up 

iri the lunch line which probably meant that somebody had 

threatened her, She was not protesting at that time about 

all of the kidcling and teasing to which she was subjected. 
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Tne .teachers said she was "dumb and good-natured." She seemed 

to_ ·_be hungry all the time. Her nickname was Dimples. My 

not-es say she acts like a big, bouncing baby. 

Mrs. Vernie;o called to tell me that Mabel had crying 

spells at home. Her boyfriend used to come to the house 

but wouldn't come inside. Finally the old lady told me what 

her ·call really we.s about. She said that for the last five 

or :siX nights, twelve or fifteen boys had come to the house 

each night, had surrounded the house, and in unison had 

shouted for Mabel. This frightened the grandparents badly, 

of .'course. I suggested calli.ng the police. Mrs. Vernigo 

said,· as she was to say many times afterwards, "Mrs. Serrurier, 

yqu're a nice woman but you just don't know anything about 

life • . If I call the police there will be reprisals. And 

furthermore, Mr. Vernigo has just broken two ribs." 

All the way through her stay, we had a problem with Mabel's 

g~asses. She had very poor vision. We got glasses for her 

through_ the PTA clinic. She would break them, she would 

16se them, she wouldrlt wear them. She claimed she could not 

read .when she wore them, 

We had an Open House shortly after Mabel came, and she 

p~t on as vigorous a Spanish dance as I have ever seen. Soon 

there tool{ place the first of the fights that Habel was to 

be :involved in. She was trying to fight her way into the 

Florencita gang. There was a boys' gang with the word Flo

rence in its name. I don't know exactly what it was called. 
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The girls' auxiliary was the Florencitas. When Mrs. Vernigo 

called me (and she always insisted on speaking only to me) 

to tell me about this fight and to report that the police had 

been called, she added, "I hope you realize that :Mabel isn't 

related to me in any way at all." After all the stories she 

had told me about her affection for that girl! ••r can't 

stand this, all these horrible people are coming around, what 

should_ I do?" I said, "You might move." Mrs. Vernigo 

reacted to this suggestion as though I had taken leave of my 

senses, She -was going to die in this house, she told me, 

When I suggested that she send Mabel to some friend or relative 

she said it would kill her to be without Mabel, which I think 

was true, It was a very strange relationship indeed, A 

couple of days later the teachers said that Mabel had talked 

about a fight that she had witnessed in which a boy had been 

stabbed, He had put his head in her lap and she had put her 

arms around him and he had bled all over her while they were 

waiting for the ambulance, None of us had any idea whether 

this was imaginary or not, Later we learned. that there 

had been a fight and a stabbing in 1".tabel' s neighborhood, 

But there was no evidence of the boy's having bled all over 

her or anybody else, This story changed. afterwards, and Mabel 

said that a boy had died in her arms, Nobody had died. 

Now when Mabel started telling stories, no matter how 

skillful the teacher ims, no class wor1c could be done. 

In the midst of this, Mabel was elected A9 class president! 



One of my notes sayss 11 Pretty wild general behavior. Girl 

had a Tijuana Bible." Do you know what a Tijuana Bible is? 
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It is a little booklet very crudely printed on paper of approxi-

mately the quality, texture, and the size of toilet paper. 

I:think these books are not actually printed but are lino-

leum prints or something of that sort, They consist of 

collections of really obscene pictures with almost no writing. 

They are astounding things. And Mabel had one. We had no 

idea where it came from. We turned it over to the police. 

We had an inkling of their source later when we found that 

Mabel's mother had tried to sell Mabel in a bar once, (If 

this tale seems more confused than do other reports, it is 

because the story of Mabel's experiences were very confused 

and very confusj_ng.) 

One day there was a call from the counselor at "J" 

Junior High, reporting that Mabel's mother was a prostitute, 

an alcoholic, a user of narcotics, and. that she occasionally 
-

showed up in the nelghborhood. Mrs, Vernigo·used to visit 

me without any appointment, She would not see anybody but 

me. If I happened to be busy she would stalk up and down 

the hall wai t:lng for me. If I was away from school when she 

arrived she ·would announce that a principg,l's job is at her 

desk. But she was always very friendly with me; she usecl to 

bring me presents, usually cookies, Several times she brought 

me canned tuna, which she and her husband caught and had 

packedo 



One of her visits I recorded as follows: "A long, 

involved, rambling story about ~~bel's mother who is an 

alcoholic, a narcotic, and a prostitute." (Just what the 

Edison counselor had said!) According to the first story 
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it was Mrs. Vernigo's own granddaughter about whom she was 

telling this. Once this woman had tried to marry Habel, 

then 13, off to a man whom she had met in a bar. I remember 

hearing this story. Mrs. Vernigo said that somebody finally 

called the police after Mabel's mother had taken :Mabel from 

one bar to another and had said to people, "Isn't there 

somebody who wants to marry a nice, fresh little girl?" 

Then, contj_nued the grandmother, her granddaughter once took 

her children to Tijuana. My notes indicate that all this seemed 

most peculiar to me! Mrs. Vernigo wound up her tale saying, 

"I ~ can't stand it if Mabel's mother comes over here again. 

I :don't know what to do." I called Welfare Information, and 

they referred .Mrs. Vernigo to the Intake Desk of Juvenile 

Hall. 

The next day Mrs. Vernigo called at LJ-:25; Mabel hadn't 

come home yet. And Mrs. Vernigo said to the secretary, •iAre 

the girls in your school supposed to get into cars when men 

ask .them?" 

At the end of that school year Mabel suddenly came to 

school with her hair dyed red with silver streaks in it. She 

was terribly restless. One of the things the clinic was 

doing to helr her lose weight was giving her large amounts 
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of .thyroid and probably as a result of this she was dashing 

around. She went on a field trip to a bakery and she grabbed 

cookies, (Most of the girls were very well-behaved on field 

trips.) Then a story appeared in the papers about a twenty

year-old ma.n who had stabbed somebody in Long Beach; he was 

qupted as saying that he did it just to have something to do. 

Habel promptly announced that she was a friend of this twenty

year-old stabber. He had brought her to school once, she said, 

Three days before the close of school Dimples had a fight 

with Gertie Gerage, a Negro girl almost as big and fat as 

Mabel. This fight was a beauty. What they were fighting about 

was a place ln the lunch line, which is interesting and sad. 

Both girls were compulsive eaters. Habel was basically a 

coward. and she was afraid to get into a real fight, so it was 

mostly verbal, There was some hair-pullingo Mabel was very 

loud and weepy when I wouldn't let her go to class in the 

afternoon; then she settled down and did "busy work" for me. 

(I always kept a pile of cards with names of books on them; 

! :managed to drop these cards at strategic times. Of course, 

they had to be a1phabetized. Whenever a. girl did. this for 

me I would have to remember to d·rop them again ahd have them 

ready for the next girl who needed to be kept busy in the 

office.) Mabel sat in my office alphabetizing cards, and every 

once in a while she would start a conversation. "Serrurier, 

do you smo1rn cigars?" "No." We both worlrnd for a whi1e. 

"Serrurier, do you get drunk every night?" "No." A little 
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more. work. , "S.errurier, ;don'.t ·you ever have any fun?" 

The . next day, she came in to apologize, accompanied by 

Mrs-. Guidry_ ~ . This · was interesting. Mrs. Guidry was the cafe

teria manag~r· . She · is a · Negro woman of charm and intelligence, 

but little education. She had more influence over Mabel 

than did. anybod.y else, I : think. 

As r said~ . Mabel was the A9 president I The A9 luncheon 

that semester was incredible. The day before graduation ,we 

always had a fancy_ 11.mcheon; everybody was on good behavior. 

The A9_'s were guests of .--the school. The counselor, the A9 

sponsor, . and· r: were . the adults in attendanceo B9 gi1•ls waited 

an tables; it was all.fancy and elaborate, and the girls 

looked· forwa rd . to it. Mabel~ as president, had the place of 

honor. We · had . ch:tclrnn (the gi_rls chose the menu). Mabel 

put her chicken .bones on the table, so that when her place 

was · removed ·. there was -a : clean .area surrounded by chicken 

bones, EVery_ few mi11.utes she pounded her chest and yelled. 

At one stage she stood ·up _on her chair and stamped her feet. 

She said·, : "Shut· up, : everybody! I am the president of the A9 

er.lasso · Nobody_ can talk unless I tell them to." The other 

. girls were dreadfully embarrassed. They held a meeting 

afterwards, on their own, to try to decide whether they were 

golng to J:et Mabel · take pa.rt in graduation exercises the next 

day •. They were afraid she was going to put on another act. 

I- don't know what the other A9's dj_d to Mabel, but she behaved 

beautlfully at gra duation. But afterwards she announced to 



her :gr_andparent"s (I call them that whether they were or not) 

that she was going to a party; they said that she was not 

gqing to a party, I felt that this was none of my business, 

since school was over, So several teachers and I stood in 

the hall while Mr. Vernigos pulled Mabel in one direction 

and Nrs. Vernigos pulled Mabel in another direction. Mabel, 

with her big breasts (big even though she was losing weight), 

bounced up and down shrieking and yelling at both of them, 

Visiting parents of other girls stood around and watched 
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this pe_rformance with utter amazement. The Vernigos finally 

dragged Mabel off into thelr cs.r and did not let her go to 

the . pa_rty. Then one very quiet little Mexican woman sald to 

me, . "I .cUdn't think that white people acted that way." The 

vic·e principal of Edison Junior High told me some more about 

this ·family. I noted on Mabel's card: "A fascinating family, 

with relationships right out of Eugene 0°Neill. 11 The Edison 

vic·e principg,l felt that perhaps Mrs. Vernigo put up with 

Mabel's behavior because she felt guilty about having put 

Mabel's mother in Camarillo once, I don't know. Mabel's 

brother, who is in Camarill°' apparently had serious brain 

damage at birth. But I don't know about the mother, Once 

this brother ·would be allowed to come home from Camarillo; 

he alrriost always tried to lcill somebody on these occasions. 

I ~saw him once. The Vernigos came over to get Habel and the 

brothel" was in the car, He must have been 17 or 18 years 

old, and unable to tallr. Why they brought him home I don't 



know. 

At any rate, we got through graduation. In September, 

1960, Mabel came back to school very, very blonde, She came 

with Mrs. Vernigo, (Youngsters hate to have adults come to 

school with them.) Mrs. Vernigo came bearing one of her gifts 

of tuna for me. It was rather unusual that she came at the 

opening of school, She told me with great pride that she was 

now the legal guardian of }~bel, which she had not been until 

that time. I never learned what the situation really was. 

When :Mabel left the office, Mrs. Vernigo broke down and wept; 

she said there was something wrong with Mabel. She had tan

trmns. She fell down in elementary school and hurt her head. 

Flirther, Mrsv Vernigo said, she had been getting anonymous 

telephone calls at night, calling her obscene names. (By 

this time I had learned to listen to everything Mrs. Ve1·nigo 

said, usually without trying to find out what was true and 

what w·as not.) Therefore, said Mrs. Vernigo, she was not going 

to let :Mabel attend a certain movie house in Huntington Park. 

Soon after this I had a long, long conference with Dr. 

Breiner about possible psychiatric help. The doctor felt 

that nothing was apt to help Mabel as long as she was with 

her grandmother. Dr. Breiner felt sure that Mrs. Vernigo 

would not let Mabel out of her control. The gl:cl seemed to 

be as normal as ever. 

We had a few weelrn of smooth sailing, and_ then Mrs. 

Vernigo called again, w1th a new worry. She reported that 
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Mabel was spending all her time in her room at home with the 

door closed. She was tired all the time. She slept all the 

time. Mrs. Vernigo was sure that Mabel was taking narcotics. 

At school during this time Mabel's behavior was quite the 

op~osite. She did not sleep; she raised Cain all over the 

p+ace, She lighted a cigarette and thrust it down another 

gj;rl's bosom; she put bubble gum on chairs. We had to remove 

her from assemblies. 

I wrote a long statement which I want to read into the 

record, for Dr. Breiner, who nade a p_L'esentation of the 

case at UCLA. 

Mrs. Vernigo told us that Mabel had become moody and 

weepy and that she (Mrs. Vernigo) had stopped giving the girl 

the sedative pills that had been prescribed. (She was being 

given thyroid to make her lose weight and sedatives to counter

act the influence of the thyroid,) 

Then Mabel dee id eel that she had cancer; she announced 

this opinion at the top of her lungs, all over school. Because 

she was a patient at the PTA Guidance Clin:Lc and her case 

was so complex, she had been given a really thorough physlcal 

examination. Mabel went to the clinic and announced that she 

ha,d cancer; added testing revealed no p?, thology. 

The clinic people wanted to see Mrs. Vernigo as well 

as Mabel, but the old lady was not sure that she was going 

to continue with the clinic. 

In the middle of this Mrs. Vernj_go c8.J.led ae;ain to 
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rep9rt that Mabel's mother and a beatnik had come to the house 

on Saturday. The mother was not drunk but she was probably 

d6p?d• They pounded on the door. The mother announced that 

she was ta1~j.ng the girls away with her. The girls were 

terrified by the mother and the man. The whole neighborhood 

was.roused • by the ensuing brawl. Mrs. Vernigo felt very 

embarrassed by this, she said. The police came too late to 

g~t the couple. Mr. Vernigo threa tenecl to kill M9..bel • s 

mother~ We advised telling the police the whole story. Mrs. 

VernigQ said that she was not going to let Mabel out of her 

sigJ:1t. I said, "How. about bringing her to school?" 

"No, .she isn't home," "But I thought you said you were not 

going to let her out of your sight," "She went to a neigh

bbr'~ to sleep this off," 

11-.3-60: Dr. Breiner reported that UCLA psychiatric 

conference ls fascinated by case. They are willing to treat 

her . and ·even to hospitalize her free simply to make a thorough 

study, . 

Next we went through another stage in which Mabel forgot 

about having cancer and announced that all of her teeth were 

going to fall out. Again the PTA clinic gave her a thorough 

examination; she did not have even a cavity, 

At Thanksgiving time we had a wild day with Mabel. First 

a : boy came to the fence .at lunch time and Mabel had a con

f~rencc with him; she seemed to have obtained something from 

him, Of course we always suspected narcotics in such cases. 
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Later in the day two men came to the fence and yelled for her; 

one waved his jacket back and forth and asked her to come 

over. She refused, When I called the grandmother and said, 

"This is a little too much for us to take; please come and 

get Mabel," Mrs. Vernigo came and said to me, "I guess she's 

upset because she took pa.rt in a stabbing at Roosevelt Park 

over the weekend." That was another one of the casual state

mentsmade by Mrs. Vernigo that never had an outcome of which 

we knew. 

Mabel returned a few days later with "monkey bites" 

all over her neck; she refused to talk to me, She just turned 

away completely when she saw me, But she sent me an elabo

rate Christmas card a few days later, It was addressed to 

me by name and was signed, "Mabel Pollard, your sweet bad 

g1;rl." This was a really mlxed up kid! 

Then Dr, Breiner had a very interesting explanation 

about :Mabel's relations with me and with Ellen Thompson, 

our counselor, Mrs. Thompson is a little older than I am; 

a :quiet, motherly-looking character, Dr, Breiner said that 

in her work with Mabel at the clinic she had discovered that 

Mabel, who obviously had been looking for a mother figure, 

had somehow divided the role of mother between Mrs, Thompson 

and me. Dr, Breiner said that He.bel thought of Mrs. Thompson 

as that part of the mother idea which has no sex aspect; 

and of me as the representative of sex and of authority! 

The authority, of course, my positj_on provided, but the sex 



I:could not quite see, Dr. Breiner explained that when 

Mabel:exploded toward us this was at least in part because 

a ~ mother is supposed to be a person to a child to whom he 

can_express his feelings, whether they are good or bad, 

Here is what the chief of the psychiatry seminar at UCLA 

wrote. Dr. Breiner got me a summary. "First, she is unable 

to .identify with any mother figure because she has had these 

various women in her life, She has security but not identi

fication with her grandmother," (I think that's a very inter

esting contrast,) "She has never known a good male figure 

either.- The father is brutal, This may explain the girl's 

g],.6rification of the boy in the gang fight whom she knew." 

(That was the bo;;r who, according to Mabel, had died in her 

arms,) "There is great sibling rivalry with Pat, the younger 

sister," (This came out at the clinic.: I had not known this. 

It-~ras not anywhere in the school record, But Mabel had once 

swung her sister by the hair in the middle of the street and 

had -threatened to toss her out in the middle of traffic; 

if : ·p~ople had not interfered she would have done it. And she 

very_often hit Pat at home,) "Her only knowledge of males 

_came from their hitting and thelr bitj_ng. She was taking 

'Compoz' (?) which is not in the Miltown group of drugs 

but is some kind of sedatlve. Shows increasing depression 
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and withdrawal. 

to go with her, 

The last time the mother came the girl refused 

She has renounced thts mother intellectually 

but perhaps not emotionally, and this could lead to depression." 



(.MabeLhad ~-qu_ite a .- strong relationship with Dr. Breiner; 

when .Dr• Breiner was out ill for a time Mabel flatly refused 

to: g9 to . the clinic,) "She now admits that she does not 

feel:well:and :is willing to go to a psychiatrist. Disturbed 

p:eople . g~t ·_dep)'.'essed when they lose weight." (That is inter

esting! The explanation of it is a fascinating one, If I 

understand ·it correctly, it is that losing weight is inter

preted .by a disturbed person as actually losing part of his 

personality, It is losing part of one's self,) Then the 

p13ych1atrist said one thing which we worked on and which 

turned- out · to :be true. "Do not over-praise Habel for her 

apparent improvement." (Of course, the immediate question 

is ·, , "Why_ not? 1
' Praise is one of the tools that is widely 

used -- in· school~) Tlie doctor said, 11 She knowB that she cannot 

a:lwayp keep:up_with this apparent improvement, that she is 

gping : to backslide. And this may throw her into a still 

deep~r dep:i;ession." (If we could have had similar studies 

on .some of ~· our other girls, think of how helpful it would 

have been!) 

Mabel :was •inordinately proud of working in the cafeteria. 

I: read-one of her compositions on it. Mrs. Guidry, the 

manager, h8.d ·notlced one thing that the psychiatrist had 

mentioned~ If Mrs. Guidry praised her, Mabel would get 

j;lttery and would make a mistake. Then she would say, "No, 

L' m no good ••• " 

One of our crises with Mabel was over a tight sk1rt. 
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:Mrs. Vernigo didn't think it was decent. To make things 

worse, the grandfather forced Dimples to change her hairdo 

and '"dress like other American girls." In telling me about 

this, .Mrs. Vernigo said that the night before Mabel had gone 

out into the pouring rain to the house of another Ramona girl. 

Mrs. Vernigo talked about how sick she was all because Mabel 

up~et her. There had also been some kind of a ruckus at the 

movies the previous Sunday. Nabel was apparently more and 

more ~isturbed. She came to a third period class and said 

that the only way she could learn was to have alJ. the other 

gi~ls leave the room. She had to have the complete attention 

of .·the teacher, She was very depress ea_. But after Christmas 

vacation Mrs. Vernigo reported saying that Mabel was very 

calm and had been very good all during the holidays, But 

we . began to have boys com~Lng to the fence again to see her. 

1'1rs. Vernigo told us that Mabel's father had come to the house 

at .Christmas time and had talked about the gifts that he had 

gtven his children (the children that he had by a common-

law wife with whom he was then living.) Then he had tossed 

a~five-dollar bill to Mabel and had said, "I thin"k you're 

my child too. Here's a present for you," Mabel was so angry 

th~t she tore up the five-dollar bill. 

I do not know where she got the money for it, but at 

this time Mabel had a transistor rad:lo which she toolc to 

class; we had some troubles over that. 

Then came the end of the semestero Mabel received eight 
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awards for good swimming, good typing, and other achieve

ments; she was inordinately proud of these awards, She was 

the star performer at graduation, although she was not on 

the stage, Mrs. Vernigo called me later and very self

righteously told me that there had been a wild graduation 

party the night before near their house, that Mabel had 

been invited with Pat, her sister, that the Vernigos had let 

the girls go but had taken them home when the grandparents 

saw how much drinking was going on. 

The next day Mabel came to school with blue hair. I 

do not mean gray with a bluish tinge; I mean a nice ultra

marine blue, We would not let her go to classes. The next 

day she was a blonde again. 
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She showed me a letter from a soldier, a former boyfriend, 

she said, breaking off their affair. "I love Elizabeth and 

she is carrying my kid." Mabel told everybody about this, 

fortissimo, As far as I could find out this whole romance 

was entirely imaginary. She had never had this soldier 

boyfriend. 

The next day Mabel came to school late, presume.bly 

because she had gone to mass. It was Ash Wednesday, There 

was an understanding between the schools and the churches 

about this. Children could go to church outside of school 

hours, and were not to be excused, Mabel stamped up and down 

upon hearing this, and announced that she thought that the 

trouble with Ramona High School was that nobody had any 
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religion! 

The day before this we had had our Valentine's Day Dance 

and :Mabel had been ecstatic. She said it was the first time 

she had ever danced with a boy (which, of course, did not fit 

in with her previous stories). The Mexican boys who were 

our guests thought that Dimples was awfully funny--which she was. 

Came a period of arrival at school extremely early-

seven o'clock in the morning--because Mabel wanted an award 

for good attendance. My note says that it was imposs j_ble 

to record every funny but sad effort to get attention and 

credit. She continued to be good help in the cafeteria, but 

she demanded credit for this, She was always dashing around 

and saying, "Didn't I do good?" and po.unding that huge chest 

of hers. 

Then she got involved with Joker (Lupe Gonzales) of 

whom I have talked. The narcotics people came and inter

vlewed Mabel in my office about a story which she (Dimples) 

had told to Lupe about narcotics. The police said after

wards that Dimples knew no more about narcotics than she did 

about nuclear physics, bu.t she knew that Joker was an expert 

in the field and Mabel was merely bragging, She did not get 

anything right and the police knew it, But that was sad-

another bid for fame. Mabel also showed off her thyroid 

pills; she claimed that they were very strong narcotic pills. 

Joker knew a great deal about narcotics so she knew there 

was nothing to Dimples' claims, It was a good lesson for 



Mabel to be interviewed by the narcotics police. She was 

badly frightened. I was afraid of how her grandmother was 

going to take iti she took it very well, to my surprise. 
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At this time the sick "brother from Camarillo was allowed 

to come home for his birthday; this time he was worse than 

usual. He threatened and actually tried to kill people. 

Mrs. Vernigo had told me that they had always been very care

ful to put away anything that could be a weapon when the. boy 

came home, but somehow he got hold of a knife and chased 

membel:'s of the family around. Poor Mrs. and Mr. Vernigo had 

to take him back to Camarillo in their car! Whether they 

were grandpg.rents or great-grandparents, they were certainly 

not young, yet they managed to get him safely to Camarillo • 

. rhis is another of the episodes in Mabel's life that one 

wouldn't believe if it were in a novel; too much was piled 

up. I did not know until a few days after the boy was back 

in the hospital that he really was violent; he had run out 

of the house and had been picked up by the police, who had 

taken him to the Metropolitan Hospital at Norwalk. The 

Vernigos had taken him be.ck to Camari'llo from there. 

At this time Mrs. Vernigo said Mabel was improving but 

Patsy was deteriorating. Mabel reacted interestingly to a 

situation in whj_ch she was not involved, We had a Negro girl 

who threatened to kill me. She we.s a very disturbed young·~ 

ster. She did a very interesting thing. She took a phono·

gra ph record and broke it in two. (We were in the cafeteria.) 



Tnen _she advanced toward me with the broken edge of the 

r ecord :toward me and said , "You ' re white and I ' m going to kill 

ypu." · Mrs . Thomps on was there; she opened the door behind me 

and -shoved me out and said , "Get to your office and lock 

yourself in." Mrs . Guidry took the broken record away from 

the girl. The girls learned. about this i ncident , and Mabel 

went completely off her head when she heard about it. She 

ran ir.i. and out of all the classrooms yelling • "Kill her , kill 

her! " The teacher·s could not tell whether she meant me or 

the girl. 
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Serrurier: Then she dashed into a typing room, sat down at 

a [typewriter, and typed, "Kill her, kill her, kill her, 

kill her t " all over the pa.ge. When the teacher said, "Who?" 

she said, "I don't care who, just so that somebody gets killed," 

She went completely wild, 

This behavior made us thin1{ that Mabel might be psychotic, 

The next day, by the grace of God, she had pink-eye and we 

sent her home. It was wonderful to have an objective excuse 

to send her home. 

When she came back, for several days she talked about 

having to be dismissed early to go to catechism. There is 

a :routine method by wh1ch excuses for religious instruction 

are handled, Mabel had not met any of the requirements, 

The church that she named as the one where she planned to go 

said, "By no means is she to be released from school." 

S6 Mabel announced that she was not going to go to catechism 

anyhow, She was angry with the priest. He did not know 

anything, Priests were supposed to teach yon things and 

· he didn't know how to teach, So that was that. 

We had another really wild day when Mabel got very 

excited over rumors of a fight betvrnen two other girls, She 

had nothing to do with the fight, but in irrational excite

ment she bounced up and down and in and out of classrooms 
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y~lling, "Fightl Fight!" So we sent her home for a week. 

Poor Mrs, Vernigo said, "I can't keep her. She's refusing 

to_ .take her tranquilizer pills. She says it's more fun when 

she hasn't had them." 

Then they had more trouble with the sick brother. He 

tried to burn down a school room in Camarillo and the autho

rities there were threatening to send him home. The poor 

Vernigos hired an attorney, The boy was not sent home, but 

the family had a great deal of trouble. Mrs. Vernigo sounded 

utterly defeated when she told me about this, I had always 

felt sorry for her, but she was particularly pathetic at that 

time, 

The next really interesting incident occurred when 

Dimpl~s came into the office one day when the teachers' 

paychecks had just arrived, She went to the secretary's 

de'sk and leafed through all the warrants. She was delighted 

when she discovered how much each staff member earned. For 

the first time she learned that teachers did not all have 

identical salaries. So Dimples went to the teachers and 

asked why one made so much and another earned this much. 

Dimples announced that she was going to see to it that the 

Board of Education knew who did a good job and who did not. 

Mrs. Vernigo laughed when l'1e told her about this. "Think 

nothing of it," she told me. "She opens all the mail that 

comes to the house." 

One morning the owner of a bar near the school came 
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to:see me. He complained that Mabel had been in his bar 

before school when he was just opening up and cleaning. She 

had ·walked around and smoked, When the owner told her that 

she ·_was not old enough to be there, Dimples said that the bar 

was~a public place and she knew her rights. He was afraid 

that he would get into trouble for having her there. 

When I called Mabel in to tall{ about this, she said she 

was trying to get him into trouble because he had told. her 

that all the girls at Ramona were prostitutes; Dimples 

thought that for this he ought to have his place closed, We 

had ·a .good deal of turmoil on this, Mabel did an odd thing 

b~r . ·way of pei1ance, Another girl had brought sunflower seeds 

("polly" seeds, the kids called them) and scattered them all 

over, and Mabel, without being asked by anybody, picked them 

a11·up. 

Soon after this, Mrs. Gordon, our cafeteria manager, 

came in, much excited, to tell me that she had found a letter 

which Mabel had written and addressed to herself, saying that 

she was thinking of running away and hoping that she would be 

found by somebody who had a nice home and who would let her 

gq :out occasionally. This almost broke Mrs. Gordon's heart. 

She wanted to know if I felt that she ought to take Mabel 

home with her. Mrs. Vernigo reported that she had found a 

copy of this same letter, Mabel had left it at home where 

Mrs, Vernigo could not help seeing 5.t, The old lady had taken 

this so seriously that she was letting Dlmples go out once 



in. a while. Grandma told Mrs. Tremaine, our counselor, that 

she had tried to tell Mabel that she (Mabel) ought to find 

herself a boyfriend and should have a good time, This was, 

of course, a complete changeover. You remember that Mrs. 

Vernigo used to follow Mabel around in the car! 
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I think it was true that until this time Mabel had never 

had a date with a boy. 

Next the grandfather began having troubles, Mrs, Ver

nigo said that he had had two brain operations during the 

war. I had no proof of this. At any rate, he was gett1ng 

old and could no longer tend bar quite as well as he once 

could. So the grandparents were going to the city prosecutor 

to try to get Mabel's father to support her. 

By the end of school in June, 1961, Mabel had lost a 

gI'eat deal of weight, She wanted to go to regular school. 

"!_am going to be a scholar," Somewhere she had heard of 

scholarly achievement, One day she said to me, "Serrurier, 

ycm know that club that people who get all A's in college get 

into? How do you get into that?" 

Mrs .• Vern:lgo 1·1as afraid of the coming summer. She could 

not bear to have Mabel around, yet she was not able to be 

without her. When we suggested obv:i.ous things 1 ike sununer 

school ancl camp she could not bear the thought of separation. 

Then a very interest:tng thing happened. Mrs. Vernigo 

reported that Pat, the younger s:"Lster, and Ms.bel seemed to 

have reversed roles; Pat, who used to be a skinny l:tttle 
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thing, was now as fat as Mabel had once been. This is unbe

lievable. I asked our nurse to check; it was true. Mabel 

had ·been losing weight under medical care. Furthermore, said 

Mi's, .Vernigo, Pat was mothering :Vi.abel although Pat was two 

or~three years younger than her sister. 

On the last day of school Dimples signed the secre

tary's annual with a statement, "I'll see you in September," 

forgetting entirely that she was going to go to a regular 

school and then to college and be a Phl Bete; she said she 

had ·decided to work. 

Mabel came back to school in the fall of 1961 with her 

hair dark; she looked thin. The brother in Camarillo had 

eaten ground glass in a suicide attempt during the summer, 

Again there had been trouble; Camarillo was not sure about 

keeping him, .IV!abel, I was told, had been raped during the 

sununer by a twenty-two year old w..an who was then in jail. 

My-note is, "A very, very weird story." As Dr. Breiner 

said, "Some girls rape easily and some need to be raped." 

We.thought that perhaps both these things were ture of Mabel's 

case, The man who raped her had a wife and three children. 

He used to hide in parks, where he had raped quite a few 

girls. He was probably a psychotic. But Mrs. Vernigo said 

that Mabel had changed much for the better as a result of 

the rape. "She lrnows about men now," said the grandmother. 

Another event of the summer l~s that the mother had visited 

the girls aga:tn. Mabel said, when she came back to school, 
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"'Lmiss Tremaine.i':' (Our counselor) "There's nobody to yell 

a:tme ' when she ~ isn•t ·around." She wanted a mother, I suppose. 

The : case _ of ~-the rapist was postponed, and Mrs. Vernigo 

was:, becomi:hg_more and ·more jittery. Mabel had dec:lded that 

she was gping _t6 :gradtiate from Al2 from Ramona. She raised 

C~rin because she ·. wanted -a senior class ring. Senior class 

rings: cost . seventeen dollars at that time, and I had no 

intenti.on of · starting a ~il7 precedent. Mabel assured me that 

she had.- the _ money; I :did not care whether she did or not; 

L was: not gping . to let .the idea of senior rings get started. 

S::o. she·. went· through : a cs tage of saying that we were cruel; 

wa tortured peopl~i Dftring this period Dimples said to me, 

"You' re aHJays . bi.lying ·books and reading them, aren't you?" 

The: tone ' was very _accusing. I said, "Not as much as I'd 

Ii·ke t ·o, , hut I : do :read ·books." 11 I know why you do it." 

"Why:?~' "You want ,to ~find out all about people so you'll 

know · how to .be mean : to us. That's where you got the idea 

oi'· not l:etting . me ·have .a ring." 

Oh October lO 'Mabel :took some drug--I don't know what-

and· by_ s:econd · period ·she couldn't stand up. She just col

lapsed·.. We _ notified ·her grandmother, who came for Mabel and 

tolcl us that the girl ~had not been very well for the past 

three weeks. Hrs. Vernigo was sure that Mabel had not been 

able- to get hold .of an extra amount of tranquj_lizer. The 

whole student bbdy · was very interested. in this, which meant 

that they had some ideas as to where Mabel had obtained 



wha.tever. she had taken. In November I wrote, "Girl regress

i:tig~recently, wanders around the halls almost every period 

with very flimsy excuses. I discussed with her her appa.rent 

need ·.·to go to the restroom every period and pointed out that 

if :·she planned to graduate from high school, she should 

acq~ire some self-discipline. In front of a class Mabel 

said to me, "Don't you know that you have to pee an hour 

after you eat?" I conferred with Dr. Breiner about all this; 

she felt that Mrs. Vernigos was deteriorating. (The doctor 

was ·seeing her at the clinic,) Dr. Breiner believed that 

Mabel~should not be allowed to act like a baby, as she had 

done when she talked about "peeing" every hour; the doctor 

felt · that Mabel was secure at Ramona to be able to accept 

restrictions. (Dr. Breiner had fascinating insights.) 

Wha.t a ~ valuable idea! People, particularly children, cannot 

acc·ept the necessity for restriction except when they know 

that the people who are imposing the restrictions care about 

them! · Dr. Breiner added that Mabel needed to know that 

adults cannot always do as they please, and she, Mabel, could 

not ej_ther. The doctor kept speculating as to why it was 

that Mrs. Vernigo kept on enduring all the problems. 

Habel went to Clear Creek Camp and did pretty well up 

there. But she ran around. in the rain and got soaked. When 

I : laughed at her about this she said to me, "Weren't you 

ever young?" 

When Donna. Delgado was killed in the freeway accident, 
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Ma .. bel was very upset. She swore at me and told me that I 

p~obably had somethi~..g to do with the death. Other girls 

defended me. Mabel insisted. "Maybe she said something 

mean to Donna." This was very interesting. The other girls 

reminded Dimples that Donna had come to school drunk the day 

the. group left for camp, that I had seriously thought of not 

le:tting her go and had finally let her go. (She was killed 

a :few days after returning from camp.) I had not been mean, 

the girls said. But Mabel still thought I had something to 

do-- with it. 

here is another incident. I told Mabel to stay home 

the next day because she had rough-housed all over school 

and had shoved girls around. Her comment to me, "You can't 

ev:en pee in this school any morel" I kept her out of school 

fo.:'r: two days; when she returned I would not let her go on a 

fhdd trip. A week later she came to school probably drunk. 

we·were not sure. She came to school early. The teacher 

saw her being picked up by some boys; she returned at about 

ten-thirty. Her grandmother was shocked. "I would believe 

anything about Mabel except drinking," she said. "You know, 

anybody who lives in a hoU"se with a person who runs a bar 

knows enough not to drinlc. " 

After Christmas Mrso Vernigo called me again very early; 

she was very friendly and was feeling sorry for Mabel. The 

trial of the rapist had taken place during the holidays. 

He had pleaded guilty, and 11abel had to testify. After 
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reporting this, out of the clear blue sky Mrs, Vernigo said to 

me, "You know, I think Mabel has epilepsy, Her mother and her 

brother have it, and she's been having violent temper out

bursts just like the ones her brother had before he was sent 

to Camarillo," Mabel came to school after the holidays with 

her hair coal black; she again refused to talk to me, Our 

relationship vacillated! A doctor whom I did not know tele

phoned the school to report on Mabel, Among other things he 

said that he had found out that Habel liked me very much, 

But she had said to the doctor, "I'm mean to her and I don't 

know why." No epilepsy was found. 

In January, 1962, just before I retired, Mabel applied 

fo"r a transfer to a regular school. We had a routine pro

cedure for doing this, and 11abel was appalled when I took her 

seriously and started the wheels rolling. She said, "I 

was only joking. I'll never leave this school. How can 

you possibly thj.nk I would ever leave Ramona?" And two days 

later, she walked into the faculty dining room (I wasn't there) 

and out of a clear blue sky said to the teachers, "Keep quiet, 

I :want to talk to you." They all listened, She said, "I 

don't want anybody ever to yell at Serrurier." 

Three days later we had a real shock, An Impala drove 

up and Dlmples got out of it with a woman whom I had never 

seen before, The woman came in and said, ''I am Mabel's 

mother." She looked lilrn a real floozie. It was a v-ery cold 

day, and Dimples had no jacket on. Her mother said, "Here 
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she isl" and then she turned around and walked out! At this 

point I retired, and the rest of this story comes from 

Miss Hayes's record. 

Mrs, Vernigo called to say that the mother had been 

comlng to the house more and more often, almost always drunk. 

Once she threatened to beat Mabel up and the police were 

called and they arrested the mother. Then in June of 1962 

the girl did ask for a transfer and Fremont accepted her and 

she was transferred. In September of 1962 the grandmother 

called Ramona to say that the girl was in Juvenile Hall for 

the second time since June--each time for running away. 

She was released to her grandmother and wanted to come back 

to Rn .. mona, (Miss Hayes called me to ask me about M9.bel,) 

Fremont High would not talrn her back; they recommended Metro

politan. Metropolitan would not take her, so Ramona took 

her back on probation. She was there for a couple of weeks 

and then she said she was having trouble at home. She wanted 

to go to work and attend night school. Her grandmother agreed 

to this. And then in February of 196J there was a request 

for a cumulative record from the Southern Reception Center 

in Noi .. wallr, which meant that Mabel was a ward of the Calif

ornia Youth Authority. The girls said, "Mabel fought a cop 

and was busted." There was a rumor that she was pregnant. 

last week I was told that Mabel is in the Ventura School 

for Girls under California Youth Authority. Mrs. Vernic;o 

is now concentrating on Pat, the younger girl, all of the 
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combined love and hate that she ·formerly lavished on Mabel. 

Mabel, I am afr·aid, is prettJr far gone. 

Her story is one that is almost impossible to believe. 

Nd one on the outside really knew what went on in the house

hold of which Mabel was a part. At Open House at Ha.mona 

this year I saw some mo-vies which included Mabel. (Whenever 

films were taken of a school party, Mabel was the main attrac

tion.) Her face was beautiful and sweet and innocent-looking. 

I :would give a good deal to find out who grandma and grandpsl. 

really are and whether the three youngsters are really 

siblings. Habel and Pat and the boy in Camarillo. Dr. 

Bi·einer said that the grandmother enjoyed turning the knife 

iri her own wounds. That was obvious. But why? What the 

p~ychological motivations were I do not know. 

I liked Mabel. Whether she was having good or bad 

fe'elings toward me, she was always an interesting person

ality; I am afraid that now it is gone. 

Now I want to talk about Antoinette Valle. She was one 

of the few girls who had a professionsi.l diagnosis of psychosis, 

She lived in what her mother called a "baby factory." 

Antoinette was referred to RamorlB. in March of 19 58 e This 

is what I was told about her: "Serious problem of non~ 

conformity in all classes as well as poor attendance, She 

moves from district to district. Large for her age. The 

family used to l:lvc in Bell and the e;irl is homesick for 

Bell." (She usecl to ditch school with her brother and 
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btcycle fifteen miles to Bell to see her friends,) "T'ne 

mother seems unstable, Mother claims to be French, Resents 

being called Mexican, Very domineering. Twelve children 

all living, Five older than Antoinette, Mother opposed 

having the girl sent to Ramona. because it is Mexican, She 

tried to enroll the girl in another school but finally agreed 

to Ramona," The mother said that her daughter was a tomboy 

with no sex interests. 

On the intake interview I found that both mother and 

girl were big 1 messy females, Antoinette lj.s ped. Her eyes 

were 20/70 and 20/200, but she refused to wear glasses, She 

was about fifteen when I met her, and she was still wetting 

the bed every night. 

The other kids a_ is liked her immediately. The second 

day after Antoinette enrolled, her mother decided to tour 

the school, It did not help Antoinette's reputation, because 

her mother came in a dress that was cut so low that as she 

proceeded from room to room Mrs, Valle was constantly forced 

to push one breast o:r. another down inslde her dress or to 

try to yank her dress up over, It is o<ld but even the real 

roughnecks among our girls had standards for adults, and they 

do not like to see these standards ignored. So her mother's 

visit was very hard on poor Antoinette. 

It became obvious almost from the first day that Antoi

nette was goi.ng to have trouble with Negro girls. I have an 

idea that perhaps Antoinette herself had a bit of Negro blood 
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as did her mother. Perhaps this accounted for Mrs. Valle's 

insistence that she was French ancl nothing else. Soon 

Antoinette began having arguments. The first one involved 

clay throwing, She proved to have a legalistic mind, She 

said, "Don't you dare say it was a fight; it wasn't a fight, 

It was a clay argument." She was a bright girl with a good 

vocabulary. 

When she was taken home after the "argument" it was 

found that a fifteen-year-old boy in the family had had an 

automobile accident. (This was one of those families in 

which calamities pile up.) 

A few days later Antoinette came with her mother. 

The latter, I noted, had a remarkable vocabulary, "Girl 

friendlJr and giggly, likes to tease, Re-admitted to school. 

Very difficult in classes; can't sit still; very messy." 

We 'bought her a pair of glasses which she did not wear, 

Soon we began getting reports from the sheriff's office, 

The neighbors, particularly one Jewish neighbor, were com

plaining that Antoinette was calling them names and using 

obscene language. The community was beginning to be upset 

about Antoinette and the whole family. We could not tell 

exactly what was going on, so I asked our Child Welfare 

worker to go to the neighborhood and see what she could fiml. 

The fii,st thing she found was the sign under the house 

number: "Baby Factory," She also learned that of tho eleven 

sibline;s one brother was attencling Los Angeles Clty College, 



one was a deputy sheriff, and two were mental defectives. 

All we ever found out about the father was that he lived 

in the house. 
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I once asked Mrs. Valle what her husband did, because 

in any dealings that we had he was never mentioned. I asked, 

"Is he away from home?" I was cautiously trying to find out 

if he was in jail or not. "No, he lives in the house." 

I said, "What does he do?" Mrs, Valle replied, "He makes 

babies." I never did find out what he did for a living. 

During the summer one brother (a defective one, I think) 

was killed in a brawl in Mexicali. 

One day Antoinette walked into the teachers' cafeteria 

and before the astounded eyes of everybody poured herself a 

cup of coffee, sat down with the teachers, and cheerfully 

drank it. Everybody was so startled that she had finished 

the cup before we got her out, That was very funny. 

One brother was kicked out of Wilson High School, 

Mrs. Valle got Antoinette excused for religious instruc

tion, The girl went to the first class: after it we received 

a plea from the church saying, "We can't stand her," One 

of the things Antoinette had done was to lift up the skirt 

of one of the nuns because she wanted to know what she wore 

underneath! So Tony's religious instruction did not last 

very long. 

She soon began arriving late, was diffi.cult and. playful: 

the gossip was that she was pregnant. She claimed that she 



had been bitten by a dog. Then one day Antoinette came to 

school very sick; she threw up periodically, and in between 

explained what had allegedly happened. Two of her sisters, 

said Tony, had mixed Shinola with water and had given it to 

her to drink as milk. That household must have been really 

incredible! We did not know for certain what had happened. 
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Recovery came; Tony was able to go downtown with another 

girl and go on a real shoplifting spree. The next day, the 

teachers said, she explained in detail how this had been 

done. She said she "lifted" a pair of earrings, some nail 

polish, and several other items. The woman at the cash 

register (this is Antoinette's story) tried to get rid of 

the girls and used some vile language on them. Millie, the 

other girl, announced that she had a homemade gun at home 

and that the girls were going to go home, get it, and really 

hold up the store, because they objected to the cashier's 

efforts to expel them. Lstter Tony changed the story, assert

int that she had the gun with her in the shop. We checked; 

there really had been a shoplifting episode. 

The next day one of the teachers reported that Antoinette 

had said, "You knm·r, Mees, sometimes something happens to me, · 

I feel.like killing somebody. Today I feel so good I feel 

like taking somebody and just killing them, What do you 

suppose would happen to me if I did that?" The teacher tried 

to answer this question. Antoinette then asked, "How many 

years do you think they'd give me?" The teacher replled that 



this would depend on circumstances, "I think it would be 

worth it," We sent her home. 

Much of the time we had Antoinette on a minimum day 

(four hours), She would not go home when she was supposed 

to. She was loud and profane and obscene; she threatened 

to kill Mrs, Tremaine. Once she went outside and said she 

was going to throw pop bottles through the front door and 

the windows. This time the same girl who had gone on the 

shoplifting tour with her verbally restrained Antoinette. 

Antoinette's deputy sheriff brother notified us that he 

was going to take his sister to his home to live with him 

and his wife; they were sure they could straighten her out. 

He did not want Tony at Ba.mona High School because he said 

he knew as a deputy sheriff that it was a school for bad 

girls and Antoinette was a good girl, During the summer, as 

far as we knew, she lived wj_th the brother. It turned out 

that he was not a deputy sheriff, He had little luck in 

getting his sister to school. Eventually he had to send 

her back to Ramona because no school in his neighborhood 

would take her. 

For a while our problem was "solved" because Antoinette 

became very sick on a bus; an appendectomy took her out of 

circulation for a while. The school nurse who visited Tony 

after she returned from the hospital said that she (the 

nurse) had to stand on the front porch and talk to the 

mother, who said that she never let any·body into the house 
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because it was so dirty that she was ashamed of it, When the 

nurse asked, "Why don't you clean it up?" the reply was, 

"Oh, j_t 0 s easier not to let people in." 

When her health permitted a return to school, my records 

show that Tony had. a whole series of fights and near-fights 1 

interspersed with very interesting conferences, In three 

different places I have the notation "interesting conference" 

or. "fascinating discussion," In these talks Tony analyzed 

her · own, feelings, She talked about how she would get angry 

and .it would make her feel better to throw things; then she 

would wish that she hadn't done this. She recognized her 

anti-Negro feelings, too. The day that we had the discussion 

about wanting to kill somebody, I used a technique which 

was useful with really disturbed girls. Instead of telling 

them that they could not come back to school the day after 

they were sent home, I waj_ted till they got home to notify 

them, .either by telephone or through e. Child Welfare worker~ 

When a very upset child is told something he does not like, 

heis ·apt to blow up. On this occasion Tony was very, very 

angryo She called and wanted to talk to me, refusing to talk 

to·.anybody else, about the messae;e that she was to stay 

home the next day, "I'm not going to go to school anywhere 

then, Then you'll see what'll happen to you." This was a 

very interesting threat that the girls often used. My answer 

would be, "Nothing is going to happen to me, but you're 

going to grow up ignorant." Her fare1rnll was, "I'm leav:"Lng 5 
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ypu-_-old--soak~" 

Thecpoint about Antoinette was that she was becoming 

almost impossible to deal with, although she never did any

thing so sp~cific that we could call the police ot take any 

drastic action. If we let her stay in school a full day she 

Up$et the school; if we sent her home early she tore up the 

neigf:lborhood. Early one morning a woman telephoned and wanted 

to know if Antoinette was in school. The caller would not 

give her .name. She said she was a tax:p3.yer, and she had a 

rigI:it - to-report the girl if she wasn't in school. She wanted 

us _to · send a truant officer out immediately. The registrar 

askec1 what Tony had done, and the woman replied that she was 

very: troublesome in the neighborhood. "Right now she's 

sitting on the bench across from my house, and I don't like 

tb:have anybody watching my comings and goings. I told the 

officers, .I :don't want my house canvassed. I just don't 

ttust that girl." 

Ariother ·note: "Antoinette is highly erratic and com-

p~lsive. She sometimes borders on hysteria, especially when 

she : cannot get others to approve of her misbehav:tor. It 1s 

almost impossible to predict her actions from minute to minute. 

For-example, she may sit quietly and then suddenly jump up 

and_· start to mark up other glrls' noteboolrn. She constantly 

runs-from one room to another without permission and creates 

disturbances. She runs around classes. She is becoming 

increasingJ.y sloppyo 11 (Thj_s is a freq_uent symptom of disturbance.) 



Here is Tony's own description of a fight, written down. 

":Me and Dorothy started arguing all day. At the bus stop 

on Soto Friday she got off and said I called her a dirty 
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name. She was with Margaret. She tried to say that we did 

fight. Today she said we did fight but we didn't. She wouldn't 

say it yesterday. It started today in the bathroom at noon. 

I :was mixing clay but I don't know how she happens to have 

clay all over herself. It was my clay." 

This account was written after Antoinette broke about a 

dozen phonograph records, and very nearly broke a phonograph, 

"Some girl, kept saying to play this record and I didn't 

want her to play that record. Then she came back and I was 

there and she told the other girl to play that record so she 

started playing the record and that's all." "All" being that 

she broke several records. 

Finally we decided that even though nothing disastrous 

had happened, we could not keep Tony any longer. She kept 

shuttling between her brother's home and her mother. Finally 

we asked Dr. Rand.all for a temporary medical exemption. 

Antoinette was finally sent to Camarillo, but it was not 

through the action of the school. It happened during a 

summar, ap~~rently. She was in Juvenile Hall in protective 

custody. Her brother had beaten her up and she had gone to 

the police and reported h:l.m. (I have known gi1~ls to do this 

to the:Lr motl12rs.) In the HaJ_1 she was given a routine screen

ing psycholog1cal test, as a result of which she was sent 
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inimediately to the "psycho" ward of General Hospital, 

This happened in April, and we knew nothing more about 

Tony until school opened in September and she showed up to 

register, She came and went at Ramona over a long period of 

time, In the interval she had been in Camarillo, She seemed 

to me to be as disturbed as ever. We had no letter of release 

from Camarillo, and we wondered whether she was a runaway 

from the institution, She showed the secretary scratches 

all over her arm and said, "This is where I broke the winclow." 

I :asked the CWA office to telephone to Camarillo; they sent 

us a reply posthaste. The letter shows how far removed from 

reality places like Camarillo sometimes are, "The above-

named patient was admitted to this hospital from Los Angeles 

County as mentally ill on June 5th, 1958. Patient had a 

history of nervousness, crying spells, and oversensitiveness 

since November, 1957. She went to the police for protection 

after being severely pun:lshed by her brother with whom she 

lived. In Juvenile Hall patient became very disturbed, laughed 

uncontrollably and admitted hearing voices, The admission 

physical exam was essentially negative, blood pressure and so 

on withi11 normal range, EEG shows cortical abnormalities 

suggestive of epilepsy, Patient was diagnosed as transient, 

si.tuatio:nal personality disturbance, Adjustment reaction in 

adolescence and. conduct disturb9.nce." Now for the finale. 

"In the hospital the patient m.2.de a poor adjustment on the 

ward and demonstrated much acting-out, She attempted 
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suicide twice by tying string around her neck. It was the 

opinion of the staff that the patient was not psychotic but 

a personality behavior problem, She was discharged on July 

25, 1958, recovered, Yours very truly," 

Having read this, I decided that even if Antoinette was 

not psychotic, and even if she suffered only from "transient 

situational personality disturbance, adjustment reaction of 

adolescence conduct disturbance," this was something that we 

could not very well handle, So I obtained an extension of 

her medical exemption. 

I was curious to know what had happened in Juvenile 

Hall that caused her to be sent to the General Hospital, 

I do not knmlT. The General Hospital gave quite a different 

diagnosis. They wrote flatly, "Schizophren:la, chronic undif

ferentiated type." In October, 1958, Antoinette was exempted 

from school attendance, In January of 19 59 Mrs, Valle and 

Tony tried to put pressure on a male Child Welfare worker, 

who had come to the house about one of the boys, to influence 
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me to take the girl back, I refused, A year later, January 21, 

1960, Tony called and asl{ed me to let her return to school. 

Things like this are heartbreaking, In April of 1960 I 

had a call from a young, sweet little social worker from 

Catholic Youth Organization. She told me that Tony had just 

joined one of her clubs. The worker felt that Tony was a 

very bright, nice girl, and she wanted to lmow why we were 

not allm·ling her to come to school. Fortunately r I had met 
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this social worker at a meeting a few days before, so I knew 

that she was young and inexperienced. Gently I asked her 

what she knew about Antoinette. When I told her a little 

about the girl, the poor social worker was appalled and 

frightened. She was certainly not prepared to deal with 

schizophrenics~ Again in September, 1960, Antoinette called 

to say that she had been lool{ing for work. She could not 

find a job. Could she come to school? We suggested that she 

try Metropolitan or some regular school. She ·was too old 

to go to Ramona by then. 

This story is not nearly as spectacular as Mabel's, 

but it is as significant. I have wondered about the girls 

whose life stories which are unfinished when the schools J.o:e con

tact with theme What happens to people like Antoinette once 

they get lost in society? Is she going to have twelve chil

dren the way her mother did? And is she someday going to 

let her desire to kill somebody take over so that she conunits 

a murder? I have not read about her in the newspg.pers. If 

she really had Wh9.t Camarillo called a "transient situational 

personality disorder," she might get over it and become a 

. fairly competent adult. Even if her only problem had been 

20/70 CJ.nd 20/200 vision she would have a real handicap. But 

with all the rest~-I wonder. 

I must acld one thing that I heard about Mabel that 

gives an idea of how· she will end. I thinl;: that she probably 

will not live very long. She is apt to go to plecos physically. 



The girls report that at Ventura Mabel had become "gay," 

a lesbian. 
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I want to say a little about the role of dancing and 

playing records on the Ramona program. You remember that one 

of the things that was very important to the girls was the 

appearance of their legs. It puzzled us. Another matter 

that we did not really understand was the girls' attitude 

toward dancing. :Most school people know that most of the 

fights and other undesirable forms of behavior take place 

during times when there is nothing organized to do. I was 

torn between knowing this and feeling that we had to have 

something planned for every minute, and on the other hand, 

believing that youngsters have to learn how to stay out of 

trouble even ·when nothing has been planned for them to do. 

In most regular schools there is usually a compromise arrs.nge·~ 

ment. At lunch time those youngsters who want to sit on 

benches and talk after they have finished lunch are free to 

do so. But there are also organized games. Some schools 

even regularly have lunch time movies or other attractions 

in the auditorium. In closed institutions dealing with 

severely disturbed children these waiting periods apparently 

worry the staff more than do any other tj.mes of the day. 

Even the unstructured walk from a classroom to a dining 

room can precipitate trouble, These ideas, plus observation 

of the fact that the girls had a tendericy to get acquainted 

with any man who walked by the campus at lunch time (we ate 
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outdoors except in bad weather) led us to start a program of 

letting the girls dance for a few minutes after lunch if the 

yard was clean. We had certain rules. No paper cups around; 

no obscene dancing. This device developed in a way for which 

I was unprepared. The privilege of dancing seemed to be one 

of the most valued things in the school. One of the worst 

threats I could make to the school at large was "No dancing 

tomorrow," There were no boys with whom to dance. The girls 

seemed to be perfectly content to dance by themselves, The 

social workers who ran clubs of various ldnds, CYO people 

and others, told me ths.t even at parties among Mexican 

youngsters it was very common for the boys to sit and watch 

while the girls danced with one another. We worried about 

this for a while at first, but it was not nearly as strange 

as we thought it was, But the astounding thing was how seriously 

the girls took the daily dance, and how rigidly ritualistic 

the whole performance was, There was a set, tense look on 

their faces when they danced, This is not limited to the 

Mexican youngsters, It is apparently an adolescent trait, 

App.'3.rently one must not indicate that he is enjoying himself. 

At least it is not indicated by any facial expression, 

Another interesting aspect of the noon dance was that 

various groups (Negro, Mex'.Lcan, "Anglo") had widely d.j_ffering 

ideas as to what was the thing to listen to or to dance to 

at any g:lven time, The groups had the:i.r own ltsts of "Hit 

Parade" tunes. We had some real f:i.ghts over the questlon 
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of who was to decide what records were to be played. We 

had to resort to having the phonograph inside the building, 

which was more awkward, so that we would not have fights 

when a girl snatched a record off and tried to put on her 

own record. The ownership of records involved more status 

than anything else I know of except boyfriends. One of the 

commonest thefts was that of records. We tried very hard to 

create a reasonable arrangement. We had a cupboard that was 

kept locked: only one teacher and. I had keys to it. We told 

the girls that if they brought their own recorcls they should 

have them locked up. 

When a new girl enrolled, one of the first things that 

the veterans watched was to see her dancing. It was almost 

like a group of theatrical crit:lcs watching a performance. 

Usually the new girl would dance with one other girl; nobody 

else would dance; they would very carefully watch and then 

comment. 

Anythi:ri_g about records I learned the hard way. I was 

naive on this. I did not at first realize that there is 

quite a thriving business in obscene records. One day a.t 

lunch time a teacher eased over to me and said, "Pretend not 

to listen; but listen to the words of that song!" My hair 

rose on end. I felt that it would be disastrous to try to 

stop the song in the roj_ddle, so we 1.et it finish. These 

recora.s have no publisher~ s label on themo The girls all 

seemecl to know where you buy them. (This is probably no 
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longer true,) We had a great deal of discussion on the faculty 

about this, Some teachers argued that we should drop the 

dancing, Rose Timmons came up with the excellent idea that 

dance music doesn't require words, So we me,de a rule that 

onl:y~ instrumental records could be played, 

The problem of what constitutes acceptable dancing was 

a :-difficult one, too. Should any current fashionable dance 

be p~rmitted, no matter how suggestive? Incidentally, I 

was always curious to know where the girls learned the 

obscene dances that they occasionally performed. But this 

was a big problem, When did a dance cease to be a social 

exercise and become an imitative fertility rite? I was 

never sure,. and I could never find out from the girls, how 

many of them were aware of what constituted obscene dancing, 

Big _blue or brown eyes would look at me and say, "But Mees, 

what's the matter with that? Don't you ever dance that way?" 

Some of the gj_rls obviously knew perfectly well what they 

were doing; obscene dancing would start much more readily 

when we had an outside audience than ·when only schoolmates 

were present o The occupants of a big, ramshac1cle, three

story rooming house with windows overloolcing the school 

grounds often prov1ded an audj_ence of appreciative young 

males. As I have said, the question of where the girls spent 

evenings naturally arose. 

Another aspect of danclng--.a great many people commented 

on this--was the marvelous sense of rhythm and. the wonderful 
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ability to dance which many Negro girls exhibited, They were 

beautiful to watch, We had some very good Mexican dancers, 

too, but I think the Negro girls surpassed them, with occa

sional exceptions, The same girls were usually perfectly 

willing to learn innocuous little round and square dances 

in gym classes; they performed in assemblies with all the 

enthusiasm of third graders! 

Dixon: As long as it was movement, 

Serrurier: As long as it was movement, yes. I often wondered 

h6w aware they were of their gifts, 

The girls were very insistent that we have a room in 

which to dance on rainy days, Sometimes this was physically 

difficult to provide. 11 0 sum up--one of the greatest of 

Ramona privileges was the right to dance at noon. 

Dixon: What kind of reprisals did they have if a particular 

girl caused the whole school to be deprived. of dancing? 

Serrurier: Very seldom did we do that. That raises an inter

esting general question on which I might elaborate a bit. As 

a:general thing I do not believe in punishing a whole group 

for the actions of a few, because rarely is a ·whole group 

actually guiltyo I only did this when I kne-w that the 

group was concealing somebody to protect her from authority. 

I do not know the answer to your question about reprisal. 

Usually the thing worked itself out in some way. 

For example, a few times somebody did something to spoil 

the food. Once [1. g1rl put pepper in the jello, I remember. 
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If the culprit could not be identified, I would decree no 

dessert for a day or so. The girls would then let me know 

the villain's name, or would make the culprit herself come 

to the office. But I cannot recall any situation in which 

I actually punished the whole student body. I did it once 

unintentionally when I called the police after a psychotic 

girl started to undress in the yard and we could not malrn 

her stop. The kids got terribly excited. This was what was 

called our "riot, 11 It was not, However, an officer with no 

judgment came in and shouted, "Stop this insurrection!" 

The "insurrection" consisted of the girls all being out in 

the halls waiting to see what was going to happen to the undressed 

youngster. That was an entirely unintentional sort of punish

ment of the whole school. I have, however, two or three 

times said, "No dancing tomorrow;" this usually happened when 

the· rule that the yard had to be clean was disobeyed.. Usually 

three or four g:Lrls who loved dancing would clean up. It 

would not be just .2E_£ girl who picked up papers, because this 

was in a certain sense being "chicken" and siding with autho

rity. But when a group worked together it was acceptable. 

In such a case the counselor or I would find. a note on our 

desks placed there surreptitiously, readinG, "Come and look; 

the yard is clean," or something like that. So they managed. 

I think that it is v-ery bad for people to feel that they 

are being punished for somethlng for which they have no rcspon

sibili ty. I did make general statements at times, how·ever. 
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Orice somebody threw a f irecracker into t he main hal l . I 

t hought i t was probably done by a boy from the outside , but 

I :w8.s not sure , so I told the Student Council that we could 

not have parties i f any of our girls who were so irresponslble 

as t o do something that might harm people came . Also , when 

we had practice f i re drills I used to explah1 that these 

were serious because not knowing wha t to do in case of f i re 

might damage both people and buildi113s . 



TAPE NUMBER: XXIII, SIDE 1 * 

May 8, 196J 

Serrurieri I would like to present my wording of a three-

or four-hour interview about Tulmona and its philosophy that 

I had with Dr. Leopoldine Breiner. She is a school physician 

who was assigned to Ramo1ia.; we worked together for several 

years. She has a great deal of theoretical lcno1'1ledge, coupled 

with the ability to deal with people understandingly, sympa

thetically, yet scientifically. Despite her thick Viennese 

accent and European air (the girls usually mistrusted unusual · 

appearance or language), the girls did things for her that other 

doctors could. not pers.uade them to do. She could get a girl 

to take her blouse off and let the doctor listen to her heart, 

for example. 

Dixon: Could it be because she is European? 

Serrurier: I don't know. I have lcnown two other doctors 

with European backgrounds who had no success with P...amona 

girls. 

The important thing is her appraisal of the Ramona 

program. Dr, Breiner said that looking at Ramona from her 
•' 

point of view (that is, from the point of view of a person 

who had only one day a month at the school), her greatest 

regret was the lack of opportunity to penetrate into problems 

deeply. She said that the only thing that was possible 

under the circumstances under which she worked was to use 

*Only one side of Tape XXIII was utilized for recording. 
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her:medical:background to see the problems and to read into 

her : brief _·contacts the things which she knew are there, 

Also she reg~etted very much that she had no chance to check 

with: teachers to see if her opinions were right or wrong, 

As - I:thought about this afterwards, I felt that this might 

have been my fault in pa.rt. I always invited the doctor 

to:faculty meetings, but we met before she reached school, 

During_lunch and nutrition time she talked with teachers, 

but usually that was all, except for casual contacts. She 

al§o.felt that she would have liked to have mo~e time to 

talk to .the teachers about their ideas. I think that this 

could ·only have been done by assigning more time to Ramona 

or·by : shortening the time spent in seeing girls. 

She said there were two things which impressed her very 

much·, , Orie. · (she repeated this over and over) was the enormous 

variety;of ·problems that we dealt with. She said that when 

she first came to Ramona she thought that perhaps she was 

seeil-ig an unusual year, but as she went along she realized 

that. there .were always very numerous ancl varied problems. 

The second ·thing was that somehow the faculty managed to 

function despite the fact that none of us were profess:lonally 

tralned ·and despite the enormous variety of problems. Of 

course, r·was very proud of this, I said to Dr. Breiner 

that one place in which we did not function very ·well, partly 

because we did not try very hard, was in academic achievement. 

Her reply was that she meant that we functioned emotlonally 
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and -Pf?-YChiatrically, 

Dr, Breiner grouped the girls in a different way from 

that-which I used when I was asked what kinds of cases I 

had~, My answer was that we had a large number of essentially 

normal-children who had social and personal problems but 

were -not emotionally ill. We also had pre-psychotic, 

neurotic, and psychotic girls, Dr. Breiner made three classes 

too, but she labelled them: A. The mildly disturbed; B. The 

more deeply disturbed, but functioning; and c. The pre-psychotics 

and -psychotics. In other words, she felt that there was 

nobody at Ramona who was not disturbed. 

Iri our conversation, Dr. Breiner mentioned three parti

cular· cases. One was "Tiny," about whom I want to talk. 

The -doctor believed that the main problem with all teenagers, 

not ' jlist with those at Ramona, was their inability to find 

an: image with which they can identify, This idea is not 

new, .but I was glad to have it presented by someone whom 

I~respect as much as I do Dr. Breiner. The girls at Ramona, 

said ·she, had this problem particularly seriously because of 

broken homes and because of the cultural clash. She deflned 

"cultural clash" in an interesting way. She blamed it on 

what she described as the fact that parents of Ramona girls 

did not accept the civilization of the United States, When 

r:commented that not all the girls at Ramona came from homes 

which were not basically American, she said that even our 

"shanty Irish"--to use the usual pejoratives--·and "our poor 
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white trash" and our rural whites and our rural Negroes all 

had ·backgrounds which had not taken part in American civilization. 

Dixon: I think it is true, 

Serrurier: Then she said the school offered very important 

help to the children, She had seen teachers in six different 

schools, and the teachers at Ramona, the doctor said, were 

better dressed and more attractive than the teachers in most 

other schools. This was very good for the girls. I had not 

thought of this before, Perhaps it is true; I do not know. 

Slie also said_ that we had no "ancient" teachers, as she put 

it. This did not mean "old," but "ancient" in outlook and 

behavior. The girls would have given "ancient" teachers a 

rough time, the doctor added, The teachers were of two types. 

Slie lrnndered whether I had deliberately selected them for this; 

of 'course, I had not. She said one · type was identifiable by 

the girls as a mother figure and the other type represented 

the middle-class world to them, with some of the glamor they 

thought that world had, One of the things that the doctor 

wondered about was the same thing that impressed Dr. Wmtherly, 

the psychiatrist who was a consultant to us for a while. 

That was the way the teachers could function under the 

pressure of the emotional beatings, and the frustrations and 

the violations of everything that they had been taught was 

the function of a teacher, How they could continue function

ing? Her explanation was very interesting. She said that 

the faculty felt themselves to be representatives of American 
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civilization and this gave them a sense of pride and status 

which enabled them to surmount the difficulties she described, 

When I asked, just to make sure, whether she meant that 

teachers were deliberately aware of this, she said, as I 

had expected her to say, that they were not deliberately 

aware of it. She believed that the girls were aware (and 

I am sure of this, too) of their own non-participation in 

what she constantly called "American civili.zation" and which 

I would call "middle-class civilization," I asked her 

about this; her term was better than mine from her point 

of view, 

In our discussion, Dr, Breiner reminded me of the astound

ing responses of the girls when we had an assembly--an 

experiment--to which I had asked teachers who had movies or 

other pictures of their home lives to bring them, One teacher 

had one youngster a couple of years old and a tiny baby, She 

showed pictures with her mother and grandmother--four genera

tions t Another teacher brought movies of herself and her 

husband playing with a dog, I had some movies of a Thanks

giving dinner at our house with quite a few members of the 

family, Ordinary pictures; the kinds of things that people 

take at home. The girls were astounded by them. We talked 

about what it was that impressed them so much. We declded 

that it was merely the fact that they discovered that we were 

ordlnary human beings who did the same things that other 

people did; we had grandmothers who petted the babies and 
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fathers who tossed the children up and down, But Dr. Breiner 

felt that the reason for the girls' amazement was deeper 

than that. We were giving the girls a glimpse into the inside 

of "United States civilization," "American civilization." 

She used the word · "incorporate." The girls "incorporated" 

these glimpses. I asked her to elabora~e. She explained 

that this was a psychiatric term and she was using it tech

nically, psychiatrically. It means the process by which 

a person not merely takes in impressions and ideas but 

incorporates them into the entire structure of his person

ality and attitude, 

The doctor noticed and commented on the fact that with 

the passage of time our girls improved greatly in appearance, 

cleanliness, and attitude. That statement naturally delighted 

my soul. This improvement was especially striking to one 

who did not see the school every day. Once, due to an error 

i~ assignment, Dr. Breiner came to the school in its very 

early days. So she felt she could make comparisons. She com

pared the physical shabbiness of the plant at New Jersey 

and Echandia Streets with the much more attractive physical 

setting that we offered in the Alma Street plant. That 

pleased me, because I fought hard for these improvements. 

She made the obvious point that Ramona girls had a great 

deal of ugliness in their outside lives and should not have 

more ugliness in school. She also niticed a thing that the 

teachers were very proud of, namely, that Ramona consistently 
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has been cleaner than are many "better" schools. When build

ings were painted, it was three or four years before the 

first initials or gang insignia were written on the walls, 

despite the tendency of the girls to write everywhere they 

could. One reason for that, I think, was pride in the school, 

but another was a very simple device that we used. A teacher 

suggested it. Every teacher was asked to provide some place 

in her room--a section of blackboard or of bulletin board-

on which girls could write or post anything they wanted to 

except obscenity. This became a sort of wall newspaper. 

Sometimes a girl w·ould write her name and her boyfriend's 

name on the board. The next day she would write her name and 

that of some other boyfriend; this was a sort of announcement 

on her part. There were pictures and jokes and all sorts 

of things. Having a place like this where it was legitimate 

to write cut down the temptation to write on walls. 

Further, Dr. Breiner was impressed by the fact that 

the entire staff seemed to be interested in what we were doing. 

She said that she had never seen a school in which this was 

true before. She was careful to include the non-certificated 

staff in this observation--the clerks, custoa_ians, and of 

course Bennie, our cook, The doctor said that the girls 

felt that they did not want to hurt the school. 

Still another thing impressed Dr. Breiner. This was my idea 

for which Rose Timmons provided the mechanism. This was our 

effort to make the girls feel that they need not accept 
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charity, and that they could and should pay, in one way or 

another, for things they received. I thought about this 

when_we opened the "Cinderella Shop" and began serving break

fast 1 . Somehow, on one hand we had to provide the girls with 

food ~nd clothing, and on the other hand we must foster 

self~respect rather than pauperism. I had met some adults 

whb. :had the notion that the world owed them a living. 

I~did not like them. So we worked out a rather elaborate 

p~ogr.am which required girls to help in the cafeteria if they 

recej.ved PTA lunches. This did not have any effect on the 

f1nances of the school, but it had great psychological value. 

Clothing we sold for five or ten cents.a garment. 

said ·that this was a highly therapeutic program. 

Dr. Breiner 

This state-

ment_ pleased me, because I had never discussed with her my 

reasons for having the "self-help" program. 

For many disturbed children, in the doctor's opinion, 

our school was the only place where they could communicate. 

Sne :felt that we saved many girls from complete breakdown 

by:letting them talk, This too was something I had not dis

cussed w,i th her before this interview. The teachers were 

encouraged as a matter of policy to let girls talk, even 

though formal teaching often had to be neglected. The Monday 

morning "gabfest," the doctor felt, v-ras very therapeutic, 

Next Dr. Breiner talked about "Tiny" as an example of 

establishing communication, She told me that the first time 

she (Dr. Breiner) saw "Tiny" the girl had recoiled, both 
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physically and emotionally. Tiny would not stay in the same 

room with the doctor, let alone permit herself to be examined. 

Then came a long and involved process of establishing contact. 

At·. ·.one stage Tiny had some medication which, by court order, 

was kept at school. The clerk in the attendance office 

g~ve it to Tiny. (Normally, school people are not allowed 

td: dispense drugs.) It was a sedative which was not very 

safe for Tiny to have in her possession. During this time 

TLny recognized that the school was trying to help her. She 

became able to permit herself to be examined. She even 

brought herself to the point (which I did not know until 

Dr.- Breiner told me in this interviev~ that she told the doctor 

that she wanted to see a psychiatrist. All this the doctor 

cited as an example of improved communication. 

Then she talked about another girl, Sally Granados, who 

t~ied suicide. She came to school once utterly, completely 

de'pressed physically and emotionally. I have never forgotten 

this. Sally sat between Dr. Breiner and me and visibly 

dr·ooped; her body relaxed (or collapsed) until her head was 

doi<rn between her knees; if we had not supported her she would 

have fallen off her chair. In this case a psychiatrist had 

refused to continue outpatient clinic treatment because the 

gj;:rl had tremendous guilt feellngs. She had cut her wrlsts 

and had torn off the bandages and so on. But in school--and 

this was the point that Dr. Breiner was making again---she 

was willing to go into the doctor's office; all she said was, 
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"I'J:rl=hungry. 11 Dr. Breiner sent for lunch and did something 

which she normally did not permit; she let Sally eat lunch 

in ~her.:office. She hardly ate anything, the doctor said, 

but ':the symbol of giving and accepting food was important. 

Tnis ,was another example given by the doctor of the school's 

beitig ~the only place where there was help. Sally had not 

been_willing to eat at home. 

Still another example of what Dr. Breiner called the 

school's impact concerned the girls who returned to show us 

their:babies, She stated that every youngster who came to 

Ramona- was emotionally immature, Even the ones whom we thought 

of ~as :qu~te normal and mature Dr, Breiner felt shared a dread

fuT.~ emotional immaturity which she explained by deprivation 

which~they experienced at home, The girls were, in the doc

tdr~s· .:.opinion, all emotionally rather than intellectually 

retarde-d, She was very anxious that I make that point, a.nd 

the ::related one that the school gave these girls a chance 

to ::.g:r:ow emotionally. And she added, they did grow, She 

wanted ~to be sure that I included this, 

I~new that our girls had insight into one another's 

needs-, _sometimes more than we had, Dr, Breiner talked about 

this 1 , She also spoke of the fact that the teachers learned 

to :accept all kinds of behavior and attitudes, and this 

g~ve girls a chance for emotional growth, The girls under

stood and helped each other, Nobody, said the doctor, can 

teach at Ramona without getting satisfactions that are other 
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ttiarr-~ademic ·:: one:a.=.. Tfils.'..,: pf course, is true. I asked Dr, 

Breaher:::ahout--:a s-.thr:rtg-_~ha-i:c.-used to worry me, Teachers need 

fu, be~ aware := that ::they :mus.t-not inject their own problems 

futo= the-ii':'. p\1ptls !- !p:r;oblems; I used to emphasize the danger 

of::~ this:9, Of ::" course ,:- ,that ·is a possibility and a danger in 

any: · s;ehool~ :but-it :was .:~rticularly so in Ramona, I know 

that"_ there : are .:: no ~teachers who do not have problems, But 

howcan·. one · know if :they- are going to project their problems 

ihto::: their_ classrooms? ~ I asked her what she thought the 

school: needed :" that ·_it ·.did .hot have. One thing that she felt 

was~ needed:._Lhad :·though_t ·.·of·; one had not occurred to me. The 

f:irst·. was •_ male -:- teachers.. , I did apply for them, and I was 

t'urned 0 downo , Dr;· .. Breiner Selt that the fear of a man's 

~t-t-ihg~ into: trouble_ ::was .unfounded. Her other suggestion 

Ehad~' not': thougl}tc_ of _-in : the terms she used, She talked of 

an·.· 11 unscheduled :· da:y~ ",' She felt that trying to retain the 

f:brrnat ' of ::" a ::: reg~lar : school -day with bells ringing and people 

gpihg_ from one -: class cto_ another was disturbing to the girls. 

She·:- wanted ~· to. know whether I had ever ·thought of having the 

e-l:ementary: school :typ~ of: day, with one teacher having a 

young~ter. most ·_ of ·the :day. I said that there were two argu

ments•: ag?-i:hst ·_ l t • , First,- I doubted that many teachers could 

s·tand~ it. . There is ~always the problem of personality clashes, 

even with: normal -kids· • . At Ramona most girls could relate 

to~ s.ome but not · a11 :the teachers. Second was a point that 

I may have mentioned before, We tried, through the master 
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p~m and in other ways, to have at least an outward sem

blance· of a regular secondary school so that a girl did not 

feel<that she was absolutely removed from a normal school 

setting. This was especially important to the ones who 

wer.e -"going back to regular schools. 

Dr. :Sreiner pointed out things which all of us know: 

Hamor.a is very small and every school has roomfuls of 11 Ba.mona 

st.udehts." She was worried about the enormous waste of abil

ity. :in the Los Angeles schools in general; she was sure that 

even- :with the added emphasis on academic achievement which 

"Sp~tnik" caused, the schools do not challenge our children 

sufficiently. I thin_k that this is still true. "Every child 

gqes: ·to school? Imagine how wonderful that is; every child 

go_es:-,to school," she said. She was somewhat apologetic for 

beliig ~critical of the fact that we did not give each child 

the_.::very best of everything that he needed, But, she repeated, 

eV-ery _child goes to school. She said some very interesting 

g~neral things about teaching. These comments fascinated 

me,~ pecause they come from an intellectual European and a 

non~teacher. She said that American teachers, especially 

men, come from a rather low cultural level; I think compared 

to :Etiropean teachers that is true, 

DiXon: They don't have a tradition ••• 

Serrurier: Then she talked about what seemed to her to be 

the intolerable frustrations of trying to teach both high 

and low ability children in the same class, She felt that 
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many teachers have insufficient preparation for what they 

are teaching; heaven knows, that is sadly true. I asked her 

whether the scheme that has been suggested of having a 

psychiatrist present as a non-participating member of oral 

interviews for teachers would help in screening out seriously 

disturbed people. She felt that that was naive and impos

sible. She said that a disturbed person who had enough 

control to get through college or university also had enough 

control to get through an oral interview without giving any

t}'l.ing away. Psychiatrists are not magicians. 

I do not remember the exact context of this one sentence 

of Dr, Breiner's that I put down, "Teacher individuality 

is ignored," but I think I know the matter to which she 

referred, It is true that some administrators feel worried 

or threatened by teachers who have unusual methods of teaching 

or unusual interests or who teach something that the principal 

knows nothing about. Then she mentioned, very apologetically, 

the lack of culture among administrators which she considered 

to be even greater than that among teachers. I had to agree 

with her. There still exists the notion that the physical 

education department is the royal road to administration. 

Fortunately, however, this is not so wldely believed as it 

once was, The doctor wound up by saying a very interesting 

thing: Good teaching, she felt, is a great act of self

sacrifice on the part of the teacher, I asked her what she 

meant. She replied that for one thing a really competent 
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teacher must spend all his waking hours outside of school 

grading papers, preparing lessons, and reading in the field 

in which he is teaching, She did not see how a teacher could 

both have a normal home and personal life and be a first

class teacher, Of course, there are people who manage both, 

In fact, I think that one could make a rather convincing 

argument for the idea that it is impossible for a teacher to 

be a good teacher without having a fairly normal life outside 

his work. It works both ways. But Dr, Breiner had a real 

point there, 

I was delighted by some of the things that she said, 

The trouble was that we kept getting off on all sorts of sub

jects unrelated to Ramona High School, because she is such 

an interesting person, 

This next story is an isolated one; but it shows how a 

sense of humor helps a teacher to survive, I received a note 

from Mrs, Townsley, a remarkable teacher who always (even 

when she was writing a note in the dark while a movie was 

going on) wrote beautiful, precise, absolutely correct 

English. Here it is: "Mrs. Serrurier, I thought you might 

be amused at one way we teach science, Cruz Perez is in our 

sixth period class, As I bent over to 'help' her find the 

answer to a question, Cruz said, 'What are those brown spots 

on your arms, Mees?' 'Oh, I used to think they were freckles 

but I don't l{now; I don't know just what they are,' 'I 

thought maybe you dyed your hair and some of the brown stuff 
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I. 'Mees, your skirt is dirty,• brushing down the front of 

it. 'Mees, what are those bumps on your legs?' 'Well, I 

guess they're my garters,' 

Dr, Breiner mentioned Tiny and I had her down as one of 

the people I wanted to present anyhow, Her story is like a 

tragedy; one could foresee from the beginning almost exactly 

how it was going to turn out and yet one could not do anything 

to help, And one knew that nothing could be done, Tiny 

was less than four feet tall. She was born in 1944, Let 

me read the material from the school that sent her, In 1956 

the elementary school report contained the following notes, 

I ce.nnot se:para te them into different teachers' comments, 

11 No home supervision; stays out till ten at night," (This 

was when she was twelve years old,) "Goes out with other boys 

and girls, does not live with her mother, Really she is a 

character, Elementary school record leaves something to be 

desired, Left alone too much," One teacher wrote, simply, 

"A mess," (If I were an elementary principal I would threaten 

to report anybody who put something like this on permanent 

records,) "Old for her years, Cannot be depended on for 

anything, Very untruthful, poor work habits, At times is 

sweet and rather vivacious. Hard to understand the child, 

A nice dancer. Has :1.mproved some but not too much, I never 

met one like her before, I am interested in her case, Got 

in with the wrong group outside of school." Six months 
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later: "Frequently absent. Not here long enough for good 

observation; however, I am inclined to agree with the above 

remarks. Always sleepy." Tiny (I never think of her as 

Grace Acevez) was given the California Test of Mental Hatur

ity at this time; her index was 91. A bit later she seemed 

to have an index of 73, 

Tiny attended several junior high schools before she came 

to Ramona, Here is what was on the social history that came 

to us. (I think this is another example of what not to put 

on social histories. "Grace Acevez (you will see why later) 

is a very brazen girl. She will not listen to anyone. She 

would not work in class. She would go up to any girl, slap 

her, and walk off, She was in a gang who were stealing 

constantly in the gym. She is associated with gang activi

ties." (These two words in capital letters.) "She was sent 

to 'O' Junior High School for social adjustment but she got 

into a great deal of trouble there so her permit was revoked, 

We had conferences, talks, and so on with the girl and her 

home but to no avail. Grace has been having difficultues 

in school for several years. She attended Queen of the Angels 

for two years, Sacred Heart three years, Divine Savior six 

weeks, Loretta School three months, St, Francis Home three 

months, 'J' Elementary one month, 'L' and 'O' Junior Highs 

already this year. Grace has been raised by a maiden aunt, 

Miss Perez, who also raised Grace's mother, Helen Perez," 

(It was hard to learn who was related to whom in this family,) 
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"Her aunt has a concession on Olvera Street. She works 

from eleven in the morning until sometimes eleven and twelve 

in the evening. Helen, the mother, has always lived in the 

city but has had little contact with Grace. Recently the 

mother moved in with Grace and the aunt. Grace used to spend 

much of her time at the Plaza Community Center" (which is 

next dool;' to Olvera Street) "but is no longer interested 

in this. Before the mother moved in, Grace was unsupervised 

until the aunt returned from work. A BPA social worker is 

active on the case. Placement in a foster hone was attempted 

this year but Grace refused it. They are now trying to place 

her in Hathaway Home on a voluntary basis. They may have to 

request placement through the court if the girl is not able 

to accept help on a voluntary basis. Grace seems to be a 

very high-strung, nervous youngster. She bites her nails, 

smokes, seems to have nervous tics in her face and at times 

it seems almost impossible for her to sit still. She seems 

to feel very rejected and when upset verbalizes this to her 

aunt in an extremely angry, belligerent way. An effort was 

made by the BPA (Bureau of Public Assistance) to study her, 

and it was decided that this rejection is a very real thing 

and that Grace is fightin8 for affection and this is actually 

a very normal reaction. Hathaway Home has asked about the 

possibility of the girl having a psychological exam in school. 

The results of this would help them in their decision as to 

whether they feel their home would be of any help to her 
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or not." 

Now here are some more notes. They were very numerous 

and are not now entirely in chronological order, but that 

does not make much difference in this case. I think Grace's 

story is important because in her case we have very detailed 

accounts of how a psychotic youngster acts; there was good 

medical attention by Dr. Breiner; and I know the sad finale 

of the story. All this makes 1t worth doing in detail. The 

na.mes of the teachers who made the observations will be 

omitted, But the notes are from several different people. 

•Tiny was 1n one of her odd moods today during third 

period, Usually she seems to enjoy working on her regular 

lessons in class, Today, however, she announced that she 

didn't want to do any work. She demanded drawing paper, 

which I got for her, She wanted a red pencil and a blue 

pencil which I gave her. She worked quietly on her art for 

a while •. Then she began moving around the room, singing. 

It didn't seem to bother anybody, so we overlooked it, She 

asked for chalk and wrote on the vacant blackboard for a 

while. Then she sat down with a textbook, That's when 

trouble almost started. She had the red pencil 1n her hand. 

She started to write 1n the textbook, and when I reminded 

her that I had given her drawing paper, scratch paper, colored 

pencils, and then chalk for her to make drawings and that she 

ought to write on the board but I couldn't let her write on 

the textbook, she looked at me teas 1ngly for a. moment and 
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I think pretended to write. Then she moved to another spot 

and sat. red pencil and textbook in hand but not writing 

until the bell rang." (Incidentally. this ls good descrip

tion.) "I mention this because I believe it shows that maybe 

we can get through to Tiny sometimes even when she ls in her 

most unsettled humors if lre try to be firm. It hasn't worked 

too well before, but I think 1tdid this time. ¥.ia.ybe she 1s 

making progress." 

Here is another report from the Attendance Office, 

"Phoned to say she was coming back." (She had been out for 

an illness.) "Wild outburst over the phone when told to 

return Monday. Arrived at ten AM. Impatience began w1th1n 

ten minutes at not receiving attention. Violent opposition 

to phoning aunt, Even more violent to phoning mother, Said 

that her aunt had told her to come back. Leaving the coun

selor' a office, we gave her the silent treatment and she 

began easing herself into the routine, watching me out of 

the corner of her eye, She put her skirt on." (This was 

before we had dpne away with jeans.) "Put her lunch in her 

locker, gave up her Coke which she had brought for Mrs. 

Guidry to keep. Offered to help in the office, At nutrition 

time she took sandwiches and cocoa into the lavatory, Defied 

two teachers, refused to come out. but we finally got her 

to come ou~ onto the lunch area. Third period she sat 

quietly 1n the attend.a.nee office, She says her black eye 

·was given to her by her boyfriend when she called his mother 
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names." 

"Today 1n third period English-Social Studies class 

Tiny began singing, When I asked her to please stop she said 

she didn't have to because it was her room, not mine. She 

continued to sing and two or three of the other girls joined 

in. I told them, I didn't see how we were going to be able 

to read aloud or. do anything in the cl.ass if the singing 

went on so we wouldn't be able to have it in class. They 

continued. It seemed · to me that this wouldn't be a good 

i:attern to become established, especially so early in the 

semester, so I decided I'd better do something dramatic, if 

necessary. , I flpur1shed a big sheet of this pa.per, got out 

my pen, and began to write a note to Mrs, Serrur1er, The 

other girls . stopped singing and started to do their lessons." 

(It's awful to have so much influence!) "Tiny kept on a 

little longer and then I succeeded in.getting her interested 

in what we were ~o1ng. Everything was all right from that 

time on, The worst thing is that Tiny goes through this 

whole th11'.g freqµently and sometimes it lasts off and on 

during the ~nt1r~ per1od." "She d1d as she pleased in the 

office peri9ds five and six." (Whenever there 1s a notation 

that Tiny is .in the office, it means that she had been taken 

out of class because the teacher could not stand her.) 

"She entertained. Dolores Campos, left the office on personal 

bus 1ness, te.llrnd to boys out of the window, then ran into 

Mrs, Johnson's room to tell Dorothy Otis that the boys were 



waiting for her." 

Graceb health card, started 1n 1955, says1 "She com

plains or migratory arthralgia, occasional backaches, and 

pericard.1al pa.in suggest appropriate clinical studies. 
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States that she cannot read the visual chart at any distance 

and has occasional diplopia." (This proved later to be 

psychological and not physieal.) "And acne. She is all mixed 

up. Does not know who 1s who in her family. She had frequent 

menstrual cramps and was referred to the menstrual clinic 

put she did not want to go." 

Mrs. Timmon's notes are enlightening. Tiny enrolled 

when I was away on sabbatical leave, so for the first i:art 

of her stay, I did not know her. During that time she 

wanted very much to be transferred to a regular school. 

Mrs. Timmons wrote, concerning this1 "Has been requesting 

B8 status all day and I mean all day. The next de.y she came 

to school wearing a girdle. This seems so fantastic on such 

a small, uncivilized individualist that I wonder if it is 

not significant. Then qame to school on crutches on street 

car and bus. Claims that her boyfriend stepped on her toe 

and broke it. The nurse took her home. There was no broken 

toe, but she had an attack of jitters when her toenail was 

loosee She thought she was going to lose her whole toe. 

Returned to school at four PM panicky, looking for borrowed 

phonograph records o '' 

"She went to Betsy Ross (High School) one day. Said 
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she had been suspended from Ramona, which she had not been," 

"5-16-57, picked up Tuesday night shoplifting at 10130 

PM on Sunset Boulevard, Reported by Mrs, M. from Georgia 

Street Juvenile, The mother came to school w1th Tiny, Mother 

has all the fingers missing from her right hand, It was the 

first time I had met her. I never found out what happened, 

Works at Main Street Woolworth's, Mother is hunting an 

apartment suitable for Tiny and herself, Tiny put on a 

screaming tantrum in repeat of the action displayed at Georgia 

Street, Mrs, M,, the police officer, says Tiny turned her 

back on her after sticking out her tongue," (Even tough 

kids do not usually do this to police officers.) "Then she 

lighted a firecracker in the lavatory," 

After I was back in school, Mrs, Tremaine reported sus

picion of venereal disease, "We ma.de the mother take her to 

the health department and the following weekend the mother 

phoned to say that Tiny had been missing since Friday, Later 

picked up in a stolen car and released to her mother, The 

next day her mother phoned, Tiny came home last nighti 

her mother spanked her, so she left again. And she was 

truant the rest of the week," 

Tiny was already a ward of the court at the time that 

she came to Ramona, largely because of her peculiar family 

situation. I have an idea that Miss Perez uas actually 

T1nycs mother, although she claimed to be her aunt, Grace's 

mother is supposed to be Helen Veloz or Perez, I don•t know 
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which, and Tiny's surname is Acevez, a name that Tiny did not 

want to use. By chance, T1ny's probation officer wa.s a. 

tall, beautiful, glamorous blonde. When she talked to the 

little thing that was Tiny, the officer's mere size over

whelmed the girl, who had trouble simply looking up at the 

l~dy. I was glad when a. new officer was assigned. 

Tiny hsd been ref erred to Ramona by the central off ice 

of Child Welfare and Attendance because she had been in so 

many schools. Nobody wanted her. When I returned from 

sabbatical leave and Grace came in to get acquainted with me, 

the first thing she said was that while the name Acevez was 

on her card, that was not her name. Her name was Perez. 

Here are my records from this points "Came to school 

with bad black eye. We had real difficulty in keeping her 

out of classes." (Whenever a girl came with obvious physical 

signs of beating or fighting we usually sent her home. If 

that was impossible or undesirable, we kept her in the office, 

because we had foui1d by experience that it was not a very 

good thing to have in circulation a girl who was scratched 

up or black and blue" Everybody wanted to know what had 

happened.) 

Dixons It would disturb the classroom. 

Serrur1ers "We got some craft work for Tiny to do in the . 

office. A wild day, with Tiny refusing to leave, causing 

commotion everywhere although this alternated with periods 

of calm, working in the officeG" This was a Wednesday. 



We told her to stay home until Monday. However, the next 

day she came to school. We kept her out of classes again. 

wAccepted this well and worked in the Attendance Office. 
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Again she took food to the lavatory, but she was very friendly 

to me. She did scream violently over the phone, though, 

when she got home and we called her and reminded her that 

she was not to come to school the next day. She really 

yelled." Then we programmed Grace to the Attendance Office 

for the afternoons. Like many disturbed youngsters, she 

was much worse 1n the afternoon than in the morning. But 

the pressure of having Tiny around dally became too great 

for the people in the office. Our long-suffering attendance 

clerk usually had the worst girls on her hands--the ones who 

could not be sent home on a minimum day. "Thrives on atten

tion." This next ls interesting. "Cringed as if fearing 

blow when I touched her shoulder 1n praise." You remember 

that I touched girls deliberately and carefully. "Worked 

very hard typing unneeded lists for me. A real waif. Needs 

glasses: promised to wear them if I would buy glamorous 

frames for her." There was a very short period ·when we seemed 

to be establishing a real relationship; I had "glamorous" 

frames for my glasses1 Tiny thought that if she had some 

frames like mine it would be possible to wear them. Two 

days lnter: ~sent home after a defiant refusal to leave 

the lavatory with Gerry Leyva and Valerie Mentone." Valerie 

1s the astounding girl whom I have mentioned before who 



wanted to become a detective and who allegedly had a penis. 

"Wild screaming but not complete loss of control. I talked 

to Grace's aunt by phone and we arranged that we would send 

the girl home when she was in one of her wild moods. Aunt 

understands why it is impossible to allow this behavior 
,/ 
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1n school, but it is not clear to me whether or not she feels 

that these outbursts represent a problem." I had the feel

ing that the aunt could see why . this sort of thing was dis

ruptive in a school but she did not think that the behavior 

itself represented anything unusual or disturbing, The next 

day the probation officer phoned to say she had talked to 

Tiny and that Tiny just loved Ramona High School and every

thing about it." Tiny did not show up on Monday, but she 

came a few days later. "She seemed genuinely ill and responded 

well to a little petting by me. Then she voluntarily a.polo-

g1zed for her previous behavior. She was taken home by the 

nurse because she was sick." In the car she suddenly said 

to the nurse, "I'm not pregnant," Two days later she had 

stomach cramps again. "Tiny is making a catalog for me," 

(My boolcs were cataloged dozens of times by girls!) "Slowly 

good rapport seems to be growing. She keeps wanting a job, 

No chance at her age except babys1tt1ngf which she rejects. 

She went to the doctor who gave her shots for nerves, vita

mins, and menstrual pills." 

"Another l'lild cycle after which we had a long confer

ence with Child Welfare and decided to try for placement, 
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possibly in Camarillo. If we could not arrange that, we 

felt that it would be necessary to ask for exemption, although 

we kne1f that Grace would then be running loose." 

"A good day despite her claims of having a high fever. 

She wanted me to feel her head, then solemnly felt mine." 

That is both sad and funny. One day Grace had a real tantrum 

because a new child welfare worker reported a truancy to 

Grace's mother instead of to her aunt. "She completely 

~lew up in one teacher's room." tsome day I want to talk 

about the fact that most of the wild blow-ups that we had 

from girls were concentrated in certain teacher's rooms a 

it's very interesting to speculate on how much the person

ality or the behavior or the teacher had to do with precipi

tating a flare-up, and on how much other teachers had to 

do with preventing them.) "She threw chairs, she tore a book 

all · to pieces, she threatened the teacher. Then she dashed 

into the restroom and tried to pull another teacher bodily 

out. ,Completely wild. I do not think we can keep her." 

After this episode I called the probation officer who 

said she would have Tiny put into the Hall immediately and 

would ask for a psych1atr1c examination. So we dropped 

Tiny from our rolls. But a couple of days later the PO 

called and said that Grace denied all the behavior we descl'ibed 

~xcept the swearing. She said she was sorry about that, and 

wanted to r ·eturn to Ramona. My notes show that I emphasized 

to the PO that this was not a trial but an effort to get help. 

I 

'"' . ; 



This was not a question of whether Grace said exactly this 

word or that word, or whether she tore up one book or two. 

The teachers, in answer to my request for reactions, 
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said that many of the girls talked about Tiny•s "mental 

illness." The girls mentioned her trembling hands. And one 

girl said, "Her nose gets all stopped up and she can't breathe, 

and anybody who can't breathe goes off his head." Tiny 

suffered severely from asthma.a it was interesting that the 

girls looked upon that as a symptom of emotional illness. 

The PO told me that Miss Perez had asked that an electro

encephalogram of Grace be taken. This roused my curiosity, 

because.: Miss Perez was not an educated woman (although she 

was intelligent,), and I wondered what kind of experience 

she had had in the past that made her aware of such things 

as EEG's. 

There was a court hearing and Grace was held in the 

Hall for psychiatric study. The PO told me that Tiny•s 

mother was quite frank in explaining her hatred of the girl. 

The mother, I learned, had a crippled hand. 

Now here is an interesting teacher report on Tinya 

Miss Sangor, an excellent teacher and observers "Gerry 

Leyva told the girls that Tiny was in Juv1e. When they 

asked her why, Gerry said it was because she was so nervous. 

'Her hands shake and shecs always jumping around.' The girls 

sa~d, 'They don't put anybody in Juvie because she's nervous, 

you know better than that.• Gerry then said, 'Well, she 



gets excited and nervous and her nose stuffs up and she can't 

breathe and she goes around turning things upside down and 

the Chevales all say she's nervous.• And then, very quietly, 

Gerry said, 'You know, like she's crazy.• 

Grace was released after having a complete EEG and a 

medical examination. The medical findings were astounding, 

at least to me. The doctor reported there was nothing wrong 

with Grace that she would not outgrow, but he did give her 

medication for what he called her "great sensitivity." It 

was noted that she might need eye surgery. 

I let her return to school on one condition. Tiny was 

very jittery, The teachers immediately began giving me 

accounts of her discussions of sex perversion, She was very 

worried lest her aunt forget her approaching birthday. So 

we made a special hullaballoo about Grace's birthday. Her 

behavior in homemaking class was fascinatinga I hope I get 

to 1t, 

We agreed finally that we had better get a medical 

exemption and have it ready to use if Grace went back to her 

former behavior. Then she had another examination and the 

doctor discovered that she did not need glasses at all-

this after talking about possible eye surgery! He decided 

that she should not wear make-up because she was allergic 

to something in cosmetics, and this was what was causing her 

eye difficulty. This is something we never straightened out. 

Then came our Valentine's Day ps.rty. My notes a "Dancing 
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at party notably tense, very different from other girls." 

One fascinating thing happened before the party. Several 

girls got Tiny in a corner, surrounded her, and toned down 

her make-up and hairdo before the boys arrived. This was 

done ~for the reputation of the school." 

Under pressure from me, the PO said she would ask for 

sedation for Tiny. One of the pressures that I used was 

the threat of getting an exemption from school1 I had learned 

that proba~ion officers are very anxious to have all their 

cases in school. There seemed to be a feeling that Proba

tion Department supervisors regarded exemption from school 

as a mark or failure on the part of the probation officer. 

I do not like to use threats, but there are times when it 

.ls necessary. We of course needed to think not only about 

Tiny but about the welfare of the school. Another notes 

"Real progress in reacting to abuse by Emma. Felix, who at 

other times was her best friend. She said it was her fault 

and interceded for Emma. Remarkable control for Tiny." 

Grace moved, for a week, to the home of a woman we had 

never heard of before, a Mrs. Gomez, an aunt, Why, 11e did 

not know. 

~r. B~einer arranged med1catio~ and a couple days after 

she started taking it Grace came to school with a much neater 

hairdo than usual. She used to look horrible before this. 
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She said to me, "I don't wan~ to look like a pa.chuco any more," 

Her PO said (I put this in quotes in my notes), "I just don• t · · 
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understand this case. It's the most frustrating case I've 

ever had. The psychologists and psychiatrists say she's normal 

and you say she behaves like this," The officer just avoided 

calling me a liart ·c The psychiatric report, I thought, 

called Grace emotionally disturbed but not psychotic,) 

One day Tiny came to school feeling ill and asked to 

go home lest she blow up1 this was good. But in a few days, 

an old-type outburst. Chased Emma Felix around, threatened 

to choke the teacher. The next day she explained to the girls 

how she does things that she doesn't mean or want to do. 

One teacher reported that Grace said, "You have to like some

thing about yoursel.f, If you don't you're not normal." 

Probably some psychiatrist had said this to her. She added, 

"I like my eyelashes." The teacher said that Tiny said this 

several t1mes1 "I like my eyelashes." This seemed to give 

her · some comfort. 

WJ:len we had visitors to the school, she volunteered 

to show them around, She did a beautiful job, then went to 

the cafeteria, where she did not belong, and wanted some 

food a~ a reward. The next day we pa.id for her good behavior. 

She had a bad day. She did not have her sedative medicine 

that day. She put lighted matches in her mouth. She gave 

a demonstration of s ·exual movements• using a lipstick ao 

a penis o 

A month later she had another tantrum, rolling on the 

floor in the hall. 



We gave prizes of costume jewelry or cologne to the A9 

girls who had their complete graduation outfits at school 

before graduation. Grace had hers there but her dress was 

not pa.id for. Her aunt could afford to pay for it, so we 

withheld a prize until the money would come. Grace reacted 

by threatening to burn up everybody's graduation clothes. 

We were,afra.1d she would! Two days laters "Trying desper

ately to conform. Has even gone to her math class!" And, 

so help me, we graduated Tiny from junior high school! 

Because , she was so anxious to try it, t1e let her enter 

"Z" High School the following September, The vice principal 

reported astonishing adjustment despite the fact that she 

had been truant at least one day and had visited us. 
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That was in September of 1958. I heard nothing more about 

Grace until September, 1960, when the probation officer 

called me to report that she was three months pregnant, that 

the man was about thirty-five years old, he was in jail on 

narcoti~s, that Tiny was as disturbed as ever, yelling and 

shrieking. They couldn't let her go to Olvera Street. She 

had at times helped her aunt at the booth but she was too 

disturbed, insists that she will keep baby. She had been in 

a car with a drunken friend and there had been 1n an accident 

and the, girl had said to the police that she herself drank 

and took pills and Miss Perez had come and taken her home 

from the receiving hospital before getting any treatment. 

I wrote, "A major tragedy.'' 
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About six months later, Mrs. Thompson and I went to 

Olvera Street together and we talked to Miss Perez at her 

booth, Tiny was at home with her baby. We saw pictures of 

the baby, -The girl was still living with her aunt, bringing 

up her child, . 

Here are some more descriptions of Tiny's behavior, 

A good teacher reports1 "Tiny entered the room, seemed to 

make a bee line for my desk and then stepped back with a 

guilty look and clenched fist, I had not seen her take 

anything and I said nothing but she volunteered the informa

tion that she .saw the stick of gum given to me by Estella 

Pina and .took it. 

Mrs, Thompsons "Tiny came in at home room to phone the 

people she has been staying with to ask them to pa.ck her 

clothes and to ask Robert, the boy of the family, to piclt 

her up at school today and ta.lee her home because her boyfriend 

said he'd beat her to shreds if she didn't come home," 

Again Mrs. Thompsons "Tiny complained of pains, sharp 

ones that come and go over the left rib area and also of 

piin that goes 'boom boom' like a hammer over the left 

ovarian area, Thanked me for letting her use the phone, 

Tiny refused to give me her absence slip. She said she ate 

it for breakfast. Tiny started by telling me to get going 

and give her a box to work on but she toned down and was quite 

good after I told her firmly that she had come 1n late and 

would have to wait her turn. However, Gerry Leyva is in the 



same class sixth period and they had ribald battles all 

period, with Tiny gritting her teeth in frustration over the 

stories Gerry tells about her. They shouldn't be together." 

Another teachers "Tiny refused to make a folder or do 

any class · work. She said she wasn't going to do any work 

for me. She disturbed the class with some very spicy discus-

s1ons on sex. · She told of a friend who was a prostitute1 
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this friend has been trying to sell the idea to Tiny. It 

se~ms that this friend has been schooling Tiny. She described 

perverted sex acts. I didn't get a complete description 

because I'm supposed to be teaching math, but she explained 

a method called ''dogging it." It seems that the girl lies 

on her stoma.ch and the act is performed from the rear, She 

told of methods of exciting men, how a girl uses her mouth, 

etcetera, etcetera, etcetera," 

In Mrs. Thompson's offices "She returned to school 

unable to remember own birth date, I gave the date to her, 

which she copied on one card. She was unable to copy the 

date on the other cards, Could not remembe~ to do so. She 

loitered for half an hour over copying her program cards 

and then I had to do them for her." Here is one from a 

teacher with little sensitivity but a good sense of observa-

t1ona "Grace was a very nervous, restless, listless girl 

in my second period class this morning. I was explaining to 

the girls what our class would be like, but Grace d1dn°t 

care to know." (This was a homemaking class. ) "She left 
~ 
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the class and went into the kitchen. She turned on all the 

burners, looked in all the canisters, dumped the salt out 

on the counter, and started licking it, saying, "I just love 

salt," She opened the refrigerator and asked if everything 

in there was fake food, When she turned on the garbage dis

posal I decided that it was time for me to give her a private 

tour, As soon as she had looked into every drawer and handled 

everything in sight she wanted to leave the room to find a 

comb. Irma Yergas told her that she'd get into trouble if 

she did that, so she sat down for two whole seconds or so 

and then went back to the laundry area and snapped the washing 

machine controls up and down. I persuaded her to sit down 

again but not for long. She was up making odd dancing 

motions." (The teacher told me afterwards that dancing wasn't 

quit~ the word.} "And then back to the refrigerator. 'Gee, 

I'm hungry. I'm going to find something to eat,• Fortunately 

the ~ell for nutrition rang shortly after that," 

A typed note from Graces "Dear puppet, I hope you under

stand what I'm going to tell you, I am marry. (Last two 

words crossed out in red pencil.} I was marry before and I 

had a kid but he died and so did my husband. They die in a 

car, in a car accident." On the rest of the p.'a.ge are three 

almost 1lleg1ble words which look like "trent" or "went" or 

"hunt," 



TAPE NUMBER s XXIV, SIDE 1 

May 15, 1963 

Serruriers I think that this time I'm going to start with 

May Renton whom Dr, Breiner mentioned as being a very striking 

example of what she meant when she talked about the vast 

variety of problems that we bad, She also represents another 

facet.of Ramona, as does the next girl I want to do--one of 

the Perez girls, They illustrate the type of struggle which 

sometimes developed between the school and probation officers, 

~otn .9f these agencies of society honestly and legitimately 

did what they felt was best for a girl, But because school 

people worked in a very different framework than did the 

officers, and because they often held different philosophies, 

the result sometimes was that they pulled in opposite direc

tions, May Renton, the girl I want to talk about now, was 

one of the few on whom we had quite complete psychological 

studies, This was because she was a deeply disturbed youngster, 

I think May's case is worth presenting in detail as an .example 

of what that vague entity "the community" assumes that schools 

can and should handleo You will see what a difficult time 

we had in getting a medical exemption even after the extreme 

kind of behavior characterized by May, "'l'he community" feel

ing was that no matter how she behaved, May had a right to 

be 1n school, 

This first section is a report from Los Guilicos, which 
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is one of two California Youth Authority institutions for 

girls. At the time that May was 1n Los Gu111cos, it was for 

younger girls, and Ventura for older ones. Now, I believe, 

there 1s a geographical division. I quotes "This report 

serves as a psychiatric treatment summary for the month of 

August, 1960." (One month only, but it is quite enlighten

ing.) "Background. May was committed to the California 

Youth Authority after a long history of failing to adjust in 

numerous placements." (This bland social work terminology 

sometimes made me grit my teeth!) "She arrived at Los 

Guilicos via SRGG (Southern Reception Center for Girls) in 

May, 1959. May first came to officlal attention at the age 

of eight years for her truancy and stealing activities. Was 

placed in a convent on June 1, 1955. She remained in the 

convent for two years, followed by short periods in the Maude 

Booth Home. The mother's home, the home of a paternal aunt, 

interspersed by long stays 1n Juvenile Hall. All placements 

terminated because of May's incorrigibility. May's behavior 

always reflected a very damaged ability to fo1'Ill satisfying 

interpersonal relat1onships and has shown unusual activities 

such as attempting to sell stolen items around the neighbor

hood by telling sad tales of poverty and to do such d1sturb-

1ng things as putting dirty Kotex in another child•s lunch 

bag. May is one of six children born of the parents• marriage, 

which has termin9.ted. May's twtn died at five months from 

pneumonia and May was very sickly as a child," (I learned 
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later that the memory of that twin seemed to be p:l.rt of May's 

psychosis. She had the feeling that all the good pa.rt of her 

had died with the twin and that the bad part had remained 

with her.). "The father has a history of numerous arrests 

and has not supported the family for many years, Both mother 

and father have entered into long-term common-law relation

ships after their divorce. The mother has never been able 

to provide any emotional support for the children with the 

possible exception of the oldest boy who managed to stay in 

the home until very recently when we understand he was placed 

in a county facility." (Later I learned that that -Ooy has 

serious epileptic seizures.) "A few months ago the ten-year

old daughter was removed from the mother's home. Therefore, 

since two of the children have been in long-term placement 

with relatives, this means that currently none of the children 

are with t;tie mother." 

"The family contacts. One visit at Los Guilicos for the 

mother. Several visits from the mother while May was at 

Camarillo" (where she was sent after some episodes in Los 

Gu111cos that we will hear about.) "Sparse correspondence 

with letters both ways having an empty quality, 

Medicat1Qn was discontinued when May was transferred 

to Camarillo State Hospital on 4-29-60~ Then she returned 

to Los Gullicos 7-20-60. 

Progress reviews May 0 s entry into Los Guilicos was quite 

chaotic in that she had poor bowel control, was enuret1c, 

. i 
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vomited in her bed, experienced conflict with the other girls, 

and pa.rtici~ted in a brief runaway. Since then she has 

accomplished short periods of conformity and good adjustment 

which have always terminated in noisy impulsive behavior 

such as verbal and physical attacks on girls or staff. Self

mutilation." (That is a mild description of an attempt to 

commit suicide by stabbing her breast with a knitting needle.) 

"Self-mutilation or destroying property. Consequently, a 

great deal of her time has been spent in the adjustment 

unit. From time to time May has shown fits of enthusiasm 
" . 

in school and has planned to acquire an eighth grade cer

tificate at Los Guilicos. However, her impulsive behavior 

has prevented concerted school attendance or accomplishment, 

and she has received no grade credit in school. 

"May was referred to a psychiatric treatment upon her 

arrival at Los Guilicos, and the first five months of therapy 

consisted of weekly interviews with May screaming that she 

could not talk to a man about her problems. When she was 

offered the possibility of transfer to a woman, however, she 

turned it down and wanted to continue working with the male 

therapist. She finally began to relate warmly to the therapist 

and began examining her feelings about herself and her family. 

May's background is so devastating and her self-concept so 

worthless, that serious reflection produced severe depression 

which she defended against by impulsive acts and unstable, 

compltcated affect1onal ties with other girls. 

"' ··. 



"At one point a brief period of very hopeful feelings 

occurred during which both May and the therapist dared to 

think positively about the future. This collapsed in the 

usual manner followed by some realization on May's part of 

the nature of her defenses. 
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"There then occurred a period of vacillation between 

excitement and depression, including a rather bizarre incident 

of pounding a large needle into her breast near the heart. 

A referrai to the Department of Mental Hygiene was made 1n 

March, as,it was felt that May was very close to being psy

chotic. She was taken to Camarillo in April for a period of 

observation. Her behavior was erratic, including runaways 

and property damage. (She tore up books and broke glass.) 

~lay was found to be not psychotic and returned to Los Guil-

1cos in July, 1960. The diagnosis of personality pattern 

dis·turbance, inadequate personality was agreed upon." 

The observation that May "reacts with a maximum of 

anxiety to a minimum of stress" is a good statement, I think. 

"She handles her anxiety in an impulsive way by running away, 

by stealing, by a tendency toward self-destruction," This 

statement contained 1n the Camarillo report agreed with 

our observation. 

The report concludes1 ~The outlook for her social 

re-integration into the community seems doubtful." This is 

important to remember in light of the rest of May's story. 

"May was quite happy at Camarillo and tried to remain, 
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Upon her return to Los Gu111cps she has conformed to the 

program so far. May has been referred to Parole Planning 

with the feeling that she has probably received maximum 

benefit from the program. Even though her ab1llty to adjust 

seems extremely doubtful, possibly a period of time 1n the 

community will be useful in the over-all work with May." 

(It was certainly useful 1n the education of the Bs.mona High 

School starr.) "The mother offers the plan of moving to a 

new neighborhood and working toward the return of three of 

her children. S.he has discussed this with May and May offers 

this as her plan with some enthusiasm as she would be the 

only child in the home for a while. Because of her age she 

will have to attend a school, probably of a remedial nature. 

May knows that the plan is weak, but requests its investiga

tion before considering alternatives." There are four 

recommendations heres A request to the Ia.role Bureau for 

parole planning, for evaluating placement in the home of the 

mother, for full-time school remedial, and to see the Board 

of the Youth Authority in October for approval of release 

and plans. 

The following psychiatric evaluation is probably from 

Camarillo, bu.t that is. not specifically stated on the copy 

I have, so I am not absolutely sure. 

"May ls an attractive, physically mature thirteen-year

old girl of Mexj.can ancestry who was committed to California 

Youth Authority from Los Angeles County, arriving at Los 
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Guilicos in May, 1959·" (I obtained these reports by refusing 

to take May if I did not have some information about her.) 

I will skip material that appears above. 

"May was given psychiatric evaluation when she was ten 

years old an~ again 1n April, 1959. On both occasions she 

seemed most nearly to fit the diagnosis of personality 

pattern disturbance mixed, inadequate, and schizoid personal-. 
1ty. She was recommended for treatment on entry to Los 

Gu111cos and has been seen in fifty individual and twenty 

group sessions by Mr. H., a social worker. The reality of 

May's life is very depressing." (She began r-iakir.J.&; progress 

toward graduation from the eighth grade5) "But as achieve

ment of this goal approached, impulsive behavior taking the 

form of breaking w1nd.ows intervened." (The other report 

simp~y says "impulsive behavior." It is much more "mea.r1ing

ful" as social workers say, to say "break111g windows o ") 

"This pattern has been repeated twice since with the consequent 

reinforcement of ~ay•s negative self-concept. Her misbehavior 

results in prolonged periods of detention during which her 

behavior vacillates between a withdrawn, somnolent attitude 

and violent tantrum-like outbursts involving self-mutilation. 

May is still in touch with reality but worries about an 

inability to concentrate due to a flood of thoughts and 

anxiety over finding herself in the middle of a state of 

excitement without be1.ng consciously aware of how it started." 

(That is a very interesting sentence. I think it describes 
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a great many of the girls at Bamona.) "She has inflicted a 

number of superficial cuts on her wrists over the pg.st several 

years. But in the last few weeks her self-destructive activ

ities have become intensified." (That was when she pounded 

a large needle into her breast,) "The needle was surgically 

located and removed, after which May persisted in removing 

the stitches from the wound." (The probation office~ told 

me that May tore them out.) "~'.lay feels herself disintegrat

ing into a hopeless situation and is extremely anxious. 

Although her relationship with Mr. H. seems to be supportive, 

the facilities of this institution do not seem appropriate 

to handle May further without the danger of serious 1nnned1ate 

consequences of psychotic proportions. Therefore, it is 

strongly recommended that May be transferred to a mental 

hygiene factlity for evaluation and treatment." That was in 

March of 1960; the dates are important. 

The referral to me came soon after this report was 

prepared. I was not very happy about taking May; but there 

seemed nothing else to do. 

I was interested in seeing material from an elementary 

personnel form that May had filled outa To the question, 

"What would you like to do when you grow up?" May wrote, 

"Get married." "What would your parents like you to be?" 

"A good housewife." "When you have time to do as you please, 

what do you like best to do?" "Go out with my boyfriend." 

All quite norIIl.9.l responseso "If you had. three wishes, what 



would they be?" "First, to get married with my boyfriend; 

two, to have twins; three, to have a very healthy family." 
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At the time that the referral was made to Ramona, May's mother 

was beside herself at the notion of her daughter's coming 

home, because her thirteen-year-old boy had just run away 

from the Maude Booth Home where he said he was mistreated. 

He was in Juvenile Hall. The mother claimed that she had 

not been notified of his hearing date. At the hearing the 

boy had been offered placement in the Optimists' Home and had 

refused, so the mother was facing the prospect of having him 

at home. The eleven-year-old girl was at Hathat-ray House. 

The mother did not know what to do about medication which 

Los Guilicos said May had to have, because it was very 

expensive and the Bureau of Public Assistance l'TOUld not pay 

for 1t. May was wetting the bed every night and her mother 

did not know how she was going to get the laundry done. So 

this was not a particularly auspicious return home, nor was 

it a promising beginning for school, 

The- written record of May's life at Ramona does not 

begin to show the actual day-by-day, almost minute-by-minute 

pressures that her presence created. (Incidentally, May had 

extremely poor vision. I think that she could not read when 

she did not have her glasses on; most of the time she d1.d 

not know where her glasses were.) The notes that I kept 

represent only those situations that ·were sufficlently dra

matic either to have come to my attention personally or to 
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have caused a teacher to take time out to write them up. 

It is important to get the feeling that this sort of thing 

went on almost all the time. However, some of the time May 

was very sweet. This was one of the things that made it 

possible for the teachers to stand her. 

Here, then, are my notes a 4-26-61. Note from the clerk 

1n the attendance office. May stormed in demanding to see 

the nurse. When the nurse was unavailable she took paper 

from the counter and used the stamp machine over and over 

and over .on both sides. Refused to stop when told to do 

so. Mrs. Tremaine came and put her to bed. 

Two days later May locked herself in the closet in the 

attendance office. I opened the closet door with my master 

key. May he.d taken the clerk.'s keys from the latter's desk. 

I found May with one foot on the window sill1 she was trying 

to climb into the attic. She was very cheerful and friendly 

a.bout this. I said, "What do you l'rant to do in the atttc? 

There's nothing up there." She answered, "I want to be nearer 

heaven." 

Two days later a policewoman called our school nurse 

and saidt "You be careful about that whole family." The 

officer reported that the epileptic boy in the family had 

beaten up an officer who took the boy home for something 

was critical of the dirt and general confusion that he found 

1n the home, That afternoon our nurse made a home call. 

She found the boy very cheerful and friendly. (There was 



a long story which I omit, regarding some of the Renton's 

neighbors and what they did.) 
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Then we had a fantastic episodes I learned of it partly 

from May, p:i.rtly from the child welfare and attendance worker 

who investigated, and partly from the nurse. Apps.rently 

May's . epileptic brother met two girls on the street; he had 

never laid eyes on them before. These girls had run away 

from home the week before; they were from the Huntington 

Park area. They had spent some time with a couple of men, 

one of whom was syphilitic, in a hotel near Ramona. May's 

brother invited the young ladies to his house because they 

told him they were afraid to go home. They had no money; 

the men had moved out on them. So in they came to the Renton 

household. The mother apparently did not know anything 

about this. The two girls went to bed in the brother's 

bed·room. He locked them in. He slept in the 11 v1ng room, 

quite nobly. The mother ap::parently did not notice any of 

this, and only learned about it when the police came! 

Sergeant Crandall of the Sheriff's Office told me at 

this ~1me that the probation officer l-m.s very sorry that she 

had returned May to her mother, but it was too late to remedy 

this. 

At school May had several periods of somnolent with

drawalo She told the other girls that she had been sent to 

Camn.rillo for a narcotic withdrawal which apparently wasn't 

true. 

I 
I 
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At about this time we had the first stealing episode. 

You remember she had been stealing for a long time. May stole 

five balls of yarn from a craft teacher. She and another 

girl were very embarrassed when they were caught. 

Two days later a neighbor called the school in great 

excitement and said that May had cut her wrists accidentally 

and was going to die. We sent the nurse post-haste. May 

had five cuts; the nurse thought they were made by a razor 

blade. One of them was very deep and badly infected. The 

nurse felt that May should have tetanus shots1 and the mother 

said she would have this done, but she did nothing. May 

claimed that she had cut her hand on a rusty screen, but 

there was no screen in the house. May satd she had thrown 

it away. She also said that she had discovered that her mother 

did not want her. She confided that she had tried to commit 

suicide the previous Christmas by taking all the pills that 

she could find in the house and had been taken to a hospital. 

The mother got herself a job (perhaps as an escape) 

so that May had no supervision at all; the parole officer 

forced the mother to leave her work. 

One day when our nurse went to the Renton home to deliver 

some badly needed clothes she learned from the mother that 

in addition to all the things that we already knew, May suffered 

from terrific nightmares. Also, she was terribly afraid of 

seeing her brother have epileptic seizures, (She had seen 

them.) 'l'he night before the nurse called, May reported she 
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dreamed that her brother was at a ~rty yelling for her, and 

May could not get into the house. (The brother was getting 

treatment at the UCLA Medical Center because the real father-

whom we will meet later in this story--happened to be at the 

house when the boy was having a seizure. As a result, the 

father insisted that something be done.) · 

When May returned to school after the wrist-slashing, 

we decided that she must keep her wrists covered to keep 

the other girls from seeing how badly she had cut herself. 

May told us that she was no longer taking any medication and 

that she could not sleep because she had not learned to sleep 

without pills. Our school nurse encouraged May to see a 

priest because she felt that the girl needed somebody to give 

her help. May went. I..a.ter she told me that she had said 

to the priest, "I am never going to try to take my life again. 

I do not want to die," 

Dr. Breiner, our school doctor, met May for the first 

time at about this stage, and she was appalled by the girl's 

condition. Dr. Breiner was usually very polite and respect

ful to me (more than I deserved, I think), but she was shocked 

that I had been willing to take this youngster, and clearly 

told. me so. She felt that May should not be anyuhere where 

there was not a doctor handy to give scopolam1ne and apply 

a strait jac.ket. She said that she would sign a medical 

exclusion at any time, with nothing but a phone call from 

me, which was not the no1•mal procedure o I respected Dr. Breiner• s 
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opinion, so I began trying to put some pressure on May's 

probation officer. I ma.de the point that no matter how hard 

we tried, May was in all probability going to have more 

"incidents" as the social worker called them, and I did not 

think it would help May if something happened that ma.de it 

necessary for us to call the police, which 1s what we would 

have to do if she started to do something like pounding her

self with a needle, But Mrs, Landers, May's parole officer, 

said that May .had to be in school and that we should support 

the PO's efforts to keep her in school. The mother was 

highly emotional. It was worse for May to be home than to 

be at school, ,ran the argument. (That was doubtless true.) 

May loved Ramona. And so on, In the middle of this dis

cussion Dr, Breiner changed her mind about exemption. 

Whether the parole officer talked to her or whether Dr. Breiner 

decided that she had not seen enough of the girl to be sure 

about what was best to do, I do not know. 

At about this time May gave a letter to one of the teach

ers and asked the teacher to type it for her. It was to 

somebody in Los Gu1licos. Here it is (I wish you could see 

the spelling. I will try to read 1n May's punctuation) a 

"Dear Mrs. G. How are you just fine I hope Mrs. G., I miss 

you very much. How is your nine o'clock classo Just fine 

I hope. Mrso G,, I miss, hearing that awful phone of yours 

ringing it seem~ funny. But you knoWp I could never stand 

to hear your phone. Does Mr. M. still call you on the phone 
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and flirt with you? Is Pam Jubs still there 1f so tell her 

one, four, three, N, M, W." (This is apparently a code, 

nobody to whom I showed it could understand.it.) "Mrs. G. 

I have progressed very much in my sewing, My clothing teacher 

here at Ramona says I'm a very good sewer and I feel very 

proud to tell her you learned me how to sew. Mrs. G. tell. 

Mrs, Jones 'hi' for me and tell Mr, M. I'm not doing very 

well here at nome but I am ma.king the very best I can, At 

least now I can solve my problems" (I inserted a notea 

"Writing is becoming less and less legible, She gets disturbed 

here,") "without having to go around breaking windows," 

(Then, in pa.renthes es, "smile.") "You lrnow, Mrs e G. L. G. 

taught me a lot especially how to solve my problems, Sure 

there are some very deep problems I have" (You can almost 

hear the probation officer talking,) "but with the help of 

my wonderful parole off 1cer I think I will make out here in 

LA. Well Mrs. G. I guess I'll close for now, S1nce:t•ely, 

May Renton, P.S. This one thing I won't forget to do and 

that to write B.Z." 

The probation officer then called me and told me that 

the police had been investigating the Renton home; she wanted 

to know, quite belligerently, whether I had told the police 

that I didn't think May belonged at Ramona. I certainly 

had, I summarized for the parole officer the "incidents" 

of the stamp ma.chine, the locking herself in the closet, 

and Dr. Breiner•s reaction. I told the PO that Ma.y was 
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constantly complaining about other girls. I quoted her as 

saying, more than once, "I•11 die if there isn't some excite

ment. Why doesn't somebody start a fire? I've got to have 

some excitement." (I suppose the psychological explanation 

for that was that external excitement was the only means by 

which May could get away from worrying about herself and her 

home situation.) 

I suspended May for a while. Later I agreed, under real 

pressure from the parole officer, to take her back on a 

minimum day to keep her away from her mother. The PO said 

that May needed controls and that it was the function of the 

school to exert their control, The parole officer's relation

ship with the girl would be destroyed if the officer were at 

all authoritarian, The police told us (on the basis of infor

mation from a family of neighbors) of the Rentons who were 

peddling narcotips; there was some question of the brother 

and other members of the family being involved in this; 

the father of the neighboring family had committed himself 

to Camarillo, The police told me about this because they 

felt that the Rentons were very close friends of those 

neighbors and there was a mutually harmful influence. The 

neighbors kept a_ very vicious chained dog in their yard. 

I discussed , this and May's wrist-slashing with the PO. 

I quoted May as saying that she had tried suicide at Christ-

mas time because her mother did not want her. The PO's 

reaction was 1 "That won't happen agah1 because that suicide 



attempt at Christmas time came after her first intercourse 

w1th somebody and obviously girls get upset." 

There are some interesting things in the notes which 

I personally kept on Mays In the third grade May tested 
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nine.ty-two on a Binet. A year la.ter she tested sixty-nine. 

She had attended four elementary schools and four junior 

high schools plus the convent, plus the Volunteers of America 

Home, plus Los Guil1cos and Camarillo. All of this in the 

fourteen years of her life. Her nickname was Sunlight, and 

she belonged to the Little Valley. Nobody seemed to know 

this at first, May told me about it and later it seemed to 

be verified. I discovered from looking at her health card 

that her eyes were 20/70 and 20/50. The PO did not know 

that until I told her. 

The youngster had wanted to go to "A" Junior High when 

she· left Los Guilicos. The school agreed to take her, but 

she showed up so fantastically dressed that she almost created 

a riot by walking into the attendance office, so it was felt 

that she should.icnot be allowed to enroll. 

At 9ne time, when the girl was in the fifth grade. 

the mother, her "boyfriend," and the children (who were later 

taken .away from the mother) ·all lived in one room. (This 

is certainly an e:ix~mple of what is called e. "mult1-problemed 

family;" it does not sound real, but it is.) The probation 

officer told me that May was BOing to have her tattoos removed. 

I said that I thought that perhaps glasses were more important 

I 
I 

I 

I 
! 
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to work on. 

One thing that May loved and did well was to swim, So 

we let her go swimming as often as we could; sometimes she 

played so roughly in the water that we had to keep her away 

from the pool. May had a bad lisp. 

The probation officer told me that one of the most impor

tant things that May needed was to be trusted. But stealing 

is very hard to deal with because the other youngsters resent 

it and sometimes take discipline into their own hands, 

This makes trust difficult. 

Once we ha.d an incident in which the brother had one 

of his seizures at home when several people were around. We 

had a hard time getting her back to school after that, I 

kept after the lll9.tter of getting glasses, thinking that here 

at least was a specific way in which we could be helpful. 

Regardless of what else might be wrong with May, not being 

able to see was not good, The nurse finally told me that in 

an elementary school glasses had been prescribed and made, 

but nobody was interested enough to pick them up. 

Then Princie came into the picture. For a while Princie 

and May had been at Los Guilicos together. May gained a great 

deal of status among the other girls (who were most usually 

afraid of her because they said she was crazy) by explaining 

in detail how Princie had acted in Los Gu111cos. She described 

the efforts made there to "make her change back to a girl." 

"She used. to be e. girl you kn.ot·t," said May. 
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Let me return to the two runaway girls who were harbored 

1n the Renton home. May cut one girl's hair for her. 

On one of the occasions when I wanted Ma-y to stay home 

(after the "climbing to heaven" episode) I tried to use 

the suspension as pressure both on the mother and the PO. 

I wanted to persuade the mother to take May to the White 

Memorial Hospital Clinic as well as to get glasses for her. 

And I hoped that the PO would think in terms of some kind 

of placement for May. The PO did not like to have May sus

pended. She sincerely thought that I was being unreason

able. When the PO could not budge me, she wanted me to inter

pret the suspension to May as disciplinary action. We had 

quite a discussion on that, because I refused, Suspension 

was not a disciplinary action in the sense of punishing the 

girl, because May was not "climbing up to heaven" in the 

desire to misbehave. 

We arranged to have May's eyes examined and she got 

some glasses. Of course, she didn't bring them to school. 

As a result, I decided that it was necessary to bring about 

the matter of exclusion from school by using this situation 

of glasses. I announced that every time May came to school 

without her glasses she had to go home and get them. This 

kept her at home a great deal. I always hated to have to 

do things in this indirect and basically dishonest way when 

1 t should have been possible to sa.y, "This is not a child. 

who belongs in a public school. 0 But .that was how it 
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happened. Most of the time May was on a minimum day. 

There was one funny incident in which May phoned, refus

ing to talk to the registrar and insisting on speaking to me. 

She said that she would not come to school because her brother 

could not borrow a car. She was not going to walk and she 

was not going to take the bus. So she stayed home! 

After summer vacation we did not try to make May return. 

She came, however, and at the very beginning frightened a 

sewing teacher by inquiring about needles. The teacher was 

talking about first aid kits which the girls were going to 

make in class. May asked wh~ther needles were included in 

the kit. How far would they go? Were the needles long enough 

to stick into the heart? The teacher, knowing about the 

needle-in-the-heart episode, was not happy! 

When ~ got in touch with the probation officer after the 

vacation, her attitude seemed to have che,nged a bit, probably 

because sh~ had had to deal with May all summer without any 

help from the school. The PO told me that the excuses that 

May gave for absence were not true. This did not d.isturb 

me, s1nc.e we were not trying very hard to have her in school. 

The PO said that she was going to bribe May to come to school• 

by promising to take May around with her when she, the PO, 

ma.de home calls. 

At this time Stella Haskins, who is a highly skilled, 

subtle and sensitive child welfare worker, was assigned to 

Ramona. She began ma.Icing home calls on May 1 her reports 



were fascinating. (I have mentioned Mrs. Haskins before.) 

Her first home call on the Rentons was me.de at my request, 

$imply to enable her to get acquainted with the family. 
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(I did this with several of our difficult cases,) Here is 

her report (not quite verbatim)1 · "Mother said that girl has 

been a problem since childhood. All her children aluays 

fight, says the mother, but she felt that this was quite normal 

so she had never tried to stop them. She said that the 

younger girl had been expelled from Hathaway Home but she 

could not stay at home because May would not let her, and 

so the poor youngster was in McLaren Hall (the non-deltnquent 

part of Juvenile Hall) The mother told Mrso Haskins that May 

kicked and scratched her whenever the mother asked where 

May had been at night. 

May came in when Mrs, Haskins was there and insisted 

that Hrs, Haskins immediately produce "that man;" and Mrs. 

Haskins, of ~ourse, had no idea of what May was talking about. 

She finally learned "that man" was the therapist at Los 

Gu111cos against whom May had fought so but whom she now 

wanted to see. 

The mother said to the worker, "Sometimes I wish May 

would go away and never come home." Mrs. Hask1nst fresh 

from this interview, called the PO who promised to put May 

1n Juvenile Hall and to consider further placementa Place

ment of any sort 1s a. complicated matter, and Hay was not 

placed at once. While in one of her very mild. moods 0 she 



came in one day and wanted to see me. She walked into the 

office and at first she just sat, saying nothing. I sat, 

too. Soon I said, "Do you mind 1f I do some work while you 

are sitting?" "No, ·go right ahead," said she. So I did 

such things as I could until May began to talk. She told 
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me about her , father whom she liked very much and whose name 

was Williama he lived in Santa Monica with somebody named 

Jean, and two children. I asked, "Who is Jean?" "Jean has 

been married and divorced." Jean, May said, had two jobs 

and therefore needed somebody to take care of the children. 

May's father had invited May to go to Santa Monica to take 

care of the children and she wanted to do this. I explained 

that the PO, not the school, would have to arrange thisv 

May said she had already talked to the PO who was going to 

investigate Jeana Then, all of a suaden, May said, "I'd 

better not go to classes bees.use I'll explode." Sometimes 

she had insight. So she sat, perfectly peacefully, in the 

outer office for the rest of the day. 

I talked to the PO about May's going to live with Jean. 

The PO felt that the girl was deteriorating fastc She (the 

PO) could not decide what to do, The father had not asked 

the PO to let May go to Santa Montee, Jean turned out to be 

a relative of the father's common-law wife. Who the chil~ 

dren were, nobody knew. It was most interesting to see the 

P0°s change in attitude. She said, "If May comes to school, 

let her stay." I reserved the right to decide this. "But 
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don't try to make her come 1n," The PO also said that tithe 

mother only takes, she never gives," The PO was beginning 

to feel that even Juvenile Hall was better than home for 

the youngster. 

After the PO refused to let May go to Santa Monica, 

May went anyhow, and the PO could do nothing about it, And, 

at last, the PO asked me to get a medical exemption. Dr. 

Breiner signed one. 

But this dld not end our relationship with May, A week 

later she called me; she was no longer in Santa Monica. 

"It is too far, too lonely, and. too boring," I explained 

to May that she could not be in school because an exemption 

was in effect. The poor PO almost had a nervous breakdown! 

She wanted to know if I could let May stay in school in 

spite of the exemptionl Obviously a medical exemption, 

which doctors a.re extremely reluctant to give, cannot be 

played with, Responsible people cannot change their minds 

a week later e.nd sa.yt in effect, "There's nothing wrong with 

this childs it's all right for her to be in school." But, 

said the .probation officer, "The facts on ·which the doctor 

based the exemption no longer hold." I wanted an explanation, 

And this is trhat 1 was told. Hay• s common-law stepfather 

had had some kind of a seizure at home which Jllay had witnessed .• 

The PO said that this had a. very good effect on May, because 

she knew what it ·would be llke to be psychotlc and she had 

been cured. F'ortun~tely I we,s able to quote the downtown 



office and not let May come back. But I did let her come 

to see me, at her request. She seemed quite calm, quite 

normal. I explained to her about the medical exemption and 

she accepted the idea very well. I was very curious about 

her appl.rent improvement and wondered for a moment whether 

the PO might not be right. Perhaps seeing somebody have a 

psychotic episode was a good thing! I asked Mrs. Haskins 
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to make a home call; she, too, had the impression that 

things were very much better. But being a slcilled worker 

she did not think that one home call was definitive, so she 

went aga.1n, having phoned and asked May to be home. May was 

not in when Nrs. He.skins arrived. Her report showed that 

the mother felt May might be at her boyfriend's. The mother 

talked for a whole hour and said that the girl had not he.d 

any nervous attacks since the stepfather left (after the 

seizure). She did not tallr back so mu.cho She still left 

home without permission. There were, ho"?rnver, two things 

that the mothe! reported May still to be doing that the 

mother did not . approve ofe One was shoplifting, and the other 

Wa.s prostitution. Mrs. Ha.skins reported that the mother 

mentioned these points casually, as though sho were comment

ing on the way May combed her hair. Mrso Haskins pressed 

the mother for evidence of these activities, but she could 

not give ite 

Mrs. Haskins l·;anted me to see May so she went to the 

house again; at eleven o' cloclt: in the morning she found May 



in bed, clad in a waltz-length black rayon-and-lace ntght-

gown. Mrs. Haskins wrote her reaction on a big piece of 

paper. "Nothing has changed!" We had a long conference, 

with Dr. Breiner present. The doctor felt that no matter 

how good the girl's intentions, she was unable to fulfill 

them. She had no control. Dr. Breiner also felt that 

(in addition to the matter of the validity and the status 

of the medical exemption) if we let May come back to school 

we would simply postpone forcing the probation officer to 
I 
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find some kind of suitable placement for the girl. We all 

agreed that the exemption would stand. May asked me if she 

could stay for that one day only. I had a bad time refusing, 

but I did. May seemed very depressedr not angry, but depressed. 

She said, ''Nobody loves me, nobody loves me. 11 She walked out. 

Then she came back and said, "Nobody loves me, but you did 

the right thing." She did have some contact with reality! 

A few days later May ca.me to visit me again; she brought 

with her a little girl who was suffering from a very bad 

cold, May .explained that this was a neighbor child for whom 

May was babysitting; the girl was too sick to go to school. 

When I explained that she should not · be visiting Ramona either 

in that case, May said, "She won't give her cold to anybody 

else because she's a nice girl." There are even adults who 

feel that _way! 

The rest of that school year Hay was out and we heard 

nothing about her. I was surprised that the police and 

I 
I 



other people 1n the community said nothing to me about her. 

It was not until the next September (1961) that we heard 

about May again.· Once more Mrs. Haskins made a home call. 

Her report is an example of how much a skilled social worker 

can learn from one visit. "Home call at pr1nc1pe.l•s requests 

Interviewed mother. Saw brother. May not in. Whereabouts 

unknown. Mother showed lack of understanding, warmth, or 

acceptance of girl. Stated she did not continue et White 

Memorial Guidance Clinic; separated husband had not furnished 

money as promised. Listed many instances of girl's misbe

havior, incorrigibility, disrespect, lack of emotional control, 

suicidal attempts, etcetera, etcetera. At one point mother 

was becoming very, very emotional. Said girl was far too 

upsetting to family. Wished that May would never return. 

(This is almost a carbon copy of what she had said a year 

before.) May arriv~d home as I was leav1nge Completely 

ignored family but responded well 1n our brief interview 

when I explained that the school was concerned about her. 

(The exemption had expired at the end of the previous semester.) 

I wanted . to talk with her and suggested that she meet me at 

the school the n.ext day. May took my card and asked that 

the date be written on 1to At the end of the interview she 

smiled• walked w,_th me to the door, continued up the street, 

still completely ignoring her parent. 

May came to school that day and I decided there was a 

good deal of doubt as to whether she could stand 1to 
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There was another very interesting interview with Mrs, 

Haskins when May was having one of her good days, May explained 

her feelings, Thts I thought was very interesting, She said, 

"I've decided I want to go to school and I know I can take 

1t, I feel less ner~ous now," She calmly told of her step

father's losing his mind; she thought he was in Camarillo. 

She had consoled her mother when she had visited the step

father in Camarillo and found him worse, May had explained to 

her that shock treatment would be used and he would be helped. 

May had taken some respons1b111ty! When Mrs. Haskins asked 

her if she knew that her stepfather was subject to seizures, 

she said it 1'18.S the result of pressure and sadness. Of 

course she had had enough therapy to know some of the language, 

Still, this was interesting. May said that her stepfather 

was worried by his mother's recent death and by his brush 

with the internal revenue people, It seems that he had 

been fj.ned because he had listed his mother as a dependent 

but was unable to prove contributions. Also there was some 

added pressure on hls job, May said that at first she had 

wanted to stay home with her mother, who cried all the time, 

worrying about the stepfather and about the little girl who 

was in Mcclaren Hall. But, May reported, her mother now was 

spending all of her time with her neighbors and May felt 

she was not needed at home, and it was all right for her to 

go to school. Then she te.lked about her epileptic brother, 

who would not take his pills. He seemed to enjoy his seizures, 



she said. She knew something about the structure of the 

school system, because she asked Mrs. Haskins to ask me to 

check downtown to see if she could come back to school. 

Most youngsters, even in regular schools, feel that the 

principal is an absolute autocrat and can do anything he 

wants to. 
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But, despite her insight, M&.y could not make it to school 

at e.11. She came, wandered in and out. and then said, "I 

can•t." 

There was a final 1nterv1et'1 by Mrs. Haskins. The worker 

found the house was clean and calm. Only May and her older 

brother were at homee The mother's bedroom was loclrnd. 

(This uas an interesting fact about many of the homes of our 

g1rls--.. ~-dlocks are widely used.) May explained that the 

mother was ill .and was staying with her mother while May 

took the l"espons1b111ty for the house. The younger brother 

had been picked up for curfew violation. May felt that she 

really could not come to school under the circumstances. 

So things were left in this indeterminate wayo 

When I went to Ramona to get this material, I saw the 

last and really tragic notes on May Renton. She was put into 

Juvenile Hall ageiu; why, I do not knm·ro 'l"he notes were 

very brief. Hel.' medical exemption was continued. On Sep

tember 24, 1962 the school was notified that M-~Y had given 

birth to a baby in July. So May 1s probably bringing up 

another May Renton. 



May's story is really a tragic one; she chose the wrong 

:parents, The cards were all stacked against her, 

I want to talk about two other girls. One is a Perez 

girlJ one of the four sisters we had, Her case exemplifies, 

as does May's, the problem of relationships between the school 

and other agencies which work with children, In May's case 

a parole officer represented an agency; in Rita Perez's, the 

school dealt with workers 1n "Special Services Groups," 

a Community Chest agency which specialized in working with 

hard-to-reach pre-delinquent and delinquent youngsters. 

You remember that I talked about Josephine Perez--"Bandit"-

the oldest of the four sisters. Then there tms Olive, who 

thought she tms God, and Cruz who was fairly normal. I 

think that I would not have inclu.clea. Rita in this document 

if 1t were not for the fact that her case illustrates the 

way in which different disciplines and different frames of 

reference and different institutional responsibilities affect 

the trea.tment of ch1ldrene 

Rita was the last of the Perez girlso (There were 

younger boys.) I thin1~ there was an older s lster whom I 

did not know and quite a large number of boys, Her n1ck

name was "Shortiee" She was referred to Ramona from Lincoln 

High School., Her father, that fantastic father who ma.de his 

famtly live on a h1ll'cop 1 was working at the Riverview Laun

dry e.s he had been do.1.ng dur:l.ng the entire pertod of Ramona's 

contact n1th the family. The proprtetor of the laundry was 



interested in him. He was making $68 a. week 1n 1960 and 

drinking 1t all up. Rita. was 1n the eighth grade when she 

was referred to us. She had done well in the seventh grade. 

Then she and one of her little brothers went on a glue .. 

sniffing binge which caused behavior so wild that Rita. spent 

the entire summer in Juvenile Hall. When she was released, 

Lincoln (a six-year school) transferred her to Nightingale 

where she attended only three days1 Lincoln would not let 

her return. 



TAPE NUMBER 1 XXIV, SIDE 2 

May 15, 1963 

Serruriers When the records on Rita arrived I found that 

she needed glasses and dental work, and was malnourished, 

but otherwise seemed to be all right physically. But since 

elementary school she had been unable to sit still. She 

would run around in her classes and was insubordinate. All 

the other girls, said the report, were married and out of 

the home. (The second part of this was truer the first was 

not.) The father still was locking the family out, still 

denying them food when he was drunk. They were still cal.'rying 

their water in a bucket and still cooking on a kerosene 

stove the way they had been when I first met Bandit. 

On intake Rita was very friendly. She sa.1d she was 

delighted to be at Ramoni:\ bece.use we gave people clothes. 

She knew that. I was surprised, in view of her Binet IQ 

of seventy-eight, to see that she read quite accurately; 

slowly, but accurately. She wanted to take sewing. In 

general she seemed. to be well""behaved. 

This did not lasto Teachers immediately began pelting 

me with reports about how very difficult Rita wase The first 

time that things came to a head was when she announced she 

was going to be absent the next day because "Me and two 

other girls got something to do." She upset .the whole school. 

The next day there was a party that was quite rem.arka.ble 0 



Sandra Nilson, who is a twin about whom you w111 hear later, 

was the hostess. There were about a hundred youngsters 

present. The police had to use all of their cars to pick 

up participants. It was quite a party. That 1s what Rita 

"had to do." 

She was absent and truant most of the time. I learned 

that she belonged to a group called "The Young Ones" which 

was sponsored by an official organization. The way I found 

out about this was unusual. One day after Rita had been 

absent she brought, as an excuse, a note from a social 

worker of The Young Ones explaining that the worker had 

taken Rita downtown job-hunting. When I telephoned and 

pointed out that fourteen-year-olds could not legally have 

jobs and that it was illegal to go job-hunting on school 

time, the worker said in aggrieved tones, "I'm sorry, I 

must have misunderstood." "Misunderstood uhat?" "When I 

began worlt:ing in this area I was told tha. t you were one of 

the persons t1ho would be really helpful to me. 11 Despite 

this "misunderstanding, 11 the uorlrnr said that she l·rould 

see to it that Rita got to school. Once or twice Rita. did 

comea ea.ch time we wished that she had not. She did "very 

1nterei:iting" things. For example, one corner of the school 

athletic fleld was at Third e.11d Indiana. There was a service 

station a.cross the streotci Rita climbed up the u1re fence 

and yelled at some men at the service station. I did not 

hear what she said but some teachers did. It must have been 
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dramatic, because finally the manager of the service station 

came over and apologetically said, "I know the kinds of girls 

you have, but we've never had anything like this happen 

before. We have never heard this kind of language coming 

from a girl. When I told her to stop yelling at the men 1n 

the service station, she began yelling at men in cars when 

they stopped for the signal." So 'tle got Rita down from the 

fence and tried to keep her in the middle of the school 

grounds where only we could hear her. This was not very 

successful. She went to another corner of the campus, where 

she tried to contact some boys in a cruising car. I sent a 

child t1elfa.re worker up the hill to the Perez home. Poor, 

long-suffering Mrs. Perez was almost worn out by that time; 

and she said she wanted Rita placed bec9.use of her sex and 

other activities. 

One day Miss Moreno, the CWA worker t1ho had worked with 

the Perez family for years, brought the girl 1no Miss Moreno 
I 

reported that Rita had been swearing violently · at her mother 

when Miss Moreno reached the houseo Rita. let the child 

welfare worker bring her to school only after I11ss Moreno 

threatened to call the probation officer and have Rita picked 

up. 

The police did pick her up for curfew violation. They 

let her go home. They p:tcked her up again the next day because 

she had been out all ntght; t~hcy let her go home. Once e.gain 

she we.s taken in for curfew violation. 



At this stage the counselor, looking through Rita's 

records carefully, found that there were some relatives in 

the San Fernando Valley; she wondered whether we could arrange 

to have them take Rita for a while, The mother gave us per

mission to try, Mrs, Tremaine called the relatives, Thei'r 

reply, in essence, was that they would stand at their door 

with knives rather than let her in. Soon Rita was picked 

up by the police again, this time for going with a seventeen

year-old girl and cau.s 1ng two hundred dollars worth of damage 

by writing gang names on walls. This we.s despite the fact 

that the social uorker assured me that Rita did not belong 

to a gang; 111 fact, nobody 1n the club belonged to a gang, 

Next Rita was missing for a while; the Highland Park Pol1.ce 

were notified,, I heard through the grapevine that there had 

been another party at Sandra Nelson'sJ not quite so many 

people as at the first one, but still very wild, Rita was 

said to he.ve taken several "red devils"; she ho.d "passed out" 

and had been raped by three boys, I suspected that Rita 

was involved with Rosie Toscano. the grave-robber~ Although 

Rita was officlally mj.ssing, people kept seeing her on the 

streets, Fiually she was picked up and taken to the Hall. 

We all sighed with relief. She spent three weeks in custody. 

Then on0 day Rita was brought to school by .a boy in e, car r 

a teacher who saw them reported that Rita uas "so close to 

him that she was almost on top of him." 

I would not ac1m1 t Rita. to sc.hool. I had no official 
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notice that she was out of Juvenile Hall. Our child welfare 

worker thought that Rita's eyes showed signs of narcotic 

use. The PO sa1d to me, "I can't understand you. She just 

begged to go· to school and when you have so many girls who 

don't like school why clo you refuse?" So I weakened and I 

let Rita come back. That day we went swimming and a very 

interesting incident occurred. (I did not see it; the teach

ers told me about it.) A sports car ha.d been weaving in and 

out of traffic, the boys in it attracting the attention of 

the girls on the bus that was taking the girls to the Times 

Boys' Club to swim. Once they had driven 1n front of the 

bus and forced the driver to step on the br-aJrns very fa.st. 

So when they ca.me to a signal he loaned out tho window and 

said, "You kids are going to get into trouble if you drive 

that way." As a result of that mild statement on his part, 

Rita raised Calno Sho swore at the drivero She was so obscene, 

a teacher said, that even the driver was embarrassedm If the 

teachers and the girls had not held her baclt, Rita would 

have physically attacked the driver because he had criticized 

a boy who had a. red sports carm If he, the driver, had not 

_ interfered• R1 ta might have made a date tri th him! So agaln 

we kept her out for a whilem 

There was a court hearing on the two~hundred~dollar 

daro_,'.l.ge 1nc1clent~ and one of Rita's s1.sters said to the child 

welfare worker, "They ought to have kept her in the Hall." 

But again she uafJ out., The deto.tls do not 2natter. She would 
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come to school at ten 1n the morn1ng, twelve, and twelve

th1rty. Her mother one day walked down the hill to a phone 

and called me to report that Rita had not been home the pre

vious night. She said, "This 1s a little worse than usual. 

She is usually home by two or three in the morn1ng5 The 

neighbors at the bottom of the hill tell me that they see 

her on the streets early in the morning. There are men here 

who leave for work at five 1n the morning and they sometimes 

see her prowling around." The mother said that she could 

not believe what the girl said. 

Then we began to hear fight tallt. A real fight was 

being planned. Appsrently a wild one took place in Hollen

beck Park over a weekend. Appsi.ren"'~ly R1 ta had gone to "C" 

Junior High o.fter school one day and had beaten up a girl 

there. The fight had continued in the Parko The PO merely 

said, "There is nothing we can do but wait for the inevitable 

pick-up by the police." 

Rita had monkey bites all over he:c neck when she came 

back; the girls said that another girl had done it~ So, 

waiting for "the inevitable p1cli:~uA" I let her colile to school. 

She amused herself one day by throwing Seven-Up bottles 

from the car tha.t had brought her to school into the bushes. 

We ma.de her spend the morning picking up Seven-Up bottles, 

she did this fairly w1J.lj_ngly, and 1t kept her out of clarrnes ~ 

She left a bag on a desk; it conta1n0d four lette~s to 

a boyfriend uho was 1n jailo They were quite interesting. 



He was in for narcotics. 

One day Rita admitted to me that she had been taking 

pills of some sort and I said I was going to have to call 
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her probation officer. Oh, she was angry at mel She was 

picked up again on one of her night prowls, and was in the 

Hall for quite a while. When she came back I had a general 

review with the PO, who said that Rita was involved with pills 

and homosexual act1v1ty1 she had four tattoos at the base 

of the finger to show th1s. I must have been incensed; in 

my notes I recorded that I strongly recommended sterilization. 

But the social worker came to see me and said, "If you will 

only give me three more weeks with this girl, I promise you 

she will become a good girl and you will be able to transfer 

her to a regular schoola" In this case the PO and I saw 

eye to eye, we felt that the prospects of reform were rather 

dim; I strongly felt that return to school was not indicated~ 

The girl had begun to claim that she belonged to a group 

called "Las Locas," which probably meant th9.t they took pills. 

Came the summer, fortunatel3r. In the fall the social 

worker told me that Rita had had a psychiatric study at Juve .• 

nile Hall and th.at she was fine t I still sald, "No." I sug

gested that she try Ross High Schoolp although I felt that 

Rita did not belong in any school. The worker reported baclt 

that Rita did not want to go to Rosso So again I weal~ened 

and tool{ her in. And the next day "Y" High School reported 

Rita on their ce.ropuo • Wher1 she got to Ramona~ she sa ~.d tha. t 
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she had gone to"Y~ H1gh School to look for bus tickets to take 

her to Ramona. I asked, "Did you_ get them?" "No. But they 

gave me twenty-five cents to get rid of me," 

Not long after this we began to think that Rita was 

pregnant. One day she stole s1x school books. Next day 

she arrived at ten-thirty and said, "You aren't giving me 

a chance. You d1dn°t give any of my sisters a chance, either." 

I let her go to class, where she threw pins at a girl and 

all over the room. She beca~e very belligerent, indignant, 

and self-righteous when I told her that she would have to 

stay in the conference room. "I ain't going to do any work 

so you might as well kick me out now." 

At this time the g,_r1s· began to say that Rits.•s house 

was full of stolen furniture. I doubted this; it was very 

difficult to hnul anythlng up that hill. 

One day R1ta caine a.t twelvep went to a clothing class, 

climbed up on the cutting table, lay on it on her bacl~, and gave 

what the teacher said 1·ras a very realistic demonstration of 

hou a doctor performs a vaginal examiri...ation. So not mu.ch 

sewing was done that day! Before I had time to do anything 

. about this, Rita heard me tell another girl, who was sick, 

that she would have to go home and stay home. I explained 

that I 1·ra.s not disciplining her. Rita began jumping up and 

do'[!m and yelling, "Me too, me too, me too! ~ 0 We kept her 

home for a while. Then she came in one day and insisted on 

a tr-ans fer to "AA" High School. I began going over the usual 



things about attendance and behavior, Rita said to me, per

fectly honestly, "You said all that la.st year." 

Next she was picked up in a stolen car; the officer let 

her go! That was the end of my contact with Rita because 

she ran away soon after thatr when I retired she was still 

missing, There was a benc~ warrant out for her, The child 

welfare people were suspecting that the idealistic social 

worker knew where the girl l1a.s but would not turn her in. 

I don't know, The school received a request for her cumula

tive record from the Norwalk Reception Center, which means 

that Rita had been committed to California Youth Authority, 

Miss Hayes, my successor, told me that Rita came to school 

asking admittance and was referred to the CWA area office, 

The matter of what I consider a misinterpretation of the 

idea of permissiveness can be very serious. Rita's social 

worker excmp11f1ed the danger. It is one of the reasons 
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why so many administrators and teachers are violently opposed 

to social workers and even to child welfare a11d attendance 

workers. It does not take very many cases like Rita's, 

with her worker who took the glrl job..,hunting on school 

time at the age of fourteen, .to make the school people feel 

that these workers a.re actually working against the school. 

Of course, they are not intentionally do1.ng so. But the effect 

sometimes 1s the samee 

We hacl anothP-r example of this--a Negro girl l'rho f1n9.lly 

went to Californ:ui You.th Authority Etfter almost blinding a. 



youngster by beating her up in the restroom of a theater 

because the girl didn't look at the assailant's new jacket 

with enough admirat1ono That girl was really protected by 

a social worker from one of the non-governmental agencies 

who thought that she was beginning to "reach" the youngster. 

Of course, there ere some theoretical grounds for this. It 

is true that these children often come from a cultural 
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level in which language and behavior that we consider immoral 

a.re considered acceptable. It is also true that ms.ny of 

these girls have had experiences which malrn it almost impos

sible to relate to them, and there has to be a period . of 

acceptance of their talk and behavloro We did a great 

deal of that at Ramona, 1n the sense that we heard obscenity 

and we saw undesirable act1ons without always stopping them. 

But I think that a social worker is not doing what a soc1a.l 

worker ought- to d·o when he either vlolsi.tes the law himself 

or condones or helps the youngster with whom he is working 

to violate the lawe 

We had another case of this sort, that of Jean Duval, 

the girl w1 th the bite on her buttocks. Her social worlte1• 

told Jean to come to school whenever she felt like it! 

Once this worker called me and said, "What do you mean by 

sending a chj,ld welfare '\'Wrker to Jean• s house to f:lnd out 

why she is absent?" 

These sl.tuations presented real px·oblems.. Now I want 

to present the case of Dor1R Arthur, as an example of what 



some children have to face. Doris was a youngster who was 

probably psychotic. She did not, like May Renton. receive 
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a psychological study. Nor did she have professional treatment. 

Doris' problem perhaps stemmed from her unwise choice of 

parents. Doris was a light-colored Negro youngster. Seen 

from one side, Doris appeared to be a perfectly normal, very 

pretty, very attractive youngster. But her other ·side was so 

horribly disfigured that it was hard to look at her without 

showing physical revulsion. From just below her right eye 

all the way down her right side, she was an unbroken mass of 

scar tissue. When I first saw her, her lower lip on the right 

side hung down so that her teeth showed even when her mouth 

was closed~ Her eye wa.s pulled down and her nose was dis

figured. This had happened when Doris \'ra.s about four and a 

half years old. The mother said to me, "She caught her own 

self afireo" Some of the people who had worked on €he case 

lw.d the feeling that Doris' mother had pushed the girl 1nto 

the fire. As I became better and. better acquainted with the 

mother, I began to feel that th:ts was probably true. 

The referral f1·om 11 Y" High School sounded quite ordinary. 

That is, she l·1ould not come to school. The vice pr1nc1:iml 

told me one horrifying story about Dorise The vice principal 

said that the girl was very self-con.~cious, and ths,t some 

children made fun of he1,, because of . her appoaranceo She 

went on to say the.t a gym teacher, giving a class demonstra

tion of applying bandages to burns, called Dorls to the front 
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of the .class of fifty girls and said, "Here is a burned 

girl~ Aren't we lucky that we can practice bandaging some

body who has really been burned?" And that teacher was 

appalled when Doris poured a torrent of abuse and obscenity 

and stalked out of the room after thvowing a basketball at 

the teacher! At first I thought that Doris might belong in 

Widney High School, the school for crippled children. The 

teachers there are trained in dealing with many physical 

problems. Doris might see other people who were severely 

handicapped physically; this might help her. But I began to 

realize how very disturbed Doris l\'9.S when I saw how she acted. 

We accepted her, and then explained Widney School to her. 

She was told that a special bus would p1clc her up. (Many 

Widney pupils are not ambulatory.) Doris an.~ounced that, 

after one day, she would have no ps.rt of getting on "that bus" 

with "th~t rua:n." "That man" was the bus driver1.he was 

specially trained to deal with problem children. But poor 

Doris had almost no experience in dealing with men on any 

basis other than that of sex., She just felt that the driver 

was preparing to malce advances to her simply because he was 

polite and friendly5 The nurse ua.EJ present and watched the 

whole thing. 

We asked the do-r>:ntown counselor's office to give Doris 

an intelligence test., The psychologist gave upo She reported 

that Doris had so little self-co:nfidence th&.t she quit 

trying if she could not succeed a.t oncee It was not possible 
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to get a score, but the psychologist felt that Doris was 

normal in intelligence. Clearly Doris belonged in Ramona 

rather than in Widley, She felt this, too. But she could 

not find her way to school; she was very confused as to time 

and place, Once the child welfare worker picked her up on 

a street corner in the middle of the morning. Doris said she 

was waiting for the bus--on a street where there was no bus. 

When we began getting phone calls from the mother, I 

began to see some of the reasons for Doris' problems, Esch 

time the mother called, we heard e. long torrent of complaints 

about Doris. "She won't work. She goes over to the house 

next door and the house next door 1s a garbage cano She stealso 

She won't keep herself clean." Actually, Doris was immaculate 

most of the time,) The mother also said~ "She falls on the 

floor and hollers, She goes to the store and stays three hours. 

She goes to a haunted house." I called the police to see 

if they knew anything about the haunted house. They did! 

There tms an abandoned old mans ion in the hills somewhere 

back of "Y" High School. Somebody had started to build a 

castle and did not finish it. It was full of places fTom 

l'Thich to jump a.ncl so on. Children used to play arid hide 

there. There w0re~ the police said, wild parties there. Doris 

used to go there very often. 

Before I realizod how unbalanced Doris' mother wasp 

I began worlring on trying to arrange for plastic surgery 

to improve Dor1 s • appearance. It took me o. t.rhilc to discover 



that although the mother would agree to anything the school 

suggested, she would not, at the end, permit anything to 
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be done. I am almost certain she did not want Doris to have 

plastic surgery. Despite this, we did succeed in having 

some plastic surgery for Doris. 

Some of the incidents involving Doris and her mother 

were fascinating. For example, Mrs. Arthur called to complain 

that she had bought Doris some new shoes at Christmas time 

and Doris had teJcen a big knife and cut them up. "She did 

this with all of her clothes. And she does this to me even 

though I gave her my sk1no" At first I thought this was a 

figure of speech, Much later, when I saw the hospital record 

from the time when Doris had first been burned, I discovered 

that her mother really had given some ski11 for grafts for 

her daughter, 

Doris, while she was at Ramona., had her ears piercedp 

through all the dreadful scar t1ssuel 

Then began the truly fantastic episodes. I am going 

to read a couple of motes on Doris' behavior. They are 

very interesting. This one is dated January 16s Doris 

. walked into my office a.t about n1nc~th1rty, looking noat · 

and sno~t. She had beo11 absent for forty days. She returned 

my greeting by asking for a mirror. I 1·rnnt to my dressing 

room and brought her one o She looked into 1 t e.nd handed 1 t 

back to me, saying, "Clean 1to" I dido "I'm going to keep 

it," she saido "Oliay, 11 said I. (This is an example of 



"testing.") Next Doris brought out a lipstick, "It's 

beautiful," she said, I agreed, "You gave it to me," she 

said. "No, I didn • t." "Yes, you did, In my Christmas 

package," {Doris had refused a Christmas P3-Ckage,) Mrs. 

Haskins, our child welfare worker, walked in. Doris said 

to me, "Does she do what you tell her to?" I answered, 
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"Not exactly; we work together," "Does she go to the houses 

of all the girls?" "Yes, when it's necessary," "Oh, that's 

good," said Doris. "Then I won't feel so guilty when she 

comes to my house," When Mrs. Haskins left, Doris took a 

scarf out of her purse. (This, too, had come from the Christ

mas p.-9.ckage,) I admired 1 t, Then she began ta.king pteces 

of crumpled tissue paper out of her pursec Bits of Chr1strc.as 

ribbon adhered to some of themo She put them all on my desk, 

"Here, throw this in the waste basketo" I dido Doris looked 

very pleased. She satd, .. You 0 re the boss here, aren't you?" 

"In som~ ways, yes111" "All right then, 1wm going to class»" 

and smiling, she i'JIJ,llrnd out. 

I left for a meeting almost immediately after this, so 

I did not lrnm-1 until the next day what happened after this. 

It was really fantastic. This note 1s from an art teacher: 

"Dor.is i'Ias sent into my room from Mrs. Bawley• s class yester

day. She said she wanted to pc""tint. She sa. t dm,;n at the 

pg.1nt1ng desl;: and began ~1nt1ng a tree with a. big brush 

in bold black and grceno She seemed ce,lm and relaxed. Then 

when I wen.t to the bacJ{ of the room to see what was happening 
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toward the end of the period, Doris was standing up with thick 

pa.int all over her hands. No brush. An intense, angry look 

on her face, her teeth gritting, her hands clawing the pa.per. 

Her paper was all thick gray. She was finger painting. She 

was· attacking that paper as if it were a person's face or 

clothes, smearing fast and furiously, When I asked the girls 

to clean up at the end of the period, she went to the sink, 

washed her hands calmly, and removed her apron. When I asked 

her not to leave but to wait for the bell, she said she had 

to go to her locker, and with a happy good-bye out she we!lt. 

Here is a report from the same teacher the next day, 

"On Thursday she came into my room and asked 1f she could. 

paint. She was there four or five periods during the day. 

I let her come tn. Third period she just painted a geometric 

shape and folded up the pa.per. She uas quite talkative and 

seemed happy. She told the girls that she never came to 

school before. That's why she was 1n trouble, but now 

she was coming and she was going to keep on coming. Fourth 

period she told Mabel Pollard and the other girls, "I'm going 

to paint Dimples in a box." And she did. Periods five and 

six she painted a black geometric shape on an orange back

ground. Then during sixth period the school nurse called 

her and she was out for a good deal of the period, When she 

came back she was angry. She tore at her apron, stamped 

her feet, gritted her teeth, said the lady had tied her in 

knots. I helped her, unti.ed the apron~ took it off for her, 
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and tried to soothe her but she was angry enough to take a 

jar of water, tip it over a clean desk and floor which Mabel 

and Betsy earner had just cleaned up and leave in a huff. 

The dumping of the water may have been an accident, but she 

made no effort to clean it, We sent her home after that, 

I should go back in time and tell the story of Doris and 

our Christmas party. Christmas was one of the times when 

the girls became very excited. I have already talked about 

how careful we had to be to make every present exactly like 

e'rery other present. While the presents were being distrib

uted, Doris refused to accept hers. She said it was not like 

the others, The teachers and the girls all told her that 

the ::i;:a.ckages were all alike. One teacher actually kneeled 

before Doris and begged her to take her gift, Dor1.s refused. 

Finally the teacher put the present 011 her lap. Doris handed 

it to the girl sitting next to her. She trould not even 

take ·any refreshments. 

After the party she came to my office. First she accused 

somebody of stealir1g her watch; she decided that the thief 

was Mrs. Martins who was her favorite teache:r:·. She refused 

to descr-1be the watch to me. She claimed we had refused to 

g1 ve her a. present at the p_ci.rty. Then, suddenly, she decided 

that catching the bus was more important than the watchi e,nd 

she ran off- ... 111thout her bus tickets! 

We learned later that Doris' mother was pregnant at 

this time. I don't know whether that hn.d anything to do with 
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the girl's behavior or not. After the fascinating testing 

of me--mak1ng me throw her dirty papers away for her and so 

on--we sent Doris home for a while. our CWA worker made 

a home call. She found Doris home alone. There was prac

tically no furniture in the house. Clothes were lying around 

in piles on the floor. There was not a single clothes hanger 

anywhere. There was an electric iron and an ironing board 

in the room, Doris said that her mother did not know how 

to iron and had told her to iron her own dress, but Doris 

didn't, 

I kept working on the matter of plastic surgery. A · 

short ttroe after the mother's baby was born, we completed 

arrangements. Doris had one operation which rer.aii·ed her lip 

so that it no longer hung down; thls m8.de a big improvement 

in her appearance. 

One day she walked into the faculty cl1n1ng room at nutri

tion time, I said, "Doris, this is the only room in tho school 

where students can't come" "I don't carep I'm comineo" 

And for the full fifteen minutes of the nutrition period 

she ranted e.t her homeroom teacher because she, Doris, had 

voluntarily left her purse 1n homeroom, She ins~Lst;ed that 

her home room teacher go and ge:t it for her right then and 

there. The teacher wouldn't do it" It was very interesting, 

Throughout Doris' stay a.t Ramonap her mother kept making 

calls c Once she w·as jailed 'for somethineo The mothe:t' 0 s 

explanation, whenever she would call to complain abcrv.t 
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Doris was that she, the mother, had spoiled Doris when she 

was a child. She had _pampered her. 

None of the other children ha.d the same surname as Doris 

had; there were several different surnames. Mother had never 

been married, as far as I know. She had had five children 

besides Doris, including a set of twins. 

Doris often needed the kind of psychological support 

that I gave her when I waited on hero Mrs. Tremaine, for 

example, used to spoon-feed her occasionally at lunch time, 

the way a baby is fed. Doris would sit in her office, refus

ing to eat with the rest of the girls. Mrs. Tremaine would take 

a tray to her office and actually spoon-feed her. Doris 

adored Mrs. Tremaine, but that did not prevent her from 

becoming involved in stealing Mrs. Tremaine's wallet with 

about twenty-five dollars 1n·1t. This was done with Joan, 

the girl t1hose house was e. "garbage can." Joan finally led 

us to the place where the wallet was. That was a very inte:r

esting episodev 

The next day Doris talked to the child welfare worker 

about her mother and said, "The men don't stay long enough 

for me to get to know what they look like." 

Shortly after an episode in which Doris had no clothes 

because her mother said she had cut them up a.11d we had given 

her some clothes, Do:r1s telephoned and said she didn't have 

any bus ticlr:ets. Her mother said she found them undc:c tbe 

mattress. The:; next clay Doris callle to school very early 0 



neat, clean, and happy. She went from room to room and thanked 

everybody for the shoes we had bought for her. We gave her 

some costume jewelry; she was very grateful. She was very 

happy, too, because, she said, her mother had shortened a 

dress for her. A sign of affection. I have a note, "The 

day before, she had worn a skirt that was very badly shortened." 

One day Doris came to school one day with a real shiner, 

and said that her boyfriend had hit her. 

At one time, she would not come to school for a very 

interesting reason. She said there was a dog on Soto Street. 

She went on t~ say that all the people who 11ved on Soto 

Street had dogs, and the bus that she took to school went 

a.long Soto. When I said, "But once you get on the bus the 

dogs aren't going .to hurt you." She felt that the dogs on 

Soto Street wouldQ 

Doris seemed to be becoming more and more peculiar. 

Then Mrs. Tremaine, our counselor, retired. Her successor 

was a Negro. Her name we.s Mrs. Washburn. Doris went up and 

dm·m the halls saying, 11 I don• t care what she says her n.ame 

is, she's Mrso Tremaine." 

When Mrs. Haskins was assigned to us, Doris was one of 

the girls whose name I gave her to interviet1 in order to 

get e.cqu.ainted. She wrote a very interesting description of 

the messy house in "the projects" where Doris livedo The 

mother was drunk when Hrs. Haskino arrived~ but soon sobered 

up a b1to People kept coming into the small house uhile 



Mrs. Haskins was there; by the time the worker left there 

were five old men and several women in the house, getting 

ready to have a party. 
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Dr. Howard Weatherly, the psychiatrist who gave us some 

time as a consultant, felt that the girl should be exempted 

from school. I asked, "Is she going to stay with this kind 

of mother?" He then said, "Let her stay in school." 

One day when the mother called very drunk, I wrote, 

"Long, long, long monologueo" She said one thing on that 

occasion which I think is interesting. "It's all got out of 

hand somehow. Seems like she's somewhere else and you sit 

there." This was a pretty good description of Doris, who 

was "out of" or "beside 11 herself. 

The last notation I have 1s, "Request for records from 

Southern Reception Center." (This is California Youth 

Authority.) 

Obviously Doris was a girl who did not have a chance 

in life. But this was hard for some people to recognize. 

The innocence of the worker who gave the psychological test 

is worth mentioning as an example of this blindness. Here 

are her bland recommendations. "Accelerate her (Doris) 

due to her soc1al maturity and her need for association n1th 

her peer group. Enroll he:r at Widney High School on a trial 

basis after careful structuring by the pr1nc1p~l of Ramona 

High School. Consider the advlsab11tty of counseling the 

pupil that 1t may be necessary to retair1 her 1n the ninth 
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grade for a total of three semesters. and that gradua t1on 

from junior high school may be impossible due to her having 

missed the state-required B8 Social Studies test." This is 

incredible! "Plan program at Widney to include basic skills. 

Bring about participation with peers in social activities 

and build understanding and acceptance of personal strengths 

and weaknesses. Follow up on recommendation of school physi

cian concerning continuation of plastic surgery." I said to 

the examiner, "Do you realize what you are dealing with?" 

She said, "!have to make recommendations." Of course, that 

was true. More of the psychometr1st's connnents1 "Doris was 

not happy in the testing situation. She resented not being 

given a :r;aper and pencil to work with in arithmetic. She 

refused to answer any questions on similarities. When she 

could not answer easily she took refuge in sitting and did 

not · do as well as she could. She hung her head and looked 

d01in at her lap. On the comprehension test she stopped and 

asked, 'What sort of test is this, anyhow?• The results 

of this test .are not reliableo" At least the last statement 

was true. The examiner said that he was not able to establish 

rapport with Doris. "In addition, her experiential back

ground, academically and socially,. h~s been interrupted by 

periods of hospitalization for burns and plastic surgery. 

No interpretation can_ be made of the verbal scale, which is 

not reliable. She lacks certain basic skills due to her school

ing having been interrupted by illness." I aslrnd la. ter, 
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•no you suppose that if her schooling had not been interrupted 

by illness she would have done better?" I do not know • 

. Here 1s another report on a test, followed by recom

mendations. This wa.s administered by a man whom I did not 

know; it is a little better than the other test. "She does 

need placement and extensive counseling or an in-patient 

hospital program because of her mother's neg-ative attitude. 

She may need some psychiatric support as to plastic surgery. 

Mother shows a great deal of hostility and resentment toward 

the child. Mother has had an unpleasant •marital' relation

ship." I remember guffawing when I read that. "Doris was 

very defensive and resistant in the testing situation. The 

·projective testing was better than intelligence testing. No 

indication of psychotic thinking, but a great deal of arbi

trariness and egocentricity. She withdraws or becomes angry 

when confronted with a difficult type of problemo Ap:p.9.rently 

antagonism 1s more easily evoked 1n situations of little 

freedom or of authoritative nature. Hostility intense, 

much of which is projected 0 and the ·world is seen as a. danger

ous place." It seems to me that this was a normal way of 

seeing the world which she knew. "She cannot chance being 

in a position of being rebuffed. Self-derogatory attitude 

toward self and others. Views mother as being e, witch type 

of figure. Her needs for dependency have been frustrated 

and abused by the hostility of the mother. Doris sees her 

only source of hope in being separated from her mothero" 
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(Once in a while Doris would talk about going to somebody 

whom she variously called a grandmother, a god-mother or a 

friend, somebody 1n Compton who was a real person. I talked 

to this woman once on the phone. The mother would not let 

Doris go because she said Doris stole things.) "Developed 

deep feelings of worthlessness, therefore was suspicious 

and rebuffs advances. The burn scars are seen only as a part 

of the total personality disturbance. Her only real feeling 

of love is from the god-mother." 

What is going to happen to Doris? One of the things 

that amazed me and that I worried about before the event 

was ~er reaction to our Halloween Party when we had some 

boys from Jackson High School over. I was afraid that Doris 

was going to run into a corner and hide. On one of the days 

when she was feeling pretty well, I called her in and simply 

said, "You know, there are quite a few people who don't like 

to dance. If you feel like staying home the day of the da.nce 

that's all r1ghte" She said, "What do you mean, stay home 

that day?" To my delight she proved to be very popular; she 

danced gracefully and well and seemed to have a very good 

time. 

Doris is one of the girls with whom I feel we did not 

do a good job, despite the fact tha t the school was instru~ 

mental in having some plastic surgery done. (There should 

have b_een a series of operations o) But after the first one, 

Doris was not going to permit herself ever to be operated 
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on again. This was right after she stopped wearing a bandage. 

I saw her one day admiring her improved mouth and I compli

mented her on it. Then I said, "The next surgery will make 

you look even better." "There isn't going to be a next one." 

"Why not?" "You wouldn't understand." 

I thi~ that probably Doris used her scars as a psycho

logical crutch. They offer an explanation to the outside world 

of some hf her behavior, of her hatred for her_ mother, and of 

other feelings which would be much less easily justifiable 

if she did not have this dramatic physical damage. I wish 

I could know her future. 

Here is some background material on .Mabel Pollard-

Dimples--which I prepared for the court. "Mabel was referred 

to Ramona High School from "J" Junior High in February 1960. 

She had attended nzz" Junior High School and "W" High School 

for· short periods. The vice principal reported the follow:i.:ng 

as the immediate causes of transfer1 "Highly exciting and 

disturbing influence wherever she is. Deliberately bringing 

cigarettes and smolring in the girl• s lavatory in defiance 

of school rules. Tardiness to class and in hallst poor 

classroom behavior, failure to bring materials, extreme 

attention-getting behavior. Loud talk, exciting malrn-up. 

Handles herself boldly in order to draw a~Gtention of boys e 

Mabel is basically a good girl with an incorrigible attitude 

toward authority." (Wh.'=l.t a generalization! I do not know 

how anybody could know whether ~1~i,bel was or was not "basically 
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a good girl.") "She is polite, well-spoken, courteous, I 

feel that with the correct measures taken now Mabel l'rill 

grow up and take her place 1n a normal society." 

The child welfare worker from Edison gave her picture 

of the family: "I have known Mabel and her grandmother for 

a year. I visited the home twice. From these contacts my 

understanding of Mabel's difficulty in getting along in school 

is that this child is not able to control her impulses enough 

to meet expected standards. Mabel is extremely insecure and 

immature. She needs desperately to be loved and noticed and 

behaves like a much younger child in e.n attempt to get this 

attention. Her background gives some clue to the cause for 

this behavior. In the first place, it seems apparent that 

there has been considerable struggle between Mabel's mother 

and the Vernigos. The mother married young and it seems that 

the :marriage ~ms not a happy one. Mabel and the sister 

Patsy have lived intermittently w1th the grandparents since 

birth, Mother has been hospitalized often at Camarillo 

State Hospital, The father, John Pollard, a lineman for 

the Edison Company, separated from the mother when the chil

dren were quite young and has since remarried. At one time 

the mother placed the two girls in boarding care at a 

Baptist children's home. She later removed them from the 

home and the grandparents did not know their wheres.bouts 

for some timeo Through much investigation they· found that 

the mother was 11 ving on the East s 1de and workj_ng at the 
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Pa.raiso Cafe on First street. The girls went by the r.ame of 

Lopez while with the mother at this timer nobody knows why. 

The mother returned the girls to the grandplrents and they 

have resided there since. Now they have legal guardianship 

in spite of the father's protest. He enters the scene infre

quently but appeared at court to protest the guardianship. 

Mabel seems to have only negative feelings toward her father 

but seems to love her mother very much and wants to be like 

her. Then there would be nothing left desirable. Mabel's 

chief problem seems to be that she wants to be like her 

mother, The mother associates with people of Mexican back

ground and Mabel too feels comfortable in being with them. 

She attended "FF" Avenue Elementary School for many years 

and has made friends l'1tth children of this background. Appar

ently, however, the grand.mother, fearing that Mabel will 

get into trouble, forbids her from associating with the 

children whom she wishes to be with socially., I believe 

that Mabel will be very comfortable at Ramona Hlgh School 

and that the school will be most helpful to her, The grand

mother will need help in accepting Mabel's choice of friends." 

The following notes are my personal ones, They are 

often hasty and incomplete, but they help to present a running 

comrnerltary on Ms.be].• s fascinating behavior. There is no 

guarantee that all the incidents mentioned by the girl actually 

happenede She was a wonderful story-teller, 

At the intake 1ntervie·w she said to me, "I had all kinds 
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of trouble at "J". I just kicked the boys and they kicked 

me back. I lighted matches and I talked back to the teachers. 

It was lots of fun." She also reported that she fights 

only with boys; that she had a boyfriend, Richard, aged 

sixteen, at "W". She did not know his surname. (I learned 

later that there was no boyfriend, and that she did not want 

to return to "W" High School.) She was very talkative. "I 

don't know what's wrong with me," she said, "I have all kinds 

of troubles at home. I can't go out, evan to church." She 

likes typing. She hates social studies. She thinks all 

social studies teachers are crazy. Her glasses were brol{en. 

Much clowning at the interview. She tried to lie about the 

grade she was in~ but accepted my correction gracefully. 

Later in the day she announced to everyone in school 

that she works in a grocery store daily from three-thirty 

to seven PM and from eight AM to six PM on Sundays: this 

was impossible from e, legal point of view. She announced 

that she had lost fifteen pou.nds in two months o .Then she 

said to a teacher, "I lie a grc.~t deal but I alwa.ys have a 

guilty conscience when I lie so that makes lt all right 

with God." 

Some of the inc:tdents in my notes I have already pre

sented. I talltcd about the girls victimizing and borrowing 

things from her. One of the funniest incidents we had was 

when Mabel danced a Mexican dance with her bigp bubbly breasts 

bouncing up e.nd doun. 



One summer she was raped. As I said, Dr. Breiner 

commented that some people rape easily. I had the secretary 

take .down Mabel's story about this, verbat1ms "My sister 

was fighting. She h1t a colored girl. It happened around 

the corner from my house. There were two fights and they 

called the police. The police just told everybody to go 

home. Billy Re1sa got killed. He has a fifty-fifty chance 

to live. The police took him to the hospital. He was 

stabbed and I held him in my arms. Billy Reisa is a friend 

of mine." She did not know where he went to school. She 

said she had known him for two years, "Everybody was at 

the fight. Just everybody. Billy got stabbed on Friday, 

I asked why he was stabbed. "They say that Billy can't do 

anything, but he can. He's good at figh"i;ing, He belonged 

to the Florencitas." She was very surprised to find that I 

had heard about tne Florencitas and she said with great 

respect, "Do you belong?" "The Florence people were a good 

gang and they were fighting the Watts people who were a bad 

gang." Then she corrected herself. "They think they're 

bad, They're not that bad. They come over here and they 

start shooting with real guns at people." This was typical 

of Mabel--babbl1ng on and on, She said her grandmother 

did not approve of the Florencite.s, which Mabel thought was 

not good judgment on her grandmother's part. Mabel said 

that you have to watch out for yourself and she will. She 

wants to belong to something and she feels that Florencitas 
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is perfectly all right. 

After the rape, Mabel was sent to Juvenile Hall, where a 

Rorschach test was administered. Our counselor received a 

summary, over the phone, of the results of the Rorschach. 

(This was unusual.) The test, Mrs. Tremaine was told, showed 

that Ivlabel had a poor sense of reality, and what they called 

a "burned child respo11se," meaning that some of her experiences 

with her own mother she drew back from. She took a dim 

view of the world. She saw and expected unpleasantness in 

social situations. She was a somewhat confused, immature 

girl with .some hoot111 ty toward parent figures. She felt 

helpless and lacking in self-esteem. Part of the problem 

was that she should identify, b:ut she could not decide 

whether she should identify with her mother or with her grand

mother. The tester wondered which woman was preferable. 

A word about ~angs. One of the things that girls who 

a.re or want to be gang members do is inscribe papers with 

their names, their boyfriends' names, their girlfriends' 

names, nicknames, and gang insignia. This sample was done 

by Bonnie Thomas .. The "P.V." stands for Por Vida--"for life." 

Here are a few nicknames I didn't give before. Buzzard, 

Chuca, Ga ta, Loe.a, Pinky, Blacl->:y, Culo. Culo I don• t know 

at all. Most of them have a meaning, often descriptive of . 

personality. Joker--we•ve had sevoral \Jokers, Wormie, Roach, 

Bullet, Cobra, Manch1e, Leftie, Snalcy, Bluebeard. 
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Serrurier1 One of the things that I do not think we have 

discussed is the matter of the very interesting techniques 

that Ramona girls used to control the adults with whom they 

dealt, at school and at home. It seems to me that there 

were three general approaches the girls used in school. Only 

one of them may be considered to be a threat to the individual 

adult. 

The first method may be described thus1 "If you make 

me do someth111g I oppose, or if you do not let me do something 

I want to do, I won't come to school any morer you just wait 

and see what will happen then." I used to discuss with 

teachers the question of why the girls considered thls to 

be.a threat to us. I think the reason may be that most of 

the youngsters had a hazy notion that somehow school people 

feel that refusal of pupils to attend is a reflection on 

the school personnel. Whatever the reason this was of the 

most coimnonly used threats., "I wone t come baclt to school .. " 

Another method which is less commonly u.sed but which 

tends to frighten adults is the threat, "I'm going to pee 

right here." Or, more generally--! e.m going to do something 

that shocks you! I am not ta.lJting here about seriously dis.., 

turbed kids, but about those who deliberately use threats 

of such behavior., I d:l.scussed this once ·with a psychiatric 
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social worker who knew a good deal about adolescent behavior, 

She felt, as I did, that this was essentially an attack on 

middle-class standards, which they felt were being imposed 

on them. 

The third method was also a threat, "I'm going to have 

you fired," which aimed at economic rather than cultural 

security, I developed a technique of solemnly replying, 

"Do you have the address of the superintendent's office? 

Would you like to have me give you his telephone number?" 

Related to this was the statement to a teacher, "I'll tell 

the principg.l on you." Looking back on my experience, I 

realize that pa~t of the endless in-service training, formal 

and informal, that went 011 at Ramona was my effort to cure 

teachers of this fear. 

Once 1.n a great while, of course, there 'iiould be a threat 

of physical violence, but this was surprisingly rare. It 

was, I think, a natural thing for children to i·..rhom. violence 

was a part of daily life, to consider uEing it in school, 

I was e.lways fascinated by the wa.ys by which the girls 

manipulated their parents. They were, I think, much more 

successful with this tban they were with uso After all, we 

were outslders; we had a certain authority, and, by and large, 

we knew our way around a bit more than a good many })9.rents 

did. One of the methods of "pa1•ent cont1~01 11 was one that 

children. in middle~class fam.:llies uses "I'll tell the neigh

bors .. " Status, which we tend. to think of as a largely 
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middle-class goal, often operated 1n "Ramona-type" families. 

Another technique used often unfortunately against a family 

was, "I'll run away from home," This, too, is not limited 

to "lower-class" families, But it was perhaps more serious 

-1n F.a.st Los Angeles than say in Westwood, because the results 

were often very serious. 

One method of management which several pa.rents themselves 

told me about was the child's claim that she was being dis

ciplined- because "you are not my real mother." This, too, 

1s not limited to .one social levelG 

But as a general thing I think most of the girls were 

rather inept so far as dealing with us was concernede 

Dixon: Did they use the "'I non't go to school" threat with 

their parents? 

Serrurier1 I don't know, because usually parents would tell 

school people about how their children behaved at home only 

1n special circumstances. They sometimes talked to child 

welfare and attendance workers about such things. "Yes, the 

girl threatened this." But many parents of Ramona girls did 

not themselves value schooling, so the threat had little 

force., 

The girls whose families were receiving state aid or 

some other kind of relief knew that a11 agency soclal worker 

kept track of school attendance; quite often, e.nd successfully, 

they used this as a threat over thetr parents, "I'll tell 

your worker that I have been truant. Then sl'w 0 11 take my 
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name off your budget," This, of course, was a real threat. 

In cases in which mothers were having extramarital affairs, 

girls would threaten to "tell" about that. This was quite 

commonly used. It served, I am sure, some psychological 

needs of the girls who thus punished their mothers. 

I am talking now· about the more or less consclous methods 

that girls used. Unconsciously they used all kinds of things, 

as do all of us. You may remember I mentioned a family, the 

Renatos (we had three of the girls), whose mother had sev-

eral childre~ each by a different man. Every time their mother 

had another baby by another man the older girls went to 

pieces and their behavior in school reflected this. This, 

I am almost certain, was unconsciouse Incidentally, I have 

a sad sort of post~script to the story of ¥.aria Munoz, our 

"gianto" Her mother, too, was quite prom1scu.ouso 

that Marta was the only child who looked Negroid. 

You remember 

The last 

I had heard of Maria when I presented her case was that she 

was doing very well in Metropolitan High School, though 

she was far too young to be in Metro. After my retirement, 

when I l·ras invited to Ramona., someone told me that :Maria's 

mother had gone through the pattern again and had brought a 

new man into the house o Maria ca.me home from Metro and found 

him there. She "blew up" and physically tore the place a.pa.rte 

She is enormous, you know. Tho neighbors called tho police. 

The last thing Baruona people knew was that Maria l·;e.s in 

Juvenile Hall, ragingo I am afraid that poor Maria is lost. 



Again, hers was not a deliberate, planned reaction in the 

sense that I have been talking about. 
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Of all of the ways of reacting to adults that I observed, 

the one that fascinated me the most was the way in which 

most girls could handle police, deputies sheriff, and other 

law enforcement officers. When a law enforcement officer 

wants to interview a minor without the consent of the parent 

at school, an official of the school must be present. (I 

am not sure whether an administrator is needed for this or 

not.) So I sat in on a good many interviews. I kept quiet-

a difficult thing for me! I get jittery if I get a ticket 

for overps.rking; and if I were being interviewed because I 

had been picked up in a stolen car, the driver of which 1·1as 

drunk, and there seemed to be evidence that I had been "drop

ping pills," I would be pretty uncomfortableo Yet with very 

very few exceptions these girls, no matter what their ability 

was or their personal problems were, handled themselves in 

the presence of le.w enforcement officers with poise, with at 

least outward calmness, and with skill. The last was what 

a.mazed me most. I have watched inexperienced police officers 

driven almost to distraction by their inability to get a 

girl's birth date out of her, let alone any information on 

the subject at hand, I have wa.tched skillful officers "explode" 

after an interview because they were unable to get any 1nfor

ms.t1on. Most of the girls who were questioned somehow man-

aged not to glve any informatlon which the police did not 
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already have. That seemed to be their goal. 

As nearly as I could tell, there were two approaches 

which girls used in these contests. One was simply to sit 

still and say nothing. The other was to pretend to be coop

erative. As I listened to the latter, I often would think, 

"This girl is really giving the police a lot of help." It 

was not until the girl had left that I would be told that 

she gave the police facts that they already knew, 

This technique was often used by girls who were involved 

with narcotics. I asked several times whether the officers 

thought that the girls who were really involved, either in 

peddling or in serious use of drugs, had been briefed or 

trained by somebody in this matter. Either the police did 

not know or they would not tell me. Narcotics officers are 

understandably close-mouthed, 

All .this is part of the culture of the poor and socially 

outcast. The uniformed officer is always considered an enemy, 

even in cases in which obviously a girl herself is not in 

trouble, For example, the police had to interview girls in 

exposure) cases and when drunks folloued them and tried to 

make passes at them. The girl knew perfectly well that the 

reason the.t the officer was interviewing her was because 

the 1tEn1 who na.s involved 1n this behavior was a menace, and 

it was important to get 1nforl11--~tion about him. The almost 

instinctive "clamming up" ca.me into play anyhowe 

I do not remember whether I told you or not of the way 
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I learned, . in my early days at Ramona, about the feeling 

the girls had about officers. Did I tell you about trying 

to have an assembly on traffic safety? The first time we 

tried this, the girls booed the big, handsome officer who 

came. We did a great deal of work on this matter later. 

So much for the girls·• ways of trying to control teachers 

and other adults. 

There is another thing that I do not think I have talked 

about yete It deals with the problem of the working student-

the legal and educational aspects of work permits. This 

area is now in the process of evolution. The school lat-1 

which d.eals with compulsory school attendance and work permlts 

was b.-.:i.sod on an almost total lack of awareness of existing 

problems. (I do not know what changes have been made in this; 

there may be improvement.) One pg.rt of the law says that a 

minor must attend school either till he reaches the age of 

eighteen or until he graduates from high school 11 whichever 

comes first. But he may be given a worlc permit at the age 

of sixteen if certain conditions a.re met. Those conditions 

(this part of the law is good) involve the nature and location 

of a job. Minors may not worlc in beer parlors; they may not 

work on certain dangerous types of equipment; they may not 

work at nighto And there is supposed to be evidence that a 

family cannot get a.long without the earntngs of the m1nore 

But what about the child who is not eligible for o, l·10rk permit, 

yet who does not want to be in school, or cannot profit by 
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school, or who 1s an actual men9.ce in school? Some time ago 

the state courts ruled that essentially there was no practical 

way of enforcing school attendance over the age of sixteen. 

In other words, pa.rents could rarely be punished for keeping 

sixteen-year-olds out of school, even if children had not 

finished high school. To all intents and purposes this 

lowered the compulsory school age from eighteen to sixteen. 

School districts and principals vary 1n their interpretation 

of the law. This situation is complicated still further 

by the fact that a youngster of sixteen who has a work per

mit and a job ls required to attend continuation school 

four hours a week. But if he does not have a job, he does 

not have to go to school at all! Therefore, the boy or girl 

who ls counting the days till his sixteenth birthday-~not 

only because he can get a. d1•iver•s license (not, I thinl\:, 

an adult one) but because he can drop out of school ... ~obviously 

has no incentive to get a job and thus be forced to go to 

school four hours a week. Continuation schools were estab

lished for work-permit students. They have now almost 

vanished--or have changed their structure and the services 

they offere 

Although one p-si.rt of the law says that slxteen 1s the 

m1nhnum age for the issu.ance of a uork permit, another section 

provides for the granting of a work :permlt as early as four

teen, provia_ing tha. t a phys lce.l examin":l. t1on ind 1ca t es that 

an applicant is physlcally capable of working and providing 



also that certain other conditions are met; financial need 

in the family must be carefully established. 

When I first began teaching 1n the city schools many 

senior high schools had what were ca~led continuation classes, 

Usually one teacher--often full-time--taught the holders of 

work permits, As I remember, American history and English 

were required subjects in these c.lasses o There was also 

some help in ways of looking for a job and in how to fill 

out application forms. In addition, the Los Angeles School 

Districts operated Metropolitan High School, which was wholly 

a continuation school. It consisted of two pa.rtse One ua.s 

the actual school ple,nt in the downtown area. Los Angeles was 

then fairly centralized; most of the ch,.ldren who worked did 

so in the middle of the cityo In add1t1011p the pr1nc1p..i:tl 

of Metropolitan High School supervif:led all the continuation 

classes that I have mentioned above, Some continuation 

classes met on Saturdays to meet the demands of employerso 

This system seemed to work fairly well 111 "the old de.ys," 

except for the fact of required attendance only for workers. 

But gradually the employment situntion and society 1n 

general changed drastical1.y. Automation began d1splacb1g 

unskilled l'rorkers long before ths.t fact received much public 

attent:ton. It became evident that the continuation school 

was not serving tho needs of school and society as it had_ 

once done. Work permits for girls to be ••mother's helpers., 

were sometimes not quite honest methods of keeping girls 
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at home. This device has been used both legitimately and 

illegitimately, I think. It was a means of keeping you.ngsters 

out of school who were so emotionally disturbed that it was 

impossible to let them remain in school and other types of 

exemptlon or exclusion were very hard to get. One of the 

things that never ceased to bother me about these "mother's 

helper" work permits was that almost all such cases, the girl 

had younger siblings, so we were being party to permitting 

a girl who was too disturbed to be in a public school stay 

at home and take care of young children. The decision to 

deprive a girl of the right to attend school was the hardest 

of all the dec1s1c'lS I had to make. It was particularly hard 

in these cases in which either choice was very bad. If the 

girl remained in school, she dlsrupted the program seriously 

and damaged other pupils. If she ~w.s at home she sometimes 

was bei.ng left in a home where prostitution or drlnking or 

narcotics o:r emotional illness beca,me the chief elements of 

her life. 

Once in a while our former pupils would come to visit, 

hold.ing by the hand a. child whom they were tal~ing care of-

either a sibling or, just as often, a child for whom they 

were babysitting. It was dreadful. 

This, then is one of the unanswered question.s which 

face schools and all of society. What can be done to prevent 

seriously dtsturbed people from creating other disturbed · 

people? 
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To come back to Metro, a pr1nc1~1 of the school proposed 

that continuation schools might evolve into adjustment center 

high schools for pupils somewhat older than those who were 

served by schools like R9.mona. This was happening spontan

eously before it became an idea to be discussed by "the brass." 

Many holders of work permits had obtained them because they 

had not done well in school and were not happy in school. 

Dr, Thomas Riley, when ~e was princip.9.1 of Metro, proposed 

some legislation for what he called "divergent youth," He 

tried to get some state funcls to experiment with a new pro

gram. Dr. Riley died of a heart attack before he had much 

chance to see the results of his worko Metropolitan High 

School in Los Angeles has undergone ~arious changes. I 

think that it is becoming an increasingly useful pa.rt of 

the school systemo It is one of the adjustment center high 

schools. It will continue to be coeducat1.onf;l.1; the old •:1'rel

fare" schools are not. Many school districts have nothing 

resembling continuation schools, because this is a permissive, 

not a mandatory program. These districts lost contact, in 

most cases, w1 th pupils who have 1·10rk perm1 ts. 

Another thing that separates 1t from the other adjustment 

center high schools is that it will serve young people who 

are above compulsox-y school age (1f one uses the sixteen

year-old measurement) • In other words , there l'rill be no 

compulsion to a ttencl. I thinlt: that this j_s a very intelligent 

move o If it ~. s well handled it can be really thorapeuttc 
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for a good many of the youngsters who are drop-outs for emo

tional reasons a For pupils who got off on the wrong foot 

for one reason or another in school and who have real poten

tial and who need a chance to start over again 1n small 

classes. 

Of course, the basic problem of how an urban society 

is going to deal with its disturbed citizens is not going 

to be solved by school programs, no matter how good, To 

make .this point, I want to talk now about people who are 

examples of what happens when disturbed adults are parents. 

Of course, it is impossible to prove that the girls I will 

describe would have been "normal" had they .been taken a.way 

from their pr~.re11.ts at birth. But the effect their parents 

had upon them is a.ppa.lling--socially and individually. 

Dixons What is the cut-off age at the top on the new school? 

Serruriera I do not know. In the pa.st I thhtlr they permitted 

people to attend until they were twenty-one if they had not 

graduated from high school. That raises the question cf funds; 

night schools (now usu~lly called adult schools) are not 

supposed to take anyone under eighteen, although if there 

is a written e.greement between the princip..q.l of the day 

school ancl the night school it can be done o But theoretic-

ally the adult school is for people over twe11ty4 •one and its support 

comes from funds that are separD.te from those of de.y schools e 

That period between eighteen and twenty-one is a sort of 

"No Man's Lando" My guess is thHt Metro will continue 
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help them get started 1n school if that seems desirable. 
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I am glad to see these changes, because it is good to see 

the schools adapting themselves. The Los Angeles School 

System has become so enormous, so bulky, that 1t is like a 

dinosaur. It takes a long time for messages from the brain 

to get out to the various parts of it and an even longer 

time for messages to get from the outlying areas to the 

brain. So l·rhen it does something new in response to chang

ing conditions it is done against great odds, 

Dixons It is bigger than many state systems. 

Serruriera Yes, it ls the second largest system in the country, 

second onJ.y to New Yorke It is far larger than many state 

systems. I am not much at statistics, but I am delighted 

with the! information that the total population of Nevada 

could fit into our Coliseum. 

Nm·r I do want to present a. couple of youngsters who 

were unwise in their choice of parents. Seriously, these 

are examples of something that I think society--1f we avoid 

an atomic war--will have no choice but to deal witho In all 

these cases the girls had parents who were known to one or 

more agencies as being dlsturbed people. Yet nothing could 

be done to remove the children from these parents before it 

was too late. 

I think I w:tll start with Pamela Browden. Pam was young 

when I knew her i she was born tn 1947. She we,s referred to 
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Bamona from a nearby junior high school. The vice principal 

wrote that Pam was a very immature-looking little girl who 

dyed her hair red. She lived with her father and six younger 

children. The mother was allegedly an alcoholic in an insti

tution. (The mother• s l'rhereabouts, we learned later, were a 

real mystery. There were some indication.q that the mother 

was dead. I have a private theory about this.) In a school 

which the girl had formerly attended there had been a record 

of the mother coming to look for her children; she said they 

had been taken away from her and she wanted to see them. 

The referring school people said. that the father was an 

odd perso110 This is one of the many understateme11ts in thls 

story! He had a record of being a ba.d· .. check artist, and 

was appg.rently ahrays one jump ahead of the police. Just 

before Pam was ref errec.l to us , he1"" father had loaded all his 

children into e.n old car wl th a trailer attached and had ta.ken 

them to Texas and then to Oregon, job-hunting. This was on 

school time. En route from California. to Oregon the car and 

tra1.ler caught fire. He coulcl not :pay for repairs, so some

where along the line someone kept the care The father, 

who was intelligent and enterprising, thou[jh "odd," communi

cated with the Bureau of Public Assistance in Los Angeles and 

persu,9.ded them to !}9..Y the transportation of all the children 

back to Los Angelese A vice principal said to me, "We had 

hoped that they would get to Oregon!" 

I was warned to be prepared to have Pam's father visit 
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us very frequently. He did. He claimed to have a detailed 

knowledge of gangs, :narcotics, sex, and all sorts of other 

undesirable activities that allegedly went on in the schools. 

He was constantly coming to school to inform officials about 

these things and to inform administrators and others that it 

was their duty to see that these evils were stopped. I was 

also warned that Mr. Browden kept written records of all his 

conversations with school personnel because he felt that he 

was obligated to keep track of public servants, because public 

servants were all dishonest and as a taxpayer he wanted to 

get his money's worth. 

When Pam enrolled at "A" Junior High School a routine 

checl1: was made with the Bureau of Pu.blic Ass 1stance e (This 

often makes it possible for a school to provide free lunches, 

etc.) Someone at the BPA office said that no woman should 

ever go to the Browden home alone e That tu:ened out not to 

have the sexual implications that one might have expected" 

I will explain later. The referring vice principal was con

cerned with the way that Pam ordered her father around and 

acted as though she had some hold over himo Some of the younger 

children were in a child care center. Workers 1n the center 

said tru.tt the father always had what seemed to be rolls of 

money. But the family actually lived in great povertyo Pam, 

the vice principal remarked, either was extremely retarded 

or acted that wayo She had trouble getting to her classes 

and finding where rooms were .. 
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Mr. Browden was delighted to have Pam leave the junior 

high. He said that Pam had obtained "goof balls" there. 

Further, he said, he was a very good friend of mine. I had, 

of course, never heard of him until I read Pam's social 

history! 

With this introduction, and with my fingers crossed, 

I agreed to take the youngster. We went through the regular 

routine and made an appointment for admissiono Before that 

day came, the father telephoned. This was my first contact 

with him. For a long time he would talk to nobody at Ramona 

but me. He said, "One in my position need not talk with 

inferiors," If I happened to be away at a meeting he wanted 

to know just exactly where I was and who had called the 

meeting. Was I getting paid for being away from my desk? 

On that call he was very indignant because we had not enrolled 

Pam . the clay she '\'Ja.S referred o He was very ins is tent, my 

notes say. "He feels that this is a sign of great inefficiency 

on my part." (I only toolt one ne-w girl a day as a matter 

of policy. There were good reasons for this. There we:ce 

certain procedures that had to be followed.) Mr. Browden 

said that Pam loved school and that she had never once been 

absent before coming to Los Angeles~ (When we got the records 

le.ter we found that Pam had been in schoo1~ ... c.11 the ·way through-

an average of three days a week .. ) I talked w:tth Mr. Browden. 

He told me that all Pam's friends were Negroes. She had had 

a gang fight at "A" Junior High; the sts.ff was completely 
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unaware of this. I really looked forward to the intake 

interview! But Pam came without her father. She was very 

t1m1d. I had to bend forward to hear her talk. A tiny thing, 

with scars on her face. Later we learned that these were 

cigarette burns. New ones appeared later. 

Pam read very slowly, with great difficulty; she knew 

about half the words in a second-grade level paragraph and 

was obviously so miserable that I did not try to make her 

go on.. My notation: "She looks constantly worried and hesi

tant and confused." She says that her father was an adver

tising salesman. The personnel record said that he had some 

college training. Pam's health card indicated that she had 

neuro-de1'lllatitis and contact allergy. I asked our school 

doctor what that meant. "It means that nobody knows what 1s 

the matter with her skino" The school record showed serious 

problems as far back as 19530 

Pam told me that she wanted to come to Ramona and that 

she didn't get along with her father. She said that she played 

the piano and had appeared on radio and TV shows, 

At 1:30 of the same day, Mr. Browden called me and I 

had a long, long talk with hime He said, "I have been inves

tigating Ramona High School although you may not know ite 

I hereby offer you Pamela's services in helping you to solve 

school problems which I find that you arc unable to handleo" 

This delighted my soul! I aslrnd him ~·rhat speciflc problems 

he had found me unable to handloo He replied, very sternly, 



"You may not be aware of it, but some of the girls in your 

school smoke on the streets." I told him that I was quite 

a.ware of this, but we have little legal hold over children 

outside of school. He said, "You should have." 
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He phoned daily. He was extremely demanding. He objected 

strenuously to the fact that there is no school during spring 

vacation. (This detail is important, because I want to 

present the picture of a "problem" adult.) He felt that 

this was unfair to parents and taxpayers. He worried about 

Pam's vomiting and delayed menstrual periods. (This was 

one of several fathers with whom I had extensive discussions 

about their daughters• menstru~l periods over the telephone.) 

Obviously we began wondering about pregnancy. Dr. Breiner 

sln1 Pam and reportedp "Pam sat in the corner and sucked 

her thumb all the time." Pam, the doctor felt, was a very 

seriously dam9.ged personality who ought to be gett~tng therapy; 

how·ever, this physician also doubted that the girl would 

react to therapyo 

Then, suddenly Pam went off to Oregon ·with her father, 

leaving the other children behind. I learned this from the 

elementary school where the younger children were enrolled, 

When the elementary school checked on attendance they found 

Pam and her father gone. A report was ma.de to the Bureau 

of Public Assistance o The latter o.gency hired. a girl to stay 

with the abandoned childrcno The trouble with that was that 

I knew the girl whom they had hired; she was the prostitute 
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who said to me once, "I ~ouldn't live the way you do." The 

BPA p:iid her five dollars a day. She had, since leaving 

Bamona, married a Negro boy, and had had a baby by him, and 

had left him. When I told the BPA abou.t this girl getting 

five dollars a day from them to take care of the Browden 

youngsters, they were appg.llea .• 

Pam was gone orlly about a week; and when she came back 

to school she said they had not gone to Oregon after all. 

Soon after this we had word that Pam was in Juvenile 

Hall, Predictably, her father came to see me. He said, "The 

police are very unreasonable." Pamela had picked up e. 

suitcase in a. garage on Main Street, This, he said, was the 

fault of the school, because the school provided bus ticl\'.ets 

for st;udents o If we had not given Pam a bus tlcket to get 

home from school she would not have been able to get to Main 

Street where she picked up that suitcase, And some people 

expect the schools to provide education for all children 

without giving the help that children with parents like this 

must have! In Mr" Browden's opinion the school should: 

1) not have given Pam biJ.s tickets (although he hlmself had 

no money for them); 2) should have prevented her from riding 

as far as Main Street. 

This was, I believe, Pam's first stay in the Hall; 

she was not detained. She \IDS alloi·10d to go back to her 

father. When she returned, instead of talking e.bou·I; the 

Hall, whtch ~Ls what almost every girl d:i.d after her first 



experience there, Pam talked about how embarrassed she was 

before the men with whom she went out when they would buy 

food for her because she did not know how to use a fork. 
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We started watching her at lunch time. It was true--she did 

not know how to use a fork! She ate exclusively with her 

fingers; the other girls watched and helped her. 

Next, the Bureau of Public Assistance called and said 

that the father had not pa.id his rent and had been served 

an eviction notice. (The family lived in Estella Courts, 

a public housing facility.) The BPA worker also said that 

the father hs.d gone to the BPA office and had demanded imme

diate placement for his daughter. They suggested Immaculate 

Conception Convent; the father refused because Immaculate 

Conception does not have maximum security and girls who live 

there attend public schools. Re felt that Pam should be in 

maximum security. When a worker asked him the obvious ques

tion, "Why?li he first said, "She's just like her mother and 

she will take to drink.," Then he said if she went to any 

institution it would get into the newspapers. He believed 

that he was so important that the newspapers and. other media 

would know about him., Then--"Her mother will find out whcr~ 

she is and she'll come and get her." We bees.me more and 

more involved. in the questton of the whereabouts of the mother. 

The BPA worker then said, "But what else is there to send 

Pa.m to? Why are you so insistent that she must be placed?" 

He answered that she rras a lesbian, that she was stealing, 
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and that she was a prostitute, The B?A sent him to talk to 

authorities at the Convent and at 11aryvale 9 an orphanage o 

At both places he told such appalling stories about Pam's 

alleged behavior that they refused to take her. In the 

midst of this he phoned one day and without preliminaries 

said to the secretary, "This is George Browden. What nation

al! ty are you?" She replied, "This is the secretary of Ramona 

High School. What would you like to have me do for you?" 

"Before I know, before I decide whether I'll speak to you 

or not, I want to know what nationality you are." "I'm an 

American." He said, "I know. Technically you are an Amer

ican but what blood do you have in you?" She told·him that 

she felt that this was not a pertinent topic. To whom did 

he want to talk? He hung up on her, called the downtown 

office, and reported that "underlings" were being rude to 

him, 

Pam was absent one day during this period and we asked 

the child welfare worlrnr to checlq Mr. Browden told her that 

Pam had never missed school before. "But,". said he, "teachers 

use all possible excuses t·o be absent and they get pa.id for 

it. What do you mean by asking me why Pam is absent?" 

The BPA people were frantic. They said Pam was too low 

mentally to be placed in a foster homeo I still am uncertain 

as to whether J.-am rea.lly was low mentally or was so mlxed 

up that she acted retarded, Before any decision was reached, 

Mr, Browden announced that he was taking his whole family 
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with him to Oregon to stay. He was shaking the dust of Los 

Angeles off his feet. They were leaving as soon as Pam recov

ered from her horrible diarrhea, which was brought on by 

eating the food which we served at Ramona High School. He 

told me that he. had notified the city health authorities 

about thiso By pu~e chance an unannounced inspection of our 

cafeteria had been made a week or two before this; and we 

had received an A-1 rating. I told Mr. Browden that, but 

he did not change his mind. The family did leave for Oregon; 

they were gone for about two weeks. Then an interesting 

thing happened. Father ca.me to visit school without appoint

ment; I was not in my office. The secretary (a substitute 

who did not know him) later told me that a meek-looking little 

man came and stood in the outer offico1 he did not say a word, 

She said he just stood and stood e.:nd stood; soon she could 

not stand 1t and she said, "Good morning, is there something 

that you want?" "Yes." "Do you want to see somebody?" 

"Yes." She could not get him to say anything except "Yes" 

or "No." Eventually she found out that he wanted to see 

me. That day Pam had a. bad nei·1 circular burn on her cheek; 

she said that a drunk on the street had fallen aea:J.nst her 

and had accidentally burned her. It looked far too sharply 

defined for an explanation like thato Whether that was the 

reason her fa th er came or not I do not l{now. He was very 

threadbare and pathetlc-looking. But when he began talking, 

after ! returned to the office, his vocabulary amazed me. 
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I had, of course, heard him over the phone before, but I was 

surprised at how well he talked, I showed_ him around the 

school; he said he had only two criticisms. One, we did not 

teach cosmetology, He said that he had been apprenticed to 

study beauty culture at fifteen and he felt that the world 

would be much better if all women were beautlful~-and they 

could all be beautiful if all girls studied cosmetology, 

Two, he stated that many of the world's problems would be 

solved if everybody learned Hamlet's soliloquy and he thought 

the students should recite it the first thing every morning 

in unison, like flag salute, When we came to the ceramics 

room he asked the teacher if she could inscribe the solilo

quy for him on a. clay plaque. By the time we finished . our 

tour, she had made him a plaque with, "To be or not to be, 

that is the question." It developed that he thought that 

was the whole speech. At this stage Mr. Browden applied for 

a work permit for Pam. She was not yet fourteen. She applied 

for a work permit. I explained the law to him. The super

visor in charge of work permits told me that Mr. Browden 

had gone to the central office to apply for the perm.it. 

The supervisor wanted to know the backgroundo Mr. Browden 

had said that his daughter was seventeeno He announced that 

he was going to open a chain of twelve beauty shops and he 

wanted her to be the manager of one. App9.rently he did a 

very convincing job with the people downtown. When I set 

them straight and the head of the work-permit section denied 



the permit, Mr. Browden said, "Well, it's this or Juvenile 

Hall. Her blood .1.s on your heade Goodbye." This left the 

work permit office rather shaken! 
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The next day pa.pa had apparently forgotten all about 

Hamlet and work permits. He came back to school; fortunately 

I was away that day at a meeting, So our poor counselor had 

to deal with him, He had a fascinating discussion with her. 

I put her report down verbatim; I think it is important to 

include it to show what kinds of people we permit to rear 

childrenv Mrs, Tremaine had an excellent memory; this is 

what she told me. Mro Browden said to her, "What is the 

school doing to help Pam adjust ei.nd be a success in life?" 

She asked~ "Are you thinking of some special problem or of 

adjustment in general?" He eve.ded this by asking another 

question. "What is the school doing to help Pam read?" 

Mrs. Tremaine: "Fam takes reading every day." Papa 1 "What 

level class is she 111? How is she reading'? At what grade 

level? What was her last test?" (She was almost a non

ree,der.) Mrs o Tremaine 1 "She is being taught individually." 

The counselor gave him the test data from the previous school. 

Vocabulary, 3.3, comprehension, 2.9 (grade levels), These he 

copied dm·m in a greasy notebook. "And she has had no test 

since? This was a year ago." "No; test:Lng more often than 

every two yea.rs rarely gives dependable results," "Can you 

tell me if Pam is now being taught at the fourth grade level?" 

"I can't, because there are many aspects to rea.dine; such as 



vocabulary, comprehension, speed, and so forth. She may be 

being taught at the fourth grade level in some aspects," 
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Mr. Browde111 "But Kennedy reads twelve hundred words a 

minute." Mrs. Trema1nes "Kennedy may read detective stories 

or s1m1lar material at twelve hundred words per minute, but 

I doubt if he reads state papers that fast." Browden: "How 

fast do you read ? 11 Tremaine: "I can• t say exactly." "Well, 

all you have to do is watch the clock. Can't you tell time?" 

"It's not that simple. The last I knew I read seven hundred 

words per minute on magazine articles like Reader's Digest 

but I can't do that on technical material." "Thank: you very 

much," said he, "that's pretty good. You're smarter than I 

thought you were. Thank you for your time." Then he left, 

Shortly after that two teachers sent Pam unsatisfactory 

notices. I would not have done this, but I never interfered 

with teachers in their conduct of their classes. Mr. Browden 

wrote notes to both teachers. To one he wrote, "You are very 

kind to send me a. report. I was told by the principal at 

"A" Junior High School that the teachers at Ramona do an 

excellent job and I was very happy that Pamela was lucky 

enough to be sent to you for school work, But from what you 

write it looks like you have not done a good job, at least 

in formal education. Sincerely yours, Geo.rge Browdena" 

To the second teachers "Thank you for your report of /.J.~27-62 

mailed 5 ... 15~62." (She had held it back in the hope that Pam 

would do some WO)~k.) "You write that Pam just talks. She 
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does not do her work and is uncooperative. Pam says that 

you are a nice person and she speaks well of you. Maybe 

you are both wrong. Time will tell who is better at social 

studies, you or Pam. I will try to report to you in ten years. 

Pam will be twenty-fours By then she should recover from 

having to be in your presence and exposed to you. Yours 

truly, George Browden." 

One thing is to remember that this father was the only 

adult whom Pam knew. 

At this time a worker from the Bureau of Public Assistance 

came to see me. She was almost in a state of shock because 

of her contacts with the father, by telephone or in her off1cee 

She recelved the pressure from him to have the girl placed. 

Finally she had made a home call. She found the living room 

stacked with old tires in all the corners from floor to 

ceiling. The only space in the living room (th1.s was verified 

later by e. child welfare worker) was occupied by a table 

with a couple of folding chairs around ito It was lmpossible 

physically to sit down. The stench from the ancient rubber 

tires was overN·helming o I made the obvious remark to the 

worlrnr that this \'ms not a normal father and that something 

ought to b0 done to take Pam and her five little siblings 

away from him~ (Incidentally, on one of his visits the father 

had told me that; he had edited the El Monte News for three 

years and that he had been in radio and TV since J.9L~9. He 

se.id, "I 0 m one of these modest people. You would be amazed 
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if you knew what I have done in radio and TV.~ I was worried 

about the question of the mother. I asked the police to try 

to find out whether she really was in an institution or not. 

No institution in California had her at the time. I have never 

learned what happened to her. 

In connection with the incident in which Pam picked up 

a suitcase there was a court hearing. I wrote, for that 

hearing, the strongest plea I could compose, asking that Pam 

be put into some institution where she and the other children 

would be taken care of. The court ordered a complete psychia

trlc examination and then let Pam go bacl~ home again. 

Then she began shoplifting. She used to bring things 

to school--elght or ten lipsticks at a time, for example. 

We did not solve the matter of the cigarette burns, but Pam 

began to tallc about her father beating her if she went out 

in the evening. The suspicion of incest increased. BPA 

worlrnr assured me, however, that there was nothing to be 

afxaid of, because Mr. Browden had been sterilized by the 

mumps. Things went from bad to worse. Pam was picked up one 

night in a window-breaking episode. Then her father did an 

amazing thing. He phoned to report to me on the results of 

the test that Pam had been glven in Juvenile Hall. My 

note: "He asked many intelligent questions. Asked me l'That 

various things mea11to" He said that Pam ran nut of the house 

without permission and he had to go and look for her and bring 

her home. She jumped out of his car. She had been a behavior 



problem since i nfancy . When she was a baby i t was like holding 

t wo collie pups. He never mentioned Pam ' s mother . He seemed 

pleased when I told him that the girl looked physically better 

than she had last year . 
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Serrurier: He said, calmly, that he ha.d awakened with what 

he felt was a broken neck; he had reasoned himself out of a 

paralysis by telling himself that he ha~ gone to bed without 

a broken neck and that nothing had happened during the night 

to give him one. He was then able to get up. 

The teachers reported that Pam was extremely nervous 

in classes. 

Next Mr. Browden called to tell me that two girls at 

Ramona were talking about smoking marijuana; he wanted me to 

do something about 1 t. Then he called. Mrs. Tremaine; this 

is interesting. Mrs. Trern.aine had asked Pam what time she 

had gone to bed the previous night because she looked sleepy. 

Mr. Browden thought that Mrs. Tremaine had asked how late 

it was when Pam's boyfriend left, He said, "We have no 

trouble with boyfriends and I don't think we will." Mrs. 

Tremaine said, "You won't?" "No, not for several years." 

A pol:tce officer came and in my presence gave Pam a 

subpoena to appear as a witness 111 a housebreaking case. She 

was not involved. The poor girl was badly mixed upo She 

thought she ·was being arrested. She was very calm but she 

said to the officer, "Are you going to handcuff me?" When 

he sa:td, "No," she seemed a bit dlsappo1ntedo At the encl 

of the conference, a.11 of a sudden she said, "Does it matter 
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that I'm not living at home any more?" out of a clear blue 

sky. She said that her father had left several days before 

to look for housing where there are no gangs. She did not 

know where he was. So we sent a child welfare worker to 

investigate. A woman who was seen only that one time by a 

school person taking care of Pam; the younger children were 

all gone. The elementary school reported them absent. Pam 

"Wanted the school n.urse to take her to the clinic. She didn't 

know which one. She had had a wart removed. In the process 

of trying to find out which clinic was involved the nurse 

called the probation officer. The father had apparently told 

the PO that Pam might say odd things about him in her psycho

logical exam. C1'ha.t is probably why he had called me and asked 

me sc many questionse) Suspicions 1ncreasedG Later Pam told 

the nurse that her father had gone to Redlands to work for 

several days and if he liked it they were going to go up 

there, Next day Mr. Browden called me and the attendance 

office. To me he made a long, elaborate statement about my 

great knowledge, skill, experience, etc., followed by the 

question, "Have you firi..ally decidecl what makes P8,m act the 

way she does?" He would not elaborate on the nature of her 

behavior. In reply to a comment about early life he said, 

"She was this way long before she last saw her mother." 

When I told him that the school was concerned about Pam's 

vomiting he said, very calmly, "I hope she hasn't gotten 

hers elf pregnant." He then asked, "Do you th:tnlr she will be 
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ready for private twenty-four-hour school next semester?" 

This I interpreted as meaning that the probation officer had 

talked to him about possible placement. I said, "It depends 

on the school." He told me that he had been offered a good 

job as a radio announcer in Redlands and had found a four

bedroom apartment in a housing project for his family. But 

he had not been allowed to move in because he did not have 

a housekeeper. He had placed an ad for one, but meanwhile 

the apartment had been rented to somebody else. So he could 

not go ·to Redlands. That same day Mr. Browden came to school 

during lunch period; two teachers who were on d.uty in the hall 

talked to him. He said that he was taking Pam away somewhere. 

He was very, very vague. We let the girls dance the last 

fifteen minutes of lunch perlod • as you know·. He heard the 

music a.nd said, "This sounds like a beer hall. 

an· excellent school for juvenile delinquents." 

You are running 

He also told 

the teachers that he had run beer parlors and he was familiar 

with the kind of music played in them and this was beer 

parlor music that we were playingo The next day he called 

and told me that he was not golng to let Pam return to Ramona 

because of this muslc. He also talked at length about the 

fact that Negro and Mexican-American girls danced while the 

poor little whlte girls sat alone. I wrote here at the end 

of my report to the court. "I cannot urge too strongly the 

necessity for taking this girl out of her present home situation. 11 

That was the situation at the time that I retired, I, 
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of course, asked when I visited Ramona what had happened to 

Pam. She was in Juvenile Hall; it was quite certain that she 

was going to be placed but no decision had been made yet. 

I asked about her siblings. Possibly they might be placed, 

too. 

I have deliberately told Pam's story in detail. I 

think this kind of problem is far more than a school problem. 

I am quite sure that everyone who had dealt with Mr~ Browden 

knew something about the seriousness of the situation. But 

society is not yet prepared to take action in cases in which 

overt crimes have not been committed, 

Now another story about the effects on a child of living 

with . adults who are not normal. Ramona. Generos, "Cobra," 

was the girl whose father kept snakes. Living with him was 

his mother who had spent many years in Patton and who suffered 

from hallucinationso As her grand-daughter said, the old 

woman used the living room floor for a bathroomo Nothing 

was done for the girlo 

Little R-~mona Generos was one of our most serious prob

lems. She was a tiny thing, perfectly shaped. but at the 

age of thirteen looking like a normal t·.rell-developed seven

year-old. There was ncthing Mexican in her appear.a.ncee She 

was round ... faced, blonde1 and blue~eyed. She had been in 

seven elementary schools and two junior high schools before 

she came to Ramona as a seventh gradero Almost all the school 

moves had be.en i'rhat we call "social ad_justment transfers." 
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That is, her behavior made it impossible to keep her in most 

schools. The referral sheet stated that she was a serious 

fighter, She used to start fights with other girls by snatching 

jewelry from them and then hitting them when they wanted to 

get it back. She lived with her mother and step-father at 

that time, The step-father used to beat and starve Ramona, 

There were three children of his own in the home, T'n.e girl 

had tried living with her own father but could not stand 

it because of his demented mother who lived with him, The 

vice princ:tpal wrote: "Among other things, the father owns 

three snakes, studies yoga, and has a lot of funny ideas." 

The step-father actually did starve his step-children as welJ. 

as beat them violently, Her mother very much wanted "Cobra" 

or "Tiny" (her two nicknames) to stay at home, and period

ically she would arrange for this, But then the step-father 

would beat the girl up and her mother would send her away. 

I was worried about her coming because I was afraid that 

the other girls would tease her about her size. The first 

day or so they did, but soon the news about R-::Lmona's prowess 

as a fighter got around. This took time, because she came 

from the southern part of the city and our girls did not 

know about her in advance, as they often dido I ceased 

worrying about Ramoria's ability to take care of herself, 

Soon after she enrolled. Ramona came with one arm 

covered with lrnlts which seemed to be belt marks, She was 

still living with her mother and step~father then. Her 
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mother had beaten her for wanting a new skirt. After the 

beating the mother ha.d taken the girl downtown-~on school 

time--to buy her the skirt! 

The office began getting reports from teachers from 
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the start of Ramona's appalling obscenity; it was far beyond 

what most of the girls used and the teachers were accustomed 

to. Besides, she would throw food at other people. We learned 

that this practice had been learned from her grandmother, 

the wo~118.n who had be 0en in Patton, Bamona said she hated 

Ramona High School. At first some girls would pick her up 

and whirl her around because it was so easy to do, She really 

was tiny. 

Soon after the beating by her mother, ·Ramona moved to 

her father's house. She began explatning to the glrls that 

while there l'tas no woman in the house now except for her 

demented gra.na_mother, there would soon be one, because her 

father was going to go to Mexico, make a woman pregnant, and 

then smuggle her into the United States. Ramona explained 

that it was legal to bring in a pregnant wom;-:i.n and a man 

could prove that she was pregnant by him. In such a case 

it was not necessary to go through any formalj.ties at the border, 

Ramona thought this was a very bright idea. 

I met her father for the first time one day when he came 

to pick up his daughter, He was pretty mossy~lool{ing, but 

he talked quite 1ntell1.gently. The "beatnik" vogue was .iust 

starting then, and he looked like a "beatntk," He wore the 
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standard turtle-neck sweater and he smelled as though he 

had not had a bath for some time. But he had a good vocabulary. 

Two or three days later Ramona brought me some palm 

frond decorations that her father had made. She said, "He 

is a beatnik and all beatniks are artists." The palm fronds 

were painted different colors. Ramona wanted me to put them 

up in my office. Fortunately, I had no room. She said, 

"I like my father but I'm afraid of my grandmother. She's 

not •mentally ill,' but it's the way things go around in 

her mind that's the trouble. 11 She said her grandmother 

could not take care of herself. "She scares me. She talks 

about things the.t aren't there." I thought this was a good 

description., 

Ramona's mother was very worried about Tiny. She would 

call me and ask if Tiny looked well or not. Did she look 

well-fed? Was she clean? The mother said that she could 

not communicate with the girl's father. He l'10Uld hang up 

the receiver when she called. He did not always have a 

phone~ I sent one of our teachers, rather than a child 

welfare worlcer, on a home call. She returned with an as ton

ishing report. There were three snakes in the living room. 

They were notp however, cobras, as B.amona had said; they 

were garter sn~kes. Fortunately the teacher had taught 

science and knew a garter snake when she saw it. She told 

me that there was no furniture in the living room except 

for some low rattan stools. The father was sitting 
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cross-legged on one of them; he offered her another one and 

asked her to sit cross-legged on it. She refused. He 

started the conversation by asking her how long she could 

hold her breath. He also wanted to know if she had studied 

yoga. If she had, she could hold her breath for ten minutes, 

or something of that sort. He brought out a stack of yoga 

books and tried to get her to take them home. Then he left, 

presumably to smuggle in his pregnant woman, 

Ramona began making preparations for a party, She 

planned to invite everybody and have a real party while her 

father was away. She assured the girls that her grandmother, 

who was as small as Tiny herself, would not be in the way, 

Judg1.ng from what we heard of the plans, we felt 1 t was a 

good idea to notify the police, which we did, Meanwhile, 

Ramona's obscene language and what my notes called "pel\ric 

gestures" continued. 

One day Ramona had a real fight with a girl in class 

and we said that because of this she could not to swimming. 

But we let her go to· Clear Creek Camp, and she got along 

all right. One of the older girls at camp made a report 

on Ramona. She said, "I saw her in the shower at camp. 

She has just one hair." Ramona talked about sex and llil.r

cotics. There is a hair-raising, obscene report here on 

some of this discussion, I think I will omit ito We called 

the narcotics people; they got a great deal of information 

from a teacher's report on Ramona's conversations on narcotics~ 
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Once her mother came to see me and said, "When I talked 

to Ramona about her bad language she said she had learned 

1t from her grandmother, who, Ramona's mother claimed, had 

broken up the marriage. She said that her former husband 

put the care of his mother above everything else. She quoted 
,, 

him as saying, I can have any woman I want but I hav-e only 

one mother," The mother also talked to me about her fears 

of incest. I asked whether this was just a suspicion or whether 

she had any proof. She said, "For one thing, he doesn't have 

a girlfriend now, and he never could get along without a 

girlfriend. I can tell." 

Then an odd thing happened, A Negro girl entered Ramona 

who was a little bit smaller than was Ramona, The new girl 

wa.s almost a dwarf. Her story was interesting and sadi 

she finally was sent to an institution for retarded children 

in ·santa Barbara, Ramona was violently jealous of Bernice 

from the day Bernice came. Ramona made a serious attempt 

to drown Bernice. We occasionally had girls hold other 

people under water in the swimming pool "as a joke," but 

Ramona was not joking. She admitted it, but she also said, 

"I just dunked her; it was only three feet deep," 

Then Ramona ran e,way and flatly refused_ to return to 

her father. She spent the weekend ·N·ith someone of whom we 

at school had never heard. At last Ramona turned up at her 

mother's housee The reasons she gave for running away from 

her father were most interostine. l) She was lonesome. 
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2) Her grandmother accused Ramona of "cutting" her. 3) The 

grandmother used the floor as a bathroom. 4) Ramona said, 

"My father is always wantlng me to tell him that I love him 

more than I love my mother and I won't do it." ·5) The father 

was very demanding. 6) Ramona's father said that he was 

planning to go to Indj_a and take his daughter with him. 

When I asked, "W~at do you think he plans to do in India?" 

Ramona gave me a fascinating answer. She said, "He's going 

to wear a turban and a diaper, have no money, and talk to 

God all day." Ramona did not feel that she wanted this kind 

of life. Her father had some pictures of people dotng these 

things and she did not like the idea at all41 

What could the school do to help this girl? It seemed 

clear that her father was not a very good person to llve with. 

It also seemed evident that the step-father might kill her if 

she went to live with her mother. We tried to find out whether 

there were any relatives with ·whom Ramona might 11 ve, There 

proved to be a.n aunt who lived not very far from school. 

But her husband was a.way in a road camp and she had a fourteen

year-old son who was B, bit too interested in Ramona to make 

this aunt's home desirable. When Ramona ran away again, 

the police picked her up and decided to keep her in Juvenile 

Hall till they dec:tded wl1at to do with her. Her father 

signed a permit for e, medical examinatj.on and a psychological 

study. The police told. me that they had n8ver seen anybody 

like that father. When he came to the police statlon to sign 



p:tpers he had on one red and one green sock. He wore enor

mous dark glasses, a beard, and a beret. He was apparently 

really a caricature beatnik and the outfit he wore was uot 

common, as it is nowt He had a book with him called, "Naked 

They Pray." He refused to sit on a bench. Instead, he sat 

on the floor with his legs crossed. 

One day when he came to school, Mrs. Tremaine was 

suffering from a sore back; he offered to cure her with 

yoga. He also said he knew how to cool people's blood. Mrs. 

Tremaine asked, "What for?" He asked, "Isn't your blood 

too hot?" 

Ramona emerged from the Hall looking very nice and 

feminine. The court sent her back to her mother with a warn

ing to the step-father th~t he must not beat the girl any 

more! 

Two days later, Ramona came to school terrifically 

scratched UPo She had had a fight with her fifteen-year-old 

sister. Then she had another fight. She began stealing. 

There ·was another runaway and another stay in Juvenile Hall. 

When Ramona came out of the Hall this time she did a curious 

thingo She reported that in Juvenile Hall there was a special 

section for Ramon.a H1.gh School girls. They did not treat 

Ramona girls the way they treated anybody else. They fed them 

on bread and water and ma.de them use a hole in the floor as 

a toilcte And she claimed, they told her that Ramone. High 

School was a ·way station to Juvenile Hall! 
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Finally another runaway, another fight. Whether Ramona's 

father brought a pregnant woman home or not I do not know. 

But Ramona was sent by the court to Charter Oaks Lodge in 

Covina. This is an institution for mildly disturbed women 

and girls. The last time I haard of Ramona she was enrolled 

in "W" High School. How she was getting along I do not know. 

Ramona had a very odd sense of humor. Here is a note 

from a teacher which illustrates this; "As I walked by Mrs. 

Bowdely's room Ramona dashed out to give me a piece of candy 

which she had just made. When I opened the waxed paper I 

saw tooth marks on the cs.ndy. I said, 'Thanks just the same 

but I'd r'"d. ther not.• She then toolr the candy and said she 

was going to throw it away in the container outside., Then 

suddenly she said~ 'Look, Perkins, I went to the bathroom.' 

She was standing with her legs slightly bent, her skirt 

pulled up; there. on the ground between her legs was the candy, 

brown taffy." 

My notes contain all kinds of stories about fights and 

sex talk; 1 t is ver·y interesting. But the point I want to 

make here is that this youngster was basically, I thin1c, a 

fairly normal personc But she lived with adults who were 

at lea.st strange~~-·1f not mentally ill. 

I have two other cases involving d·ifferent kinds of 

peculiar J>3.!'entso In both these cases the inrents were, 

I think, neurotic rather than psychotice Cllrc Browden, I 

think, was psychotic.) Ramona Generos' father may well have 



been psychotic, Incidentally, I learned that he himself 

was 111egitt1mate, and his feeling toward his mother was 
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quite ambivalent, The parents in the two cases I now want to 

present were not so "far out," but their daughters had serious 

problems which seemed to stem from their parents• attitudes 

and actions. Let me begin with Valerie Mentone, the stool

plgeon whom everyone in school hated. She was one of the 

most fascinating and repulsive characters I have ever met. 

Her parents were probably the most difficult the school had 

to deal witha 

Valerie's nickname was "chlna" because her eyes looked 

slightly oriental, but she was usually called "Little Blackie" 

or "Black Jack," She was a bright girl. She tested well 

above 100, and, as was true of most Ramona, girls 9 her index 

was doubtless higher than that. She was an only child, and 

lived across the street from the school. This was important, 

because it made parental visits easy, to our sorrow. Val

erie hi:..1.d had three different probation officers when I met 

her; she had been a ward of the court for a long time. She 

was fourteen years old when she entered Ramona* The reasons 

for this were very interesting, especially when her age is 

considered. "ADW (assault with a a_eadly lrnapon), narcotics, 

sexually molesting an eleve11~yea.r-old child, and truancy, 11 

The referring vice principal told me that I should be pre

pared to have both parents consistently defend the girl 

no matter what she said or did; this certainly proved to 
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be true. The mother objected to Ramona at first because it 

was "a dumb school." (The building originally housed a school 

for retarded children, and the mother knew this.) The ele

mentary record showed that there had been trouble with other 

children from tho very beginning of Valerie's school life. 

Trouble with neighbors also was of long standingo Once some 

neighbors had signed a petition and had taken it to the Board 

of Supervlsors trying to get the family out of the neighbor.

hood. But they owned their house5 

Valerie in all the years I knew her, carried herself like 

a queen. She was tall and dignified; she walked slowly, 

disdainfully looking about her, She hardly ever smiled. 

When she came to my off ice for the intake interview she did 

not even wait for the child welfare worker to introduce us. 

She said at once, "I want to make up a year's worlr... I told 

her that we could help her make work up if her a ttenda.nce and_ 

behavior were good. Without my asking her, Valerie told me 

that she had· run away recently with another girl. She also 

said that she had been in jail because a married man threatened 

to kidnap her. I asked, "Why should that cause you to be put 

in jail?" "They arrested me because I we.s waiting for the bus 

on skid row," I was curious about this, The police record, 

I found, indicated that Valerie was drunk when they picked 

her up, She was about twelve then. 

Soon after enrolling, Valerie announced that she was 

afraid she was going to have a fight with a girl named Gerry 



Leyva. Valerie suggested that Mrs. Tremaine hide in the 

bushes and spy on Gerry, thereby saving Valerie, This was 

our first example of the informing and spying which ran like 

a thread through Valerie's whole lifec 

The first time the mother came to school she was very 

angry at me because I had sent a note home saying that 

Valerie had to follow school rules if she wanted to stay at 

Ramona, One of these rules was that a girl could not stay 
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in a lavatory when she was supposed to be in classe The mother 

was very indignant. She was not going to sign any kind of 

agreement, But at the same time she said. she liked Ramona. 

H"owever, she was thinking of taking Valerie out of Ramona 

and entering her in a private school. I said, "You go home 

and think it over; you may send Valerie to a private school 

if you want to .. " (Some parents used to threaten to put e. 

child into a private school, I think this is an adult version 

of "I won't come back to schoolc" When a p.lrent said this, 

I used to reach into my desk and bring out a list of private 

schools and ask, "Do you have these addresses?") 

Soon after this I had my first meeting with Valerie's 

father, and we had a long talk. My notation is, "Intelligent 

but batty." He was one of the fathers who talked at length 

about the:lr daughters' menstrual difficulties. I told him 

that we would accept only a doctor's excuse for absence, 

All the way through VaJ.erie's record there is a series of 

questionable 1llnesseso One of the am9..zing things that the 
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mother told me by way of protecting Valer:te was that her daughter 

was examined at Juvenile Hall and the doctors found that Val

erie, as well as many teenage girls, will have stomach aches 

and vomiting every morning. "This is quite normal between 

the ages of fifteen and nineteen." When the parents told· us 

that Valerie we.s going to have a tonsilectomy and an appen

dectomy at the same time we insisted on a note from the doctor. 

We kept her out of school on every possible excuse because 

the other girls hated her passionately. It was quite a while 

before we realized the reason for this. We had a hard time 

keeping Valerie from hanging around the offices. Her proba-

tion officer gave me some information that the social history 

did not have. For one th:tng, there was a record of probable 

prostitution starting at the age of ten; Valerie was particu

larly interested in Negro boys even then. She appsirently 

helped a man to get a divorce by providing a man to be 

caught with the man's wife, I am not sure of the details. 

A very interesting incident threw some light on the basis 

for Valerie's unpopularity. After the usual Christmas 

partyg when the girls had just gone home with their presents, 

Valerie's father came flying into the office. He worked at 

night, so he could easily come to school. He wanted me to 

call the police. He opened his coat, flashed something at 

me, and said, "I am a sheriff." This I believed for a ·while. 

He was not a sheriff. He had worked as an assistant to the 

Sheriff's Office at some athletic event. He had been hired 
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to help with crowds. When I told the Sheriff's Office that he 

was using a badge, they took it away from hime At any rate, 

the father sho"Vred me his badge and said that his daughter 

had been robbed at the Christmas party, He wanted me to get 

all the girls back into school so that he could interrogate 

them. 

Valerie had actually been robbed, As I said, the girls 

did not like her, Somebody had taken her gift of apples and 

nuts and oranges away. Mr. Mentone filed a complaint with 

the Sheriff's Office, which was apparently not particularly 

helpful, 

Then we had another very interesting incident, I met 

Valerie in the hall during class time one day and asked, 

"Where do you belong now, Valerie'?" She said, "None of your 

God-damned business," So I put my hand on her arm and I 

said, "Look, Valerie, you'd better go on to class." Valerie 

went home and told her father that I had twisted her arm and 

hurt it and she was going to need surgery. He, of course, 

came to complain and vaguely threaten me. I did not want 

this to go o.n, so I said that I was going to insist on an 

immediate retraction of Valerie's charge, which was very 

serious. To my amazement, I received a note of apology from 

the family! I have the noter Valerie wrote that she had a 

very sensitive arm. I had. touched her lightly, but she had 

felt that perhaps I was about to twtst her arm. I h.ad not. 

She was sorry she had mlslnterpreted my action~ 
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We soon began to be aware that every time a new Negro girl 

enrolled, Valerie began cultivating her. She immediately 

invited the new girl to her house. We did not know why, 

but we knew that something odd was going on, We found out 

later from an elementary school which complained to us that 

their little Negro boys were going to Valerie's house and 

paying fifty cents to Valerie or her Negro friends, The 

boys claimed that this was too much. Sixth gre,de boys. 

Mr. Mentone worlrnd at night, e,s I have said, so he must 

have known about these visits, which took place in the daytime. 

One night Valerie went to a party at Ina. Charlton's 

home. Ina was one of our really rough Negro girls. On the 

way home, Valerie said she was a ttaclrnd by a gang. (She was 

walking home.) She was certainly battered. Her parents 

refus0d to file complaints ags,inst anybody. 

There was an unexplained incident in which Valerie claimed 

that she had been riding up and down hills on a motorcycle 

with somebody and she showed us wind burns on her legs and 

arms. 

The police felt that the fifty-cent business for elemen

. tary school boys was somethlng that the mother was involved 

in. I thought the father was, too. But about this time he 

changed jobs and began working d.ayso 

One day the custodian came to me with her eyes popping. 

She saidt "I want you to come out to the gyro; you won't 

believe th:ts." I went., In the middle of the shower room 
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floor there was a bowel movement, Valerie had had permission, 

for some special reason, to talrn a shower when nobody else 

was in the building, We went through the business again 

about eighteen-year-old girls throwing up in the morning, 

A thing which lcept popping up was Valerie's conviction 

that she. had been cheated out of three semesters of school 

credit. This was an example of the nastiness that made the 

girls hate her when it extended to teachers. Some of my 

notes give other illustrations of this. For example, she said 

to me one day, "You car!t make me go home. Who pays the taxes 

that pay your salary? - If you send me home I'll bring my 

mother and you'll be sorry, Anybody who talks to my mother 

is sorry." (Which was true.) 

She came to school one day with a bottle of Empirin 

and code1.ne tablets. We checked with the doctor who had 

prescribed them, Her mother said that Valerie was just 

visiting Ramona that day; she was too sick to be in school-~ 

but not too sick to visit. 

Then we took in a girl named Irma Carpentero Poor Irma 

had one sister who was in a mental hospital and another who 

was later to go to a mental hospital. Her mother was sub-· 

normal. Valerie immediately took Irm£.t under her wing. 

(Irma was not Negro,) This pathetic child became a real slave 

of Valerie's, Valerie would let Irma wear her clothes; 

Irma followed Valerie around. One day Valerie went to the 

attendance office and told the clerk that Irma• s mother 1·1as 



going to sue me in order to force me to transfer Irma to 

a regular school! 
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We had several instances in which Valerie came to me 

or to someone else on the staff really afraid that somebody 

was going to beat her up, There really were comspiracies 

against her among the girls. 

Then narcotics officers came one day, unexpectedly, and 

said they wanted to talk to Valerie, I was present at the 

interview, It was an amazing experience, because I could not 

understand a word of what they were talking about. They 

used a. lingo which Valerie obviously understood, but the ter

minology meant nothing to me. The police l'rere sa. tisfied with 

what they had learned from her. 

The father d.id odd things. The schools, including 

Bamona, made an annual ''federal impact" survey, If a certain 

percentage of the pupils in a school district have parents 

who are employedm industries that are federally supported 

and the influx of these students puts a burden on the local 

school d:tstrict, federal aid is given that district. (We 

discovered, incidentally, that being in a Federal penitentiary 

counted as federal employment.) Mr. Mentone said that he 

was not going to fill out the necessary form. This was a 

plot! 

One day I sent Valerie home when a fight was brewing, 

I said to the mother by phone, "Valerie h.ad better stay home 

and stay off the streets." Valerie was ltstening; she grabbed 



the phone and said, "What do you mean, stay off the streets? 

I'm not a street walker." 

I made a mistake when I let Valerie go to camp. It 

was a mistake not because the girls ganged up on her--which 

they might well have done--but because they totally and utterly 

ostracized her. The teachers who went to Clear Creek said 

that they had never seen anything like it. The pictures 

that were taken at ca.mp that year either do not show Valerie 

at all or show her alone in a corner. Girls would get up 

and walk away from a table when she sat down. They made her 

move her cot into a corner of the sleeping cabin. After camp 

a woman sergeant from East LA Sheriff's Office called me and 

gave me an amazing list of statements which Valerie had given 

to her about Ramona girls. Those which I was able to check 

were all true. Valerie had told the officer about fights, 

about feuds, about narcotics, about who was going wtth whom, 

and about who had stolen what from whom. Sergeant Crandall 

said, "I just thought you'd like to know what kind of char

acter you•re harboring." She told me that Valerie had been 

coming to the Sherlff's Office for about a year and implor-

ing Sgt, Crandall to train her to be a detective; she said 

she wanted to prove that she would be good at this work, 

and she therefore gave the officer all sorts of information, 

One of the interesting excuses that; Mrs e Mentone gave 

for Valerie's tardiness was that she sent the girl to school 

late "so she can avoid minglh1g with undesirable girls in 
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your halls," 

Whether Valerie knew that Sergeant Crandall had told me 

about Valerie's ambitions or not I do :not know, but the girl 

began sending me little notes, I would come into my office 

and find them on my desk, They would say something likea 

"'l'here was dope being smoked in school Monday the ninth, 

after nutrition." There would be a series of initials, all 

of which could be matched with the initials of pupils, Or 

there would be something like, "Did you knoM· that Helen is 

queer? Look carefully and you will see," 

At this same time, the teachers said that Valerie was 

talking about being the "queen" of a bawdy house. We were 

getting to the stage where we were not sure that we could 

keep her much longer, She began to look and act masculine; 

at the same time that she was talking about being "queen" of 

a ba11dy house, she also tall{:ed about being a "vot." She was 

becoming more and more insolent, too. Mrs. Thomas, the teacher 

who wrote the prectse statements with the dry sense of humor, 

wrote this: "Valerie Mentone did very well in reading last 

semester. Her cooperation and attitude were both good and 

she received final marks of A-E~E from mee This semester 

she is in my second period Social Studj_es class.. Frankly, 

she malres me s:lckc She saunters in late looking very smugc 

She comes to class tardy five times out of tho weelc, Today 

when I asked her the reason she said, 'I don't got one,'" 

Then we began to hear stories that Valerie had a penis-~ 
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. 
a real one! For five cents she would show it. Several times 

members of the faculty suggested taking up a. collection and 

going to the show. We never quite got around to that. But 

the situation was becoming rapidly worse and worse, Valerie 

was making passes at girls in the swimming pool and in the 

lavatories, I would call the Sheriff's Office, and Sgt. 

Crandall would say, "But we can't have her picked up. She's 

too useful to us." (This was my only experience with that 

kind of things) And the narcotics people said, "Please don't 

do anything that will cut off our contacts. She is too use-

ful to us," This put unbearable pressure on the teachers, 

who felt that in Valerie's case the respite of a two-week 

suspension was not available to them, Finally I told the faculty 

that if things became worse I would not keep Valerie i·egard

less of the police, Her language was frightful, and her treat-

ment of other people was very bad. 

At last came the time for Valerie to graduate from A9. 

The other girls said they would not let her graduate with them. 

She announced, despite this, that she was going to be A9 

pres j_dent. The girls would not sit down to lunch with h:r. 

I thought for a while that we would not be able to have a 

graduation, But at the last minute the other girls came 

through and Valerie graduated, We almost pushed he:t' bodily 

out of school into a regular senior high school and for a 

long time I did not hear anything more from here At gradua

tion practice the girls booed her and I almost threatened 
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to cancel graduation, 

About a year later Sergeant Crandall called, "Remember 

Valerie? She's got a baby, It's part Negro. It's very ugly 

and she adores him," A few days later Valerie came to see 

me, I could scarcely believe what I saw. She looked beau

tifule She was feminine and well-dressed. She told me that 

she had had twins, a boy and a girl; the girl had died at 

three days of age, Valerie wanted to come back to graduate 

from high school. I tallrnd to her about night school, A 

month later one of the art teachers saw Valerie at the County 

Art Museum--of all places--at a lecture on Raoult, with her 

two handsome young Negroes. The following year I heard that 

Valerie was expecting a second child by a different Negro 

youth, and_ that she had just given the Sher:l.ff's Office an 

enormous amount of information about the pimp set-up in West 

Los· Angeles. She was moving up in the world, She even kne-w 

the shifts that various girls worked in certain bars. But 

she was still living with her parents! Sergeant Crandall 

had decided that perhaps it was not a very good home for her 

to be in. The officer had arranged to have Valerie seen on 

an out-patient basis by a psychlatrist at the General Hospitalo 

This above description glves no picture of the ktnd of 

disruption that this klnd of girl causes in e, school. I am 

su:i:-e that I did not know the full story about what went on 

in the,t home. I do not know whether a foster home could 

have been found for her. I thinlc that neither Pam nor Valerie 
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should have been allowed to stay in their own home. Of course, 

there are problems in finding placement. And there is the 

belief that a child is better off in his own home, no matter 

how bad, than he is elsewhere. And perhaps we--society--

prefer to spend money on punishment rather than on prevention. 

We had another difficulty with Valerie: The girls 

did not want her picture to be in the annual. They really 

hated her. This is particularly interesting in view of the 

fact that other youngsters who behaved almost as outrageously 

ad did Valerie received much understandinge Princie, for 

example. But they hated Valerie deeply. She acted so cocky! 

Dixon r A fink. 

Serrurier r Yes, a fink. 

Now here is Helen Acevedo. She is the girl who at the 

age of twelve used to go to all-night theaters and say 

to men, "If you give me some money, I'll let you feel mee" 

.This girl's mother was Welsh: I mention this as a reminder 

that odd people are not limited to any one part of the world. 

Helen's story is sad. She was at Ramona for a very short; 

timeo She is not very old even now. She was born in 1946. 

She had. been double-promoted in elementary school in order 

to get her out of the school soon as possibleo She would 

lure little boys into a janitor's closet, get them undressed, 

and then complain that they did not know what they were sup

posed to do. In elementary school she physically attacked 

boys by jumpj.ng up and down on them. Helen was the product 
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of a mother who was considered to be feeble-minded; I was not 

quite as sure about this as were other people who dealt with 

her. Her father was dead when I met Helen. She was a friend, 

incidentally, of May Renton, the girl who stabbed herself. 

When I first met Helen she was big and messy and cheerful, 

She ~aid she belonged to the White Fence gang. The child 

welfare worker reported that there were two seriously retarded 

children in the home whom the mother refused to place because 

she wanted the BPA money for them. The house was dark. The 

blinds were down e.11 the time e.nd these retarded children 

sat there, as the child welfare worker wrote, "with bugs 

crawling all over them." 

Helen was an excellent reader but a non-writer; the only 

case of the kind I have ever met. One of the teachers--in 

the shox·t time we had Helenp·-taught her the alphabet. She 

was brighto This was one of the reasons that I was not sure 

about the retardation of the mother. 

Immediately we began to have astounding experiences 

with Heleno I found out about her going to all-nj.ght 

theaters because I became curious over the fact that in the 

cafeteria Helen would daily reach into her purse and bring 

out a fist full of nickels, dimes, and quarters. She would 

hold it out and say to the ce.shier, "Here, take e.s much as 

you want." Then she would offer money to the girls l'rho were 

standing a.round. her, In a poor neighborhood people do not 

usually handle money that way. So I asked Helen's probation 
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officer, who did not tell me anything until I specifically 

inquired. The PO said, "Helen goes to all-night theaters 

which are patronized by decrepit, degenerate old drunks who 

cannot do much sexually. '1 She would get money by letting 

these men :•feel '1 her. 

Shortly after Helen enrolled, an unbelievable story 

came to my knowledge, . It seems that Helen and another girl 

in our school had for some time been posing in the nude for 

some photographers and then peddling their own photographs. 

One of the photographers had been arrested and was out on 

$2000 bail, He did not want to use his two models again. 

So they began loolring for business elsewhere o One day they 

were truant together; they wallced up and down Brooklyn A.venue 

until they came to a perfectly reputable photographer's studio. 

They "propositioned" the photographer, who would have no part 

of their suggestion and who told them to get out, But the 

girls got thts young assistant into a back room, took his 

pants off, and then yelled that he had tried to rape them. 

The poor chap was in a bad spot, This story eventually reached 

the police. I would say that Helen was a natural-born "floozie," 

I do not thinlr she was forced to act as she did. This was 

simply the kind of life she liked, I do not th ink she will 

ever change, I do not know whether she can be considered to 

be the product of her environment or not. She had a very 

nice aunt, the sister of the dead father; the lady simply 

would not believe the things that the police tolcl her, Nor 
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did one of the juvenile court referees believe the testimony 

of the police. The referee said, "I just cannot believe that 

a sweet, blonde, twelve-year-old child could do a thing like 

this." (The incident of the photographer's assistant.) So 

she sent the girl back to her mother. The aunt, Mrs. Smith, 

toolc Helen into her home for a while. Occasionally she would 

phone and ask me: the meanings of some of the words that Helen 

used; it was not easy to have to explain to her. 

My last note on Helen indicates that Metropolitan High 

School accepted her after a stay in Juvenile Hall and an 

interval in "AA" High School. Her father, incidentally, 

had been a minister. The mother was living in Twenty-

Nine Palms with a detective. As I have said, I think that 

Helen enjoys her life. Perhaps she is the product of the kind 

of mother that she lived with. It would be interesting to 

know something about the father, who was a minister. 

Sandra Nilson was another example of a "multi-problemmed" 
I 

child. She was also an illustration of the problem of the 

type of probation officer who felt that it was her duty to 

stand between the school and the girl in her charge. Such 

an officer, with the best of intentj_ons, makes it fairly 

easy for the girl to violate school rules, Sandra had an 

intelligent but difficult mother, and Sandra - lived with a 

sister who was probably a prostitute; she kept undesirable 

men away by arranging with two policemen 1n the area., one 

on the night beat and one on the day beat, to visit her 
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regularly. Sandra was an identical twin, She was the domi

nant one of the two. The relationship between the twins was 

fascinating to see. 
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Serrurier1 Sandra Nilson was one of the most difficult cases 

I had at Ramona. She had almost no endearing personal char

acteristics. Her family situation was so a.ppa.lling you could 

not help feeling sorry for her, Yet none of the adults who 

dealt with her when I knew her ever expressed any personal 

warmth for her. Sandra was an identical twin, One of the 

few natural, to-be-expected things that she did was to 

exchange places for a day with her twin Sally, who was at 

Ross. They preJ)9.red for this even to the point of covering 

up a tattoo mark which one of them had and the other one 

did not. But they did not think of the fact that one of them 

had a broken tooth. A few other small things gave them 

aWS:Y• But everyone seemed to enjoy the escapade, 

The fact of being a twin entered into Sandra's person

ality, She was a pretty girl but we soon learned that she 

considered herself to be very ugly, which was pa.rt of her 

problem. She was below average in height but otherwise quite 

good looking. Tl1a t is important to know. She s polrn with a 

definitely Spanish accent. Her name, Sandra Nilson, was not 

Mexican or Spanish or Indian. She had a sister, the name of 

one of whose husbands was Johnson. We will see later that 

Sandra identifted her~rnlf with the Mexican community, and many 

members of tha.t community wer0 not sure that they wanted 



to be 1dent1f1ed with her. What her national background 

actually was I do not know. 

Because Sandra had been a problem for a long time-

almost from the time she entered school--there were quite 

a few intelligence and other test scores on her record. A 

Binet had been given when she was still in the third grade; 

the IQ was derived--83--and the school people decided that 

Sandra was dull-normal. Four years later a "WBC" (the 

Wechsler test) was given; it produced a verbal score of 72, 

a performance score of 93, and a full scale score of BO. 

When there is as wide a spread as that between the verbal 

and performance scores (if lack of knowledge of the language 

is ruled out) there is reason to think that some emotional 

difficulty exists. The person who administered the "WISC" 

wrote a very interesting description l1hich I think should 

be included here. The examiner had never seen the girl before 

giving the test. He wrotes "Sandra acquiesced to the test 

exper1ence 5 which from my angle indicates remarkable effort. 

She worked seriously, e:;:pressed. tension by turning her head 

from side to side or screwing up her face. She seeliled down

cast by failures on block design and defended herself by 

saying, 'But you can't make these the same color as that.• 

She could not make the adjustment from five to nine blocks 

but set four aside and tried to make the pattern in red only. 

The chief cle.ssificatbn of dull~normal may be valid. It 

correlates well with the Binet of BJ and with her school 
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achievement. The significant discrepancy between verbal and 

performance sub-tests might be interpreted as evidence of 

a reading problem. Sandra's infantile speech patterns--

she lisps badly--suggest tha.t this is a verbal block, not 

just a reading problem. She handled the abstract symbols 

presented in the coding sub-test adequately and indeed this 

was the second highest point on her test, Her comparatively 

high score on picture completion seems to indicate an abil

ity to recognize facts but not to conceptualize them. Ver

bally, of course, Sandra operates at a borderline level. 

This is evident from the consistency of verbal sub-tests, 

from her oral expressions, and from the vagueness of her 

vocabulary defin1 tions. This means the.t she will probably 

have increaslng d1fflculty with her school work." (This was 

when she entered seventh grade.) "Since her intGrest seemed 

to be domestic and social, however, she may not be very much 

frustrated by this," (We did not find that her interests 

were domestic and social.) "Summary and recommendations. 

In view of Sandra's self-reliance and good social and moral 

alignment, although she is a slow-learning child. the examiner 

feels that she should not be assigned to a Point One program 

(for some mentally retarded children) but should be programmed 

to low ability groups and probably to remedial reading class. 

A report should be secured if possible from Sandra's speech 

teacher, who may understand better than the rest of us where 

her verbal 1ncapsteity lies. As to worlc plans, I guess a housewife." 
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Sandra's mother had one of the best vocabularies and was 

one of the most verba.l of the parents I met 1n my Ramona 

experience; she seemed, however, to be quite irrational. 

Among the six or seven children in the family, there were 

six s·urnames. 

When I first met Sandra she had already acquired a 

long history of running away and fighting. The mother's 

current husband was not then in the home. Sandra proudly 

said that she had ma.de him leave. 

The mother gave me my first experience with an adult 

who clearly--and at times I thought deliberately--was pushing 

her own child into delinquency. This was something I read 

about, but I found it hard to believe. This parental behavior 

was evident from the first interview. My notes on this say1 

"Thls was a constantly nagging mother of the kind that would 

drive the best-adjusted and most normal child to want to 

kill her. 'Sandra, be polite to the principal. Sandra, 

stop fussing wt th your ha.ndkerchief. Sandra, why don• t you . 

read that right? Sandra, you know bettor than that. Se.ndra, 

be polite.c" But more serious things than nagging happened 

soon after Sandra entered Ramonao Her mother and the step

father (who may have been at the home then) left for a vaca

tion to San Fre,nc1sco o They not only left the children in 

the house e.lone, but did not even aslt: a neighbor, a relative, 

or anybody to take care of themo The result of that was one 

of the most dramatic part1.es th::i.t the Highland Park police 
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ever had to deal with. The officers reported that youngsters 

came in the front door with their liquor, delivered it, and 

took some drinks. If they "ps.ssed out" they were put away 

somewhere in a bedroom; otherwise they left by the back door. 

The police used all their available vehicles to take cele

brants to Juvenile Hall or to their homes. They arrested 

something like sixty juveniles going in and out of that house. 

The reason I am telling this part of Sandra's story now is 

to show how the mother acted. When the lady returned from 

vacation she was self-righteous and indignant. She was sure 

that somebody had put the idea for the party into Sandra 

and Sally's heads. Wasn't it dreadful that parents let their 

children go out at night, she asked? If parents kept their 

children at home nights, there would not have been that mob 

of youngsters at the house. A fascinating character! 

In classes Sandra often went into what seemed to be deep 

depressions. She sat, absolutely refusing to attempt to start 

the simplest sort of work. "I can't do ito It won~t come 

out right." That was one extreme of her behavior. These moods 

were the only times when I heard people express feelings of 

sympathy for her. But most of the time Sandra was at the 

other extreme; she was "high" and she talked incessantly, 

She seemed to be like her mother at these periods. It was 

very hard to tell how much of what she saicl ir-a.s true. One 

of tho things she talked about in her excited periods was 

the way 1:n which she punished her mothei~. This was shnllar 
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to the behavior I heard about at the maternity homes, where 

girls from an entirely different social level were also 

punishing their mothers. But Sandra who was picked up by 

the police at least once a week--this is no exaggeration-

used to tell the girls that one of the things she did was 

to swear at her mother in front of the officers, and watch 

her mother squirm. Sandra may not have been very bright, but 

she knew that her mother would not do anything but wring 

her hands and weep when Sandra did this. The police would 

say to the mothe1,, "What kind of bringing-up have you given 

your daughter?" "I didn't teach her how to do this." "No 

child tallrn like this to her mother unless the mother has 

done something to her." And Sandra would then have the satis

faction of having the police know that her mother was not a 

good mother. 

On one of the occasions after she had been in the 

police station, Sand.ra said that after she was released she 

got "high" on "Red Devilso" She said her mother hit her and 

she, Sandra, fell on her face. She also told the girls in 

classes that sometimes she and Sally climbed under beds 

or hid in closets to get away from their mother. 

I think that I am not going to go through the whole 

list of curfew violations and general pick-ups on Sandra's 

record. Finally the court decided that Sandra should not 

be wU h her mother or w1 th her tt·rln, The decision about 

her mother was, I think, a wise one, I am not sure a.bout 
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the decision to separate her from Sally, although Sandra 

was by far the more aggressive of the two. Sally was the one 

who tagged along and said "Yes." But separately both of them 

were lost souls. This was a fascinating thing. The court 

asked that the girls be in separate schools, so Sally was 

sent to Ross and Sandra was at Ramona, Sandra was sent to 

live with her older sister, Gwen Johnson, a fascinating char

acter. Gwen must have been 20 or 21 years old when I first. 

met her after Sandra began living with her. She was really 

beautiful--slim, poised, good-looking, well-dressed, She 

had three children already, two by two different men whom 

she he,d married and one "off the record." One of these chil

dren had seizures of some sort--possibly epileptic ones~-

but Gwen would not take him to a doctor. Gwen lived in a 

small house, which, according to our child l·Telfare worker 

and· to probation officers, was beautifully furnished. Gwen 

dressed elegantly. She received Aid to Needy Children money, 

but it seemed obvious that it was imposs:tble to live the way 

Gwen did on nothing but ANC checks. Several people at 

various times did something I would never have done--they 

. actually wont through Gwon's closets to see what food and 

clothing was there. Usually there was almost nothing, Not 

surprisingly neighbors reported a stream of men coming in 

one door and out another o But Gwen did this ·w1 th such 

style, poise, and dignity, that it was almost impossible to 

believe that this was gotng ono On one occasion, when the 
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police and the probation department threatened to put her in 

jail and take her children away from her, Gwen apparently 

tried to stop this flow of "visitors." She did it in a fas

cinating way. She persuaded the two policemen who had morning 

.and evening traffic duty at an intersection near her house 

to stop in every day--one in the morning and one in the 

evening-~to help her to keep the undesirable males away! 

According to a probation officer who was astounded by this 

procedure, one of the men was "pa.id" and the other one was 

not, Gwen managed in various ways, I have a letter which 

is an example of her way of doing things; it illustrates 

what I mean by her "style," Sandra was going through a stage 

of being picked up by very undesirable characters in cars 

after school every day. One day I kept her after school for 

ten minutes, hoping that the men would get tired of waiting 

for her. The next day I received this letter: 11 To whom it 

may concern. Sandra has informed me that you requested her 

to stay after school. I cannot see the reason, since school 

hours are from 9:00 AM to 3100 PM. By the tlme she would 

get home it would be dark and much too late. If you feel 

that you are not up to or trained enough to cope with Sandra, 

please make some arrangements for a transfer elsewhereo I 

don't thi~c she feels very comfortable there. She comes home 

very upset. I kno'l>r there are t1·10 sides to the story. But 

you are supposed to be trained to try to understand and put 

up with girls that are disturbed and incor·rlgible. I think 



she could do better in different surroundings and different 

teachers. I have no phone and no way of getting to the school. 

If you would like to speak to me, my address is -------· 
I am home all the time. Sincerely, Mrs. Johnson." 

This was in elegant, formal handwriting with only one 

mistake in spelling, It was characteristic of Gwen to whom 

Sandra was sent by court order, 

Things went no better after Sandra moved in with her 

older sister. The kind· of reaction she showed at school was 

very interesting. She refused to do her share of washing 

dishes. so she did not receive PTA lunches. She would not 

bring any money or any lunch, She "mooched" food from the 

other girls e "She ·walked on the tables all period today t II 

reported a teacher, "because she said the floors were dirty 

and we didn't know how to take c.are of the school. 11 She 

spent one entire period pounding rhythmic.ally on a table while 

a teacher was trying to show a film on good manners. 

Our child welfare and attendance worker turned in some 

fascinating reports on the Johnson home. Once she spent 

two hours with Gwen. The CWA worker reported that there 

were four males in the house when she arrivcdo One was And.y, 

a young man who introduced himself as a relative. Another, 

Ds.vid, l'Tas a brother who had run away and joined the Navy 

and was possibly on leave. He was respected by the family, 

Gw·en explained to the child welfare workere Then there w::i.s 

a man about thirty years old~ He satd he was a cousin of 



Gwen's from Ontario. He explained his presence by saying 

that he felt that he had to visit Gwen once in a while to lay 

down the law to her. The fourth guest was a boy who walked 

out the moment the child welfare worker arrived. Gwen told 

the worker that she could not bear to l'Rve Sandra at home. 

(The child welfare worker had called to explain that there 

were some kinds of behavior that even Ramona could not permit 

and that Sandra would have to go home if she continued her 

disrupt:tve behavior at school.) Gwen also explained that she 

was not well. Sandra had said in school that Gwen had had 

a miscarriage; Gwen denied this, but she said, "They pulled 

out all my blood and put in new blood and. so I don't feel 

very well right now." 

The day after this visit p Sandra, then f ou1"teen, left 

the hoi:s e against Gwen's instructions and did not come home 

until 1100 AM. When she did return Gwen took away all Sandra's 

clothes except those she was wearing, and Gwen would not 

admit Sandra., So Sandra stayed on the porch for ninety minutes, 

the .neighbo1~s reported, and threw chocolat.es at the house. 

Gwen was quite triumphant about this punishmenti she told me 

that Sandra d.id not aslr to go out the rest of the week. Despite 

this success, Gwen telephoned me and asked me to beat--·she 

did not use any other word-~Sandra whenever I thought she 

needed it. Gwen read me quite a lecture, saying that the 

trouble with Sandra and with all the people who were 1n 

Ju.ven.tle Hall was that the schools were not strict enough. 



At this stage we investigated and found that Gwen knew about 

Juvenile Hall because she had spend a good deal of her own 

adolescence there. 

Sandra next began coming to school drunk; apparently 

this would happen when Gwen had to take her sick youngster 

to a doctor or clinic. Poor Sandra would be left with the 

two other little ones to take care of. Men who did not know 

that Gwen was away would come to the house. During one of 

the drunken episodes Sandra was feeling very depressed; 

she said she was going to kill Mrs. Tremaine and me by putting 

glass in our food, She told the child welfare worker about 

these plans c The worker became very excited. and thought that 

Sandra should be locked up at once. She did. not think that 

it was safe for us to eat any cafeteria food while Sandra 

was around. Mrs. Tremaine and I did not take it quite that 

seriously; we interpreted the threat as an example of how 

Sandra felt. Gwen--this is almost as much her story as 

Sandra's--sald to me during one of her vislts, "I really 

should be J.iv:tng back in Hollywood where people know how to 

act the way I do o You don't unders tana_ me a.round here," 

she said. 

Dixon: Had she lived in Hollylwod? 

Serrurier: This I do not knowo 

Sandra wore head scarves when she was not supposed to. 

She scratched the words "Dick'i ancl "Sandra.'' .on· the bus walls. 

We almost lost our right to use school buses, On a field 



trip to a bakery the girls were given identifying caps to 

help keep the group together. Sandra refused to wear a cap 

because it would spoil her hairdo. She had to be removed 

bodily because she would not keep her hands out of the machin

ery. She was quite a problem! 

Then there was the big p9.rty that I have described. 

The police did not want to put Sally and Sandra in the Hall 

together. I could not find out why. The girls could have 

been put in separate units. But there had been an occasion 

when they had both been there together and apparently they 

had caused so much trouble that nobody wanted to risk having 

them both again. 

When the mother and step-father returned from San Fran

cisco I suggested that the mother might be charged with child 

neglect. But the mother acted very righteous. She talked 

about her troubles with her husband. She claimed that a 

month before the famous party she had called the police to 

complain about a netghbor' s having a })3.rty and the police 

· ··had told her that it was a well-behaved party and to mind 

her own business. Therefore, she could not see what was 

wrong with her girls' i:;arty. 

Next Sandra and Sally ran away; for a long time we 

thought Sandr-a was gone permanently. But she came back-

just in time to cause a new problem for us. Should we or 

should we not let her graduate? Neither her behavior nor 

her attendance at Ramona indtcated that even the minimum 



requirements for a diploma had been met. But Sandra was in 

the Hall for some time, and she had to go to school there; 

she attended long enough to have a technical claim to gradua

tion. When she came back from the Hall she said to the girls; 

"I do anything I feel like doing. I started all the riots 

at Juvie while I was there." We decided to let her have a 

diploma, But then came the problem of getting Sandra through 

the mechanics of graduation. She "made" a graduation dress-

much of the work was done by a teacher, Her feelings about 

her physical shortcomings made fitting an agony, The morning 

of the graduation she had the worst tantrum I have ever seen. 

She ripped her graduation dress aparto She actually pulled 

out all the seams, The c.bthing teacher put it back together 

while Sandra took her carefully architectured hs.ir down and 

wept about the hair being the wrong color. She had dyed 

it 'the night before. She threatened the other graduates if 

they so much as gla.nced at her in the room where all the 

A9's were gathered. We postponed the ceremonies for about 

forty minutes--as long as we decently could. Sandra finally 

pulled herself together and she graduated, 

~his graduation seemed to do a great deal for her pride 

and her self-respecto 

One of the things that Ss,ndre, began to do was to te.lk 

more freely than she had before a.bout some of her outside 

activities, many of them dealing w:l.th narcoticso Now we 

showed films on narcotics fairly often; most girls took them 



very seriously, Those girls who knew something about narcotics 

looked at these films with a critical eye, commenting on 

the accuracies and on errors. This gave us some information, 

The girls who had not had any experience were very much impressed 

by the things that were shown. But Sandra did a thing we 

never had anybody else do. She talked through an entire 

showing of a film; the teacher managed to take notes of what 

Sandra said in the dark. She talked about her own experiences 

with drugs. Here are the teacher's notes--disjointed but 

valuable: "You can get ten reds for a dollar now. He raises 

it in his back yard. Oh no, he's married and I 'v'e stopped 

having anything to d.o with married men. He sells to the girls 

in Juvie. You can't get the habit on pills, you have to 

smoke. I p~ssed out at my girlfriend's house but it was only 

because of my period. I know how to take the pills, so I 

neve1• pass out. 11 This all during a film. 

Sandra had court hearings as a result of the party. 

One referee lectured Sandra about her. "stacked" hair and her 

tattoos and sent Sandra into real hysterics. The referee 

also noted Sandra's "tail"--the blt of straight hair down 

the back. Girls w1 th "tails," said the Juvenile co-u.rt officer, 

notify every boy that she is available. Our gj_rls cla~_med 

that this was not the significance of a "tail," but it was 

generally believed to be so by adults 011 the Est.st Side. This, 

too, did not improve Sandra's feelings toward authority. The 

mother became hysterical in court. It must have been quite a 
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In summing up Sandra's situation, her PO told me that 

one month was the longest period that the girl had ever spent 

at home with her mother, since she was five years old. And 

these periods were interspersed among periods in Juvenile 

Hall and periods of being a runaway. One of the interesting 

things about runaways was that no adult could find her. 

There were times when Sandra's mother was "between husbands" 

or had a new husband and went off somewhere. The probation 

officer elaborated on my idea that the mother was training 

her children to be delinquent. The PO said that this mother 

used to go through the nelghborhood talking about how bad 

her own girls were, and warning other mothers not to let their 

children play wj_th her own children! Yet this same woman 

almost convinced the police and probation officers that she 

had tried very hard and loved her children deeply! 
I 

Sally, the quiet one, got into less trouble than Sandra 

did. The probation officer had an interesting explanation 

for this. Despite the fact that the twins did things together 

and if one was picked. up the other usually was too, very often 

Sally was released while Sandra was detained. The PO felt 

that Sally was deliberately using Sandra to voice the corn-

plaints the girls had, The PO felt that Sally was brighter 

than Sandra, but quieter. Sally told Sandra what to say, 

and Sandra would say it. Sally, therefore, gave the impres

sion of belng quiet and sweet. 



One day I had a long and fascinating discussion with 

Sandra. In the course of our talk I realized that when I 

used the phrase "getting into trouble," I meant something 

entirely different from what Sandra meant. So I tried to get 

a definition from her. She did not define the phrase for me, 

but she told me a most interesting thing, which was increased 

by the fact that she was considered to be not very bright. 

She said, "The police and the probation officer and the court 

all tell me that I need to change. I don't see why I should 

change and I don't want to change and I'm not going to change 

and nobody can make me change." There seemed to be no doubts 

in her mind. Then she said that she hated the police; she 

was goir.ig to continue annoying them whenever they bothered 

her. Nobody was going tomake her change on that. During the 

summer, she had taken six "pills," Sandra sa:1.d; she was drunk 

and· had been raped. When the police took her in, an officer 

said, "Now you know what happens when you drink and when you 

take pillso Now will you change?" She said, "No." She 

mentioned this incident as an indication of the fact that 

she had no intention of changing. 

Two days after this talk, one of the teachers recorded 

fascinating monologue of Sandra's on the same subject. It 

is worth presenting here. Sally was at this time in either 

Los Guilicos or in Ventura. Sandra is speaking; "You know, 

my sister is reformed. I really believe that she has chaneed. 

She said to me, 'Don't make faces in front of mother. Don't 



drop pills. Don't steal any more cars. I don't like the girls 

in this place any more {the CYA institution). I can't stand 

those wild girls. When I get out of here I'm going to be 

different,• My sister preaches to me." (This is still 

Sandra talking,) "She says, 'Don't do this, don't do that.• 

You know, when she comes out I'm not going to go around with 

her any more. I don't want her to change, I want to stay 

as I am and I want her to stay as she is. I don't want to 

ever change. My whole family hates me. They say I a.m wild. 

I don• t care. I lilce my parties, I love to drive a car 

but I don't go in for stealing them any more. You know, maybe 

I've che.nged too." (This is a fourteen-year-old, remember.) 

"I've been twisted four times for stealing cars. It isn't 

worth it, When the girls say, 'Come on, let's steal a car,' 

I say, 'Not me.• I can't resist drlving a car, though, I 

try to but I alw9,ys end up dr1 ving it. My s 1.ster wants to 

stay with my mother when she gets out. My mother wants me 

to stay with her, too, She says, 'Sandra, come back home. 

I'll let you go out more than you can where you are now.r 

But I don't want to stay with my mother. I do anything I 

want to, I always have my wayo" {Sandra is still talking 

in class.) "You know, I g1 ve up very quiclcly. That old 

psychiatrist in Juvenile Hall found that out. I threw those 

blocks at him. I told him I didn't want to talk to himo 

When ho told me to draw pictures, I pv.t: the moustache where 

the eye ought to be. I drew all sorts of silly things for 
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him, people flying and so on. He asked me, 'Do you want to 

go to Charter Oaks?' I told him that I didn't care. You 

know, they really thought I was crazy. Every time I go to 

Juvenile Hall now they put me in Unit One, which is for the 

crazy people." 

Now I must back up a bit and give some added facts 

about Sandra. Before Sandra came to Ramona, she had attended 

eight elementary schools, Immaculate Conception Convent, 

and "AA" High School. She had had three different probation 

officers because one after another found that she was unable 

to do anything with the girl, She belonged to the "Happy 

Valley" gang, Her father was very much older than her mother, 

When the tw5.-ns were in the Immacula. te Conception Convent 

where they had been placed by their mother, they had run 

away three times and had been taken back twice, After the 

third runaway they were refused readmissiono 

The first time that I met the mother after Sandra's 

enrollment, she came to report to me that both the girls had 

run away from home; she told the same kind of sto:rythat she 

used to tell her nelghbors. It was strange and repelling 

to hear the woman say, "My daughters smoke and drink and lie. 

I am sure that they steal, but I can't prove it." My notes 

show that the mother kept interrupting so much dur1ng an 

interview at which Sandra was present that I asked her to 

leave the room so that I could talk to Sandra. My note; 

"Girl is much better alone. Mother talked endlessly, compulslvely, 
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and defensively, The girls resent the step-father's love of 

his own children," The mother wound up her talk to me by 

saying, "I really need a psychiatrist myself. Do you happen 

to know a good one around here?" When I offered to help 

her to make an appointment with Catholic Welfare or with 

some other agency, she refused. She did make an applica

tion herself to the State Mental Hygiene Clinic, She never 

went. 

The next day the mother telephoned very early. Nobody 

but the custodian was at the school. The lady was very 

unhappy because I was not at my desk yet, because she wanted 

to boast about how wonderfully her girls had improv-ed, This 

was the day after hei· charges ol'.f drinking and other vices! 

When I reached school I called her back. She wanted me to 

know that some boys had come to the window at ttvo o'clock 

in the morning to try to persuade Sally and Sandro. to get up 

and go out with them; they had not gone. Didn't I think 

that was wonderful? Of course, I did, 

Next we went through a very funny episode in which 

Sandra came to school with glitter in her hair and refused 

to take it out, We kept her in the office for a day or two. 

One day the mother telephoned child welfare and atten

dance and said she had to apologize to the child welfare 

worker, She said her husband was rude and he was always 

rude to women. When the mother came home and found. that a 

CWA worker had been there she was sure her husband had been 
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rude. He had not been, according to the worker. 

I have the notes on one of the conversatior..s between 

mother and daughter in which Sandra called her mother names 

in front of me, just as she did in front of the police. The 

more insulting Sandra became the more self-pitying her mother 

became. She would turn to me and say, "You see, Mrs. Serrur

ier, what I get in payment for all my love and sacrifice." 

She pointed to a badly infected finger that Sandra had. 

The mother said, "This shows you how much I care for Sandra~" 

It turned out that the mother had taken Sandra to what she 

called a 'real tattoo artist" on Main Street to have him remove 

some of Sandra's tattoos. The infection had resulted. I 

reported this to the police, because they wanted to keep track 

of everything that was happening to s.smdra. They became very 

excited and wanted me to find. out the name and address of 

the "real tattoo artist," because remov·ing tattoos involves 

surgery; the man was in effect practicing medicine without 

a license. 

We had another instance of Sandra's policy of annoying 

the police, One day she talked about a party which she 

had attended the previous Saturday night. "Everybody else 

ran away when the neighbors called the police, but I didn't. 

I didn't do anything wrong ancl I know that the police have 

no right to touch when you don't do anythj.ng a" Apparently 

she had been pretty nasty to the officers, but since she 

1-;as doing nothlng wrong they had not picked her up. 
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Sandra threatened to kill her mother soon after this. 

The mother had promised the twins a birthday party. They had 

invited guests. There was much excitement. But on the morn

ing of the 1party the mother announced that they could not 

have it because last year one of the twins had misbehaved 

at the birthday party. The girls app_3.rently set upon their 

mother seriously as a result of this; the neighbors called 

the police to rescue her. 

Right after this incident the probation officer called 

me. She reported that Mrs. Lopez (the mother's current 

name) had bitten Sandra on the cheek in a fight over money. 

The next morning the mother called me, almost hysterical. 

She said that she had made Sandra get up at 5s00 AM, and she 

was afraid that Sandra would be late to school. When I 

pointed out that it really was not necessary to get the girl 

up at 5100, the mother burst into tears over the phone and 

said, "You're just like everybody else. You don't appreciate 

the sacrifices I make. I had to get up at 5:00 to make her 

get up at 5100." 

We had a great deal of trouble because Sandra and Sally 

were not in the same grade (because one had been in Juvenile 

Hall longer than the other), and they wanted to be together, 

Sandra was behind Sally, and we had a very hard time with 

her over that. 

There were s cveral moves, mother to Gwen and bacl1:. 

Gwen moved out of the neighborhood apparently 111 an effort 



to get rid of her male visitors. She really had been fright

ened by the police. She moved without telling Sandra about 

her plans until the day of the move. This understandably 

threw Sandra into great distress, because Gwen was moving 

Sandra out of her gang territory. Also, she suddenly became 

J)3.nicky for fear that she was never going to see her sister 

again. This is understandable in view of the almost total 

insecurity of Sandra's life. 

One day Gwen gave Sandra thirty dollars to talrn care 

of because Gwen was afraid that she would spend the money 

if it was at home. So Sandra in anger tore up one five

dollar bill and lost or spent the other twenty-five dollars. 

There was one interesting period during which Sandra and 

another girl tried to organize a new gang be cause Sandra 

was afraid that "Happy Valley" was not going to let her 

remain a member because she was getting into far too much 

trouble. The girls went about recruiting members, but they 

did not get far. 

All of a sudden Sandra began wearing high-necked, 

long-sleeved dresses and full-length stockings instead of 

the standard bobby socks. We learned that she was trying to 

keep all 57 of her tattoo marks hidden. This was apparently 

part of her fear of being expelled from her gang. She had a 

hard time with clothes during this period, because it was 

hard to get long-sleeved, high-necked blouses. Fortunately 

this period did not last long, 
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Then we had a very funny experience. We were having 

our regular school-wide Yiantoux TB testing. A young, good

looking doctor was giving the tests. I had tried to brief 

him about our girls, and everything went well until Sandra's 

turn came. The doctor was working in a room across the hall 

from my office, I suddenly heard a terrific wailing and 

hm·rling, I dashed a.cross the hall. Here was the young 

doctor looking as though he was going to burst into tears, 

with Sandra kneeling at his feet, clutching his knees and 

wailing, "Doctor, don't kill me, I love youo" Our nurse 

was almost beside herself. Several girls were waiting in 

line, some of them amused and some disgusted. That poor 

doctor was J?eally frightenedl I said, "Sandra, nobody is going 

to kill youo If you don't want to find out whether you have 

TB or not, you don't have too Come on." She got up and said 

to ·the doctor, "Are you refusing to give rue a test that you're 

giving everybody else?" She puhished us by turing her back 

to the flag during the next flag salute. 

Sandra began to have problems with older girls in school; 

this was a new development. It seemed to center around the 

fact that she was talking about some homosexual activity of 

which she ha.d become aware a_uring one of her many stays in 

the Hallo We had trouble trying to program her so that she 

would not l1e in. classes with the girls with whom she l'Ias 

havtng troubleo 

We went through a stage when four or five different 



individuals either telephoned or came to school claiming to 

be uncles, cousins, nieces, or nephews. They all wanted to 

see or talk to Sandra. This activity seemed to be connected 

with narcotics. One day, without any warning, officers from 

the :narcotics squad came to interview Sandrao They asked 

me to report to them if Sandr~ showed any symptoms of :narcotic 

use. During her stay with Gwen, Gwen began to be aware that 

Sandra was competing with Gwen for the interest of men. 

Here is the probation officer's verbal report on this sit

uation: (Not verbatim) Gwen went into a tizzy about Thanks

giving time when Sandra went to live with her. Gwen, it seems, 

had had a fairly steady boyfriend. He had been stabilizing 

factor. When he was drafted and left, the PO said, all the 

men ancl boys with whom Gwen and Sandra had ever. flirted began 

to come to the house. It was always full of men; the neigh

bors complainedo Under pressure from the police and the 

Probation Department, Gwen decided to end this. The proba

tion officer told me that Gwen did a few illegal things 

during thts timeo I asked what kinds of things. "Oh, steal

ing and so on." And she asked those policeman friends for 

help. They stopped the flow· of men, but "one officer comes 

in the morning and one in the afternoono" Sandra once 

promised her PO to behave. She made the reason clear, It 

was not for anyone in school or in court, but just because 

she liked that particular POo 

Gwen called me up one dayo "I need some help. About 
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my landlord. He's ma.king passes at me." I said I thought 

that was a police, not a school, matter. Gwen replied, "Oh, 

this is a school matter, because this man is studying to be 

a school teacher." 

Sandra finally was sent to Ventura, after Sally had heen 

released, My last notation isa "Report by Probation Office::r. 

Mess getting worsee Gwen went to San Francisco on a trip 

involving narcotics, leaving her small children including 

the epileptic one in Sandra's care. The police had put a 

twenty-four-hour watch on the house--probably for narcotics-

and they ordered that the small children be taken to Mrs. 

Lopez, Sandra's mother, because they did not feel that Sandra 

was a fit person to care for them, Sandra was very bellig

erent toward the police; she was not going to let them take 

the children out of the house, The police then said that 

Sandra would have to move because no one knew ·when Gwen would 

come back and Sandra could not be left aloneo While the police 

were investigating all this, they found that three runa,ways 

were being harbored in Gwen's house at the time. My notes 

"In Juvie again for the umpteenth timeo Probation officer 

says that Sandra is suffering guilt fecl:tngs because her sister 

was not detained." Next note: "California Youth Authority." 

so. to the best of my knowledge Sandro. WEW or perhaps 

still is in Ventura; Sally is apparently out. 

This story is ai1 example of a girl• s not choos 1ng the 

right pa.rents. The bite incident reminds me of Jean Duval, 



the girl who came to school with a human bite on her buttocks, 

inflicted by her sister. 

In thinking about the matter of in-service training, 

I decided that there were three parts to ito One concerns 

faculty meetings, 1:n general, one of them was faculty meet

ings at Ramona, and the third other organized forms of in

service training, There is a fourth matter; I have talked 

about it before. That is the evolution of the role of the 

principg.l in American education. In other words, in-service 

training of admj_nistrators. 

It may be interesting to list some of the things that 

must be done in faculty meetings; this may give an idea of 

the range of problems that exist in schools. As a general 

thing, faculty meetlngs are not favored by the faculty. They 

are apt to be looked upon as an imposition on the teacher; 

unr'ortunately they often are a waste of timeo I did some 

teaching under a principal who actually threatened to read 

"Ivanhoe" in faculty meetings in order to keep us there 

until 5iOO if he could not think of anything else to talk 

about. ·I have heard stories of principals reading the Bible-

which they thought might be good for the staff o There 

evidently was a time (this is hearsay) when the superinten

dent ordered princip~ls to hold a faculty meeting at least 

once a month from the ·close of . school to 5: 00 PM. Therefore, 

"Ivanhoe" and Bible readings, 

That represents one extreme of the faculty meeting. 



At the other end there are many excellent faculty meetings 

in regular schools. Some principals use the time to keep 

teachers abreast of what is going on "on the Hill," (in 

administrative offices) and to talk about new developments 
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in education. One of the princj.i::als under whom I worked at 

Edison (Frank Goulet, I think) would have supervisors in 

various subject fields come periodically to tell us about the 

most recent books in their fields. He felt that it did not 

hurt a math teacher to learn something about what was happening 

in social studies and vice versa. In other words, principals 

use faculty meetings in widely different ways, When I was 

thinking about this I realized that the- use of faculty meet

ing time was related to the question of the role of a prin

cipal. Should he be business manager, educational leader, 

supervisor? All of these? 

I have picked out at random some of my faculty meeting 

notes to give some idea of what I covered in what may be 

called the "mechanical" part of faculty meetings. I prepsi.red 

for this by keeping a notebook in which I noted things that 

happened which I thought the faculty ought to know about. I 

also included material which the downtown office wanted pre

sented. By faculty meeting time I usually had a list of 

twenty-five or thirty items, some of which were eliminated 

before meeting time. I always gave some time at the end of 

the meetlng to the faculty organ1.zation. I would leave 

when this began. (The matter of teacher organizations and 
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their relations with administration is complex and fascinating,) 

Here are my notes for the opening meeting of one school 

year, I started with a short list of things I had read 

and found useful, Then: Faculty elections, review of the 

personnel bulletins, Institute (I always tried to get people 

to select Institute sessions on the basis of quality rather 

than of nearness to their homes,) Lists of non-teaching 

duties (these were prepared through the faculty organization), 

cards on information of next of kin, committees to work on 

specific problems, free materials. New administrative assign

ments, Food prices in cafeteria are up, (The last item 

is an example of my point of view. I believed that the more 

teachers knew about what was happening and why, the better 

their morale, In fact, I felt the same way about the pupils, 

In some schools, teachers learned that prices had gone up 

in the cafeteria by going to the cafeteria for lunch; in other 

schools the principal told them in advance and explained why. 

This sounds like a small matter but it 1s the sort of thing 

that makes a big difference ·in morale.) Housing situation 

in other schools, (The principals have a meeting with the 

superintendent before the opening faculty meeting of the 

school year,) In there anybody who has been in the service 

and may be recalled? (We had been asked to find out,) New 

salary schedule; (I went over 1t. This ls of vital tnterest 

to the teacherse) Lunch area duty. Shall duties continue 

to rotate? What is the best way to make asslgnments? {rhis 



was always a problem, I put a good deal of emphasis on it 

because no teacher likes non-teaching duties. Yet a school 

cannot get along without them, There .must be supervision,) 

I conceived of these items as part of my responsibility--

not as in-service training but as leadership or moral support, 

What I said in effect was, "I know you hate lavatory duty, 

We've got to do it so I'm going to do everything I can to 

make it as easy as I can for you," I emphasized periodically 

that I know this was unpleasant and I sympathized with teach

ers, It sounds childish, but it is important to teachers, 

Then I explained why Mrs, Carter was free of pre-breakfast 

duties, 
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Serruriera I discussed PTA matters--donated clothing and so 

on. More faculty meeting items1 Girls must not take the 

roll; teachers are legally responsible for attendance, Should 

we have a book club? . :·(I was always trying to persuade teach

ers to read,) A textbook comm:tttee of the faculty should 

decide which books are to be returned each semester, (A 

clerk does this in some schools.) On-the-job liability 

insurance is available at three dollars a year. Be careful 

about leaving keys lying around. Do not lend money to girls; 

I will do this when necessary. 

At the next faculty meeting, I explained the ne1·1 salary 

schedule. Almost everyone who deals with people learns that 

even on matters which concern them closely, like salary, 

people do not always read bulletins and announcements, yet 

they feel aggrieved if they lose something through not fol

low:tng the proper procedures. Therefore, I went over the 

salary schedule with teachers. Textbook order due next 

week. Who would like to be faculty librarian? How do you 

feel about gum-chewing in class'? Article in the Education 

Digest caJ.led "Social Class and the Curriculum." I found 

a volunteer to read this article and report on it at the next 

meeting, How is the nutrj.tion period gettlng along? Atti

tude toward Lily Menclez and her baby. (Lily vras one of our 



girls who had a baby out of wedlock; she lived a block from 

school and often came to visit with the baby.) Policy on 

the amount of money to be spent on gifts among ourselves-

parties, etc. Teachers eating in cafeteria--1t is a good 

idea. (Of course I had no right t .o require this o) Then 

I read a quotation. "Conditions do not get. better; they are 

made better by persistent, intelligent effort." (I must have 

been having a bad day.) Change of :name for school. 

When I had read or heard something interesting I tried 

to pass it on to teachers. Here is an example: "Forty to 

sixty percent of a community's voting citizens fall into one 

of these classes1 1. Unmarried young people, aged twenty

one to thirty and older unmarried ones. 2. Young married 

couples whose children are not yet in school. J. Parents 

whose children a.re out of school. 4, Very elderly people, 

whose numbers are increasing. 5, Parents whose children 

are in private and :p9.rochial schools, Forty to sixty percent 

of a community's cltizens! This is one reason why it is so 

hard to get votes for school boncls." The faculty seemed 

interested in information like this. Once I presented some 

data on the occupations of high school graduates, Sixty 

percent are salene;irls, ca.shiers, office boys, file clerks, 

receptionists, mechanics helpersg elevator operators, assembly 

line workers, and secrete.ries. Twenty percent are in skilled 

occupations and twenty percent go to college, 

Here is another faculty rneetlng outltnes New schedule 



for supply deliveries. Annual report of expenditures by 

school, Policy about men and boys around gates and fences, 

in automobiles, and cruising about the school, The law is 

that a person must be told to leave and must be informed 

that he is breaking the law before the police are called, 

Get license number, make, model, year of automobile if pos

sible. Do not take books from textbook room without checking 

them out. Faculty use of refrigers,tor in cafeteria is against 

rules from downtown, Do not let me knou about it. The good 

results of our parties as seen by the girls. 1'.~s an 

interesting book by Allison Davis on soclal class. Gum-· 

chewing. Swimming problems, 

At each meeting I tried to .have something in addition 

to discussion of immediate school problems, Sometimes we 

had to spend a great deal of time on local problemse For 

example: How should we assign girls to classes when the rest 

of the school goes swimming? But I tried to balance that 

by reading; it might be a statement about the educational 

problems of the Los Angeles City Schools, or a short poem, 

or a nice letter from a nursery school that our girls had 

vislted, saying that the girls had behaved well. 

I do not think I need to go farther with faculty meet

ings. I mu.st e.dd, however, that I myself wac amazed, s.s I 

looked over my notes, at the variety and e,mount of material 

that we discussed. 

One of the things that I did in an effort to keep the 



staff from stewing in its own juice--Ramona is a tiny school-

was to invite people occasionally from downtown, both to 

show them to us and to show us to them, Once Claude Reeves, 

who was assistant superintendent at the time, became superin

tendent and died shortly thereafter of a brain tumor; he 

came to see us. I asked the faculty to take three minutes each 

to present--without any censorship from me--what each teacher 

thought the downtown office ought to know about the school. 

The teacher who acted as registrar saidr "Usually girls are 

resentful and sullen when they first enter Ramona High School, 

but as time goes by their attitudes change and they are more 

cooperative in trying to get to school on time," One of our 

oldest teachers, who taught art crafts and was in charge of 

offic:tal money~.rais ing campaigns, talked about the difference 

between our first, wholly unsuccessful attempt to get some 

money feo:m. the girls for things like Red Cross and :March of 

Dimes to the time when many girls were willing to give some~ 

thing without receiving anything tangible :Ln return. She 

felt that that was something that the dmmtown office ought 

to knoi,1. (The teachers at the maternity homes ge,ve their 

reports, too.) The gym teacher said that some of the girls 

were sent to Ranona because they refused to dress for gym, 

Mr, Reeves was very interested in thato He asked~ "Is this 

an indication of an over-all formality ln physical educa-

tion teaching?" The teacher replj.ed that most of the· Mexican 

girls were very modest about exposing their legs. She said 
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she had no set program; she went along with the moods of the 

girls. Sometimes they sat and talked, played checkers, 

listened to folk songs, or sqvBre-danced. Many girls had 

no bathing facilities at home, Mr. Reeves: "You're kidding." 

Teacher: "I'm not. They are quite pleased when given 

tooth brushes and tooth p9.ste, On Friday girls are given 

appointments for shampooing their own hair. Mr. ReeYes: 

"God, what a life for you teachers!" The sewing teacher 

said, "The main thing is to let the girls enjoy sewing, to 

teach them to be better dressed, and to teach them to make 

clothes at reasonable cost and to let them have a feeling 

of accomplishlment. 11 A homemaking teacher said that she was 

most impressed with the fact that even though most of the 

girls were hungry all the time, many of them were reluctant 

to eat because they were afra'.ld they did not know how to do 

it correctlye The cafeteria manager talked about the impor

tance of food_ to the girls, many of whom had no breakfasts. 

(This was in the early days of the school.) Our Span1sh

speak111g teacher said she tried to make the girls feel free 

and happy in a situation that offered no tangible rewards. 

She said that because they came from Spg,nish-speaking homes 

there was no reward to them for learning something that they 

could not use at home, One of the most intelligent tea,chers 

said that mental health and senior problems were taught at 

Ramona although they were called Physical Education. She 

was alll-9.}~ed, she said, by the girls' lack of knowledge about 



sex, because they seemed outwardly to be very sophisticated. 

They were greatly interested· in learning about their bodies. 

The same woman also taught typing; she described the type

writer as a wonderful vehicle for girls to pound out pent-

up emotions. Mr. Reeves was very interested in that. The 

art teacher reported that the art room provided a place where 

a girl could release some of her tensions and at the same 

time become a useful member of the community. In ceramics 

class clay was used to slam around. Several years ago, 

sa.id the teacher, the walls of ceramics room were spattered 

with clay, but now girls were content to pound clay on 

table tops. Several teachers commented that they needed to 

use much encouragement to interest their pupils even a little. 

Mr., Reeves was interested in the question of how such an 

amazing faculty came to be at Ramona High School. The teach

ers · impressed almost everybody who visited us. "How do you 

stand it?" they asked. 

In addition to faculty meetings there were two things 

that I did which come in the category of in-service train

ing. One I thinlc I have mcntioned-~formal workshops which 

I presented. The 1dea for these, like a good. many other 

valuable ideas, was originally Rose Timmons', not mine. As 

I remember it, the first workshop that I gave was for the 

Ramona faculty only, This was difficult to arrange because 

the downtown off ice ha..d a rule requiring a minimum enrollment 

(twenty, I thlnld for po1nt-cred1 t workshops. We did not 
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have that many teachers, We finally got permission. That 

first time what I had intended to do was to have the teachers 

read some of the books that I had found valuable, In my 

innocence I thought that a teachers' workshop could be con-

ducted somewhat formally, like a college class. I discovered, 

however, that teachers needed to express their feelings and 

discuss their problems more than they needed to read. When 

I realized this, we spent an increasing amount of time in 

what might be called free-floating group guidance sessions. 

I tried to be available--even outside the workshop periods--

to teachers who wanted to come in to talk. Some wept on 

my shoulder, some criticized me. It was helpful. In that 

first workshop people talked in a rather free way, especially 

in the early sessions. They had to get things off their 

chests--things we did not have time to discuss during the 

working day. We did settle a.own later to studying some of 

the books about problem children. Some of the books I used 

were Children Who Hate , Trua11t s From L fe, Controls from Within, -- . - . 

Love 1s not Enou~ i, ~vior and Misbehavior. There were a 

good many others, too. We read and heard reports discussed. 

This helped teachers in a different way, that I had not expected. 

I think it did not help much in giving them ideas as to what 

to do in classes. But it did make them realize that they were 

in an unusual area of teachi.ng, and that they had responsible 

and difficult worl{: to do. We read about closed institutions, 

in which teachers had psychiatrl.c and other help. We learned 



about the care with which teachers for these institutions 

were chosen. This gave the faculty a sense of pride. This 

was important. because there was--and still is--a tendency 

among some school people to feel that teachers 1n special 

schools were not competent to teach in conventional schools. 

After that I offered a workshop almost every year. I 

must have given eight or ten of them, People from other 

schools asked to enroll. I think the most satisfactory work

shops were those for the faculties of the three girls' schools-

Ross, Ramona, e.nd Garden Gate, Again, al though teachers 

learned some practical things about management and organiz

ation of the school program, about the conduct of classes, 

and about books, I think that far more important was the 

exchange of ideas and the mutua l support teachers gave and 

received, Looking back, it seems to me that the most useful 

thing that I did for Ramona and what are now called "adjust

ment center high schools" in general was to help the rest of 

the school system to understand them, Teachers 1n these 

schools are now less apt to be regarded a.s oddballs. There 

is even some regard for the work that is being done, Part 

of this came from the reactions of girls; part from the reports 

of probation officers and other non-school people, But pg.rt 

also came from the slowly growing feeling of the teachers 

that even though they were not teaching the same subject 

matter that wa s being taught at other schools, they were 

doing essential things which not everybody could do. 
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I have here some of the questions which teachers at 

the beginning of a works,hop asked in response to a request 

to list thin.gs that bothered them. in their daily work. An 

interesting thing was that teachers almost always started 

by asking very practical questions. "How can I teach grammar 

when a pupil is drunk in a corner of the room?" But we always 

moved to consideration not of "practical" ideas but of atti

tudes and points of view and understandings. I am personally 

not much good at the mechanics of organization, so I was glad 

that there wa.s no£ much interest in this, though teachers 

did exchange specific suggestions; it was a psychological 

help that was important to them. 

The In~.service Training Office we asked for evaluations 

of the workshop program. Leaders rece1V8d these rating sheets. 

I also asked for unofficial comments. Here is one of the 

lattera "On the whole, I believe the program is going excep

tionally well~ Student cooperation is amazingly improved 

over ·what we had when I came four years agoo This is con

tinued even though turnover has been rapidG I sincerely 

believe,- after watching results of both methods that the gum

chewing situation was better when we did not give ·wholesome 

permission to do it. In other words, before we made it per

missible anywhere, we as teachers could permit it in our 

classrooms but we could keep the popping at a minimum. When 

we went swirnmlng or on field trips we didn't have to make a 

big issue out of 1 t G It was just one ee.sy way to keep our 



school a little more presentable at all times. This has 

nothing to do with the therapeutic value of chewing gum. 
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I believe that chewing gum is a form of release at times and 

have always permitted it, but even the chewing of gum was 

more of a privilege and a release when it was not permitted 

any time, any place, and as loud as you likee" 

The above is an interesting example of the way in which 

we discussed things in workshops. The seemingly unimportant 

matter of chewing gum came up almost every year. This illus

trates what I mean by saying that teachers started by wanting 

advice on a specific problem: How can I keep pupils from 

chewing gum? What was a discussion of this became the pos

sible there.peutic value of gum~chewing o As the teacher wrote 1 

"Are we increasing the value of it by making it something of 

a privilege?n A very specific, really minute matter like 

chewtng gum becomes an aspect of an entire point of v1.ew. 

I also think that this is an example of the freedom that 

teache1•s felt to express their points of vie-~·To It sounds 

ridiculous, but it is unfortunately true that in many schools 

few teachers express opinions contrary to those of the prin

cipal. Now I had said that I thought we ought to let the 

girls chew gum whenever they wanted to. In many schools a 

teacher would not have proposed a different opinion. This is 

something that I am willing to boast about, because I think 

that I was able to convince teachers that I meant whB,t I 

sald when I told them that I believed :1.n freedom of expression. 
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This was not easy to make them believe. I said that I wanted 

suggestions and that I did not mind having people disagree 

with me. I feel that this attitude on my part contributed 

to good faculty morale. 

The teacher went ons "The Student Council is one of the 

biggest advances we have made. I wish someday we might have 

a. real music teacher. (Mrs. Timmons and I worked mightily 

to get one. The problem was, of course, that we did not 

have enough students to occupy a full-time music teacher's 

time; and teachers with special music credentials could 

not teach other subjects, We tried to get permission downtown 

for a roving music teacher who served the three girls' schoolsc 

We failed. The new federally and state funded programs have 

changed the situation.) "I hope we make the no--slacks rule 

apply next year." (That was the year before we put it into 

effect,) 

Here is another teacher's statement: "I would like to 

see a Senior Problems class in our school again, And I hope 

the present methocl of washing dishes in the cafeteria will 

be changedo" (Widely differing suggestions, both valuable.) 

Here is a suggestion that led to much discussion and 

resulted in some very interesting changes. "Is it possible 

for the sixth period (the J.ast of the day) classes to be 

smaller than the others? I think 1t would be a great help 

to the girls, because they are tired by sixth period and all 

of us are tired," This questlon led me to look at the statistics 
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of fights and other difficulties and to realize that these 

were much more frequent in the afternoons than the mornings. 

So we tried the experiment of giving every teacher a sixth 

period class, It worked very well. This was an idea that 

some other special schools adopted, There were two junior 

high schools that I knew of that tried this; both abandoned 

it because in a regular school the problem of having somebody 

available to cover classes if a teacher suddenly becomes 

sick or is called away is a serious one. Some teachers 

must be free of classes every period, With small classes 

like ours if worst came to worst, we could double or even 

triple classes, Or the counselor would take a class. The 

nurse--who was certificated--could take a class. Even I could 

take a class! In a regular school this is almost impossible. 

But the idea of having people with non-teaching periods in 

the afternoon rather than in the morning has spread, 

This report j_s interestings "In evaluating our program 

is is hard for me to put my fingers on what we do (at Ramona). 

Complete and startling changes lilce those in Josephine Perez 

(Bandit) and Galena Pena do show that something is being 

done. Those who want to evalue.te Ramona's program should be 

interested in the stories of some of these girls. A harder 

thing to describe would be our atmosphere of cheerfulness. 

Whe11 a girl has been here a while she usually seems to me 

to be mo1·e w:llling to help and to work than she was at first. 

The fact that most of the girls say this is a fine school 



might be significant. In regular school almost all of these 

girls are the lowest part of the society. Here they are 

given a chance to be leaders in a constructive way. There is 

no one else to work on Student Council and Student committees, 

and so they have a chance.u 

Another teacher writes the following (these reports are 

more significant if one knows the individual teachers): 

"My strongest reaction is that I personally enjoy being here. 

My second thought ls that the girls are fortunate in being 

sent here. Here every girl is given every opportunity to 

make good if it is in her power to do so." (This was not 

apple-polishing; this woman stayed at Ramona until she 

retired. She was an excellent teacher who was asked several 

times to go elsewhere and would not leave Ramona,) "The 

girls are treated with consideration, sympsi.thy, and under

standing, An effort is made to discover the root of each 

girl• s particular problem e.nd then to help her correct the 

diff:lculty or to adapt herself to situatlons that cannot be 

changed, Our whole staff ls ready and anxious to help. 

I wish I might offer some constructive suggestions, but I 

have none right now. It seems to me that Ramona High School 

is a very nice place just about as it is." 

The following statement was written by a down-to-earth, 

not ~rticularly well-educated elderly woman who had no 

pretnntions at being intellectual and who hs.d a tendency to 

laugh at the intellect. 11As I see it, our purpose 1s to study 
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the girl at close range and to discover if possible the reasons 

behind her maladjustment. 1. We attempt to create an 

atmosphere in which the girl can relax and gain perspective 

so that she will be able to adjust better to society, 2. We 

see that she is able to make a good personal appearance by 

giving her clothing. J. Her health is carefully checked 

and she ~s fed a warm lunch daily. 4. We try to see that 

she is happy in subjects and teachers. 5. We are kind and 

patient and we try to be understanding (not always very 

successfully). 6. We give special awards for outstanding 

work. 7. Any girl who is so antisocial that our efforts 

seem to be of no avail is guided to diagnostic clinics where 

experts can seek the root of the trouble." (This was an 

overstatement,) "These th1ngs pay off in various ways, Many 

girls who come to us belligerent and disgusted with the world 

start changing after a time, and often our worst actors become 

some of our most happy and cooperative students. Awards of 

merit, which were received with chagrin and embarrassment 

when the system was started, are openly sought after and 

worked for. A new girl entering and trying out her insolence 

and disorderliness in a class is often frowned on and ridi

culed by old-time students who were once just as bad them

selves. We ha:ve brought these changes about gradually and 

as a result we have a very wonderful cooperative administra

tion. And. a very cooperative faculty. We work together as 

a unlt for the good of the whole. We have come a long way, 



each year gaining something, and I feel that we still have 

a chance for growth and will continue to grow. As for new 

problems to work on, I feel these should be thought out 

very carefully. If the time is right for 1 t I would_ 111ce 

to see our girls come to school properly groomed and in 

skirts." (This was before jeans were outlawed.) "There is 

no excuse for their not having skirts after the dozens they 

have been given and have made. Unless they throw away or 

sell much of the clothing they take home, they should be 

well stocked with skirts." 

Another teacher who retired from Ramona turned in a 

report. She thought that we should have two periods a day 

of sewing; there should be a home room period after instead 

of before nutrition; when standards are set up they should 

not be lowered. 

These comments help, I think, to describe Ramona less 

one-sidedly than I probably do it. 

Now to present questions which some teachers said they 

wanted to have answered. What kinds of behavior are appro

priate for referral to a special school? We spent a good 

deal of time discussing that in several workshops; some of 

the differen.ces between the normal adolescent's misbehavior 

and serious deviation were considered, using ind1vldual girls 

as examples. How do we stimulate interest in girls who are 

not interested? A good question. How· can a school settj.ng 

be used to help girls grow up cmotlonally? What does a 
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teacher do with girls who cannot comply with rules? How can 

we break through the crust of the girls' reserve? How do 

we grade? Is not subject matter important after all? (Of 

course it is. At Ramone., in the beginning we almost completely 

ignored subject matter. This changed as we evolved. Teach

ers worried--as did !--over the matter of academic achieve

ment.) How can we develop new teaching techniques? Why do 

people act this way? (This appeared over and over, in both 

naive and sophisticated forms,) How can we build morale in 

the girls without losing our own? (An interesting way of 

presenting the problem.) How can we raise the ste.tus of the 

welfare school in the eyes of the regular public school? 

How can I teach girls to act by reason and not by emotion? 

How can we get financial and other assistance and under

standing for the school? How can we learn to treat each 

problem and each student individually? How can I become 

"shock-proof?" How can I ach:teve identification between 

myself and the girl whose attitudes and values are so dif

ferent from my own? (This was one of the very deep-seated 

questions. It is now part of the difficulty in looking for 

solutions to problems of the ghetto.) How can I understand 

child:een? (That came over and over again,) How can I 

remain objective and not get emotionally involved with the 

girls? (I worked hard on this,) How can I keep from becom

ing frustrated at the slowness or lack of progress? (This, 

too, I worked on constantly.) 



Next we come to teachers from other schools, stating 

their problems. 

Dixons These are other adjustment center schools? 

Serrurier1 No. These came from regular schools. 

What do we do with students whom I have sent to the 
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vice principal but who are immune to his authority and only 

come back worse or not improved? How can a troublesome leader 

be stopped when one sees that a student and some of his pals 

are building up to disturbing the entire class even though 

the other students may be well motivated and worldng at the 

time? (One gets a picture of the teacher.) How can you 

help students who are disturbed but will not let an adult 

help them? All those come from one teacher. Here are another 

teacher's questions. What can I do to force children to come 

to class daily with their work materials? Parents insist 

on homework and they insist on the teache1• correcti11g the 

homework. This would mean 165 papers every day. Whe.t about 

childrGn who refuse to eat breakfast? I have children who 

refuse to conform to my room standards. I have mean, resent

ful children in my class. I have immature and dependent 

children in my class. Of course, the fact that teachers 

from regular schools chose a workshop led by a special schools 

person constituted a selection of sorts. 

Here is still another teacher: The youngster who 

~~-~.@.. to trys The boy who must fight constantly and waits 

after cla.ss for his v1ctlmo The young g:trl who is ridiculed 
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because of her physical maturity. Procedure for the first 

day of class. (The way a first day is handled in any school 

has a great deal to do with the attitudes of students for 

the rest of the semester.) The young smoking between classes 

and cockily entering class knowing that they reek of tobacco 

smoke. The youngster who never has his materials for class. 

The outspoken lad with an exceptionally colorful vocabulary 

and no qualms about using it. The child who is almost always 

tardy, using that means to show how unimportant and dull 

conforming is to her. 

Still another teachers What to do with habitual tardi

ness; is it an administrative or a classroom responsibility? 

Smoklng on campus--1ts prevention or curee Leaving grounds 

at noon. Discourteous e.ttitude toward substitutes. The High 

School Teachers' Association survey on discipline and what 

if anything the admini.stration is planning to do about it. 

One more teacher: Excessive tardiness, forgetting mater

ials for class, fighting, arguing, profanity, and writing 

profane words on books. 

Yet another: Tardiness, failure to bring boolrn to class, 

failure to bring pencils (how old-fashioned!). Should the 

teacher lencl one or let the student remain idle? Teaching 

self-control to the over-enthusiastic student who blurts 

out the answer as soon as the question is asked or before 

it is finishedo 

Here are questions from a man on specific classroom 
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management procedures. 1. How to use a seating chart. 

(My answer is1 Don't have one,) 2. How to divide the 

class according to abilities? J. How to determine reading 

grade placement? 4.How much formality? Should the child stand 

up to recite? What is a good basis for deciding when to 

handle one's own discipline problems and when to send the 

child to the office? How about saluting the flag every 

day; does it make for patriotism? Whose responsibility is 

tardiness? (The teachers who wrote these are all from 

secondary schools,) 

I asked them to tell me what they would like to get 

from this workshop. 

Still another oner How to integrate the non-readers 

into the groupo How to carry out; my program (I think this 

was from a speech therapy teacher) without d5.sturbing the "'"'.~. 

other children. How to overcome the resistance of some 

children as to having anything special done for them? 

Another teacher a How can I cope with a stubborn chj.ld? 

I am referring to children who can do the work well but 

pretend they can't do it or don't understand it at all. How 

to cope with the showoff, the type of child who continually 

gives an answer which disrupts the class in some way? 

I want to digress here and read a little lesson in 

semantics. It is not wholly out of place here, because j_n 

the workshops we were always gett:'.l_ng into matters of defi~ 

nition, In talking about Sandra Nilson I said that we had 
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to define the phrase "getting into trouble." This sort of 

thing was involved, So here is a lesson in semanticsQ 

Lettie Rogers was a Negro girl, adopted by a minister and 

his wife, It l·ras a middle-class family trying very hard 

to raise its social standards, Lettie's mother telephoned 

to ask about filling out a work permit application. We had 

a most friendly conversation. In the course of it Mrs. 

Rogers said that Lettie refused to attend any school other 

than Ramona, Mrs. Rogers then explained to me why she was 

not willing to permit Lettie to return to Ramona, despite the 
-

girl's wishes. I quote Mrs. Rogers: "As long as you have 

those Mexican and white girls there, you~re going to have 

trouble. I'm sick and tired of hearing about fights and Lettie 

lying there in the street bleeding from all her woundso" 

(There was no such incident, although we had frequent reports 

of fights in which Lettie did engage, voluntarily and with 

enthusiasm.) I said, "But Mrs. Rogers, you wouldn't want 

segregated schools, would you? She replied, "Of course I 

don't want segregation, honey. I just want a school where 

nice girls can go and not be bothered by all those Mexicans 

a.nd whiteso" The discussion ended with Mrs. Rogers telling 

me that Ramona High School was doing wonderful worlc but that 

under no conditions did she want Lettie to go there, even 

though she felt that no girl could be respectable without 

having a high school diploma. That was e. wonderful demon-

stratlon of how differently things souncl to different people. 
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At the end of the workshop whose members had turned in 

the questions presented above, I asked the same people to 

tell me what, if anything, they had gained out of the work

shop. Sometimes they were specific, and sometimes general. 

One teacher wroter The main problem that confronted me 

was what to do about Cynthia Renato. (A girl who came to 

Ramona later, as did the teacher.) Now, having read the book 

Love is Not Enou~h, I realize that Cynthia can be helped a 

great deal by giving her similar treatment. I feel that our 

class has been much too short to solve as many problems as 

we hoped to solve, 

Another reaction: "A lot of things but one specific 

thlng. My question was this. How should a teacher react 

when girls speak obscenely or he'3.,p words of abuse on the 

teacher? Should the girl's remarks be ignored or corrected? 

I found_ the answer to my question on pages 480 and 490 in 

Dr. Menninger's book which you, Mrs. Serrurier, made me read." 

A third member: "When our workshop sessions draw to 

a close I feel that I've learned many important things. It 

seems that the reports of various teachers and their reactions 

to a particular girl are quite enlightening. (I used to 

concentrate on one girl at faculty meetings sometimes, too,) 

I was trying to get the point over that we cannot divorce 

our reactions from our own personalities and our own experiences. 

He~e's another teacher. "I feel that I have a better 

understanding of the problems of adolescents after J.'0.rticipB.tlng 
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1n this workshop." (This was interesting to me, because we 

did not discuss "normal" adolescents except incidentally.) 

"The experience of keeping a daily behavior record of one 

student has helped me to distinguish fact from interpretation." 

Still another: "I feel that I have an increased under

standing of many of our difficult girls. I have gained a 

knowledge in the field of adolescent psychology from books 

read and reviewed, I have learned to understand that case 

studies are not a waste of time as I always thought they 

were." (I thought that was nice!) . 

Yet e,nother reaction: "I feel now that we are not alone 

in dealing with emotionally disturbed children and that I 

think is very important. As a result of reading the boolrn 

I have returned to a student attitude in reading. It's 

hard but very rewarding." 

Here is a very intelligent teacher's summarys "This 

type of informal workshop is so valuable to the members that 

I'm inclined to feel that it should be a requirement for 

teach:lng, at least on the faculty of Ramona. Several people 

have spoken to me about their f:trst weeks of teaching here 

and how unprepared they felt for the experience, No matter 

how the situation is presented to a person verbally, the 

real thing is a shock. It seems to me a workshop like this 

would provide an opportun:I. ty for the new teacher to acquire 

a perspective gre.dually. The interchB.nge of ideas and emo

ttons." (We did have an interchangP- of ideas and emotions. 



This was difficult to have in a regular faculty meeting because 

of the pressure of time.) "The fact that our cases are real 

live human beings with whom we deal each day is also an 

invaluable help in the learning experienceo We're not dis

cussing hypothetical cases from the books but we must learn 

the hardest thing--a:nd that is to be reasonably objective 

even when we are emotionally involved." 

This report is 1.;ms igned. "This workshop is just what 

I needed at this time. It renewed my confidence in the 

philosophy of education, whatever that means. Since changing 

schools I have found it very difficult to always know if I 

was doing right by all of my students, The teaching theories 

that one often hears make one question one's way of teaching. 

Such theories as "Don't be too nice. Be tough, otherwise 

the pupils will take advantage of you," or "You have to yell 

at them, that's all they understand," work so well that all 

classes are quiet and it all frightens one who cannot teach 

with such theories." Then the writer went on to say that 

her reading had given her courage to feel that she too might 

have theories which were valuable. I have a list of the 

things that teachers read for workshopso 

Another activity that was re.rt of in-service training 

was that I invited speakers from the outside. Some were not 

people whom I chose, but who turned out to be very interesting. 

For example, several times people who were sent by the State 

Department visited us. If their English was good enough to 



make it possible for them to talk, I invited them to faculty 

meetings. If time or language made that impossible I would 

pass on to the faculty what the visitors had said. I think 

the most interesting of all of these visitors was a physician 

from Rio de Janeiro. He was sent by the Brazilian govern-

ment to study the problems of caring for deserted, illegitimate, 

mentally retarded, and emotionally disturbed children. He 

said that half the children in Brazil are born out of wedlock; 

this was in 1957. The Portuguese language is not 

like Spanish (and my Spanish is very limited), so we had 

problems in communication. The doctor spoke French with a 

Portuguese accent. I spoke some French with an American 

accente We communicated in French; writing was often better 

than speech. We had a very interesting conference. The 

doctor's wife, a beautiful woman, came over and spent an 

eve'ntng with us. Apparently Brazil was then just beginning 

to try to work out procedures for caring for abandoned 

children, Dr. BalirlJ3.ri said that the country had nothing but 

orphanages supported by the Catholic Church. In the front 

doors of most churches there was e. slot into which a basket 

. with a baby in it could be put! There were evidently large 

numbers of children abandoned in this way. The doctor also 

was interested, from a medical point of view, in children 

who had epileptic symptoms but who apparently were not 

epilepticso 

I took notes on our discussion. He started by telling 
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me that grand mal epilepsy is caused by a lesion of nerve 

cells but petit mal is caused by a disrhythmy of the efferent 

ncrvesi the latter he said is epileptoid but is not epilepsy 

itself. Many children at Ramona, he thought, did not have 

enough efferent nerve routes to handle all the afferent 

stimuli, I thought that was an interesting idea, It was 

new to me, And, he said, even the relatively simple environ

ment at Ramona High School is overstimulating because of 

this. 

He spent only about three days in the school. After 

showing him around I turned him loose and let him do what 

he wanted, He was very frank and very interested. I do not 

think I had any other physician spend that much time at 

Ramon..q, I repeat that he felt that even our simple environ

ment was too stimulating, Thj_s impressed me greatly. He 

asked me what we did with girls when their behavior became 

too extreme to handle. I replied that we usually sent them 

home. "But," he said, "these chlldren grow all day," meaning 

they learned undesirable things at home when we did not keep 

them at school. He said that it was very bad to send the 

girls back to the environment which caused their troubles 

in the first place, I tried, unsuccessfully, to explain to 

him that we were aware of this but that there were times when 

we could do nothing else. 

"L'.3.ck of affection is at the root of disturbed children's 

problems," He was absolutely certain of that. He would not 



consider any other cause as basic. "Avoid the concept that 

Ramona is a bad school." I told him we tried, "Have many 

quiet rooms available," In this he reinforced my own idea, 

and I began demanding small rooms in which girls could rest 

or read, "Have a clubroom with many recreational facilities 

and a teacher who has no class ass j_gnments and is always 

available in this room as a mother figure. Permit the girls 

to go to this room freely when they do not want to be in 

classes," I thought that was a wonderful idea and I tried 

to convince the appropriate superintendent of its importance, 

I got nowhere. He said, "You just wait till the Chamber of 

Commerce finds out that you are pa.ying a teacher to be a 

mother figure with no classes," But I still thought it 

was a wonderful idea, 

"Develop love and pride in the school." This we didG 

"Publiclze widely all successes achieved by anyone connected 

with the school." I argued with Dr. Balinari about that. He 

said that every time a teacher received any recognition it 

should be publicized, Ile also insisted that every tlme I 

had an article published or made .a speech the whole school 

should knoN about it; this horrified me. He said the girls 

needed this for thoir pride. That I a~reed withe "Have good 

music," He was app-3.lled that we did not he.ve a music teacher. 

"It is essential to build self-confidence in children." 

"We need more emphasis on sex education. '1 He kept saying 

that over and over, Choose films that give sexual educatton 
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but do not emphasize the libido," "Show the children what 

scars can be caused by their behavior." "Teach the teachers 

that they need to be impersonal, We need more individual 

correction than we now use." He was very much in favor of 

that. "Psychiatric social work is essential," He was shocked 

to learn that we did not have a psychiatric social worker 

assigned to us, "We need to know how the children react 

in the community," This was very interesting to me, I had 

tried to explain to the doctor that I thought that one of 

the weaknesses of many psychiatrists was that they knew 

people as individuals but did not know much about them as 

they functioned ln their co:nununities. "Microphones should 

be . installed in the homes of the children," he said. That 

is perhaps the expression of a difference between the United 

States and Brazil, When I finished explaining why we could 

not· do this, he threw up his hands and said, 11 Perhaps Brazil 

has some advantages." He also wanted microphones in the 

lava torles, "Make a tape record for the principg.l' s 1nforma

t1one Do not tell the teachers about this." When I said 

I could not do this because even lf it were legal I did not 

think it was ethical, he argued that it was not uneth1cal, 

because the information so gained will be used for the bene

fit of the girls. It should never be used for punishment. 

He talked t.:o me for a long time about this, and I too did a 

good deal of talking to explain that ln the Un1ted States 

we did not usually put microphones in people's houses. 



"The principal should spend as much tlme as possible 

educating the teachers." I can honestly say that I did that, 

even though hearing the stories of Ramona girls may give 

the impression that I spent all my time with girls; I really 

did not. In fact, as time went on I spent more and more time 

with teachers and with outside act1vities--committee meet

ings, speeches. 

Dr. Balinari also said, "All aggressive reactions are 

basically sexual. Aggressive behavior gives sexual satis

faction. Children define love as anything th9.t causes them 

pleasure, Religion causes confusion in sexual standards." 

I was not sure that I understood what he meant by this. (The 

sentences in quotation marks were verbatim notes of mine,) 

"They know better than we in sex but they are wron~." Here 

the laugnage problem kept me from knowing what he really 

meant. 

"The girls need to know that we are their friends," 

His le.st commenti "The alternation between love and hate of 

the ~dults in our school,'' (one teacher had talked to him 

about this) "The girl who one day loves you and the next 

day hates you, stems from the fact that the girl feels that 

we are kind and are trying to help her, but she feels at 

the same time that she 1s incap-'.:l.ble of doing both what she 

wants to do and what she feels we want her to do. Therefore, 

she becomes frustrated ancl reacts with violence and hatrecl." 

That was the same thing which Dr. Breiner told me in connection 



with Dimples when she said, "Don't praise her too much for 

the things she does well, because she knows herself that 

she isn't always going to be able to do them well and this 

is going to be more frustrating to her than if she thinks 

we never expect her to do well," 

I used Dr. Balinari's visit as the basis for a faculty 

meeting and later of a one-meeting workshop. 

We had another physician visitor who was very interesting-

a six-foot Chinese woman from Hong Kong. She was a. remarkable 

character. Phys ice,lly she was striktng; mentally she was, 

too, I have a beautiful letter from her. There was no language 

problem with her. She spoke beautiful Oxford English. She, 

too, was concerned primarily with abandoned children. In 

general she was interested. fundamentally in infants, and not 

so much in adolescents, Once two women from the Philippines 

visited us, also studying the problems of homeless youngsters. 

A woman from Oregon came, studying various special schools, 

I tried each time to use these people, directly or indirectly, 

to bring to the faculty a new point of view, The teachers 

recognized that parts of our Brazilian visitor's ideas were 

similar to ours. 

I tried (this is still in the area of in-service train

ing) to bring subjeet-matter supervisors from the downtown 

off ice to try to help the teachers in teaching techniques 

and in selection of books. This was not very successful. 

One reason for tho failure was that supervisors tended to 
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ask questions instead of giving information and ideas. They 

wanted to go around the school and say, "Oh, my goodness." 

Very few supervisors presented books that might be useful 

or special methods which might be helpful. Some supervisors, 

however, did give us a great deal of help. Lots of this 

help was quite indirect. They would go back to their offices 

and talk about our lack of equipment or of money. When I 

realized that, I began to invite supervisors to school after 

I had been turned down on a request for funds or equipment. 

Often they helped us to get needed things which I alone could 

not get. 

Still another thing which I did. by way of in~service 
training was to invite people from the community to faculty 

meetings to talk about the community and about feeling in 

that community toward the schools. I started out cautiously, 

ask.ing our head custodian (who came from Mexico when she was 

a young girl) to talk about the girls as she saw them. She 

was intelligent, but not well-educated formally. She was a 

widow with three daughters who were growing up parallel, so 

to speak, with Ramona girls. She gave us a great deal of 

help in understanding some of the attitudes of some of the 

adults with whom we had dealings. 



TAPE NUMBER a XXVII , SIDE 1 

June 5, 1963 

Serruriera I was astounded when I realized that I had not 

yet talked to you about fights. Was this a "Freudian slip?" 

I often felt that fights would not occur if we d1d our work 

effectively. I think I was wrong in this. outsiders almost 

always asked, "Do you have fights every day? What do yov. 

do when girls f1ght? 0 These are interesting questions. We 

d1d not have fights every day. We thought t·re had a bad year 

if there were five or six fights between September and June. 

In add:ttion to the fights that we kne~·i1' about or saw, 

there were fights we heard abouto Some were alleged to have 

talt_~n place on the school grounds, but no adult saw them. 

Others were said to have taken place outstde of school; we 

sometimes saw the resulting black eyes, but nothing else. 

As I thought about it. I real1zod that Ramona fights 

fell into various categories. Perhaps the least interesting 

ones resulted from a. sudclen loss of tempers. That's the lt:ind 

of thing that happens occasio11ally in most nchoolGs and 

"Ramona-type" girls had less emotional control than did other 

youngsters" More difficuJ. t to handle ·were planned fights J 

these ce.n be subdivided 1nto t''JO or perh8.ps throe types. 

One is the pcrsom.l fight which results ·when somebody calls 

someone's mother a 'bad name o• (This uas a commonly usod 

phrasee) There was often e. fo:rmal challenge, almost medieval 
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in form. What I call "personal fights" also took place when 

a girl infringed on another girl's "rights" to the company 

of a boy. Then there were planned fights which were also 

between individuals but which a girl entered because of pres

sure from her group. These were often racial. For example, 

if an "Anglo" girl in school was being particularly nasty 

to Negro girls, the latter might urge one of their number to 

fight either the specific 11Anglo" against whom the grievance 

was held or with some representative of that group. This 

type of thing might occur bet1-.reen any two groups. I have heard 

of religious groups doing th1D 9 but have not seen it. 

Then there we1'e the most ritual1at1c fights of all, 

those that involved gangs J they nere fe,scine.ting to hear 

about. It is qu1te possible that they did not seem fusc1n

at1:ng to the part1c1pantso I have never belonged to a ga.ngo 

The procedures and techniquesp as we saw or heard of th0m, 

were very 1nterest1nge 

One fight I sa·w, my first P I did not know until later 

was a f1ghtl My only prev1ou~ experience with school fights 

came when I l·10..s a.t Edison Jv.nior High School, uhen I stood 

at a second-story windet'f at lunch time and tr~tch0cl a group 

of boys following a single boy across the school grounds; 

he walked slowly and pretended he did not see the otherse 

I novcr fou.nd out lfhat the group had ngai:nst tho 111dividu..ale 

Thir.t endocl in a f 1ght o That wa.s as clos c as I had come to 

group ftghts before coming to Ra.mom c In the por,_od whon I 



was the counselor at ELAGVHS, the princi);Xl.l called me in 

and said that she had heard rumors that there was going to 

be a fight1 she asked if I minded cruising around the neigh

borhood after school. One of the teachers and I wenti I 

drove. The teacher had a notebook on her lap to take down 

names of participants" What we satt-1 tro.s very interesting. 

We saw a compe.ct group of about twenty girls walking slowly 

and with dignity along the s1dewallt. That we,s all that we 

saw. We drove a.long-side them; they glanced at us. They 

were obviously aware of our pregonce but they did not pay 

much attentj.on to us. It was like a solemn littlei parade a 

We decided that this was not uhat we were looking forlP so 

we drove a.round a bit and se.w nothing unusual, so ·ue reported 

baclt to school. I did not l~nm1 unt1.l the next morn1ng that 

in the middle of this oompa,ct group of girls the fight was 

going one It was very deliberately c1one. The girls who 

fo11med the tightly paclrnd phalanx were slmply shielding the 

two pa.rticipants from observation. I learned from the police 

later that this was not uncommon, although I myself never sat·1 

it again. I think now that the girls, wi"ch their sensitive 

auareness of hm1 much adults knorr o,nd do riot know, realized 

that I would not know what I was looJr1ng a.to When I acquired 

the repu~11t~.on of knou·1ng my way e.rml.nd, I was not permltt0d 

to see th'.1.ngs like th.at o 

Shortly after I went to Ramo1:11:l. I began 1nqulr1ng as to 

what other schools in the neighborhood dld about flghtso 



Some procedures I copied; others I would not use, for various 

reasons, One of the things that many schools do (this is not 

limited to the East Side) is to assign teachers to a regular 

automobile patrol after school, Some schools, in times of 

unrest, ask police officers to patrol. A few times in my 

first two or three years at Ramona when there were rumors 

of a fight that was to take place off the school grounds, I 

personally ~rove around with some other school persono I 

soon came to the conclusion that this procedure did no goods 

the girls who planned to fight l'Tould have it regardless of 

our patrol. About the only thing that we could do by i;atrol

ling was to force the locale of the fight to be che:mged. 

We could. see most of the student body starting off in one 

direction ... =one of the symptoms of a fighto But the nioment 

they spotted the car of anybody in authority the girls 

vanished, apps.rentJ.y into thin air. I also dec,.ded that there 

was no point in m~king a fool of myself or of staff members. 

The girls enjoyed the game. For a while vice principals 

and even some police argued with me about this position, 

but I stuclc to 1t. I am glad I did. This ue.s one of the 

areas, I thlnk, in which the role of the p:t'1ncipal--a.s contrasted 

to the person~lity of an 1nd1v1dua.1 pr1no1psi.l~=ha.s to be 

ma11~te.inedo An administrator should not do things that make 

him ri<l1culous in the eyes of pup1lso I do not know, of 

course, how I would act in today's highly disturbed social 

cliwnteo 



Early in my career, when my knowledge of fights largely 

stemmed from what other people told me, I was told that one 

could always tell whether a fight had been over a boy or not 

by the fact that when a girl was fighting over a boy she 

always tried to disfigure her rival by scratching her face. 

If the fight was for some other purpose, a girl would kick 

her opponent in the shins, pull her h9.1r out, or do various 

other kinds of bodily damage including biting, but she would 

not scratch the face. I think this is basically t 'rue, but 

1t is one of those things that ac1ults talk about with much 

more certainty than they have a right to; few adults really 

know these things. Sometimes there were acts that had all 

the outw'ard appea:t:ia:ncc of fights and were not fights. I 

have seen seriously disturbed girls att..ack1ng other girls 

becauoe they were unable to keep themselves from doing soo 

I first learned about this when Lucinda de Lura, who turned 

out to have a brain tumor, got her hands into the hair· of 

a glrl. I saw a segment of scalp in Lnch1da' s rigid hands. 

She wa.s having a seizureo This was, of course, not a fight 

1n any real sense of the ·word o 

I saw three or four episodes of that kind. The follow.., 

1ng was not wholly the r0sult of a seizur0p but it; had some 

of the same featureso Oncep right after schoolp a group of 

girls clashed into my offico; they looked iunic-stricken. 

"Lucy ls lc1111ng somobod;>r ! " So I de.shod out o In the bushes 

alongside the achool ·was a · girl holdinc; a.not;her girl against 
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the rough plaster ~w,11 of the school. She had one knee in 

the victim's stomach ancl her hands were entwined in the girl's 

hair. When I arrived both girls were motionless. The girl 

who seemed to be the aggressor had soma foam about her mouth; 
\ 

there was no expression on her face. Looking back on this, 

I thinlc that the second girl was rigid because she was using 

all her physical strength she had to keep that knee from 

pressing any farther 1no Lucy acted as if she did not hear 

anything; probably she did noto The girls implored her to 

stop. (This was one of the few times that I have seen girls 

trying to stop . a physical str-uggleo) They fel~.; that the other 

girl woul~ be klllede A couple of teachers did oometh1ng 

which I did not oi-dina.rily approvei I undex~stood. it in this 

casee These teachers triecl to sep;..'"\r&te the girls, but it t:ras 

physically 1mposs1bleo This impasse muat have gone on for 

two or three minuteso The secretary cetlled the police; 

the two officm .. "s who co.me stood in amazement 0 looking at this 

frozen pair. At; la.st Lucy relaxed and sa.1cl 0 "That'll learn 

ya to ca.1],, me a t·Jhorc o" And she calmly ste.rted up the st:reet 

e.s though nothing whatever had happened. The police naturally 

went after her. 

It developed later that Lucy had just discovered she 

was pregn_,.'J.nt ci 

More about "personal" fights. One of the most 111teresting 

ones I over sa.w uas not so mu.ch physical as a verbal fight, 

although the:rc was some phys1c;o..l aspects in 1to I wB,s swmnonod 



to a classroom where there was trouble. When I arrived, a 

Negro and a Mexican girl were facing one another, both breath

ing hard. Apparently the Mexican girl had just called the 

Negro girl some insulting racial n~me. I opened the door 

just as the Negro girl gathered all her forces and said 5 "You

you ... you-you bean-eating bastard, you!" This struck me as 

being so funny that I had to turn and flee from the room to 

keep them from seeing me laughing. I returned in a moment. 

The girls went at one another and did some scratching, but 

nothing serious u 

A good many of the 1nd1 vlclual fights that I knew a.bout 

took plane off the school grounds. Often teachers would 

report hearing open discussion of the planso This was one 

of the astounding features e.bout many fights. {The exceptions 

were the occasional, brief emotioual flarc~ups.) The girls 

never seemed to rea.11.ze that the teachers heard l'iihat the girls 

talked about. They were so absorbed 1n their own affairs-.... 

and a fight is a serious and important affair that they were 

not e.ware of this. This is one possible explanation. Another 

is that they ~E:C§_Sh to be overheard, and either be prevented 

from fighting or punished for 1 to Girls who trere not involved 

in a projected fight wou:I!cl openly discuss 1t0 "It's all 

right for Mary to fight Glorla because Gloria did m~J;;:c out 

with Tony, Mary 0 s boyfr1ende" Int:r.icate and sometimes alrllost 

philosophical discussions took placeo Is this a justified 

combat OX' not? 
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Another thing that the girls discussed was the question 

of fairness. Is a one-to-one fight always fair? "H01·.r much 

do you think Jane weighs? Remember she was sick le.st week." 

A girl must not fight during a menstrual period. 

Pupils also discussed the question of whether or not 

the fight would satisfy the honor of the aggrieved person, 

Should they or should they not be friends afterwards? This 

seemed to be a decision for the rest of the group to make, 

not for the two girls involved. This is fascinatingo 

Usually the day after a discussion of this kind one or 

both of the principals would be absent~ Sometimes teachers 

would. tease the girls by asking who had won, "Hm·r did you 

knou there was a fight?" 

Oc cas im:ia.lly, however, the girls would describe the 

previous day's battleo The absentees would come back in a 

few days, scratched and black~s.nd .. blue., 

About the racial fights. We were more wor1'1ed about 

these than a.bout others because we had some notion of how 

explosive the racial situation was even in the pre-riot era.. 

I do not 1'0mcmber ever having seen a real racial fight. 

·c The "bean"'ea. ter" episode was really just an argument. ) 

I have heard a.bout theme I have heard verbal racial insults 

being exchangedo But as a general thing our Negro girls, 

even the ones who had out ..... of-school reputations that were 

horrifying; clid not fight much in schoolci Howevert en the 

rare occo.s ion.:3 w'hen 1·rn went through a girl 0 s locker, or the 
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still rarer ones when we went through her purse, we were more 

apt to find weapons belonging to a Negro girl than we were 

to find them else·where. (But Susie Smith, who is a. lily

wh1te Anglo-Saxon, carried a knife.) 

The whole matter of weapons ·was something that I heard 

many people talk a.bout with great certainty, but I myself 

have little direct information about it. When I went to 

Ramona people ·warned me that what they called the "stacked" 

hairdos were del1ber~tely ms.de to hold sharpened nail files, 

sharpened bobby , pins, knives, narcot1cs--almost everything 

except a. fifth of whisky. I had no personal direct evidence 

of weapons being carried in hair, which does not mean that 

it did not happeno The weapons that I have known girls to 

carry have been carried in purses or 111 bosoms o I acc1uired 0 

over the years, something of an arsel'l:S\.l, I made a rule 

which I think would have been sustained. in court, th8.t weapons~ 

alcohol, and ot~1er da.ngc~ous things tg-ere not returnable to 

the pupils from whom they l·rere confiscated, If a girl said 

that the object was l10t hers but belonged 8 say, to her fathor 8 

I replied tho.t if the real ownei' would come and identify it 

I would return the object if the owner vro.s a responsible 

person. Sometimes g~.rJ.s claimed that the kntves which were 

taken from them were ver~r ex per.is 1 ve; occa.s ion.ally they were. 

As I remember 1 t, there were more beer•ncan openers 111 my 

collection than knlves" I never saw a sharpened nail flle 

or a. bobby pin myself 1 but I heard abou.t theme I had qu~.te 
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a collection of rings which could be used as weapons. Big 

iron rings worn on the middle finger, could be used with 

damaging effect on faces. These rings were often dome-shaped. 

Careful inspection often showed that what seems to be decora

tion ·was actunlly sharply cut steel. Such a . ring coulcl put 

an eye out, I mid more protests from girls when I refused 

to give rings back than I did when more conventional weapons 

were taJren a·way, "My mother gave me this ring 011 her death

bed." Or, "This is my engagement ring"" Wonderful stories! 

Another kind of weapon which the girls used was the edge 

of a brok:en phonograph recorde The only time a girl (she was 

mentally ill) was going to kill me involved a record. She 

reached. 1Ht;o her big purse 9 brought out a phonograph record, 

broke it, and advanced tm<iard me with the broken edge 

toward mee She said, "This is the best way to cut a throate" 

I had an .idea that it might be quite effective! 

It was not; true, as some people claimed, that a.11 the 

girls carried weapons. I am quite certain the,t the amount 

of weapon-carrying was relatively smallo 

Another weapon that I have seen only a few times was 

a soft drink bottle w1th the neck brolten off e The jagged 

glass wou+cl, I imagine, make a fa1rly successful weapon if 

one were serious about ite 

We hearcl a. vast amount of talk about guns. But only 

once in my entire career d1d I have real reason to think 

tha:t o.. girl had a gun at schoolo That was Isabella Winton. 
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I probably will not get to her. She was a very interesting 

character who is in a women's prison now. The rumors about 

her were very strong. The way the other girls gave her a wide 

berth was significant. I think she probably did have a gun. 

I called the police about th1s. Isabella had a long police 

record, so she was taken to the Hall. The police did not 

tell me what they found. But the talk about guns was very 

widespread, I know tha.t almost all our girls had had exper

ience of one kind or another with guns, in their own homes, 

with their boyfriends, or in the conununity. I have always 

been appalled at the number of people who keep loaded guns 

in their homes. 

The fights that I witnessed--there were not very many-

never involved the use of weaponso 

Now back to ca tegoi·ies of fights. There is the k111d 

that is not personal; one group feels that it has a grievance 

against another g:r.oupo Honor cs.n onl;r be satisfied by a 

fight., There was difference of opinion among teachers e.s 

to whether the g1r1 who did the fighting in such cases 

volunteered or whether her group chose her for the task. 

The teachers reported hearing detailed discussions on the 

prowess of 1ndlvid.uals. "Helen hits faster but Viary 1s taller. 11 

"You remember how she fainted in that other fighte" "Lupe 

doesn't scare easily." There l'ras careful WE::ighing of qual

ities and character1st1cse I have an idea that the champion 

who defended her group was not always the glrl who volunteered., 



The most interesting encounters were gang fights. I 

must repeat what I said when I talked about gangs before. 

Almost all this material is indirect; I have never attended 

a gan.g meeting. It is second-hand knowledge. But from all 

I heard, all of the boy gangs and most of the girl gangs 

required a. person to f 1ght his way both in and out of the 

gang. The requirements for maintaining membership varied, 
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I think, with the gang. I was told that when a girl applied 

for membership in a gang, one of the older gang members 

was assigned to fight the applicant. This seemed to be an 

assigned function that no one refused to perform. One of the 

things that I did not ur1derstand was why we heard far more 

about the ''exit" fights than about "admission" fights. One 

of our teachers suggested an hypothesis that may be correct-

namely p that when a girl fought to get into a gang, this 

might have been a form,.9.lized matter and not a very serious 

combat., But . lf a girl wanted to leave a gang, the other 

members dld not take to this very kindly; it was a reflec

tion upon theme I have seen girls pretty badly battered as 

a result of fighting their way out of a gang .. 

T'.ae kinds of fights that one reads about 111 the news

p.9.pers ~ in l·Thlch all members to.ke part, I have never seen. 

But I have seen the whole school and most of the population 

for about five bloclrn around the location of a fight with 

almost miraculous specdo I know that fights have taken place 

in different stag0s o Girls might get on a bus and st.art a 
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fight. The bus driver would stop and make them get off. 

They waited for the next bus, boarded it, and started all over 

a.gain. 

There was another kind of fight that I am sure actually 

happened but that I did not see myself. That was the k1nd 

that presumably took place 1n school, but which nobod.y saw. 

We would see only the effectsa Bloody noses, black eyes, 

scratched faces. 

The girls themselves were~ I am sure, terrified of fights. 

This was part of the horror of lower-class culture that we 

taDrnd about earlier. The girls accepted the inevitability 

of physlcal violence as one of the facts of 11fe 9 but they 

were neiro:ctheless frightened by· 1 t. In the same way they 

accepted the fact that their husbands would beat them and 

would dr~.nk and would be unfaJ. thful and would not support 

themo This was the fate of womano The tee.ohers learned about 

these feelings from the girls who would occs.sion.ally stay 

after class or after school a11d tallco This ·was apt to happen 

after a girl had witnessed a fighto The girls rarely tallced 

about the fights in which they ti1.emselves uerc involved. But 

they descrlbed their shock and n.9.usea. when they saw a fight. 

"Why fight then?" a teacher might o.slc o "That's ju.sJc the way 

thin.gs a.re~" "But why did you go to see 1t? Nobody made you 

do that.," "They would think I wa.s chicken if I clidn°t goc" 

There was another category of fie;ht l·rhich in the natu.re 

of the case we knew about only 1nclj.rectly; those were the 
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fights that took place in people's homes. These were horror 

stories, especially when parents fought one another. A common 

type of "home" fight that girls talked about resulted when 

a girl fought back when an older brother tried to discipline 

her. Here their idea of male rights and respons1b111t1es 

within the family structure was a strong cultural factor. 

If there was no father at home, or if for some other reason 

an older brother was trying to exert his authority verbally 

or physically trying to discipline a girl who refused to be 

disciplined, a real fight might occur. Acco1"'dlng to girls' 

stories people threw one another down stairs and out of 

windows in such struggles. Of course it was hard for us to 

know what the actual facts were, 

Surprisingly fe1·r of the fights we ·heard about were over 

boyfriendso When one thinks of how seriously the girls took 

their pursu1 t of boyfriends ancl of hmv rigicl were the notions 

of propriety, this is astounding. Girls took revenge on 

rivals in other ways~-by spreading gossipv for exampleo 

The girls were quite acutely aware of the fant that the 

faculty (their ch1.ef contact with the mid_d.le-class worlcl) 

had a different feeli:ng toward physical combat than they dido 

Most of the girls would no'G admit to others the fear that I 

have mentlonedo This showed only in private, 1.ndivid.v.al con

ferenccs o But they knew that the notion of settling argu

ments by f ightlng an opponent somohol'r was disapproved by us o 

For this reason, I thinJc, they taJJted more about fights than 



they would otherwise have done. They wanted to shock us. 

This testing of our professed interest in them sometimes 

took the form of threatened violence against the staff. 
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Almost every teacher at some time had the experience of having 

a girl say, "Mees, what would you do if I punched you in the 

nose when I got my report card and I didn't like the grade 

you gave me?" or, "What would you do if all the girls in 

the class jumped you?" I do not remember a time when things 

like this were said in real a.ngere This ·was "bugging" an 

adult. It was the kind of revenge on the adult world that 

girls evidently felt was safe. They kne·w that it upset teach

ers even to think about the possibility of fightsg but they 

also lt:new that they had no intention of attacking teachers. 

(The:re w·as e,n occasional physical gostu.re ...... but this was by 

disturbed g1rlso) 

I had difficulty in persuading the "outside world. 11 

that we had as few fights as we did have. I often had parents 

say that they did not want to send their girls to Ramona 

because they did not wan~c them to learn to fight o Of course, 

the girls helped this n~tion e.long. They spread the rumor 

that every new· girl went through an 1nitiat1.on process, part 

of which was that other girls had to "get" herQ That was the 

then regular .phI'as e o Like other things tha. t I have ts.ll~ed 

about, this canard weakened as the girls began to get the 

feeling of prlde 111 the school and as the comrau.ni ty became 

acqUE1.:tnted with uso 
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Some outside misconceptions were amazing. When I :f"irst 

went to Ra.mom. a teacher with whom I had once taught called 

and said she wanted to visit ELAGVHS. I invited her over. 

She asked, "What is the password that I should give the guard?" 

She was perfectly serious. 

There was still another type of fight which should be 

mentioned., It was serious in its effect on the reputation of 

the school and the girl was concerned. That was the "1nter

school" fight. Regular schools sometimes have these after 

hotly contested athletic events. But at Ramona this might 

start when a girl went b:'lck to the school from which she had 

come to settle accounts with someone 1'11 th whom she had been 

having trouble before she was transferred to Psmona. 

The telephoned threat perhaps belor1gs in this cataloe; 

of violence~ This i\'aS very corru11on. Parer1ts uould call the 

school and want us to do something. One of the techniques 

of "bugging" one's enemy, whether one actually intended to 

fight her or not, was to keep telephoning her and telling 

her what dire things were going to happen to her. If the 

victim had no telephone, or if the girl who was making the 

threats had no telephone and no dime, then the aggressor 

would go to the house of her enemy and sts.11d under her win

dows e.fter everybody had gone to bed, ma.king unl~ind remarks 

and threats1t Even the rather casual parents would be upset 

by that kind of thing~ They would not report to the police 

in fear of reprisals~ So they wanted the school to "do 
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something," 

Although, as I have said, most of the girls hated and 

feared fights, many of them, I think, enjoyed watching them. 

And almost always we had one or two girls on the campus who 

really liked to fight. Fighter was one of these--our cute 

little 5 X 5 Daisy Ba.mos. She simply enjoyed fighting. She 

was the one who carried on the discussion with me about the 

definition of a fight11 "It wasn't a fight!) It takes two to 

make a fight, and she couldn't fight because she was sitting 

in the cactus!)" 

As I though~i; about this whole area of physical combat, 

I realized that the actual fight was very rare; although talk 

about fights was very common. 

I never saw, but I heard about, fights betw·een mother 

and daughter. I heard verbal battles in my own office which 

were astound.in.go And I have had both girls and mothers tell 

me about fights that they had, 

The whole matter of physical con-tact, both friendly and 

unfriendly, is I think a far deeper thing cul ture.lly than we 

realizeo It is one of the wide cleavages be-tween the lower

class culture and the middle-class culture. I have talked 

about the attitudes toward touching peopleo At the other 

extreme is the hu.gglng a.nd kissing whlch one sees amor1g friends 

and acqua1ntances. Once a substttute teacher who was nervous 

and touchy reported that a girl had grabbed her and pinioned 

her e,:rms behind her; the teacher was afraid for her life, 
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I was quite convinced that the girl was telling the truth 

when she said that she was merely trying to be friendly. 

There are many ramifications, both positive and negative, in 

the fighting and bodily contact field. 

In addition to all these other things we heard detailed 

blow-by-blow accounts of boys• fights, particularly gang 

fights$ If those accounts were correct, the boys carried 

and used weapons far more often than. did the girls. I had 

a feeltng that the formalized gang "rumbles" were not often 

att;ended by glrls. I think the boys want.ed them to stay a·way. 

There was the danger of being seriously hurt or arrested. 

And it seemed to be part of the formal structure of gang 

warfare to have it masculine. (Remember that I have no 

direct lcnowledge on this.) But girls did w1 tness brawls 

that stemmed from. too much beer; free-for-a.lls often followed 

a wedding or a christening or some other celebration. I 

do not know whether such rows come under the ca.tego:ry of 

fights or.not. There are problems of terminology. When a. 

girl said 0 "I got that girl," or "She got me," just what was 

meant? .The verb "to get" as it was used on the East Side, 

generally meant a fight. But sometimes it meant violence 

of other lcinds c For example, once a girl at school had a 

temperattu~e of 101.,, degrees.11 We did not know what was wrong 

with heri she refused to go home. We called the City Health 

Dep;i,rtment and they said that there was always the poss 1b111 ty 

that the girl h.8.d an infectiolls diseaseo It was essential 
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that she not remain at school, She absolutely refused to go, 

Of course, at 104 degrees nobody is entirely rational. We 

finally called the police simply to take her home--to remove 

her from the school, I remember her screaming at the top 

of her voice to the officers, "Don't get me! Don't get me! 

I didn't do anything." There is that verb, When she came 

back to school (she had had mumps) I asked her whether she 

remembered the incident. She did, I said, "You knew that 

the police were not arresting you. They were just taking 

you home because you would not go home with anyone else. 

Why did you ask them not to •get' you?" She replied that 

the officer had put his hand on her arm and sa1cl 9 "Come on, 

let's get ilri:;o t;he care>" That constituted "getting" her. 

So 1 t was h.q1•d to tell, when we heard someone say, "I got 

her last ntght," just what had happened except that it was 

something physical and unpleasantc 

There is another aspect of Ramona fights that needs 

mention. My mental picture of e, fight had always been of 

two little boys squaring off with their fists clenched., 

punchh1g one another and "rass11ng" till one was on the 

ground and gave upo This ·was not the typical fight on the 

East Sideo Mo,riy girls' fights were very short in durationo 

In the face-scratchlng kind of fight, it was often one swift 

movement and that was all. The damage had been done, There 

was o.lways the chance that e,n adult would come by~ thls hastened 

the performance~ There were, of course, specified sheltered 
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places for fights; but there was no guarantee of privacy. 

"The alley" meant a specific place. It was Cheeseboro Lane 

which in spite of its elegant British name was a two-block

long real alley way w1 th ramshackle shaclrn on 1 t. It was a 

favorite field of battle. It was short enough so that the 

lookouts who were stationed at each end watching for the police 

could still be near enough to see what was going on. Another 

favorite place was in an alley behind our Lady of Lourdes 

Church; I never saw iti There must have been a great number 

of battles there, according to report. The church held a 

dance every Friday night~ It was one of the places that the 

police regularly JA9.trolled because almost every Friday there 

was a fight as well as a dance. Why, I do not know, Then, 

of course, there were the parks.., There are several on the 

Ea.st S j.de ~ Some are tiny; hardly to be called pa.rlrs. The 

you11.gste:rs like these.· I asked, "Why?" 'There are lots of 

bushes e You can alt·rays hide in the bu.shes," You know that 

Hollenbeck Park used to have a lake in ite It has been filled 

in (at least in part; I am not sure), I have heard various 

explari..ations for this; one of them was that the police were 

afraid that during a fight a ·youngster would drown acciden

tally, or on purpose wind up in the lake and drowno I do 

not knov-r whether that is the real reason or not~ 

One of the other interesting aspects of the fight situa

tion was that it seemed to me that some adults (including 

school employees) had a tendency to preciplto.te fights among 
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pupils while other adults had the opposite effect. Remember 

Sandra Nilson's mother, forcing her children into doing 

undesirable things. It seemed to me that there were some 

types of people who somehow probably unconsciously created 

an atmosphere of tension and pressure~ Fights broke out more 

often in some classrooms than in others. This difference in 

atmosphere was, I think, true about schools. Schools having 

almost identical kinds of student bodies varied widely in the 

number of fights the youngsters had. 

Finally, I think that it can be said that physical combat 

was a part of the 11 ves not merely of the kincls of glrls who 

went to Ramona High School but of the entire lower-class 

cultureo This combat had none of the aura of glamour about 

it that our cowboy tradition has acquired~ One fought not 

to overcome the "bad guys," but to survive~ Even among those 

girts who admitted their dislike and fear of fighting, 1t was 

regarded as one of the facts of lifee 

I do not remember whether or not I told you about the 

mother and daughter who came to see rae with black eyes. 

This 1s an interestir1g example of the attitude touard physical 

. viole110e, the acceptance of it as pa.rt of life, e.nd of the 

diff:l.culty that people have in understanc11ng ways of life that 

are diffe1 .. ent .from their owno 

One hot summer day a mother a.ncl daughter ca.me to see me 

about a truancy, Both the mother ancl the girl had black 

eyes and their arms were sc~catchea_ and blacl.:~and ... blue, Both 
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wore sleeveless blouses. Our conference ended with no refer

ence to any of this damage. Finally my curiosity reached 

an unendurable point, I said, "I know this is none of my 

business, but did you two have an automobile accident?" 

The mother very casually answered, "Oh, no. We went down to 

Terminal Island to see my sister, She's down there, you know." 

(Termiri.al Island is a facility for adult narcotics addicts. 

The mother made her explanation as if she \'tas explainb1g 

that she had been marketing,) She went on, "You know where 

the visitors line up past the guards where those green 

benches are, You know, some of the people down there are 

real rough e They aren't nice a. t all. You. know how· you can• t 

get rast the rope there where they make you stay 111 line. 

Well, somebody pushed my Gloria out of line, and of course 

Gloria had to push her back. I've taught her that. So every

body started fighting everybody else, ancl I helpecl Glo:rie,, 

and pretty soo11 the police came and they arrested a couple 

of people o Nothing much happened to us o We 1·rnre lucky. 

They wouldn't let me go in to see my sister that da.y, though, 

because they said my conduct was diso~de~ly. But you just 

can't let people push you when you're in 11neo I don't like 

to g() down there because of the kinds of people there,." 

This was an ordinary answer to an ordinary quest.ton, 

Another example of this acceptance of violence is worth 

recordj.ngo One of the girls had to go to court for stabbing 

a man in the thigh in e, movie thoa ter, This nas in my early 



days, when I used to go to court fairly often because I was 

trying to learn about what happened to girls outside of 

school. The girl testified that she had gone to a motion 

picture theater where a man sitting next to her had made 

some passes at her. She told him to stopJ he did not. 

She moved her seat and he followed her,.so she stabbed him 

in the thigh. She was not punished. Afterwards we talked 

things over. I said, "I can understand why you objected to 

the way that man _acted. But how did you happen to have a 

knife with you?" I was really naive then. The girl looked 

at me in amazement e,nd said, "Mees, do you mea1'l to tell me 

that you ~ go to the movies without a knife?" I want 

to emphasize the fact that physlce.l combat is not always a 

sign of uncontrolled emotion or of savagery or of lack of 

intelligence. It is an intrinsic part of a culture. This 

explains why parents would often say, "Naturally she doesn't 

I understancl you never hit them in school. fl obey you. 

Mothers "Did you ever tell her she was not supposed to do 

Principal or counselor: "Yes, we•v·e told her many 

"Did she lreep on do 1ng 1 t even after you hit her?" 

this ? 11 

times." 

"We don't hit people in school." "Then she didn 9 t thinlc 

you meant it. fl Another form of parentaJ_ reaction went some

thing lDrn th~t.ss "I don't know why you feel this way, but 
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if you feel that .You shouldn't hit people why naturally you've 

got to expect misbehavior. I don~t know why you're coming 

to me to discuss her behavlor. All grown-ups know that you've got 



to hit kids, That's the only way they know you mean it." 

I have heard fathers say, ~My children wouldn't understand 

how much I love them if I didn't beat them up." A variation 

on this was shown by the girl who would come to school with 

a black eye and a beaming face. "My boyfriend hit me last 

night. He loves meo" Why he hit her? Perhaps he did not 

like the way she behaved at a dance. Once we had a girl whose 

boyfriend hit her in the mouth because he said she was making 

too much noise when she ·was eating. She said, "You see, he 

wants me to have good manners. 11 

This framework puts quite a different light; on fights. 

Gang fights are he,rd to explain. Even experts are not 

certain as to why these take placeG Perhaps the boys really 

feel that these fights are the only way they have of asserting 

their masculinityG It might be part of the oultureo The 

fear of being called "chicken" is so great that people fight 

to avoid that name. Perhaps there is some satisfaction to 

be derived from a fight, even at the risk of one's life. 

I have not talked about the children ~n10 were beaten 

by fathers not to show that they loved their children, and 

who were "hit" by mothers not to make them behave, but l7ho 

were beaten v·lciously and violently by thelr parents. There 

was a surprising number of these "bs.ttered syndrome" girls e 

We had one girl who had permanent scars e,ll ove1" her legs and 

her backo Her mother was an elegant, well-dressed, soft ... 

spoken, beautiful w·oman., That is e. different kind of thing, 
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Serruriers Many people refuse to believe that fights were 

not more frequent than I said they were. Perhaps this atti

tude indicates a deep-seated yearning on the part of all human 

beings to see physical violence. People would tell me that 

they were sure that people "of this kind" fight all the time, 

and that this was especially true of g1ris who had had repu

tations for fighting in other schools. It is true that some 

girls behaved better at Ramona than they had in their home 

schools. We flattered ourselves by th~.nking that this was a 

result of our program and our treatmento I wish I really 

knew. 

I want to add a little to the description of the things 

that I did for purposes of in·~service training. I have 

mentioned the fact that I inv-1tecl various kinds of people 

to talk to us at faculty meetings. Sometimos this was a 

success. but not alwayso We listened to "school people," 

to representatlv-es of social agencies, and occasionally to 

"ordinary citizens" when I could get them. This 1w.s hard to 

arrange, because the inhabitants of the East Los Angeles area 

are as a general rule not very verbal. One of our custodians 

gave us a very interesting viewpointo She talked about dis

cipline as her family (of Mexican culture) loolced upon ito 

She helped us to :tnterp:cot some of the behavior we saw. 
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I invited psychiatrists whenever I could. One, a fascinating 

woman, Dr. Smith, a Negro, did a brilliant job on the mo·civa.

t1ons of minority group children. She was introduced to me 

by one of our Negro teachers, 

Another form of in-service training should be mentioned, 

Every year or two I would ask a child welfare and attendance 

worker to prepare an itinerary for us, and we (the faculty) 

would tour the area in which our girls lived, Usually the 

worlrnr would select the homes of five or six girls who were 

particular problems at the momento We only saw exteriors, 

of course, and we tried hard not to stare or be conspicuous. 

Looking at "The Holen (El Hoyo) helped to explain many things 

about the g~trls who lived there. The worker once showed us 

a bridge beneath which many fights and other activities took 

placeo This tour technique was very enlighten1nge 

Sometimes I used fllmso We would preview films intended 

for the girls e Some of these were wonclerful., Also we saw 

mental health and other films intended for o:ur own use. 

Several times I shoued The Quiet On~ which was filmed at 

WiltHyck, a school for emotionally disturbed childreno 

Mrs, Franklin Do Roosevelt was interested in i·c., The film 

is a se11s1t1ve, wonderful presentation of a deeply angry 

boy who was called "the quiet 011e, 11 a w1·i;hd:t'a1'm youngster 

who, when he ceased being w1 thcl:cawn went to extremes of violence 0 

This p1cture was valuable to us in several ways. It remindecl 

us that problem children exist everyvrhere o It reinforced 
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our morale~ The boy in the story turned upon the counselor 

who had worked long and ha.rd with him and who had estab

lished a good feeling for him, yet suddenly the youngster 

turned against him. The picture explained why this was not 

a failure 011 the pa.rt of the counselor~ As I have said 

before, one of the most difficult things for teachers to 

accept was this sort of apparently complete reversal of 

feeling on the part of their pupils. 

I thinlc I have mentioned the fact that I tried in every 

faculty meettng to present something that either I or someone 

else had read that was pertine11t to our work and have it 

reported on" Sometimes I would ask a tea.cher to read some.., 

thing and report on it. 

Another thing that I did was to aslc those members of 

the staff who were not teachers to talk to us, and as often 

as 'possible to attend faculty meetings. These people were 

the school nurse 8 the school doctor, the child welfare and 

attendance worker, and our secretarial and custodie.l workers o 

One of the things tha. t I am proucl of as I look back, was 

that I did try, constantly, to keep people aware of what was 

going on, both in the community and in the field of ideas. 

Dixon: Did your faculty members have long periods of tenure? 

Serrurier: The stability of faculty personnel is one of 

the things that evolved~ In the last seven or eight years 

that I was at R.amona, almost the only changes we had, as I 

remember it, have been because of ma tern:lty leaves, retirements, 



and deaths. One teacher bought a home 1n the San Ferriando 

Valley; the trip to Ra.mo:na would have been very difficult, 
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so she transferred. Another left Ramona. to become a substi

tute for tw~ years because of her health; then she took a 

medical retirement. A teacher married and moved to Arizona. 

Aside from that, we had very little turnover. It took a long 

time to build a good faculty, Of course, the process never 

ended~ In a real sense we grew up together, the faculty 

and I• 

I have a note here about two things that I want to men

tion. One concerns girls ·who misused Ramona. This was a 

real problemo We sometimes had trouble with the girl who 

did not want to leave because she knew she had a soft spot 

and who wa.s able to manipula to her behavior so that she could 

not be returned to a regular school, or would not be allowed 

to stay if she were returned there. Such a girl knew just 

about; hoW' ma.:ny tardlnesses, for example, would make the 

regule.r school. refuse to accept her. We sometimes had to 

force these girls ~but of the nest o" 

Another note reminds me to discuss the role of the 

princip-'.).l P and its 0volut1onc I thought of this in terms of 

the in-service training aspects of my job. There is a split 

-among educators concerning the role of the principal. Is 

the prtncipal a business ma:nager? Or is he an eclucationr-;1.l 

leader? There are many princlpsls who talk about being in 

"the school business." These people consia_er the:tr function 



to be one of business management. And of course schools 

need business managers. There are not, I am afraid, very 

many people who are both good educators and good :managers. 

There are other questions, too. Is a principal an academic 

leader, or is he father, guide, and nurse to his staff? 

It is an interesting problem, probably insoluble. 

I think that the Smith family belongs in the narrative 

for several reasons. One is that they were "Anglos," They 

were a minority at Ramona. Another is that this is e,n example 

of the . fact that there are some situations that schools and 

social agencies can do nothing about, (And one of the prin

clp.9..1' s tasks is to help teachers to accept that fact,) 

We had two of the Smith girls at Ramona. Clara (Chickie) 

was enrolled for a very short t~.me, She entered on April 12 

and left on Na.y 31 of the same year, Chickie came to us as 

an AlO wh:tch was interesting in itself. She was about seven·· 

teen~ The school that referred her reported that she was 

completely out of control. I was told, mildly, that the mother 

was alternately angry and protective. "She's a nagging 

Swedish mother~" The vice principal said, "You wouldn't 

thtnk that Swedes could be 1:1.ke this but she is o" The girl 

had a good voicea 

On intakep mother e.nd girl came to school; both were 

bleached blondes. My notes& "Mamma did all the talkinge Girl 

very, very spoiled, At the end of the intalrn interview she 

broke doun and ·wept bitterly becav.se I told her she hacl to 
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stay in school the rest of the day." When I asked what was 

so dreadful about this she said that she had planned to buy 

a :i;>air of shoes instead. 

I first . began to get some notion of the problems that 

this mother would present when Mrs. Smith called me the day 

after Chickie enrolled to tell me that her daughter was sick 

1n bed • . I asked what was the matter. (Mrs. Smith was one 

of the people who would talk only to me.) She read me quite 

a lecture on medicine, including the statement that all women 

have to stay in bed the first day of their menstrual periods. 

She threatened to sue me if I disagreed. I asked the nurse 

to make a home callc The nurse reported that the home was 
' ' 

filthy~ She had to clamber, she said, over hundreds of beer 

bottles (there were no beer cans then) to get into the house, 

The mother, the nurse felt, was at least neurotic. 

Mrs~ Sm:tth came to see me almost every other day for the 

two months that Chickie was in school. The mother always 

had complaints. Once she complained that the quality of the 

ink tha.t we used was not as good as it had been when she 

went to schooJ.l Sometimes she complained because Chickie 

ought to be home working. 

One day . a male child welfare worlcor from another school 

was malrlng a home call next door to the Smith 0 s. A neighbor 

suggested that he go to "that Smith house" and see what was 

goi11g on~ He went~ He found. Chickie putting her clothes 

on; one boyfr:l.end was in the bedroom and another was leaving 



by the back door, A car pulled up at the house just as the 

worker arrived~ An older brother at home, but not the mamma. 

Chickie explained to the worker that she was keeping her 

brother at home because she needed company. The gentleman 

callers were none of his business, CWA asked, "Where is your 

mother?" "She's away singing at the Breakfast Club." The 

worker returned the next day to talk to Mrs. Smith about all 

this; the mother chased him out of the house. She got into 

her car and followed his car singing the Lord's Prayer at 

the top of her voice~-loudly enough so that he could hear it! 

A couple of weeks later Chic1r1e was picked up drunk in 

Hollywood~ Next her mother reported her missing; the police 

reported that they had seen her on Hollywood Boulevard with 

two Marines~ 

At the beginning of school in the fall, Mrs. Smith called 

to say that ChicJ(ie was marriedG She gave the husband's 

name and said the couple was living in Riverside. When I 

said that we needed some verification of this before dropping 

Chickie, the mother was irate, but produced it. 

That was a very mild introduction to little sister Sus100 

Poor ltttlo Susie~ For one thing, she suffered badly from 

asthma~ She had frequent terrible colds; her eyes were not 

goodJ her teeth were bad; and she had her mother to live with. 

I found a little about the family~ Mrs. Smith had had 

twelve children between 1929 and 1955. Twelve children 1.11 

26 years. An attempt he,d been made to place her in Camarillo 



when she was ~.n the hospital having her first child. Somebody 

1n the hospital felt that even at that time she was seriously 

disturbed~ Only four of the children, fortunately, were 

living. 

When I accepted Susie, Clara, whom I had not seen in 

four years, and the mother had just been released from jail 

on two narcotics and knife-flghting charges. The mother was 

on state aid and had been for years. The brother at that 

time was at homeo He we,s committed to an institutlon later, 

As Mrs. Smith said, "He won't work and he eats all the food, 

He has time to sit home and do nothing and he eats up every

thing." Mrs. Smith complained that nobody gave her enough. 

The BPA was cheating her, she said. She objected very ser

iously to Ramona because she said the teachers came to school 

drurJ~ and we distributed narcotics to our students. 

Troubles bege,n very soon, Once when Susie was absent 

and the child welfare worker went to the house; mother and 

girl were home. The mother said that she was keeping Susie 

home, even though she was perfectly well. She did not intend 

to let Susie go to school because Susie did not have appro

priate clothingo The Bureau of Public Ass5.stance had promised 

her clothing and they had not kept their promiseo She planned 

to keep Susie at home until the BPA gave her appropriate 

clothing o The child welfare l'TO:r.ker checked; the BPA had gone 

through all the routines, and nll that Ml:'s. Smith had to do 

was to send_ in Susie's s:lzes and a list of what she neededo 
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But Mrs• Smith was not going to do this. She wanted the Bureau 

of Public Assistance to send a worker to get the information. 

EPA gave the mother a stamped postcard, so it would not have 

cost her anything to ·write, but she was not going to do this. 

This was a quite interesting episode. We had some discussion 

with the BPA, which felt that it was our job to get Susie 

into school. We thought that knowing what Mrs. Smith was, 

they might ,Yield a bit and get the clothes. Finally BPA 

did get clothes for Susieo 

We had a similar situation when Susie became sick at 

school. She had a sore mouth and was vomiting. Her mother 

was not going to take her to a doctor. She. was perfectly 

able to go to a doctor 9 but it was the job of the doctor to 

come to the houseo 

Chiclde l'TaS in jail again at that time on a narcotics 

charge~ So we were able to threaten Mrs. Smith and say that 

she might be considered an unfit mother if she did not have 

something done for Susie's health. 

Mrs. Smith then came to see me. It was the most amazing 

conference I have ever ha.de It began with a long monologue. 

Mrs. Smith ranged over her birth, her llfe, her love affairs. 

She told me in deta:tl about the births of her children. She 

told me about her two divorces and her thirty years 011 county 

aid (I checked later; this was true). She told me about her 

two divorcese I gathered from her chronology that the children 

who kept e,rriv:tng had no particular relation to whether 



Mrs~ Smith was married or not. She told me that she was 

planning to get married again soon. Then, suddenly, and 

our of a clear blue sky, she rose out of her chair and sang 

"The Battle Hymn of the Republic!" My secretary said after

wards that she was scared to death; all she heard was this 

voice coming from the office! The woman had quite a good 

voice, as did Clara, The secretary heard these sounds, and 

nothing from me. She did not know whether I was dead or 

e.live~ 

Mrs. Smith finished her solo; she had been in my office 

for about em hour~ I finally said, "Mrs. Smith, your auto

bioe;raphy is fascinating. Do you suppose that you could ·wTite 

it down? 1e11 have it typed for you~" I thought this was 

something worth keeping, although I had never heard of Oral 

History~ She brightened immediately and said, "Do you think 

we could sell it to the movies'?" I told her I did not know; 

she said she would try~ 

Soon after this r mother e.nd girl both decided that 

Susie had cancer. She had a lump in her breast, but she would 

not go to a doctor~ So the BPA and the school got together 

and we again threatened the mother with jail if she did not 

take the girl to the hospital. (I have sald before that I 

do not approve of threats in principle. But in this case 

a llfe might have been at stake.) Susie did not have cancer. 

In the monologue, incidentally• Mrse Smtth told me that 

Chiclc:te was now a narcotlcs addict and that this was probably 



the fault of Ramona High School. 

Then came another fascinating episode. Again Susie 

was absent~ The child welfare worker went to the home. The 

mother dramatically announced that the Bu.1·eau of Public 

Assistance was trying to starve the family to death. She 

showed the child welfare worker her kitchen. There was no 

food, So the worker checked with the BPA and they said that 

the previous month, two days after getting her month's check, 

Mrs. Smith had called, saying that she had no food, her gas 

was going to be turned off, and she had no money., So the 

BPA decided to put her on "orders," That meant that they 

p;i,ld her utilities bills and her rent. They gave her no 

ca.sh. She received grocery orders. This technique was used 

with people who seemed unable to manage money. Thereupon 

Mrs~ Smith either lost, destroyed, or hid the grocery orders 

and announced that the Bm·eau of Public Assistance was trying 

to starve her a.nd her family to cl ea th! 

I began getting worri0d e,bou.t Susie. She was a vilely 

obscene youngster, but a very pathetic oneQ I thought that 

she should be removed from her mother 0 s care, Of the four 

living child:t:en, I only knew three--Chiclcie, Susie, and a 

brother. The mother merely told me that he was livingo The 

brother who lived at home was a.rrested for stealing. He was 

apparently an addict and we.s stealing to support .his habit. 

I felt that Susie could still be helped if she ·was out of 

her home o I began making suggestions about placetnent. Since 



this was the Bureau of Public Assistance case of very long 

standing, I asked what that agency could do. The worker on 

the case said they had been trying for a long time to get 

Susie placed, but they could not persuade her to testify 

against her mother in court to give proof of the mother's 

unfitness. I began gathering data, keeping records of all 

the incredible things the mother said, hoping that this informa

tion might reach the court. 

One morning Mrs. Smith came to school to tell me that 

Chickie was o.n narcotics and that she had had a baby. Chickie's 

ma.rriage had gone to pj.eces after a col-1ple of months and she 

had no husband when her mother made this announceme1~t. I 

checked ·with the Probation Department and found that Chickie 

was still on probation, that she was not using narcotics, 

thr-:at she had no baby nor had she ever had a baby. The mother 

had given me a very circumstantial account! The baby, she 

said, had been born in the~ir living roome Chickie had just 

managed to get home to deliver the baby-~.right on the ltving 

room floore And there was no truth in this. 

Susie finally acquired enough truancies to make it 

possible for us to take her into courta This was one of the 

times when we used a truancy f:lling as a device for calling 

a child to the attention of the court. I he..ve mentioned 

this before• I thb'.Jk. We sometimes filed on a child because 

thls was the only way to got help for the youngster. Susie 

flatly denied that there was dri:nld.ng at~ home or anything 
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else undesirable~ Susie could look like a very sweet, inno

cent little girl, and she looked that way in court. So did 

her mother~ We failed. The referee said she could not under

stand why anybody wanted to take this nice little girl away 

from her nice little mother. 

The police and the school decided that we would try to 

work together to try to get Susie placed as the result of 

another filing. We also decided that if we could not get 

Susie taken out of the home, perhaps we could get the mother 

committed. I did not realize how difficult tha.t would be. 

Chickie came home and the neighbors began helping us 

because they were afra'1d of Chickie, whom they kept reporting 

to the police. People said that Chickie had had several 

assault charges. She would go to neighbors' homes and demand 

foodo She would demand a sweater that she had seen someone 

wearing. If her demands were not met, she beat people up, 

according to reports, None of this produced any change in 

Susie's situation, 

On yet another occasion when Susie was not at school, 

the child welfe,ro worl:;:er made a home call. She found Susie 

loo1dng miserable; her brother, she said, was in and out of 

jail all the time. The brother and Susie's boyfriend had 

been arrested f,o:r.· purse ... sna.tching and Susie was worried. 

She said that they ·would be sentenced to eighteen months 

a piece~ She dirl not know what she would do, because her 

boyfriend had. been feeding her; the BPA was again starving her. 



There was another BPA incident almost exactly like the 

previous one. Each time these things happened I would send 

a report to the court; there was no response. 

Suddenly Mrs, Smith came to see me one day, looking 

ecstatically happy and quite normalo She said she had a job 

babysitting. "All my troubles are over," she said, "I took 

Susie downtown and she picked out six sweaters. We put them 

in lay-away and as soon as I get my first week's pay I am 

going to be able to get them for her," 

The BPA workers began to be afraid of Mrs, Smith. They 

did not tell me this, but when I asked them to send investi

gators to see the lady, they admitted that they1 .did not want 

to go. 

Then Susie ran away. At the same time, suddenly a step

father of Susie's appeared, I had never heard him mentioned 

until the mother reported Susie's runawayo The father (or 

stepfather) called the school the same day and reported that 

Susie had called him. She had told him that she had had a 

big fight with her mother the n~Lght before and she was running 

away; she did not tell the man where she vras going. We 

alerted everybody; our child welfare worker and a police

woman went to the house--and here was Susie, perfectly calmly 

sitting at homeo She just didn't feel like getting up for 

school. she said. AgF.d.n I am giving all this detail to shoH 

how extremely difficult it is to get psychotic people com

mitted or even helpede One fasci:n9..ting incident occurred 
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when ma.mma. dashed over to school and wanted to see Susie right 

away. But Susie had not come to schoolG Mamma put on quite 

a show in the outer office~ No singing this time. Instead, 

she tore her hair and her blouse~ We finally got her calmed 

down. Her story was that the BPA had decided to let her 

receive relief checlrn again instead of "orders." She said 

that she had bought some groceries. She put the remainder 

of her month's allotment on a dining room chair and had gone 

to a neighbor's to have some coffee. When she returned, the 

money and Susie were both gone. The entire month's allotment! 

This, too, was our fault, she saido We learned later that 

Susie had gone to a friend's house and then on a shopping 

spree~ She spent the whole month's allotment. 

Next Sus 1e was 1nvolv·ed in a real fight. o A new girl 

came to school--an "Anglo." The first de.y by the testimony 

of ·girls who were not involved in this, Susie had gone up 

to the newcomer in the lavatory a.nd had struck her in the 

mouth; some of her. teeth were shaken J.ooseo In my office 

Susie denied any of this until I said I was going to make 

her st~ay at her home until she could tell me the story. 

Then she talked~ I wrote her story down verbat1mo "I was 

sitting down in fourth period and there was this new girl, 

Je.ne ~ So she loolrnd at me with a dirty lool{ and. she called 

me •Rat Bones.• So I told her to meet me in the bathroom. 

So then I hit her in the ruoutha Boom-Boomo I didn't hit 

her very hard, thougho Boom. Boomo Boomo She began to cry. 



I thought you were going to blame me for everything," she said 

to me, "even what Phyllis said. 11 Susie thought the incident 

was rather fum1y and she was very amused at me when I said 

that fighting was one of the things we could not permit. When 

I asked her mother to come to school about this, Mrs. Smith 

came. She dashed into the office yelling, 11 GiYe me a quart 

of milk." A new vice principal was visiting me when in dashed 

a female yelling, "Give me a quart of milk;," The BPA was 

"starving" her again, she said. We gave her one quart of 

millt. 

After this incident we of course sent Susie home. I 

think she was telling the ti'uth when she said that she had a 

knife but she had not had to use it. When I told the mother, 

after she had received her millt, that we could not have girls 

carrying knives in school the mother said, "You ought to be 

glad it wasn't a gun~ Sometimes she takes a gun to school." 

I made no progress whatever in trying to decide whether 

Mrs. Smith was psychotic or whether she was telllng the truth, 

so I told the police the gun story. 

Meanwhilep our child welfare worker was having her own 

troubles with the family. She talked to Susie one day about 

:mar:r.·1age. Susie had a very interesting theory about marriage.e 

She said that the th:lng to do is to marry a rnan and if you 

didn't like him, po:tson him. Then you could marry somebody 

else. The worker WB.s not sure whether she was l~LStening to 

a psychot:tc or whether she l·1as hearing a real point of v~.ew o 



Knowing Mrs. Smith's attitudes toward men she was afraid that 

this was real. After a. long, long discussion, the worker 

came to the conclusion that Susie really felt that poisoning 

a spouse was a quicker and easier way to freedom than divorc

ing him. Susie said, very reasonably, that no mstter how 

well acquainted one was with a man before marrying him, one 

did not really know what he was like and one did not know 

whether one would be happy with him or not. 

Mrs. Smith then went on e.nother tangent. She decided 

that Susie could not be at Ramona any more because there were 

too I!l.9.ny Negro g1:r·ls there. One thing for which I had been 

grateful during my acquaintance with her was that strange as 

she was on other subjects she had not objected to the school 

on racial grounds. This was my fault too, she said. She 

understood that the Negro girls were prepg.ring all the food 

in the ce.feterie.. Foocl was an important 1 tem to her, And 

she knew the.t Negroes ate twice as much as white people; 

she also knew· that soon there would not be any food for the 

non-Negro gi1•ls, She did not want Susie to be there when 

this he,ppenedo So for Mrs, Smith's sat:tsfa.ction I checked 

with all our neighboring schools; nobody would accept Susie. 

A few days later Mrs. Smith ca lled me and said, "I 

hope you're sat1sf1.ed. Susie has tuberculosis.," She did 

not have tuberculosiso 

The amount of time and money the,t society spent on this 

family was enormous e I dis covo:.r.cd that mmnma hsid gone from 



one clinic to another; Susie had had chest X-rays taken in 

several places. 

.L.;..>JJ 

Right after this TB incident Susie came to school looking 

neat and clean and without a runny nose which was usual for 

her. She he.d a scarf that she said her mother had given to 

her• Everything was fine and lovely and wonderful at home. 

I did not discover for a few days that Susie had spent the 

previous weekend 1n Juvenile Hall because she had been picked 

up around a ga11g fight. 

One day when we were having good baseball games Susie 

went wildo The other girls yelled and screamed» the way 

people normally do at games 9 but Susie completely lost control 

of hers elf. She jumped up and down, she screamed, she le.ughed, 

she yelled e The girls vaJ.nly tried to hold he1~ down. She 

ran out on the field, being almost stl"'ttek by bats and balls. 

· Two girls carried her into Mrso Timmons' office, The .moment 

she was in a room e.lone she calmed down and sat perfectly 

quietlyo Things like this are hard on adult nerves. 

During spring vacation Susie was picked up for car theft 

but re10ased. The evldence we.s inconclusive o A sheriff ts 

deputy told me that Susie had been appointed keeper of the 

arsenal for the Ford gang; he e.sked me to keep an eye on her 

to see if she brought any gu11s to school. I had forgotten 

about th:l.s when I said there was only one time uhen I thought 

a girl had a gun~ 

How the police learn such things I do not li;:now. They 
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infiltrate the gangs, of course. They knew that the arsenal 

of the Ford gang had been transferred to the Smith home. The 

plan was to hide weapons in several convenient places later. 

Wou1d we keep an eye on Susie and her purse and her locker 

to see 1f she had any guns? At this$age I decided that I 

did not care whether Susie received an education or not, although 

usually I was in favor of it. I did not want to keep her 1n 

school. S~e was almost fifteen thenG I could use suspensions 

and stretch them a. bit. But a Bureau of Public Assistance 

worker assalled me for suspending Susie, Why was I denying 

her a right to an education? Nrs11 Smith had gone to her BPA 

worker and had said that her child~ who loved learning, had 

suddenly been called into my office and told that she could 

not come to school any more. Ramona High School was a public 

place, the BP.A. reminded meo I had a hard time explaining, 

but I stuck to my position~ I even persua.ded Garfiela. High 

School to try su·sie in the fall • 

. We heard nothing more about Susie until there was a 

report from Garfield that she had run m·ray from home., Nobody 

knew what had happened to her. 

So that was the portion of Susie's life that I knew 

about~ Sho has the face of an angel. 

Now I want to tell you about another "Anglo" girl. 

Her story is an example of what soc1ety sometimes does to 

peopleo It is an unbelievable story,, This youngster came 

to Ramona from "J11 Junior High School r her soc~w.l history 
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report was not very bad. "Two-year pattern of truancy and 

non-attendance. Suspended once for fighting and once for 

smoking on school grounds. At present in Juvenile Hall 

awaiting disposition of court." (I learned later some of the 

things were not in this report.) "Jane's most serious diffi

culties are centered in her activities outside of school 

rather than in school, She has recently been released from 

Juvenile Hall following a hearing on a narcotics charge. Both 

Jane and her mother were very eager to have her return home 

and Mrs. Strong has promised to see that she attends school 

regularly, gets proper supervi·s ion and medical care. S 1nce 

coming to junior high school Jane has had a very poor atten

dance record due to lack of interest and chronic comple,ints 

of sore throat, poor teeth, and so on. Home calls have been 

made with the school nurse who felt that she was able to be 

in school, Jane seems to have the ability to work up a fever 

at will in order to get out of school. At present; she 1s 

supposedly under care for poor teeth ~n1ich are supposedly 

causing infected tonsils. She is also discouraged about school 

because she had to repeat A8 and feels that she should be 

graduating this semester. M:t"'s o Strong vaciliates between 

hostility toward $Chool personnel and promises of cooperatione 

Actually she is so involved in malc.lng a 11 vl:ag that 1 t is 

hard for her to follow through on her promises. She seems 

quite unste,ble, very emotionsiJ_, E' ... nd sometimes acts raore like 

a sister to Jane than a mother. 011 the sixteen.th of April 
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Jane checked out of "I" Junior High School to a catholic 

school in Ojai. On the twenty-fifth the school was notified 

that Jane was in Juvenile Hall. The probation officer said 

that when Jane got to Ventura her father would not take 

her and her grandmother was too sick to take care of her. 

Jane was very upset at this rejection and asked for placement 

when she returned to Los Angeles. On a one-to-one basis Jane 

is friendly, courteous, and responsive~ However, she some

times oversells her efforts at reform and arouses the sus

picion that she is giving you a snow jobo Jane lives with 

her mother in a pleasant apartment in a middle class neigh

borhood. The mother works days sts a waitress~ Janes' brother 

lives in Ventura~" 

'1.1his was not a spectacular beginning, especially in 

light of what came latero The first thing that happened was 

that Jane began trying to peddle narcotics in school quite 

openly and frankly. She gave girls the addresses of places 

where they could obtain "better" narcotics than the ones she 

was able to bring to school~ One place, I remember, was a 

hotdog stand near the ColiseUillo We checked with the police; 

it was a narcotics hangout. 

Suddenly Jane's mother disappeared~ Jane did not tell 

anybody about this for a whole weeko She apP9.rently enjoyed 

herself living alone until she ran out of money~ Then she 

told the schoolo We checked and found tlw.t the mother had 

gone off and married a man who came into tho restaurant 
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where she worked. She said she had just forgotten to tell 

Jane that she was going to get married and leave the house. 

The couple returned and settled down. For a while things 

seemed to be go:tng along well, We thought that the ne1,r Mrs, 

Clancy was settling down a bit, So we brought up the question 

of Jane's teeth. (It seems she had two sets, both growing 

at once~) The mother went into a terrific outburst of rage 

and violence, Were we suggesting th.Ed; she had not cared for 

her daughter properly? Only children who were not well cared 

for had bad teeth~ She threatened to take us i:nto court ; 

thts was a common thlngo 

About two weelrn after the marr1agep Mr. Clancy disappeared, 

:Ma.mma found another boyfriend, an Indian named simply "Joe," 

Jane continued "peddling" at school; the police asked us not 

to suspencl her because she and the hotdog stand were unde:r 

surveillancee Incidentally, Joe worked at or at least spent much 

time at the hotdog stand, So ·we had to keep Jane in school, 

This is not easy when one knows that ma.rijuana. is being 

peddlede (This was before the days of ·widespread pill use.) 

We did succeed in one thi11g-=we got her to the dentist 0 

This fourteen-year-old girl had to have elghteen teeth pulled; 

it was done in ·two or three sittingse It must have been a 

brutal performanceD I felt gv.ilty for having used pressure 

on the mother to take Jane to the dentistQ 

The police raided the ho·l;dog stand and Jane was in the 

Hall for a whllo; we all breathed more eas:lly at schoola 



For a whlle the amount of marijuana at school decreased greatly. 

"Indian Joe" was arrested when the stand was raided. Jane 

and a couple of other girls ran away. They were picked up 

in Las Vegas. They managed to get an airplane ride back to 

Los Angeles. They behaved so badly in the Juvenile Hall at 

Las Vegas that no sheriff was willing to transport them by 

automobile! So Las Vegas authorities put the girls on a 

plane and sent them homeo When Jane returned to school she 

explained to everybody her method of getting a free airplane 

rideo 

I am not quite sure of the chronology of Jan~s . story. 

Once a child welfare worker :made a late afternoon call on 

the mother P who lrorJred during the day, and. found Mrs. Clancy 

sitting on the sidewalk in front of her aparement with all of 

her furniture staclrnd up around he:t.". She had just been 

evicted. The worker expressed sympathy for the woman's plight. 

"That's all right," was the reply, "As soon as I get a new 

husband it will be okay and I'll have plenty of money." 

Finally mamma and Jane and Indian Joe were all arrested. 

My last notation on this girl notes that she was again in 

the Hallo It seems to me that this story casts serious doubts 

on our claim to be a civilizationo Think of that mother! 

Imagine a woman leaving an adolescent g1.rl and explaining 

casually afterwai~a_s that she had just forgotten to tell her 

daughter that she was going to get ronrried! And the marriage 

lasted four weeks! This is, I suppose, an example of what 
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sociologists who write about cities mean when they say con

temporary urban life exerts more deteriorating pressures on 

people than does any other form of society. I think this 

case differs from S1.:tsie's in that Susie's mother \'Jas probably 

psychotic. The question of whether or not urban living 

brings on psychosis cannot be discussed here. There is some 

~vidence that rats show psychotic traits \'Then they live in 

hurba.n" conditions. But, regardless of that, so far as I 

knew, JanE!s mother was not psychotic. She was "careless;" 

the notion that a human being has any kind of responsibility 

either to·ward himself or toward e.nybody else did not exist 

for her. She was, it may be argued, a product of urban 

society. 

I have talked about the difficulty of getting commitment 

and placement for a person like Susie's mother or for a 

deeply disturbed. girl 9 Now 1 t is the policy of all good 

social agencies not to accept a case that a.nother e.gency is 

handlingG Fundamentally this is a sound thing to doa It 

avoids confus~.on and discourages people from getting material 

aid in several places at onceo Also 0 case work involves a 

one-to- ono relationship. Three social worke:;..'s on a case 

are not three times as helpful as is one social ·workero But 

this policy also makes it very ha.rd to get actiono Overworked 

probation offj.cers and soctal workers sometimes did ·what was 

simplest, rather than what was best for a cliento And arranging 

for a commitment was a t1me-consumi11g 0 d.lfficu.li; task. We 
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even had difficulties 1n arranging for individual psycho

logical tests. If a child was a ward of the court, no other 

agency would test her because the juvenile court had testing 

facilities. But appointments were made months in advance: 

meanwhile, nothing could be done. This was a. very serious 

problem. This problem is not limited to schools. Most social 

agencies suffer from overwork. This is pa.rt of the vaat 

unfinished business of society. 

This leads me to one of the maddening and frustrating 

things which schools face. Despite all the machinery of 

schools and of courts and of social agencies, if a child 

does not want to attend school it is almost impossible to 

force him to do so. It is astounding and incredibleo It 1s 

very frur;1t1•a ting to teachers and a.dministra torso And people 

outside the schools do not understand it at allo Neighbors 

would call and tell us that a certain girl was running around 

on the streets during school hours, "Why don't you make her 

go to school?" The answer was that we very quickly reached 

the limits both of our legal and of our psychological resourses. 

On one hand we have a society which is 1ncre~ls1ngly regi

mented and in ·which the area of freedom of 1nd1vldu.al act:lon 

is (of necessity in most cases) becoming sm..~ller and smallero 

On the other hand, a 11 ttle fourteen-~year-old. girl 0 not very 

brightf with no money and no educationv who had never been 

west of Broadway in her life arid who cl.id. not know the name 

of the president of the United States could, if she puts her 



mind to it, thwart all the machinery of government so far as 

it affected her school attendance. There are, I think., two 

obvious points~ A, there are some people who should not be 

in school. B, the schools as they now exist do not meet the 

needs of all children. 

I have mixed feelings on the question of sending parents 

to jail if they do not force their children to go to school. 

I do not believe in locking children up and making them go 

to school~ I d@ubt that locking a youngster in a classroom 

and putting a teacher in front of him is automatically going 

to accomplish any valid educational purposeo We need a change 

in people's attitudes toward formal education. This is an 

interesting commentary on the way democracy works; I think 

it is inherent in democracy and we have to accept it. Some 

of the things that are happening in the South are another 

example of what I mean, Unless we deny the whole structure 

of law we have to let people like Wallace stand in cle,ssroom 

doors and run for President. 

It is very frustrating and time-consuming to school 

people when this aspect of democracy functions. People often 

call schools and say, in effect, 11 I pay taxes, and I don't 

want to see th:1.s child running arour1d and ruining our nc igh

borhood when she is supposed to be in schoole You should 

make her go to school." Doing this is no easy matter. When 

a child refuses to attend school, there is really little that 

can be done except in extreme caseso 

·I 
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Serruriers On this la.st tape I suppose I should put in all 

the things I did not put in before, and summarize. I thought 

of a personal summary--listing those things that I felt 

had been successes and those that had failed. Of course, it 

is much easier to talk about one's successes than one's 

failures. 

First, I think that both the position of Ramona High 

School and the position of the principal and staff were 

lifted out of "second-cle.ss" citizenshlp in the school system. 

Looking back on this, I realize that from the beginning I 

acted lilrn a pr1nc1!)3.l of a. regular secondary, school. I did 

not know that special schools were regarded as somewhat 

second-class, so I acted nature.lo People often accept a 

person's own evaluation of himself. In addition, I acquired 

the not-entirely-deserved reputation of being a highbrow. 

I read books and tallced about ideas. This, unfortunately, 

set me apg.rt. Throughout my career I was odd in this respect, 

I read books without being required to clo so. I had been 

aware that not all teachers are intellectuals; when I reached 

the rarified Ei,tmosphere of adm1nJ.stratio11 I found that this 

was even more trueo So I had an advantage of which I became 

aware only gradually. This sounds egotistical, I know. I 

could talk about theories of education and I could explain 



and argue 1n a way in whlch some people could not. 

What was accomplished for the girls was done more by 

the teachers than by me. I tried to provide the atmosphere 

end the supplies and equipment, Ramona served, and still 

serves, as a sort of test-tube demonstration of some of the 

things which can be done with problem children. Of course, 

we had the great advantage of small size, but as an increas

ing nu.mber of people in regular schools came to recognize 

us, we were able to show that there are various ways of deal

ing with 1nd1v1duals and with problems, and that some methods 

are apt to produce better results than others, 

One of the other things that improved, I think, in the 

time that I was at Ramona. was the attitude of what we generally 

call "the community" by which I mean people outside the 

schools~ I did an appalling amount of talking to people 

about what Ramona was doing and why. I kept the programs 

of meetings at which I epolre; the number of speeches I made 

amazed me, I had not realized it myself. I looked upon 

this as an important constructive part of my job. I th1nlr 

that I helped at least a fe-r:1 people to have a better under~ 

stand:tng of what the schools face in trying to help all 

kinds of children and of what schools can and can.not do. 

Related to thisp but more specialized, 1s the fact that 

our relationo with law enforcement and social age11cies were 

good, There t·1as not the antagonism that there unfortunately 

is in som.e schools tow·a.rd "outside" agenc~Lcs o It was not 



easy to convince some social agencies that they should not 

share any of their information with school personnel because 

nobody in the school could be trusted to keep the material 

confidential or to use it appropriately5 success in this 

area was not complete. But we reached a point at which social 

workers and even probation officers were willing to tell me 

(and sometimes other people in the school) whatever they knew 

about a case. We, too, gave information, of course. I think 

that was important. 

One other thing that was, I th1nkt a constructive thing 

was the use of faculty meetings, teachers' institutes, and 

workshops as constructi"tfe in-service training devices. 

Boasting, I would say that these were all fairly deliber

ately worked-for achievements. I would be interested in 

knowing uhat other people think about my tenure at Ramona., 

but this is hard to discover. I tried to thinlc, too, about 

the areas in which I failedo 

One ·w·as that I, as a member for many years of the Special 

Schools Committee (and chairman part of the time), failed 

almost completely 111 our efforts to have schools like Ramona 

established in other parts of the c1tyo Some things did 

happeno There is a new school down 1.n the harbor area; 

it is about three years oldo It is co-educational, but it 

is for problem seconclary school childreno The administrators 

in the area say that its establishment was the result of the 

Special Schools Committee's work. I am not sure. Garden 



Gate, which had been a branch of a regular junior high school, 

was made into a.n independent special school with a principal. 

So the failure was a partial one. 

Another area in which I had little success that of having 

some kind of professional psychological or psychiatric help 

regularly assigned_ to tl.s. Rose Timmons and I worked on this 

for some eight yearso This effort, too, was not a complete 

failure. During my last year we were assigned some time 

·under the Short-Doyle program. Dr. Howard Weatherly, a 

psychiatrist, came once a week (or month?) for consultation, 

Ross High School now is having the services of a psychiatric 

socie.l worlrnr from the PTA Guidance Clinic o I think that 

Ramona has this help, too. So perhaps the seed has been 

planted., The l·1hole attitude toward profess icm!.l.l help in 

the field of mental health is changing. I cannot, of course, 

take any credit for that. 

A few other things that special schools people, includ

ing me, worked on without success were, I think:, del:atable 

matterso One was the problem of selection of teachersD Dur

ing those periods when there was an EJ.mpl0 supply of teachers, 

I had a fa.:trly good chance to select people who seemed to 

me to be suite.bleo The Personnel Office was helpful in 

letting me interview people \·rho were not always 11 ne:1::t on the 

listo" But there was, so far as I know, and there still is, 

an unresolved difference of op1n1on (chiefly between the boys' 

and the girls' schools) on the question of differential 



salary. There was a strong feeling in the boys' schools 

that their teachers should be on a higher salary step than 

were teachers in regular schools. And for a time the special 

schools teachers did have what was called a "starred rate." 

They re~eived about (I am not sure of this figure) only 

fourteen dollars a month more than did other teachers. 

Then the Board nullified this. My personal feeling has 

alwe,ys been that whtle it is certainly true that teachers 

in adjustment center high schools face problems and tensions 

and pressures that teachers 1n regular schools do not often 

meet, these teachers a.re also relieved of a good many duties 

wh1.ch other second.Rry school teachers must performo Special 

schools have few extra-curricular after ... school activities 

which must be supervised. They do not chaperone dances 

or police football games. These are real burdens. There is 

less necessity of constant study to keep up in subject D.19..tter. 

The special schools teacher does not have the pressure of 

vast numbers of personalities to deal witho (On the other 

hand, of course, they are faced with a conccntrat:ton of diffi

cult personalities.) It seems to me that the problems some

what balance. And I dreaded the possibility of having teachers 

try to get into special schools merely beca.u.se of higher 

salariese That really was my chief fear. In part my attitude 

had an ethical. basis. There was a time when the secondary 

school pr:tnc1pa.ls were paid on the basis of the en"l'ollment 

of their schoolso I knew something about the maneuvering 



and p:i.dd1ng of enrollment records that went on as a result 

of that. This salary differential was full of temptation to 

dishonesty. I did not want anything similar to be established 

among teachers. 

A thing that in my early years I hoped would happen 

did not occur, fortunately. I realize now that it cannot 

in the nature of the case happeno I hoped that someday all 

of the special schools would have a unified point of view. 

I was naive! I realize now the.t this was both impossible and 

rarely is desirable in any school. The influence of the 

principsi,l in establishing the atmosphere, the attitude, the 

point of view of a school is very great. I hO.ve seen pro

found changes occur in o. school when there was a change in 

principals, even though the nature of the student body did 

not change and the compos:l.tion of the faculty did not changeo 

But the whole approach toward education changedo A rigid 

d1sc1.p11narian produces one klnd of school. A person who 

loolcs upon himself as the business manager of the school 

creates a diffE)rent sort of instltution, Yet another thing 

may result f:r.om' the assignment of a principal who looks upon 

himself as an educational leader. (Of course 9 some prin

cipals ju.st warm their chairs.) This is true in very big 

schoolso Obviously the influence of the principal is even 

greater in small schools, where the relntionship bctt-rnen 

pr1nc1p;il and staff is much closer than it can be 1n a large 

school. In e,ddltion, the adjustment center high school 

·' 



principal in my time had neither the advantage nor the burden 

tradition, background, policy. The downtown 

to us, in effect, "Leave us alone and try to 

sol- e your mm problems. We do not know what to do any more 

than you do." We--the special schools pr1nc1ps.ls--never 

managed to agree on a statement of philosophy that went 

beyond generalizations, I have a collection of statements 

which from time to time we produoedo I realize nm·1 that this 

not in itself a weakness. At the time, I did. 

In retrospect I realize how much my own feelings and 

certainly my practices changed over the years. I grew-""a.nd 

a fixed policy would have inhibited thiso For example, I 

gredually changed in my attitude toward the relationship 

bet·,1een teaching subject matter and our efforts to help 

our girls to learn to 11 ve acceptably" I moved in the di:t.'ec~ 

tio:h of emphasizing subject matter, but I retained the con

viction that no matter what l'Te did it had to be done on an 

indivldual be.s:lse I began to feel, in the last fen years, 

that in those cases 1n which a girl's problems were essen~ 

tially of a social and family nature e.nd she was not, to our 

knowledge, neu.rotic or psychotic, the vex·y act of academic 

achievement was therapeutic and constructtve. And in. some 

cases, learning a few things helped her to earn a living. 

This, then, WGts one big change that I realize that I underwent. 

· I start od early, l·Ti th a pprehens :lon, to try to 1nvol ve 

teachers in the running of the school. Feelings on this 



matter which I had had as a. teacher became strengthened with 

experience~ I believe that it is necessary that teachers 

be genuinely a pa.rt of decision-making so far as possible. 

Of course, there are legal limitations. There are some 

things which are the legal, official responsibility of a 

princ1p9.l. Even if teachers vote for a .procedure which the 

principal believes in, he cannot institute it if it is against 

the law~ There are also limits of what is feasiblee These 

restrictions are not recognized by some people. But within 

those limits I feel very strongly that a democratically run 

school not only has better teacher morale and therefore better 

teacher performance than does an autocratically operated 

school; but it actually can produce useful improvements. 

Teachers of course see things that a princ1p9..l in the nature 

of the case cannot be aware of. If they have a chance to 

present their observations without being afraid. that they will 

be considered malcontent or insubordinate, a great deal of 

good ca11 be accomplished. This l'ms one of the things that I 

tried very hard to doo I recognize that in some ·respects 

this is easier to do in a small school ~han in a big one. 

On the other hand, in a big school where the relationship 

of the principal to the teacher of necessity is less personal 

and direct than it is 1n a small school, this very distance 

can sometimes malce democracy easier to handlee Some pr1nc1!)3.ls 

do this kind of thing in big schools very effectively. 

There is one great unresolved question; what should the 
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philosophy of education in a democracy be? Where do the rights, 

responsibilities, and duties of a school begin and where 

do they end? This 1s a live question today. The Supreme 

Court's decision on prayer in the schools is one of the facets 

of this. Is religion a pg.rt of the school's obligation? 

The questions extend in many directions. In a place like 

Ramona the question often talces the form: Does education 

of all the children actually mean £11.? Does it mean the 

children who cannot learn? Does it mean children whose pres-

ence hurts other children? In Californ:ta we are committed 

to the obligation to try to train or educate ~ children. 

The law distinguishes between the words 11 train11 and "educate." 
I 

We "train" those children who are not "educable." The "Point 

One" and "Point Two" programs are designed for this. The 

"Point Two" program even commits the schools to offerine; 

what is essentlally custodial care for youngsters who need 

a ttenclants rather than teachers. 

And what about the child who does not want to go to 

schoolr who does not want to be educated? Leaving out the 

question of why some children feel this way, this is a very 

serious question and not easy to answer. A democracy must 

have an educated electorate if it is to function in the 

modern worlcl. But whether the reasons are psychologi.cal 

01· social, the child who fights e.gainst school at best occu-

pies sp3.ce and uses materials and costs money without result. 

At worst he is a very disruptive factor in a school and can 



do a considerable amount of damage to the entire program. 

That is one of the big Un.9,nswered questions. 

Then there are the children with which schools like 

Ramona deal--the youngsters who have physical, emotional, 

, social, or other problems that make it impossible for them 
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to profit from a regular school. I have tried to formulate 

my feelings about these matters. I know that I have changed 

in one respect; when I first began teaching I came fairly 

close to believing that everybody ought to go to college. 

I ~ssed through that naive but idealistic phase fairly 

rapidly. When I went to Ramona I was convinced that every

body shoulcl stay in school until he graduated from high school 

e.nd that lt was the obligation of the schools to provide a 

pro~ram suited to all the needs of all the children. In large 

measuro I still believe that, bu·I; I have become aw-are of how 

nearly impossible it is to reach this goal. I lo'olc much 

more kindly than I did when I first went to Ramo11a upon .the 

·various kinds of exemptions and non-punittve exclusions from 

school. Until society 1s willing to spend far more than it 

does now on education, it will be necessary to exclude a few 

pupils for the benefit of the many, The mechanism for 

exemptions and for exclusions neecls to be simplified. It is 

very difficult now to get an exemption, an exclusion, or an 

expulsl.m1. As a result, many schools use subterfuges to 

exclude the children they cannot handle, I thinl{ there needs 

to be a very serious cons1derat1o:n of two things. Tho first 
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is an enormous problem--one which is p:lrt of the reason for 

the social revolution through which we are now going. That 

is to provide a program which will make most children want 

to attend school. The other is simply to create a legal, 

clear mechanism whereby youngsters who cannot be appealed 

to by the existing school program can be either remove(l or 

released from school. 

The first point, involving changing and enriching the 

school offering to meet the needs of most students, especially 

the non-college-preparatory students, has been going for 

some time. But there is much, much more to be done. The four 

or five percent of children on the edges of the unormal 

curve" still are very serious problems. 

One of the other things which I never solved to my own 

satlsfaction·--and which possibly has no solution because it 

is inherent in the structure of society~-lies in the area 

in which it seemed that the welfare of an individual pupil 

and the welfare of the school clashed. I had to make decisions 

about the kind of youngster who desperately needed to remain 

in school because her home was horrible and because the 

school gave her emotio11al warmth s.nd acceptance that was not 

available elsewhere, but whose behavior in school (usually 

because of that horrible home) was such that it was impossible 

to conduct school when she was there. I am sure that there 

is no complete answer to this problem. But I agonized more 

over decisions in that area than in anythlne; else. 

I 
.J 
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It 1s difficult to summarize, but I think that the welfare 

schools (they are now called adjustment center high schools) 

are not only here to stay (speaking of the Los Angeles City 

School D1strict)--unless something serious happens--but they 

have a much more "respectable" status than they once had. 

In an entirely different area of my job, that dealing 

with the maternity homes, I think that I was present during 

a pioneering period. Few maternity homes had or now have 

officis.1 schools. Many homes have educat1011al programs that 

are staffed by volunteers who come 1n to teach the girls. 

But a school program which gives official school credit is 

still extremely rare. Working out the mechanism of this 

was difficult and fascinating. 1j1c staffs were of course 

deeply involved in the evolution of these schoolse I am 

proud of my ~rt in this development. 

I have thought about one thing that I have not described. 

Tbat was the matter of how the faculty and I tried to decide 

when a girl was ready to retu...J:.~n to e, regular school. This 

process, like most of what wed.id, evolved gradually. We 

went through an elabora.te procedure le.rgely to impress the 

girl. At flrst we con~1dered only those girls who had 

applied for transfers; then we realized (in the early '50 8 s) 

that there w·ere many girls who dj.d not e.pply and l':rho ought 

to go, so we went over all the names at least once a semester. 

If we ur:ed any one criterion by which to judge readinoss 

for transfer, it was the ability of a girl to use freedom, 
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In other words, the possession of self-discipline. One of the 

books that I used is called Controls from W1th1nr a very 

good description of what I mean. In any school, there are 

all sorts of opportunities for doing the wrong thing. The 

question was whether a girl could do the right thing when 

there was no super-vlsion and no fear of being caught. Perhaps 

this is not a bad definition of maturity in general--the abil

ity to .use freedom. 

In actual practice, of course, we had to be conside1~ably 

more specific than that. We had to be able to explain to 

a girl and to her family why l'J'e were or were not lett~.ng 

her transfer, or why we were "pushing her our of the nest." 

(We ha.cl some girls who misused the schoole These we "pushed.") 

And the schools which we were asked to accept these girls 

needed and had a right to specific in:f'ormationo So we had 

to set up rules about absencest trUE1nciesp and other objective 

forms of behavior. Another far less important but nevertheless 

valid criter:ton of increasing maturity (besides ability to 

stay out of serious trouble) was a girl's ability to accept 

both praise and blame. It is hard fo:r many people to accept 

criticism or blame. This is a normal human tra1to It is 

amazing to see how many people are also unable to handle 

praise., We saw· two lcinds of extreme: reactions to praise. 

One was the 11 swelled-heo.d 11 reactiono The other, which was 

much hard.er to deal with, was the inability of a girl to 

believe that she hacl really done som0thing praiseworthy. 
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The girls who responded in this way were those without self-

confidence and self-respect. Even a favorable comment on 

the appearance of such a girl's hair sometimes caused a 

great emotional reaction. "I am no good. It is impossible 

that my hair ever looks nice, You must be lying to me when 

you tell me my hair looks nice. This proves that nobody is 

to be trusted, Or maybe you want to use me for something, 

You are trying to get my confidence bece,use you have something 

up your sleeve." This was not easy to handle. 

I want to return to teachers and the kinds of problems 

which teachers at Ramona had which were different from those 

that teachers in 01~d1nary schools faced. I think that except 

for degree there was no basic difference, But, it seems to me, 

there are two important areas that are p:coblems to teachers 

themselves and are therefore problems to the youngsters they 

teach, One is the vast field of the cultural gap that I 

have already menttoned. Teachers often had_ no way of knowing 

what a certain kind of behavior meant in the culture of 

their pupils~ That is an enormous and very serlous problem, 

but 1t is in large measure capable of solutionQ The other 

problem is that of adult feeJ.ings about ch:lldren and adoles·~ 

cents., It is more than what we now call 11 the generation 

gape," It exists in schools in which students and teachers 

come from the same culttu·al ba.okgrouncl. This, I suppose, is 

unavoidable, human beings being what they are. But I thinlc 

it j.s a little like the race problem. The southern argument 

. 
·I 
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is that one cannot legislate morality. The answer is that one 

can legislate behavior. It is almost impossible to alter 

the generation gap or to prevent teachers from liking some 

pupils and disliking others. It is possible, however, to help 

a teacher to learn not to let his emotions affect his treat

ment of the childreno More difficult, I think, is the problem 

of helping teachers to handle prejudices and preconceptions 

which they do not know that they have and therefore deny. 

(After all; teachers are people!) It is a serious problem. 

Unfortunn.tely, many teachers--women more than men, I thi:nk~

form their opinions about the personalities, the intelligence, 

and the moral standards of youngsters nn the basis of wholly 

superficial criteria. Chewing gum is an example of thiso 

There are many teache.rs who feel that a. kid who chel'm gum 

has nothing good in him. There is a similar reaction about 

clothes and make-up. Adolescents tend to extremes and many 

teachers react very critically. Nor are all these teachers 

caricature "old ma.1.ds," except perhaps in the psychological 

sense. Judging children, consciously or not, by their cloth

ing is a genuine weal;:ness in some teachers e 

Grading is e.nother problem which teachers and pupils 

share. This possibly is also insoluble; I am not sureo 

It involvesc.motion on both s:ldes. There are many unanswered 

questions in this fieldo What do grades represent? Is it 

or is it not poss:i.ble to be objective in gra.cling? Math teach

ers are apt to feel that it is. Problems are or arc not 
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properly solved. There is nothing more to it, says the rigid 

mathematics teacher. This is, I think, even in math an over

simplification. Gym teachers of ten use very specific point 

systems involving having the proper gym clothes and being able 

to chin oneself. Physical education teachers tend to feel, 

perfectly honestly, that this is a fair and objective grading 

system. The fact that a youngster (I saw this once) may have 

two fingers off one hand and therefore is unable to tie a knot 

properly does not make any difference. The knot was not 

properly tied. That is the extreme of one attitude toward 

grades, At the other extreme was an attitude which many Ramona 

teachers had. Supporters of the first position argued that aca

demic achievement was the sole basis for grades, regardless of 

means or reasons. The opposite view was that it made little 

difference whether a child achieved academically or not. (What, 

by the way, constitutes academic achievement?) The second 

group felt that a pupil's intention, attitude, and effort were 

what counted. We argued about this at Ramona almost constantly. 

I tried to point out to teachers that it was not helping a girl 

to give her an "A" simply because she solved a math problem-

something she had never done before. When she ~met to a regular 

school with that "A" on her report card and was faced with what 

a regular school expected an "A" student to do, she would not be 

likely to succeed in her efforts to fit into the school, My 

own attitude changed and wavered. But teachers would reply, with 

considerable justice, "But you yourself tell us that we must 

treat ea.ch girl individually. We mu.st start e.t the point 
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where the girl is. We must not comp::i.re two girls of the 

same grade level so far as their math ability is concerned, 

because their backgrounds are different." "Now," a teacher 

might cont.int~-~, __ "you are _ saying that I must _no_t give this girl 

an 'A' because she has not accomplished as much as has someone 

else." This is by no means a simple problem. Some schools 

have tried to solve it by doing away with grades ent,irely. 

In early America, schools were almost exclusively college 

preparatory. The professions were limited in number--law, 

medicine, the clergy, and teaching, Students who failed 

examinations were not allowed to remain in school, and so 

ceased to be a problem for the school. This is obviously 

not the situation in our multi-purpose schools. There should 

be, I think, some way of differentiating bet't'men the "A" 

of the B.amona girl or of the boy with an IQ of sixty who m9.kes 

a wonderful table in woodshop and the 11A 11 given the pros

pective physiclst or philosopher. It is an unanswered question. 

The Los Angeles City Schools have taken a very interest

ing step toward interpreting grades to the community, I do 

not know the details. But essentially the plan is to put 

a statement on the back of each high school diploma of the 

particular courses that a student has talrnne Potentj.al 

employers who interview a youngster with a high school dj.ploma 

will have some notion of what course he followed in high 

school. That :i.s a partial answer~ 

One of the questions in this field of gre,des is whether 

·I 
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a. student should compete only against himself or whether he 

should compete against his peers. There are very good argu

ments both ways, Obviously a student's place in society arid 

his chances of making a living will be based largely on what 

he can achieve (or "produce") in comparison with other 

people. But there e.re people who, no matter how ha1·d they 

try, will never be able to do certain things. They lack 

the "little gray cells," This is not their fault. Should 

they not get credit f'or using to lll9,ximum wh8,t they do have? 

That is, if a child is achieving the very best of which he 

is capable, and that best is third-grade reading, should he 

not have e.n "A"? I repeat, this is an unsolved problem, 

not only at Ramona and in education 1n general. 

There is another area with which schools are struggling. 

~I.1hat is the matter of giving pupils information about the 

various vocational areas, so that they will make choices 

based on something more than chance or pa.rental preference, 

I do not .use the word "decisions" because I think that in 

our world. even a high school senior is too young to make 

vocational decisions unless he has a great gift of some 

sort;~ But ad.olescents neea. to become aware of the great 

vocation'.:l.1 e.reaso There was a time when thls was relatively 

s1mpleo The young men who went to college usually became 

lawyers or doctors or preacherso Few girls thought of any

thing but marriage. Non-college boys became mec.hanics of one 

sort: or another, or farmerso Some went into businesso Nm1 
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even the names of scientific specialties are hard to understand~ 

Government service is an enormous field including a vast var

iety of specialties. How can a school program be designed 

which will help a youngster to find his way? When he has 

found it, how can he be offered appropriate preparation? 

The secondary schools are acutely aware of this problem, 

Some large schools have on their counseling staffs at least 

one person who is an expert in vocational guidance. Some 

counselors specialize in knowing about college and university 

offerings~ But they have to run as fast as they can to stay 

abreast of developments. 

My own feeling is that the answer lies not in specific 

vocational guidance, but in helping each student to evaluate 

his capacities, his m·m tastes, and his j_nterests., He can 

decide--and there are tests which can help him-... that he belongs 

in a social service profession in which he cleaJ.s t·r1th people, 

or in a research field which he deals chiefly with things 

or ideas, or in a field in which doing a repetitive job is 

important. I thinlr that we ne0cl more of this sort of guid

ance and less of trying to direct adolescents :1.nto specific 

work. Because by the time the student grows up, the occupa

tion he has chosen rr~y have changed drastically o~ disappeared 

entirelyo 

Strangely enough, vocational gu:l.clance was a serious 

problem at Ramon.'-3. for the interesting reason that both the 

girls and thej.r families were so profoundly ignorant of even 
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elementary aspects of modern urban life. Many of our girls 

thought that the only possible jobs for them, aslde from 

prostitution, were p9.Cking celery and spinach, making tor

tillas, working 1n a garment factory, or rag-picking. The 

last consisted of working in a place which bought rags. 

(There are several on the East S::lde,) Women sort these into 

silk, wools cotton, and so on. Girls who were intelligent 

were aware that such jobs pay very badly and offer no pros

pects for advancement, But the feeling was general that 

there were only these occupations open to them, aside from 

marriage. In a school like Ramona, students are apt to drop 

out as soon as possible; they need to go to work, toog as 

soon as possible, So vocational guidance was especially 

important in our school. One of the ways in which we tr:ted 

to handle this was to have field trips to various factories 

and business establishments~ We had people come to talk to 

the girls, too. We encouraged girls who were competent to 

prepare for clerical work~ 

One aspect of ignorance about the modern world that some 

girls had completely unrealistic vocational goals. (At least 

the goals they talked about ·were unrealistic,) I have many 

Pupil Personnel Information Sheets, which some junior hlgh 

schools use in the B?. Among the questions are theses "What 

do you want to be when you grow up'?" "What do your :p9.rents 

want you to be?" "If you had throe wishes what wouJ..d they 

be?" The numbo:e of almost iJ.llterate girls who painfully 



wrote "Dokter" or "Nerse" is astounding~ And the same girl 

might record, as one of her three wishes, "I wish I didn't 

have to take math." Many girls said that they got their 

ideas about vocations from TV. 
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When I first began teaching, many boys wanted to be 

professionals in one sport or another; girls wanted. to be 

actresses. L9.ter, girls wanted to become airplane hostesses-

this was a glamorous occupation--and boys wanted to be pilots. 

I think that the boys are as unrealistic as the girls in this, 

although I am not sure, because my experience with boys was 

limited to junior high school. 

At any rate, I think that vocational gu1dance--not to be 

confused with vocational traini:ng-... is one of the areas that 

is going to be an ir1creasingly serious responsibility of 

schools. I am talking about schools 1u general and not about 

Ramon~ High School in particular, 

This discussion leads to another problem which is general 

throughout educationQ That is the necessity for a constant 

study and re-eva.lua t:lon of the curriculum in light of the 

world in which we l:'l.ve, There are heavy pressures to put 

into the curr~tculum things that were not there before, 

Vocat:'lonal guidance and exploration is a good example of this. 

Driver education is another example~ These are things which 

a.re almost essential in our society~ One might perhaps argue 

that it is up to a student to make his own vocatj_ona.1 decis

ions but I thi:nJ{ most people would recogn:l.ze that this is no 



longer feasible. One might also argue that it is the obliga

tion of everyone to learn to drive an automobile. But society 

must, in self-defense, institutionalize this, The length 

of the school day cannot be changed much, What, then, is 

to be dropped when something else is put into the curriculum? 

This in itself is a very serious problem. There are demands, 

too, from various segments of society that curricula include 

the particular things that interest them. Some people want 

their.own brands of political or economic philosophy taught. 

Others insist that "manners and morals" must be taught daily, 

Even the celebration of events like Arbor Day have been made 

compulsory parts of the curriculum in California. The threat 

of withholding tax or bond money makes those demands matters 

to be considered carefully. 

Even in areas on which there is general agreement there 

a.re very serious problemso One is that every time a change 

is made in curriculum or in the subject m9.t;ter within a tra.-

d1 tional subject, a great deal of money is involved, New 

textbooks are needed. In scie11ce, new equipment and labora

tories are necessary. Teachers need to be trained or re-trained. 

There are signs of restlessness on the part of some voters 

about school taxes anyhow. And this restlessness is apt to 

increase as the proportion of people over sixty~five in our 

population increases; these old people have no children in 

the schools e.nd unless they are soc.tally minded and recog~ 

n1ze the importance of education beyond their own private 



limits, they are going to object to paying taxes for schools. 

I have said nothing about curricular change from within 

the school system, Supervisors 1n subject fields need to 

study constantly the changes which must be reflected in courses 

of study and in teaching materials, Both within and without 

the schools, educational philosophy and general point of 

view of course influence the changes. This is far more than 

a financial matter, It is more than a matter of employing 

competent supervisors. It is, essentially, a question of 

people's ideas of the goals and purposes of education. A 

frighteningly complex problem! 
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Serruriers My own feeling 1s that we are of necessity going 

to come to federal aid to education. In many areas this 

did already occur. I think that the horrible things that 

have been predicted as the results of "federal control" 

are not going to come to pass. We have had a great deal 

of federal aid to education for a long time. Few people 

recognize this. 

Even with money and expert help, there are long lapses 

of time--several yea,rs--between the decision to adopt a new 

textbook and the time that 1t is distributed to students, 

A book rm.mt be written, assembled, printed, and studied--

with all its competitors it is adopted and ordered and delivered 

and at last put into the hands of the students. A long time 

had passedo I suppose that this is a perm.anent problem~ 

The selection of textbooks makes in itself a fascina~cing 

storyo I have served on several textbook committees. If 

there is time, I will describe the process. 

Another problem which is in the general area of the 

evolution of public education is the whole problem of the 

function of the administrator. I have mentioned this before. 

One principal whom I know, when he heard about this Oral His·0 

tory do curn.Emt , sa. 1.d, "I hope you' re talking about the most 

important th~Lng of ali. 11 He meant the philosophy of school 
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adm1n1strat1on. Some principals look upon admlni.strative 

positions as those held by managers who "run" their estab

lishments. These principals say that what the schools ought 

to do is follow the pattern of industry or of the army with 

line and staff organization. The Los Angeles City Schools 

in some measure have such an organization. When it is pointed 

out that product of industry is corn flakes or typewriters 

or else standardized items of another variety, while the 

product of education is presumably educated human beings 

who are incapable of being standardized, the answer from the 

"school business" people is that there is no essential 

difference. 

This is a serious problem, Obviously every organization, 

even a sll'..all one like Ramori..a., not to mention one with an 

enrollment of three thousand students and a staff of over 

two· hundred, has to be "run." But there is almost nothing 

in the business p:'1rt of running a school which does not direc

tly or indirectly affect students arid teachers. In small 

school districts the pr111cipal even decides what kind of 

floor wax is to be used1 even that may determine whether 

someone is going to fall and break his neck, 

One of the big local struggles that illustrates this 

problem concerned cafeterias. So far as I know, it is still 

not settled to the satisfaction of all the principals and of 

the Business DJ.vision. The main question was almost philo

sophical t Should schools take the responsibility of malclng 
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wholesome food available to students? If they should, what 

sort of financial arrangements were needed? The immediate 

struggle stemmed from the fact that principals were respon

sible for the financial aspects of their cafeterias without 

having any control over their operations. They had respon

sibilities without rights. They had no control over the 

prices which were charged for food, nor over the salaries 

and numbers of workers. About all that principals could do 

was to try to see that there was no stealing and no gross 

inefficiency. The purchase of food and supplies was handled 

downtovrn. 

It seems to me that this is a good example of the lcinds 

of problems that the evolution of the function of the prln

cipalship producede On one hand a principal could leg1ti

na.tely argue that he was not trained to be a cafeteria 

managerG On the other hand, few people deny that the feeding 

of children has an effect upon the effect:l.veness with which 

they learne So that is unfinished businesso 

Still another thing which, I suppose, falls 111 the 

category of insoluble problems because of the nature of the 

human animal is the question of the teaching of and the manner 

of presentation of controversial issues of all sorts. We 

had that problem even in Ramona, where most girls were dis~ 

interested in, or unaware of, much outside their own tiny 

circles of family and friends, Opin:lons of educators range, 

not surpr~LS1ngly, over a wlde area. In a certain sense the 
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easiest solution is to make it a policy simply to have no 

discussion of controversial issues. I think that such a method 

vitiates the school program. One of the purposes of education 

is to produce people who are able to think, and I cannot see 

how pretending there are no controversial issues or saying 

that they must not be mentioned can contribute to that end. 

Further, such a procedure will sooner or later drive out of 

education the best teachers. It is impossible to order 

a creative, intelligent peraon to pretend that there are no 

controvers :ta.l issues. 

This is, clearly, a problem whic.h society e.t large must 

face. The1·e are many people who do not want their children 

to hear about some things--politics, sex, religion--the sub-

jects that someone considers controversial include almost 

all human activities. 

Obviously, one cannot prevent teachers from having opin-

ions on controversial matters, but I think that it is possible 

to train teachers to present such issues fairly. This is not 

easy to doo One of the serious problems that people on 

"the Hill" and principals have 1s that of parents· who come 

to complain about specific teachers who, 1n the opinion 

of the p3.rents, are indoctrinating their ohilclren in ways 

to which they object. Since the version of the "indoctrina-

tion" comes in cases only from the child, it is extremely 

difficult to arrive at the facts in such situ~tions. (I do 

not deny that some teachers 2:£ try to indoctrin~te children, 

J 

.I 



But they are, I think, a small minority.) The situation 

has improved in the last few years. It reflects the social 

climate, the time. During the McCarthy era, many people were 

afraid to mention in public matters more controversial than 

the weather. This is no longer true. In this field as in 

many others, a. principal's attitude has a considerable 

effect, But during the McCarthy period even teachers in 

schools in which the principal was not pro-McCarthy in his 

attitudes were under pressure by pa.rents, by fellow teachers, 

and by all kinds of organizations. I remember a principals' 

meeting, at which we were asked to present written questions 

to the assistant superintendent. Somebody sent up an unsigned 

question• "What is the extent of our responsibility as pr1n

c1pa.ls 111 fe:rret1ng out" (I remember that phrase) "Communists 

or Communist sympathizers on our staff e.nd in our communities?" 

The answer came, "We have no respons1b1l:tty to 'ferret out• 

anythine. That• s a police jobci" I l·1as delighted, Unfor

tu:nately the question represented a then w1dely held point 

of view. I was on the committee which wrote the first state

ment of policy on controversial issues. I think it is still 

the official position of the Board of Education. Since tho 

schools arc supported by public funds, they cannot escape 

public pressurese The question lies in the way that those 

pressures are met. Some schools yield. In others an effort 

1-s IDD.de to explain why the school is doing whatever is being 

criticized. And sometimes the schools wino This 1a often 
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true in the :matter of textbooks. 

This area is part of the question, "What 1s the essential 

responsibility of the principal? Should he spend most of his 

time trying to balance the budget in the cafeteria, or should 

he spe11d a considerable amount of it working with teachers--

1nd1 vidually and in .groups--on vital ma. tters, such as the pre

sentation of controversial issues?" I think that the greatest 

weakness of our public schools lies in their timidity, their 

tendency toward conformity. I do not know whether this is 

because most school people are middle~class people and the 

micldle class is the conforming class, or whether the individ

uals who by personallty go into educations and especially 

into administration, ere conformists. There must be some of 

each 1u itQ But I think this tendency to 0011formity can 

be a real peril to our society, The honors that we give to 

graduates are almost always given to youngsters who conform. 

So are the scholnrshipso The best speech is usually the 

standard speech--well delivered, but nevertheless standard. 

(This is not quite so true now, as it was in the •4o•s and 

•5o•s.) 

There are many good people who should go 1nto adminis-

tra. tio11 but who do not because they feel that they do not 

want to be subjected to these pressures. They are afraid 

that no matter how much they believe thnt it is both possible 

a.nd necessary to discu .. ss controversial issues fairly, they will 

not be allm·red to encourage thetr teachers to do so. 

.I 
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It is easy to change positions and to point out that 

there are some teachers who abuse the right to present and 

discuss controversial matters. They do try to indoctrinate, 

as I have said. We had a few Communist teachers. I have an 

idea that more Birchers taught in the schools than Communists. 

But to say that because some teachers abuse the right to 

present controversial issues we should therefore not present 

them is a negation of civilization and ethics, A valid 

principle does not become invalid by virt~e of the fact that 

some people de11.Y or abuse or evade it, This is a trite 

thing to say. Nevertheless, it is an argument the. t neecls 

to be answerede I think that we must choose our teachers 

more carefully so that we have fe1·1 rigid, authoritarian per

sonalities, And we need better in-service t!ain1ng and better 

supervision than we now can affordo 

One of the first conunittees on wh1ch I served was the one 

which finally produced a statement on the teaching of contro

versial issues which the Board adopted. It is still, I 

believe, the official policy. Recently I was on "the Hill" 

and I met a supervisor who told me how mu.ch of a protection 

that statement was to supervisors. When people protested 

material that was assigned for readin~, or objected to teach

ers belonging to some organizations. that statement was shown 

to the objectors. I am proud of my par~ in that job. Of 

course, I was only one member of a committee. 

What I am saying, ~.n essence, is the,t tho schools, if 
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they are to continue to be a constructive part of society, 

need to change and grow with that society. That sounds 

trite; but an astonishing number of people, both inside and 

outside the schools, do not believe it. People in all serious

ness and honesty say, "They dj_dn't do it this way when I 

went to school'. I had to read 'Ivanhoe,' but my child has 

not yet been required to read 'Ive.nhoe o' What• s happening 

to the schools? They're not as good as they used to be," 

And there are many people within be schools who feel that 

way, tooo All this leads to the question e.s to whether the 

human animal is capable of making the .adaptations--both 

individually and within the structure of soc1ety·--which increas

ing lcnowledge makes necessary. Somebody has said that educa

tion is not an emergency. That may have been true at one 

time, but I think that i.t is definitely an emergency now. I 

res· 1st the temptation to philosophize furtherL 

I want to do at least one case of a type that I have not 

do11e before 1 The girl with a better background than roost 

Ramona girls had. a verbal youngster, and one who had a 

remarkable understanding of the meaning of her pa.rents• 

behavior. Let us cs.11 her Daisy Duval. I am going to read 

part of her record and ta.llc e,bout the rest A 

Daisy was referred from "M" Junior High School when she 

was an e:tghth •. grader. The referrals "Thd.sy has had di ff icul

ties at Noi~th from the cla te of hex entrance. She has had an 

unreasonable number of ta.rd~Les both to school and to classes, 
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has earned very poor marks, has defaced property, has been 

impudent, and has been a source of trouble in inter-pupil 

relationships." (This is one of those generalized state

ments which tells very little.) "She was se11t to a Catholic 

school but wanted to transfer back to "M" because she did not 

like the parochial school. This time she was given a social 

adjustment transfer to "E" Junior Hlgh. This permit was 

cancelled on April third because of truancy and poor marks. 

She has been in several fights with girls at "11" and outside 

of school hours with non-"M" girlso She has been a behavior 

problem in many classes. Her mother has been cooperative" 

(rmember that phrase) "and has come to school for conferences 

a number of times, but has been unable to help Daisy." 

The child welfare worker writes s "Case unkn01·1n to worlrnr. 

F~.rst contact with family was at the time the worker called 

to get data for the social historye" (This is a dig at the 

v1ce principal because the Chilcl Welfare and Attendance people 

felt, rightly, I believe that no boy or girl should be considered 

for transfer to an ac.'ljustment cent;er high school wtthout the 

child welfare worker's having had a chance to make several 

home v1s1ts and to try to work with the famJ.ly.) "The school 

states that the minor's problem has been fighting. The 

elementary cumulative record also indi~at0s that Daisy has 

been a, non-conformist stn.ce prim8.ry grades o" (And I have 

just been talking about the deslrablllty of . non ... conformityl) 

"School note;l:;1ons state tha;i; she is 1ndiv1dual:wtlc, cannot 



get along with others, has no responsibility. 

"Family and economic status. The minor lives with her 

parents and three brothers, The younger boys attend paro

chial school and the older boy is out of school. The father 

is employed by a Los Angeles newspaper in the classified 

department. He attended the untvers 1 ty EJ.nd studied law. 11 

(This is very important in the family picture.) "But he did 

not complete his studies. He considers himself to be a lawyer 

and the family refers to him as one, The family income is 

supplemented by cases which he takes on an advisory basis. 

The family owns its home and also has rent;al proporty. The 

mother h .. "ls been very active 111 the community • 11 (You see, 

this is very different from any other family I he,ve presented.) 

"She waa president of the PI1A of the elementary school her 

children formerly a.ttend.edo" 

I had serious doubts about e,ccepting this girl, largely 

because of the background. that was described, I wondered 

whether Daisy belonged in Ramona. My doubts grew when I 

learned that on the Wechsler Intelligence Test she was given 

the adult form and on perfo:i:.•mance her IQ was 122, the verbal 

score was 91}, with full-scale of 106e The examiner classified 

her e.s superior in the performance section and average 111 the 

verb~l~ and added the note thut probably sbe could come up 

considerably in the verbal, tooo 

Here is the descr1pt1on ·written by the counselor who 

tested Daisy after r:he came to Ramona.. We referred her to 

I 

.l 
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the counseling service at Metropolitan High School, because 

we were trying to find a better placement than Ramona seemed 

to offer. 11 Da1sy 1s a. small, dark-haired girl of Mex1can

Amer1can descent," (The family said "Spanish" and not "Mexi

can.") "She uses a great deal of make-up but uses it carefully 

and effectively., During the time that she was at Metropolitan 

High School for the testing she dressed neatly, attractively, 

and appropriately. Daisy is the only girl in her family but 

she has two younger brothers and an older one. The father 

studied law but was unable to pass the bar examina.tion. He 

feels the;c it was political favoritism which prevented him 

from be~i.ng successful, He has worked at a variety of jobs 

and is employed nm·; in the classified advertising de;partment of 

a m-~jor newspaper. At one tlme he made an unsuccessful 

attempt to be elected a member of the Los Angeles City Council. 

He has always hoped that his children would be very success

ful in high school and be able to attend college. He is deeply 

upsot because neither Daisy .nor her older brother have ful

filled his dr-eamo He seems to be very fond of his only 

daughter" (remember that, too) "and to indulge her in many 

ways and yet at the same time to exhibit very rejecting 

behavior toward hero Mrs .. Du.val :ts alr::o rejecting of her 

daughter but for other reasons. She had hoped to have a 

socially brilli.ant daughter with a large group of socially 

acceptable male friends~ That Daisy will have a large church 

·wedding is still h(n .. gree.tes'G des ire. Daisy• s friends have 
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seldom. ple£J,sed her pa.rents v Occasionally she has dated 

Negro boys and this is particularly dispJ.easi:n.g to both parents~" 

(Daisy knew this very well.) "In addition to her home 

problems Daisy has never been very successful or happy at 

school. She changed elementary schools three times not 

because her family m.ov·ed but because her academic work and 

her social adjustment were both poor. 

"In junior high school this po.ttern deteriorated even 

moreo In the A8 semester she was enrolled at Ramona H~gh 

School. Because Ramona is a special high school with small 

r.lasses and an excellent st;aff w Daisy was able to earn he:e 

junlo::r.." hj.gh school diplomae Her work habits, attendance, 

and gene:s;-a..l social adjustment were o.11 in n.eecl of great 

improvement, hnt Daisy stayed at R-3.mon.a. throue;h the tenth 

grade." (To the detriment, may I say, of Ramona.) "Several 

attempts were ma.de to encourage the family to take Daj.sy to 

the Child Guidance Clinic but the fe.m:tly \·tould make and 

then brealc appoin~;ments. At the beg:lrm1.ng of the eleventh 

grade 1'i:irs. Duval took Daisy and her younger brother to live 

in San Remo• Colorado near the mate1'n9.l grandmother. Daisy 

had serious qua11 rels with her mother because she wanted to 

return to Los Angeles.. To get even with her mothe1• she 

stayed out late e.t night and again datea_ Negro boys. NI·s. 

Duval fj.led e.n lncorl"·iglbili ty report with the juvenile 

autho:rl tles in Sa):i Remo and Da:lsy was placecl in e. correctional 

horae fo:t~ elght months. 
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"Upon her release the family returned to Los Angeles. 

To satisfy her parents and her parole officer, Daisy agreed 

to return to school. She contacted the Child Welfare and 

Attendance Office and was referred to Metropolitan High School 

for counseling and testing. Ds.1sy told the counselor that 

she did not want to go to a school where she had to do a lot 

of ree.ding and l'rr1ting, When she reviewed her school record 

and understood the amount of work required for her to earn her 

high school diploma she commented, 11 I'd never stay in school 

that long," She indicated that she would like some type 

of short-term training for a job. She did work as a waitress 

in a drug sto:ce for a few months, but found the work physi

cally exhausting. M9.ny job possibilities were discussed 

with Daisy and she fina.lly decided that she would like to 

enroll at Trade Tech to learn p01i1rer seuing~ especially the 

emb1'oidery work done by power sewi:tlg machines. Mr. e,nd Mrs. 

Duval were consulted about this choice. They were both 

pleased to have Daisy return to school and the idea that she 

would attend a college--Trade Technical College--r.aade the 

choice highly desirable to themo 

"Daisy has the mental e.ncl physical requirements to do 

this kind. of work but lt is not certain whetl)J3r or not she 

has the emotional stability, It seems advisable, however, 

to give her the opportunity to try to learn power sewing. 

"Recommendations: Help her to enroll in Trade Technical 

College in the power sewing class and if she is uw.ble to 

·I 
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become a successful power sewing machine operator she would 

like to sell clothing, jewelry, or other types of clothes 

accessoriese" 

Daisy was a real problem at Ramona. Her mother, as the 

school doctor pointed out, had a "holier-than-thou" attitude; 

for some weeks she would not come to school for a conference, 

because she did not want to walk through the same halls 

through which the Ramona girls walked. 

As soon as she enrolled, Da.isy began tallcing about her 

father. One day she said that he could not run for political 

off :tee again because if he did "they" would find out that 

his son did not go to school and that Daisy ·went to Ramona, 

Everybody knows, she added, that you can't be elected to 

office if anybody in your family goes to Ramona High School. 

The referring school had made general ste:i;ements about 

Daisy's troubles in inter-pupil relationships and her impudence. 

Here are some of the things which Ramona teachers reported 

her as saying. They a.re very 1nterest5.ng .. 

"The girls were talking this mor11:u1g in math class a.bout 

fights with their boyfriend.s ancl fights in thelr homes s 

Daisy said, 'Once in eighteen years only my old man slugged 

my mother. She was throwing a tantrum, breaking up the 

furniture and throwing things around. I love to see her 

pitch a tantrum and it's always over mee'" 

Another notat:i.on•»~a teac}.1.er quotes Daisy r "My mother 

dyed my hair because I agreed to wear it in a pony tail." 
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(That has connotations. Daisy used to wear her hair with a 

lon.e; straight piece hanging down the ba.cka Th:ts may or may 

not mean "availability;" the authorities differ. But her 

p:1.rents were sure it did.) "After she had dyed it I told her 

to go to hell. Saturday when I came home from the store 

everybody was looking at me funny and then they looked at 

my hair and I knew what was coming. Yiy mother said she'd 

cut it if I wouldn't.wear it in a pony tail. My father 

grabbed me and held me in a chair. My brother helped h±m• 

See this place? That's where the sciss.ors cut me because I 

was fighting and klcking all the time. My mother sntpped 

two or three times and then my father tool\: the scissors 

rud he cut the other side"" Daisy came to f:chool with part 

of her head almost clee,n ... shaven and part of it with clumps 

of hair here and. there. She lool~ed dreadful. This occur:t>ed 

one we el~ before' she was to graduate from junior high school. 

I emphasize this becaus~ on the surface this was a "nice" 

family. A mother who had been a PTA presidentr a father who 

aspired to the law. 

"My mot;her tried to make up and she said she'd buy me 

a new bathing suit. I told her I didn't want a.nything from 

her. She always does that. My father does what she wants 

him to. She's always naggingo Her mouth has him under control." 

Here is a report about throwing erasers and folders 

around a classroom. And here is another descr1pt:ton: "After 

school today• JVIrs e Lopez told me that she feJ.t sorry for 
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Connie Davisonw(one of our bright "Anglo" girls who had 1119.ny 

problems because the other girls were very nasty to her.) 

"Today between classes Connie l·ras standing in the hall and 

Mrs. Lopez saw Daisy come over to her and deliberately stamp 

on Connie's feet." This is an example of "inter-personal 

relations." 

The parents never got over feeling tha.t Daisy's transfer 

to Ramona was a social disaster. They discussed tran. .. CJfer 

and decided that they could afford to pay eighty dollars a 

month for a boarding school. So we prepared a list for them 

of all the boarding schools in the area that were on the 

accredited lis-C--both Catholic and Protestant. Then there 

was a family fight. The family was Catholic and they wanted 

Daisy to go to a Catholic school and Daisy didn't want to. 

She did not leave Ramo1ia, 

Then we had a fascina.tlng 1ncidente Daisy brought to 

school a shoe box which was full of letters from somebody 

named William Duval. She announced that William was her 

cousin, that he was in a road camp ~or a narcotics violation, 

that she was in love with him, and he was in love with her. 

While he was in camp she could correspona_ w:tth h1m and his 

wife ·would know nothing about ito · This created a real 

problem for uso This story, of course, fascinated other 

girls in her classes. Daisy used to read William's letters 

aloud in class to the girls o And she would l·1ri te to h:l.m in 

class and read her letters to the girls P e.sldng for sugc;ostions 

J 
.I 
I 
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and correctionse This caused so much disturbance that we held 

a special faculty meeting in which we discussed the ethics 

of telling Daisy• s family about her co1·respondence. It was 

not a simple question. For one thing, we did not really 

know whether William really existed or not. If he did, was 

he her cousin? We did not know whether he was married or not, 

if he was her cousin. We really knew nothing except that the 

whole school was upset. We felt that perhaps her family 

should know the situation regardless of whether it was fact 

or fancy. On the other hand, we felt that perhaps it was an 

invasion of privacy to tell her parents, 

The matter was solved for us when the mother told the 

counselor, without our bringing the matter up, that she knew 

all about what was going on. It turned out to be all true. 

Mrs. Duval phoned to ask whether Daisy had any letters at 

school and the whole story came out. 

A little later, Daisy began bringing contraceptives to 

school and passing them around in classes, explaining to those 

girls who did not know about them how they were used. As 

one teacher said, "Imag:i.ne that. Daisy blushed today when 

she was pass i:r.ig her contraceptives a.rou:nd and I commented 

on themo" 

The mother was a fascinating personality. She was vicious 

toward .Daisy and very unhappy. Mrso Tremaine wrote a report 

about graduat:lon a:nd the mother's behavior. This was a 

week after the hair-cuttj.ng 1nc:1.dent; incidentally, Daisy 

1 
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graduated. Wigs were not easily available then; if this 

had occurred a few years later, we would probablyhave bought 

or rented one for her. One of the teachers cut what hair 

Daisy had left evenly and put a ribbon on her head. She looked 

fairly respectable. She flatly refused to have her picture 

taken with her parents after the graduation exercises. 

Ia ter in the day Mrs • Duval telephonecl to ask if Daisy was 

going to be transferred to another school. She said to Mrs. 

Tremaine, "Daisy was sent to Ramona because girls came to her 

other school to beat her up and all she did was defend herself. 

My husband is a lawyer and he knows that people have a right 

to defend themselves. I should have gone to the Board of 

Education then about transferring her to Ramona but I was just 

over my two surgeries. Ramona has not been good for Daisy. 

I have more trouble wl th her now than ever before ·. She goes 

to the projects," (that is the general term for houslng 

projects) 11 but she is morally a good girlo" (A good many 

people, including law enforcement offtcers, consider the 

projects to be.almost vast houses of prostitutione There is 

much crime and undesirable behavior of all in them. There 

are, I think, two reasons for this. There is a high concen

tration of people in the area. Besides, t;he projects are 

111te11ded for low-income families, Jll/3..ny of ·whom have standards 

that condone crime and violenceo "Going to the projects" 

meant really getting into trouble.) So Nrs. Duval said, 

"She is more,lly a good girl, even if she a.oes go there. She 
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is very nervous and does not sleep. She tallrn about Tiny 

and the fits she has~" (Do you remember Tiny?) "I am going 

to take Daisy to the doctor for a complete examination and 

tell him everything, Ramona has been bad for Daisy· physically 

and emot.1.onally. She has gotten more upset than she ever was. 

If she has to go to Ramona next year I'll go to the Board of 

Education and tell them what has happened. I will have to 

move to another state if she has to go to Ramona High School 

in September. Her grandmother has moved to Highland Park 

and so I thought that Daisy could go to Franklin," 

After all this, Daisy came back to us the next year, 

Obviously this was the kind of case in which the child 

welfare and attendance worker r.aade a good many home callsu 

One of the interesting ones was made about ten o'clock in the 

morn:tng; it seemed at flrst that nobody ·was home, The worker 

was skilled and experienced. She felt sure she was being 

observed from behind the CUJ~taino So she kept knocking until 

Daisy came to the door. Daisy was a.ttlred in black chiffon 

negligee trimmed in red lace. Draped over a livingroom chair 

was a boy's leather motorcycle jacket, The worker ignored 

the jacket and discussed school attendance with Daisy, who 

claimed to be very 111. Soon the boy, who was hiclil:ig behind 

a davenport p could not hold out any lm1ger and began to 

giggle~ 

This episode caused another faculty· meeting, not quite 

so serious a.s the one at which we discussed the letters. 

.I 
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Again there was the question as to ·whether or not we should 

tell Daisy's mother. We were reasonably sure that Mrs. Duval 

would deny the story and would regard it as slander of her 

child, We decided, I think, not to tell her~ 

One of the things that Mrs, Duval did that was interest

ing was to force Daisy to take saxaphone lessons lJ'hile the 

girl was enrolled at Ramo11a.~ I tried to find out why she had 

chosen the saxaphone. Nrs~ Duval felt that the saxaphone was 

a gentle and refined kind of musical instrumentG 

At this time Hrs. Duval told me that she was reading 

psychology books~ We were trying to persuade her to accept 

referral to the PTA Guidance Clinico She agreed to make 

appointments, but over and over she broke them~ 

Of course I do not know what became of Daisy. At Ramona 

she reached. an age which made it possible for her to drop 

out~ She ~pent her tenth grade at Ramona;, Then, according 

to my notes, her mother referred her to Metro~ I am sure that 

we did 1 t , but we let the mother pretend. tba t she was making 

the referral~ Ds.isy did transfer to Trade Tech~ but she dropped 

out very . soon; School people rarely know what heppe:ns to their 

pupils in their adult lives~· 

Daisy's case is a very interesting example of the danger 

of judging fam:ilies by e:x:tm:-1"1svls--a habit which is, I am 

afra:lclt midclle-~class~ I have told Daisy'EJ story several times 

in workshops which were attended by teache1•s from oth01• schools 

when I was try:tng to emphasize the fact trw:t it ·was not fair 
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to judge a child by his manners or by h1.s dress~ Usually 

this meant poor att1rep e.nd libad" manners~ But I would try 

to make the opposite point that a girl or boy who seemed on 

the surface to be "nice 11 and "normal" a.nd to come from a 

11 good'1 family might be entirely different from what the teacher 

expected~ The teachers rarely believed me~ 

There was at Ramona another type of case that I do not 

think I have put on the tape; that was what the teachers 

called the "hopeless girl~" Hopeless because of her choice 

of parents and environment~ Such ce.ses were harder on the 

facul·ty than were tragedies lilte Grace Acevez or Princie. 

These were girls with whom ·w·e worked on and on and on, trying 

everything we could~ Not only wa.s there no sign of outward 

improvement~ but we knew deep down that no ii:;atter what we did 

there would be no such improveme:nt1 barrlng a miracle~ Such 

cases made up e, le,rge f:eaction of ov.r students~ Their indiv-

idual stories are not dra:raat:lco I ·want to present two of 

them to illustrate this. The f~t.rst one has some out1ra.rd drama z 

the other is completely unspectacular, but still dreadful~ 

Let me present "T"wi.nlcles," or Lucina.a Lopez o She was 

one of our "fat girls o 11 And lilce Maria Munoz 0 she was P I 

thinkp partly Negro and pe..irtJ.y Mex1canii Twinkles was quite 

pretty despi·i;e her obesity e She was illeg~i.t1mate » her mother 

made no pretense e.bout the fact" The mother called herself 

"Hissn and corrected people who used "Hrs~" She was, perhaps~ 

somewbat mentally retardod. Twinl{les we,s not paJ:"i;icmlarly 



bright~ but she seemed more intelligent th.an her mother~ 

Her mother was never able to hold a job; so the family was 

always on relief~ Miss Lopez was given food orders instead 

of money; which the BPA felt she -used unwisely. Miss Lopez's 

relatives ap:parently were decent people; they never forgave 

her for having had a child out of wedlocl{e They seemed to 

blame Twinkles for the circumstances of her conception, So 

the poor girl absolutely had no one in her family circle who 

even liked her, let alone felt any responsib~.lity for her• 

This was one of the things that was "hopeless" about her 

situation• 

Twinlcles was, I think I quite a·ware of all this~ Her 

reaction-s were very interest;ing P part1cula:.t~J.y in the fielcl 

of sex! BeCf.',,use she was fat she was very worried over her 

chances of :making e, good marriage. And havil'lg her mother 

before her as a.n example, she was quite stt"l:'e that she did not 

want to have any chS.ldren out of wedlock o She was ve1·y much 

interested in men~ 

Now let me read the referral and then tell wllat we did 

with Twlr.iJrles at Ramooo. She came from Shasta. Junior Hj_ghe 

"Problem: Um"est:ra.ined, uninhibited behav:i.or~ Lucinda is 

an illegitimate child who has e,lways lived ·with her mate:rng,1 

gran.dmo1cher~ The mother married thr0e years o.go and is not 

worki11g~ {I had forgotJcen that~} When aslced if it; was 

possible for Luc,_nda to 1~1.ve with her; her mother replied 

that hei• mother is bllnd and neecls Luc1nda 0 s help~ However, 

.1 



Lucinda. 1s not receiving the supervision and guide.nee she needs. 

Her problem in school stems from loud; unrest:ra1ned 9 unin

hibited behavior~ She is likeable, lovable person who is 

always contrite when confronted with her misdeeds. One of 

our teachers quotes her as saying, 'Mees, you're a damn liar. 

Ohr I 0 m sorry~ Will you accept my apology?• All in one 

breath~ 

"The following obser'vatior.lS from teachers are typical 

of her behaviors This girl says and does just what she 

pleases in classo Her actions consist of bullying everyone, 

including the boys~ Her speech consists of profanity and 

coarse abuse of every nature•" (It was from Twinkles that I 

got the only copy I have ever possessed of a "Tijuana Bible.") 

She repeatedly has 't'~.lked out when requested to remain after 

class even for two mlnu:C;es o Numerous referrals have not 

helped here 

"Lucinda resisted transfer to Ramona High School because 

a girl she knows feels that Ramona High School ~.s horrible. 

A later 111tervim·1 dicolosec1 that Lucinda ba.d been threatened 

by several Ramona High School girls as the latter bel~Leved 

that Lucinda and her couslns were lau.ghing at theme Lucinda 

states that boys call her :names and she said she hatea. all 

teachers~ •Because I can°t stand anyone to scream at me~'" 

N'ow for the child welfare worlrnr" s part of the referral: 

"Lucinda; fou.rteen~year-olcl, obese adolescent; lives ·w1thr.1.3r 

blind granc1mother 1.n a dll~tpidatedp three--room cot;tage in a 



·1ow economic area~ She shares a bedroom with this grandmother, 

She is planning to complete high school and likes English 

and science. She does not like to dress for gym, She said 

she was under medical care for overweight but terminated with 

the doctor because she felt 111 effects from the medication~ 

The mother confirmed this~ Lucinda has glasses but hates them 

because others tease her: she has very poor vision, She dis

likes the frames of her glasseso A cousin offered some dis

carded ones but nothing has been done. The mother is now 

married to Julio Chavezo The mother's home, although located 

in a drab setting, shows the mother 0 s ingenuity 1n the curtains 

and acces~or-iese The home was spotlessc The mother feels 

that Lucinda es problem. stems from her fat;her• s race being 

Negro, a11d thc'l.t she is not accepted by the :Mexicans 11 The 

mother e.ppn.rently accepts no res pons i blli ty for Lucinda 0 s 

behavior and says, •It• s in her c 0 The mother does i1ot feel 

1hat Lucinda neea_s he:r and ste.tos that the grandmother would 

not part with Lucinda, whom she described as •my only daughter 

now~• The grandmother, Spsi.nish~speaklng, apparently is un~ble 

to do anything around the house, so Lucinda is responsible 

for the housework and the shopping~ The mother said that 

Lucinda seems unhappy when temporarily living with her while 

the grand.mot.her was in the hospitalo Lucinda has a picture 

of her father. The grun.dmo"c;her- receives $110 a month blind 

aid on which she supports Lucinclaf. The stepfather 1s employed: 

he earns $1«>7 0 an hour an.cl ha.s to contrl but;c to his mother 0 s 
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support~" 

That is the l::ackground~ 

One problem that we had with Lucinda was that teachers 

had mixed feelings about her. They were all very sorry for 

her, yet she was almost unbearable to have aroundo She pranced 

around in classes like a young elephant. A teacher l-n .. ote: 

"Twinkles talks about the many times that she has almost 

been raped: this is in great detail. Her eyes were poor and 

her reading was not very good anyhow, so she talked instead 

trying to do anything in class• Once some boys were chasing 

her and some other girls and it seems that a man came along 

and picked them up~ This man was a very nice fellow a.nd he 

took them to give them something to eat. She said that 1t was 

a big chance ·ths. t they took getting into that man ° s car o She 

1s always talking about homosexual activities~ She and 

Alberta Smithson talked about •going ·w1th each ot;her~ • 

!t'he teacher continued s "Whenever the clerlr came into 

a. classroom Twinkles usually :made remarks about how 11 fine 11 

the clerk was and made eyes at hero I am quite sure that 

all of this homosexual talk wa.s just talk to pro·cect herself; 

the defense against not being popular with boys. Today she 

told Eleanor Gonzales e.bov.t some girls who had sald that 

Eleanor was funny e.nd tha. t Eleanor had ~gone e.round' with girls 

in Juvenile Hall~ Elean.or d~_dn ri t lilce 1 t and ·wants a sho1~d.owno 

Now roaybe we a.re going to have e :fight~n 

Here is anothe1" teacherc s report i "Aft;er the flag 
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salute today Lucinda took hold of my arm as we were walking 

to·ward class~ She affected a passlonate tone of voice and 

said, deeply, 'Hello, Baby •. • As soon as we got 1ns1de the 

room she quickly clasped both hands around my neck and pre

tended that she was going to choke meo She d1dn°t apply 

any pressure, though. Then she released her grasp and 

laughed.at her little joke~ Lucinda is always making bodily 

contac·t; with me, either putting her arm around my waist or 

other such affectionate gestures~ It is a 11tt;le d:tff1cult 

to restrain her~ When I speak to her in order to restrain 

her she takes it ·with a very offended e.nd aggressive air. 

Undoubtedly she means all of this in a spirit of ftm, but it 

still doesn't make it any easier for me to take. 

"When the dentist was here sevem,l months ago she was 

standing by EW some of us were asking him questions after 

the programc She picked up his model of jaws wi.th teeth-

fifteen or twenty times life size--and b:'l.t me on the seat ... ,.. 

with them~ The dentist very politely contained his amuse-

ment but I wa.sn' t so successful in contatning my em.b::'1.rrassment e" 

Here's another description~ "Twinkles talks and talks 

and talks~ Every morning she has a boy story to tell about 

somebody who made a pass at her or some man who followed her 

home. Some man was knoclting at her window le.st nigh·!;. She 

frequently runs to the window to see what is go1:n.g on in 

school o:r· who is passing bye Th:ls rnor11i.ri....g Iona Barnes e boy-

friend. was psirlted out~side~ Twtnklos fJas so excited that I 
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could_ not keep her away from the window~ She says I pick on 

her and she promises to do better but she remembers the promise 

for a minute or two. She is very funny and reminds me of 

Sergeant Garcia on the Zoro program. When she wants someone 

to stop talk~.ng she yells, •Stop the m.otor ~ '" 

Similar reports went on and 011~ The obscene booklet 

(A Tijuana Bible) which Lucinda brought to school app:trently 

was displayed in a desire for attention, friendship, and 

approbation. Usually the girls laughed at her and made fttn 

of her• One da.y she reduced a teacher to tears of pity by 

talking about a li'.!an who had propositioned her; Lucinda quoted 

him as saying, 11 Don ~ t get me wrong. All I• m int;erested in 

is youx pretty face.·" Poor Twinkles went around saying tha. t 

at lea.st one man had said that he was interested in her 

pretty fa.cc~ 

The boys and men. who worked in the service station across 

the st;reet from the school said th9.t Lucinda ·would do anything 

for anyboar~ "She doesn°t eve11 do it for money~" one of them 

said·~ 

Because ·we felt that Luc1ncla ~ s chances for improvement 

were almost nil-.,,and also from self ~defense~ ... we tried to 

get her a. job; She needed money. Living w:'lth a blind grand

mother was not goode But she was so dlE1tu.rbi11g at school 

that we kept her home whenever we could. 

Someone found Luc:tncla a job pacl~l11g celery e She poked 

holes in the celloph';l.110 Wl."appinc;r~ of the c0lery o The 



supervisor ma.de her stop. People at the plant were very 

pa.t1ent with her. She talked on the job so much and so 

obscenely that other workers, many of whom were quite mature 

women, could not bear 1 t ~ Her mother, by the way, alv-iays 

denied that this torrent of sex talk came from anything that 

Twinkles had learned from the mother. The mother disclaimed 

any knowledge of where the girl had learned this langllage~ 

The point I want to emphasize is that here l'ras a youngster 

who had so much against her that as far s.s we at school could 

see, there was nothing thl.\t we coulcl do for her. Yet we all 

felt guilty when we expressed this opi.nlono As I have sa.1d, 

such a case was even harder on the teachers than were the 

dra:rnat1c and tragic cases9 Yet she was so funny.,uand so 

pathetic~ 

This next girl was 0 111 a certain sense, a more normal 

person than Twinkles o But she l<ras harcler to help~ She looked 

quite ordinary; she had an exter11ally acceptable homee She 

was one of the girls with whom I h'.?id a real p:t"oblemr I dld 

not knm;r whether or not to accept her beoo,u.se Twinkles 

was 011 the borderlln(:} mentally. I could have said tba.t she 

was too low for Ramonae I had learned that r0ally retarded 

girls could not use the freedol.tt that we deliberately offeredo 

But when I received a description of how she behavecl in regular 

school I realized that she could not stay there either, so 

very much age.inst my wishes we took hero We had. Barbara 

Benavides fo1~ a.bout three and a half years 1 with some 
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interruptions~ She ran away and was missing for some tlme; 

and she was in Juvenile Hall about eight times~ But she 

stayed with us. The reason I put her into the "hopeless" 

category is that so much was agair-..st her that we could do 

little about. Borderline mentality~ poor vision, a pa.rtial 

hearing loss which was not serious enough to require a hearing 

aid but which prevented her from hearing things accurately. 

An extremely defensive mother; My notes record some funny 

situation.~ in which Barbara herself told the truth about truancies 

a d..ay before receiving a note from the mother alleging some~ 

thing entirely different from what had actually happened~ 

Added to this were the usu~l problems of poverty and of being 

Mexican~ Her mother was what the teachers called a "gimme 

pa.rent~" Whenever the school doctor would report that the 

girl needed any kind of medical care, mother always had the 

sanie answer"· "You p!'Ly for it, and Pll have it donee" 

Alwayst "You pay for it~" 

In classes Barbara would run up and down the room, She 

used to yell 0. she used to go through teachers• desks. She 

would grab teachers 1 roll books and ·write j.n theme Once, 

before we knew the mother~s habits, we agreed to advance 

$25 for dental work for Ba1•ba.ra.. The mother repaid $1 and 

threatened. to go to tho Board of Education and charge us wlt;h 

extortion if we tried to get any more~ 

I am almost certain that Barlura. learned nothtng academic 

in school~ When she was present she upse-t clafrnes and she 
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hated it all the time. ~n1en we sent her home, her mother and 

she both compla,_ned that we were depriving the glrl of an 

education. This went on for a long time~ 

Barbara would be picked up by the police ~u1te often as 

a rur.iaway or for curfew v1olat1onr once or twice she we.s 

found drunk~ But whenever she appeared in Juvenile Court 

her mother lied to the referee~ Nothing that either the school 

or the police said was true~ And the judge always believed 

·the mother! So Barb9.ra would be sent home~ 

This story has little excitement in it. There was only 

a. steaa.y, depressing pounding on the nerves of faculty and 

staff~ I am afraid that in the cases I have presented I 

have not given enough of these ti ordinary" ones~ They sounc1. 

flat! They lack color~ They are not even tragic, oxoept 

that it is alt-mys tre,gic to see a human being have so 11.ttle 

opportunity of fulfillment~ But when people talk about the 

pressu'.'l"es on teachers in regu.lar schools we must remember 

how many such pupils they have~ 



Abraham Lincoln High School 
"Acadia' Junior High School 
Acevedo, Helen 
Acevez, Grace ("Tiny") 
Adame, Edna 

INDEX 

Adoption Institute, Los Angeles 
Adult Education Division, Los 

Angeles City Schools 
Affiliated Teachers' Organization 

of Los Angeles . 
The Aggressive Child (Redl) 
Aid to Needy Children 
Albee, Edward 
American Association of Administrative 

Women in Education 
American Association of School 

Administrators 
American Association of University 

Women 
American Federation of Teachers 
Amparan, Arlene 
Anderson, Elizabeth 
Andresen, Arthur 
Armour, Richard 
Arnheim, Roy 
Arthur, Doris . 
Aunts of Maria (organization) 

Auxiliary Services 
see, Educational Services 

Axe,-Fred 
Azev, Mr.~~~~-

Baby Clantons (gang) 
Bakersfield, California 
Baldwin, James 
Balinari, Dr.~~~~ 
Behavior and Misbehavior (Hymes) 
Belvedere--zJunior High School 
Benavides, Barbara 
Benjamin, Gilbert Giddings 
Betsy Ross High School 

Bettelheim, Bruno 
Bibb, Lydia 
Big Brothers 
Big Sisters 
Black Muslims 
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393 415 
14263-1431 
1289-1290, 1296-1315 
g-/2 
114, 370 
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143-144, 219, 220, 525, 530 
34 
661 
660 

161 
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169, 171, 172-173 
144, 219-220, 525, 9gr-998 
1089-1095, 1100-1101 
gr4 
71, 202, 203, 205 
54 
202, 221 
1077-1079, 1355-1370 
51~, 518-520, 5234 525, 692, 
694, 769, 959, 10 o, 1081 

145 
8, 68 

1166 
66, 67 
667 
1485-1490 ~ 
1468 
837 
1589-1591 
68 
87' 88?. 479, 493, 572, 
581, lL!.69 15L~5 
24, 25, 34, 538, 539 
115' 116 
365 
365 
718 



Blair '1Motts 11 

' B'nai Brith 
Booth Memorial Hospital and Home 

The Boxcar Children (Warner) 
Boyle Heights, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Breiner, Leopoldine 

Broadacres School, Los Angeles 
County, Calif. 

The Brothers Karamazov (Dostoevski) 
Browd en , Mr .~~~~~ 

Browden , Pamela 
Brown, William 
Buell, Frank 
Buffalo, New York 
Bullard, Dr.~~~-
Bulle t i n of the Schoo l Li_brarY: 

Associati_on of California 
Bureau of Public Assistance 

Burke, Mrs.~~~~
Burn, Michael 
Burroughs Juni_or High School 
Buss, Otto 

Caldera, Lupe 
California Education Code 
California State Depa~tment 

of Education 
California State Department of 

Social Welfare 
California State Highway Patrol 
California State Superintendent of 

Public Instruction 
California State Youth Authority 

California Teachers' Association 
Camarillo State Mental Hospital 
Cambria High School 

see, Betsy Ros s High School 
Camp Seely, California 
Carey, Katherine Lee 
Carpena, Gerry 
Carpenter, Irma 
Carruth, Sgt. 
Casebook of Non-directive Couns e ling 

(ed. Snyder 

213, 214-215 
2 
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116, 119-122, 129, 132, 133~ 
13L~, 135, 136, 137, 480, 5 l'-+-
516, 674, 761 
467, 468 
180, 187 
652, 654, 9L~7, 1130-1131, 
1133, 1233, 1247, 1249, 
1282-1295, 1296, 1299, 1316, 
1328, 1329, 1340, 1393 

1057 -1060' 1061 
583-584 
1388-1407 J 1415 
1388-1407 
205, 206-207, 208 
217 
3, 11, 54-55, 55-56 
225 

463 
353, 354, 355 - 361, 391, 393, 
629, 653, 783, 1298, 1389, . 
1390, 1393-1394, 1395A 1401, 
1523, 1524, 1526 , 152d-1529, 
1530, 1534 
56-57 
544, 546' 547 
190 
221 

886 
116 

11 

115' 353, 356' 661 
348 

216 
396, 3gr, 398, 405, 409, 422, 
495' 1060' 1211, 1217 -1219' 135 
9gr 
912' 913' 914' 916' 917 

161, 162 
201-202 
906-917 
1422-1423 
393, 394, 411 
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Catholic Welfare Bureau 
Catholic Youth Organization 
Chaffey, Everett 
Charter Oaks Vocational Training 

Institute 
Chessman, Caryl 
Children Who Hate (Redl & Wineman) 
Child Welfare and Attendance 

Christian Science 
Christian Sc1ence Monitor 
Churchill, Winston -
Church of Latter Day Saints 
Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, 

California 
Clark, Margaret 
Cle~r Creek Camp, California 

Cleland House of Neighborly Service 
College Women's Club 
Collier, Al 
Columbia University, Teachers College, 

New York, N. Y. 
Community Chest 
Community Coordinating Councils 
A Community Study, Health in the 

Mexican- American Culture~Clark) 
Compton, Ray 
Conant, James B. 
Controls from Within (Redl & Wineman) 
Convent of the Good Shepherd 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Council of Jewish Women 
Cramm, ' Caroline 
Crisman, Mrs.~~~~ 
Crowther, Jack 
The Cruiser (yearbook) 
Curriculum Council, Los Angeles City 

Schools 
Curriculum Division, Los Angeles City 

s.chools 

Davis, Allison 
Delgado, Donna 
Delinquent Behavior, Culture and 

the Individual (Kvaraceus) 
Delta Kappa Gamma Sorority 
De Luna, Lucinda 
Downes, Doris 
Dukhobors 
Duval, Daisy 
Duval, Jean 
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422, 423, 425, 453, 580, 
589A 649, 936, 1090, 1151-
1150, 1221-1223, 1573 
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20, 54, 165, 178, 999, 1008 
543 
237 , 461, 690-702, 928, 
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363, 366 
173 
311, 1070 

205 
114, 137' 
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543-544 
79 
199 
539, ll~68' 

418, 419 
366 
974 
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139, 188, 217, 218 
306-307, 1229-1230 

138, 139, 140, .. 141, 149 
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67 8-680, 1464 
27 3, 767 -772, 879 

550-566 
161, 716 
950-956' 1496- 1lJ.97 
117 'i-- 117 5 
186 
1572-1582 
1355' 1457 -1458 
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East Los Angeles Girls' Vocational 
High School 
see, Ramona High School 

East Los Angeles Junior College 
Echandia Elementary School 
E.D. Phillips Co. 
Educational Services, Los Angeles 

City Schools 
Education Digest 
Edwards, Anne E. 
El Nido School 
El Retiro School, Los Angeles 

County 
Evening Alliance (organization) 
Evergreen Church 

Family Service of America 
Faulkner, William 
Federation of Coodinating Councils 
Finchden Manor, Tenterden, England 
The Fire Next Time (Baldwin) 
Flanagan, Father Edward 
Florence Crittenton Home 

Ford, Henry 
Forster, Arthur Blinkensop 
Frances, Catherine 
Frances De Pauw School 
Fred C. Nellis School for Boys 
French, Vida 
Frisch, Susan 
Fritchman, Steven 
Fromm, Rose 

Garden Gate High School 
Generos, Ramona ( 11 Cobra1t) 
George Washington High School 
Gerber, June Haugner 
The Golden Bough (Frazer) 
Gonzales, Lupe ("Joker") 
Goodwill Industries 
Gould, Dr.~~~~~
Goulet, Frank 
Granados, Sally 
The Grapes of Wrath (Steinbeck) 
Gra~ Margaret-~~ 

Griffith Coordinating Council 
Guerrero, Mary Jane ( 11 Princie") 

Guidance Council, Los Angeles City 
Schools 

Guidance Handbook 
Guidry, Barbara("Bennie") 
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544-549 
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1073 
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433, 434 
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535 
1101-1109 
1096-1101 
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183 
1165-1189 , 1216, 1252 
376- 377 ' 378 ·' 
69 
79, 958-959, 1459 
1290-1291 
50, 155 
1160, 1161 
357 
382-417, 635, 636, 637, 880, 
1064-1065, 1120-1121, 1333 
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140, ]_l.j.l~-145 
611.~ - 61s 1, 616, 617, 618 , 619, 
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Haskins, Stella 

Hathaway Home 
High School Teachers' Association 
Hollenbeck Junior High School 
Hollywood First Methodist Church 
Hollywood High School 
Holstein, Harold 
HooHooettes {organization) 
Horace Mann Junior High School 
Howell, Harry 

. Hurtado, Mrs.----

Indiana Elementary School 
Institute on Unwed Parenthood 
Izvestia 

Jackson High School 
Jarvis, Ellis A. 

Jerusalem Post 
Jewish National Home for Asthmatic 

Children 
Jimenez, Mrs·---~
Johnson, Capt . 
Johnson, Dolores 
Johnson, Dorothy 
Johnson, Gwen 

Jones, Dorothy 
Jones, Helen F.( 11 India 11

) 

Jones, Huey 
Jones, Katie 
Junior High School Principals' 

Association 

Kelley, Margaret 
Kelly, Bob 
Kersey, Vierling 
King, Thomas Starr 
Kropotkin, Peter 
Kvaraceus, Mr. ___ _ 

Langenhagen, Elsa 
Las Palmas School for Girls, Los 

Angeles County, Calif. 
Lathrop, Julia 
Lavros, Gloria 
Lawrence, T. E. 
Lee, Ettie 
Legge, Frances 
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193-194, 218 
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813, 816' 817 
38, 188-191, 193, 199, 20~, 
209' 217' 483 
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176 
934 
761 
599, 715 
964, 974 
1439- 1443, 1453-1454, 1456, 
1457 
734-750, 751 
370, 998, 1041-1057 
16-17' 43, 1057 
698 

160' 162 

88-89 
203-204 
194-195, 216, 217 
228 
7 ~ 

551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 
558, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 
564, 565, 566 
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1061-1063 
1190 
241-243, 638, 728-734 
70 
lJ-67 
57 



Leshing, Michael S. 
Lcshing, Sophia 
Leshing, Vera (Khautina) 
Les Miserables (Hugo) 
"Letter from a Region of My Mind 11 

(Baldwin) 
Liberal Catholic Church 
Liberty Belles (organization) 
Listening With the Third Ear (Reik) 
Lloyd, J"ira.m.y 
Long, Huey P. 
Lopez, Bertha 
Lopez, Christine 
Lopez, Lucinda ( 11 Twinklestt) 
Lopez, Mary 
Lorna Doane (Blackmore) 
Los Angeles, City of 

Los Angeles City Board of Health 
Los Angeles City Schools 

see also, Adult Education Division; 
Curriculum Council; Curriculum 
Division; Educational Services ; 
Superintendent of Schools 

Los Angeles County Board of Education 

Division of Special Schools 
Los Angeles County Juvenile Court 
Los Angeles County Juvenile Hall 

Los Angeles County Probation 
Department 

Los Angeles County Sheriff 
Los Angeles First Unitarian Church 
Los Angeles General Hospital 
Los Angeles High School 
Los Angeles Junior College 
Los Angeles Times Boys' Club 
Los Feliz Elementary School 
Los Guilicos School for Girls, 

Love is Not Enough (Bettelheim) 
Lucas-,-Ernestine -
Lyman, George 
Lyons, Dwight 
Lyward, Mr.~--------

1, 2, 3 
3, 4 
1, 2 , 3, 4, 7 
467, 4-69 

667 
83, 84 
14 
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211-212 
16 
41-43, 44, 630-635, 644 
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420 
468 
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164, 167, 351-352 
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8 12 69 99 167 208, 
441 -448, 4s 9-460, 465 , 510, 
589, 715, 716, 1558 

8, 13, 15, 18, 24, 35, 55, 
60, 70, 73, 99 , 116, 117' 
203, 217' 218, 219, 221, 
333, 489, 531, 535, 1137 
333 
327 - 332 , L~24 
332 - 336, 400 , 403 , 423 , 424, 
535, 651, 652 , 857 , 1066-
1067' 1137 ' 1172' 1177 

311, 326, 336-348, 350, 354, 
361-362, 425, 732-733, 1061, 
1067, 1070, 1221, 1310 
351-352 
222-224, 225-227, 228, 231-232 
914, 917 
191, 1015-1016 
65 
249, 365, 377, 705, 991 
56 
396 ' 404 ' 419, J.~95' 1060 ' 
1063, 1064-1065 
24-25, 538, 539 , 1468, 1482 
lO 38-1olf.o 
109-110 
208-209 
544--549 



Manual Arts High School 
Marengo Elementary School 
Marquez, Miss 
Martinez, Elsie 
Martinez, Lucy 
Martin, Helen 
Martins, Mrs.~~~~
Mavor, Dr-.==~~~~ 
McCarthY:; Joseph 
Mcclaren Hall, Los Angeles 

County, Calif. 
McCully, Bruce 
McKesson, William B. 
McNassir, Donald 
Medina, Rosie 
Mentone, Valerie 

Mercy Hospital, Bakersfield, Calif. 
Metropolitan High School 
"Mile High" Conference 
Milligan, Margaret 
Mills, Ethelwyn 
Mr. Lyward's .Answer (Burn) 
Molokans 
Montgomery, G. Millage 
Mooney, Tom 
Moreno, Tonya 
Munoz, ·Deborah 
Munoz, Maria 

Nation 
National Association of Secondary 

School Administrators 
Journal of, 
Special Schools Committee of, 

National Education Association 
National Institutes of Mental Health 
Needlework Guild 
Neustel, Ida M. 
New Republic 
11 Newton11 High School 
New York City School System 
New Yorker 
Nicholas I, Tsar of Russia 
Nilson, Sandra 
Nourse, Walter 

Occidental College, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

Olson, Helen 
Ottinger, Catherine Brownell 

Pacific Colony 
see, Pacific State Hospital 

59 
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255 
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999, 1008 
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1416-142b . 
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180-188 
215 
86 
988, 1104, 1348 
980-996, 1004, 1005 
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11, 138, 146, 148, 149, 204, 21 
75 
143, 146, 148, 149 
550-551, 997 
538 
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116, 134 
76 
676 
167, 191-192 
667 
1 
1347, 1431-1457, 1480 
18, 78, 79, 201 

110 
974 
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Pacific Oaks Friends 1 School, 
Pasadena, Calif. 

Pacific State Hospital, Pomona; 
Calif. 

Pagan, Ruth 
Parent-Teacher Association 

PTA Health Center 
Parker, William H. 
Perez, Angie ("Bandit") 

Perez, Cruz 
Perez family 
Perez, Irene 
Perez, Rita C'Shortie 11

) 

Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. 
Phi Beta Kappa ~-
Pi Lambda Theta Sorority 
Pitman, Frank W. 
Plaza Community Center 
Pollard, Mabel ( 11 Dimples 11

) 

Pomona College, Claremont, Calif. 

Pravda 
Preston, Cora 

"The Quiet One" (film) 

Rafferty, Max 
Ramona High News 
Ramona High School, East Los 

Angeles, Calif. 

976 . 
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251-26r, 272, 27 4-215, 218, 283 
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Ramona High School (cont'd) 

Ramos, Daisy ("Fighter 11
) 

Randall, Dr.~~~~~ 
Redl, Fritz 
Reeves, Claude 
The Reivers (Faulkner) 
Renato, Cynthia 
Renato family 
Renton, May 
Richardson, Ralph 
Riley, Thomas 
Rogers, Carl R. 
Rogers, Lettie 
Rogers, Millie 
Roosevelt, Eleanor 
Roosevelt High School 
Rose Marie Reid Bathing Suits 
Rudametkin, Mr.-----

St. Anne's Maternity Hospital 
Salvation Army 
Sands, Elizabeth 

Santa Fe High School 
Santa Rita Clinic 
Scholastic Magazine 
Scott, Peter 
Seeds, Corinne A. 
Serrurier, Robin 

Seventh Day Adventist Church 
Severance Club 
$eyler, Louise 
Shasta Junior High School 
.Sherman Indian Institute, Riverside, 

Calif. 
Shklovsky, Israel 
Shklovsky, Rashel 
Short-Doyle Act 
Smith, Clara ( 11 Chickie") 
Smith, Jane 
Smith, Nelson 
Smith, Susie 
Smithson, Alberta 
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1275-1293, 1376-1377' llJ.60 -
1481, 1486 
1176, 1186 , 1187' 1189-1190, 
1191-1217 ' 1508 
916' 936' 93"( , 938' 1095' 1097 
34, 538, 539 
192- 193 , 218' 1465, 1466' 1467 
1149 
1482 
627-630? 635, 1379 
1316-1344 
220 
1386 
844 
905-906, 1481 
618-619, 968 
1517 
134 
377-378 
187 

129 ' 137 ' 625 ' 761 
132- 133, 134, 371, 514 
18, 19, 144A 195 - 201 , 202 , 
220 , 479, 4~0A 499 
812 - 813, 814- dl6 
912 , 913, 989, 991 
142, 215 
150 
486 
15, 113, 169, 175, 178, 322, 
696, 983, 1161 
483 
227 
209-211 

. 418, 419 

1049 
175-176, 179 
176-177 
860, 1545 
1520-1522, 1527-1528 
884-885 
112 
1522-153l~ 
1063 



Snyder, William 
Social Democratic Party (Russia) 
Social Revolutionary Party (Russia) 
Social Service Christmas Exchange 
Solomon, Harry 
Stevenson Junior High School 
Stoddard, Alexander J. 

Street Corner Society (Whyte) 
Strong, Jane 
Struthers, Alice Ball 
Student Life (newspaper) 
Sugg, Mary Catherine 
Swain, Mrs.----
Swalestuen, Ruth 
Swanstrom, Ruth 

Tallman, Frank F. 
Temple, Ruth 
Terhune, Max 
Terminal Islan:d Prison, Los 

Angeles, Calif. 
Thomas Edison Junior High School 

Thomas Starr King Junior High School 
Thompson, Ellen 

Timmons, Rosaleen J. 

Togasaki, Yoshe 
Tolstoy, Leo 
Toscano, Lela 
Toscano, Rosie 
Townsley, Mrs.---- 
~remaine, Mrs.----
Trona, California 
Truants from Life (Bettelheim) 

UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

Unitarian Church 
Unitarian Church, San Francisco, 

Calif. 
Unitarian Community Church, 

Santa Monica, Calif. 
Unitarian-Universalist Church 
United Nations 
U.S. Children's Bureau 
U.S. Supreme Court 

6lJ--65 
2 
2, 8 
653 
108 
985 

1601 

146 , 191, 192, 204, 449, 
478 , 489 , 497, 500 
1071 
1534-1539 
72 
224 
910, 915 
169, 171 
116 
976 

859 
172--174 
142 

856 - 857 
9, 15 _;_ 16 , 17 , 5 0 , 7 3-7 4, 
77, 7~ , 79, 80, 81, 82, 87, 
197' 201, 234 , 469, 703, 720, 9~ 
72, 73, 358 
89, 246, 6L~7 , 697, 699, 702, 
710' 711 , 836-844, 857' 1025' 
1247 
87-88, 107, L~39 , 611 691 
754, 161, 762, 7 89;. B36 , B59 , 
956, 981 983, 101~, 1019 . 
1063, 10$4, 1096 , 1278, 1288> 
1467 ' 1545 
1110 
180 
775-777, 780, 808, 1056 
775-7 80' 1056 
821, 822, 1295-1296 
1365, 1404 
169-172 
34' 538, 1468 

1117 
89, 222-224, 225-232 

228 

231 
230 
14 
670 
207 



University of California, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 
University of Southern California, 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Dental Clinic 
School of Medicine 

Valle, Antoinette 
Varigin, Piotr 
Varnum, Maggie 
Ventura School for Girls 

Virgil 
Vista Del Mar Child Care Service 

Warburton, Stanley 
Warner, Doris 
Washburn, Mrs·----
Watson, Helen 
Way of Life (series) 
Weatherly, Howard 
Westside Jewish Community Center 
White, Ernie 
White Fence (gang) 
White Memorial Medical Center, 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
White Russians 
Widney High School 
Wilcox, Karen 
Wilkinson, Jean 
Williams, Harriette 
Wilson, Charlotte 
Wiltwyck School 
Wineman, David 
Winton, Isabella 
Wolfe, Mr.---
Wycoff, Frank 

Yablonsky, Lewis 
'The Yearling ( Rawlings ) 
Young Ones (organization) 
Youth Consul tat ion Service, New York 

1602 

71, 157' 162' 210' 859-860 
205 

8' 68' 7 3' 157 ' 187' 208 
53, 1136-1137 
5 

903-904, 1265-1274 
186 
942-950 
335, 396, 412, 422, 424, 
495, 535, 566, 1063-1065 
60 
1066 

212-213 
825-836, 876, 925, 931 
1365 
738-743, 744-758, 761-766 
469 
871, 1285' 1366' 1545 
363 
696 
281 

267, 484, 933, 936, 939, 952 
187-188 
1357 
480 
598-599 
89 
1202-1203 -
1517 
34 
9 34' 1501-15 02 
1101, 1102 
1062 

1069, 1071 
142 

. 1347 
974 

/ 




